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ABSTRACT

FRAGMENTS AND CLAUSAL ELLIPSIS

SEPTEMBER 2014

ANDREW WEIR

M.A. (Hons.), UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH

M.A., UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON

Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor Kyle Johnson

This dissertation investigates the syntactic and semanticproperties offragments– ut-

terances which consist of a constituent smaller than a clause. Examples include short an-

swers, such asWhat did he eat? — Chips, as well as cases which do not respond to any

overt question; for example, sayingThe train station, pleaseon entering a taxi. I defend

Merchant 2004’s proposal that, underlyingly, fragments contain clausal structure: the frag-

ment answerchipsis elliptical for he ate chips, with he atebeing present in the syntax but

unspoken. I argue that challenges to ellipsis-based accounts of fragments can be circum-

vented by adopting a particular semantic restriction on which clauses are allowed to elide.

Building on an analysis by Reich 2007, I argue that elided clauses must stand in a particular

relation to Roberts 2012/1996’s Question under Discussion, which I dub QUD-GIVENness.

I also discuss the syntactic properties of fragments. Merchant 2004 argues that frag-

ments are generated by A′-movement to the left periphery. However, I show that by other

diagnostics, fragments appear not to have moved. I solve this contradiction by arguing that

x



fragments do move, but that this movement takes place only atthe level of Phonological

Form. At Logical Form, the fragment remainsin situ. It is this ‘split’ which causes some

diagnostics for movement to succeed and others to fail.

Finally, the dissertation considers cases of embedded fragments, such asWho ate the

cookies? — I think John.Fragments can only be embedded in this way under bridge verbs.

Following many authors, I assume that bridge verbs embed a double-complementizer or

‘recursive CP’ structure, while other clausal-embedding verbs embed clauses with only one

complementizer. I argue that the ‘higher’ complementizer head embedded by bridge verbs

is the head which licenses clausal ellipsis. I support this hypothesis by investigating which

wh-movement structures allow sluicing. I argue that thewh-movement structures which al-

low sluicing are just those which can be argued to have a double complementizer/recursive

CP structure, providing evidence for the hypothesis that the ‘higher’ complementizer in

these structures is the licensor of clausal ellipsis.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation investigates the phenomenon offragments– utterances which are in

some sense ‘complete’, and which appear to communicate the same propositional content

as a full clause would, but which do not on the surface containthe syntactic structure which

a clause does.

(1) a. What did John eat? — Chips.

b. Which students were dancing in the quad? — The Germans.

c. A coffee, please.

d. [Gesturing to an empty chair.]

An editor of Natural Language Semantics.

e. [Remonstrating with a child unsteadily holding a bowl of soup.]

Both hands!

How are fragments like those in (1) to be represented in the grammar? One view, put

forward by (among others) Ginzburg & Sag 2000, Stainton 1998, 2005, 2006a,b, Jacobson

2013, is that they are ‘bare’ constituents, simply DPs (or other categories such as PP, etc.)

generated without any accompanying clausal syntax. Another view, the most detailed ex-

position of which has been presented in work by Jason Merchant (in particular Merchant

2004), is that the above sentences are covertly clausal: that is, they areelliptical variants of

sentences such as the below.

(2) a. John ate chips.

b. The Germans were dancing in the quad.
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c. I would like a coffee please.

d. That chair is for an editor of Natural Language Semantics.

e. Use both hands!

In this dissertation, I defend the latter view: that cases such as (1) should be taken as

elliptical for clauses such as those in (2).

There exist two main challenges to this view. The first is one put forward by Robert

Stainton: fragments are very often produced without an overt linguistic antecedent, as in the

(c, d, e) cases in (1). However, ellipsis has often been assumed to require an overt linguistic

antecedent. If that is the case, how can cases like these be cases of clausal ellipsis?

The second challenge comes from the observation, made for example by Jacobson

2013, that in some cases fragments have different properties both from their fully clausal

counterparts, and from other constructions which have beenanalyzed as elliptical, such as

verb phrase ellipsis. Consider, for example, the contrast below, adduced by Jacobson.

(3) Which students came to the party?

a. John and Bill came to the party, but I don’t know if they’re students.

b. John and Bill did, but I don’t know if they’re students.

c. #John and Bill, but I don’t know if they’re students.

Why is the fragment case in (3c) infelicitous with the indicated continuation, while the full

clausal case in (3a), and the minimally different case in (3b) (only differing from (3c) by

the addition ofdid) are not? Jacobson takes the contrast in (3) as indicating that fragments

do not have an elliptical source, but are rather ‘bare’ constituents, which must ‘directly’

answer an antecedent question.

In chapter 2 of the dissertation, I present evidence (largely drawn from Merchant 2004)

that fragments are indeed to be analyzed as elliptical, and argue that problems arise for

accounts which assume that this is not so. However, the challenges raised by Stainton and

by Jacobson have to be met. I argue that these challenges do not require giving up the idea
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that fragments are generated by clausal ellipsis. Rather, in chapter 3 I locate the solution

to these challenges in the semantic antecedence condition on clausal ellipsis. I argue that

elided clauses need to stand in a particular relation – whichI dub QUD-GIVENness, af-

ter Merchant 2001’s e-GIVENness and ultimately after Schwarzschild 1999’sGIVENness

– with the Question under Discussion (QUD; Roberts 2012/1996). This relation, draw-

ing on a proposal made by Reich 2007, allows for the generation of fragments without

a linguistic antecedent, as the QUD is a semantic/pragmaticobject, rather than a purely

linguistic/syntactic one. It also, I argue, accounts for the contrast in (3). We follow the

intuition that fragment answers have to be ‘direct’ answersto the question, but this does

not require us to abandon an elliptical analysis for these cases – rather, it tells us something

interesting about the semantic antecedence condition on clausal ellipsis. Linking this se-

mantic antecedence condition on clausal ellipsis with the QUD follows in the footsteps of,

among others, Ginzburg & Sag 2000, Reich 2007, AnderBois 2010, Collins et al. 2014; in

this work, I extend their observations and argue that it can account for a wide range of data.

Having defended a view of fragments in which they are covertly clausal, in chapter

4 I investigate the syntax of the fragments and the clauses which are elided. If fragment

cases like (4) below are treated as elliptical, they look like they involve ellipsis of a non-

constituent, which in much recent literature on ellipsis has generally been considered not

to be possible.

(4) What did he eat? —Heate chips.

To avoid non-constituent ellipsis, Merchant 2004 argues that fragments are generated by a

process of movement of the fragment, followed by ellipsis ofthe clause that the fragment

has moved out of, as in (5).

(5) [Chips[TP heatet]]
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Merchant adduces much evidence in support of a movement analysis of cases like (5);

there are many diagnostics which suggest that fragments do indeed undergo movement,

A′-movement specifically, and so the correct structure of fragments is as shown in (5).

However, such an analysis faces the challenge that this sortof movement is ungram-

matical in English outside of ellipsis, as the ungrammaticality of (6) shows.

(6) What did he eat? — *Chips he ate.

In addition, I will argue that by certain diagnostics, fragments appearnot to have moved. I

reconcile these two apparently contradictory data sets by arguing that fragments do move,

but that this movement takes place only at the level of Phonological Form (PF). It is driven

by the need to extract a focused constituent from an ellipsissite at PF. However, at Log-

ical Form (LF), the fragment remainsin situ. It is this ‘split’ in where the fragment is

pronounced and where it is interpreted which causes some diagnostics for movement to

succeed and others to fail. I argue that this analysis also captures the fact that the move-

ment shown in (5) is exceptional, occurring only in elliptical constructions.

The final chapter of the dissertation, chapter 5, discusses the possibility of embedding

fragments. If fragments are to be analyzed as clausal ellipsis, then embedded clauses should

be able to elide as well as matrix clauses. I argue that that iscorrect, on the basis of the

grammaticality of cases such as the below.

(7) What did John eat?

a. Mary{thinks/believes/was told/suspects/said} the cookies.

However, not all verbs which embed clauses allow fragments to be embedded below them

in the way shown in (7), as (8) shows.

(8) What did John eat?

a. *Mary {whispered/sighed/quipped} the cookies.

b. ??Mary{found out/confirmed} the cookies.
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c. *Mary {is proud/is surprised} the cookies.

I argue that this contrast provides information about the syntactic licensing of ellipsis.

Specifically I assume, following many authors, that the verbs in (7) embed a type of clause

which is different from the clauses embedded in (8). The clauses embedded in (7) are

‘bigger’, in the sense that they contain a clausal left periphery (or complementizer domain)

which is syntactically more complex, and contains more heads than the left peripheries

of clauses like those embedded in (8). In particular, I arguethat it is the presence of a

double-complementizer or ‘recursive CP’ structure, and specifically a ‘higher’ comple-

mentizer head – which verbs likesay, think, believein (7) embed, but which the verbs

in (8) do not – which licenses clausal ellipsis. I support this hypothesis by investigating

which wh-movement structures allow sluicing (clausal ellipsis witha wh-word remnant,

as inSomeone left but I don’t know who). I argue that thewh-movement structures which

allow sluicing are just those where it can be argued that a double-complementizer/recursive

CP structure is present. If awh-movement structure only embeds a single-complementizer

structure, it cannot undergo clausal ellipsis, because it lacks the ‘higher’ complementizer

head which licenses ellipsis.

A caveat is in order before we proceed. When I refer to ‘fragments’ in this dissertation,

I mean to refer to almost all cases of constituents uttered without accompanying clausal

syntax – but not quite all. There are some cases which I will systematically exclude (see

also Merchant 2004:731f. for a similar list).

(9) a. Interjections:ouch!, oops!, damn!, shit!, for god’s sake!

b. Titles:Gone with the Wind, The Times, Linguistic Inquiry, A dissertation pre-

sented to the Graduate School of the University of Massachusetts Amherst

c. Greetings and other set phatic phrases:hello, goodbye, bon appétit, congratu-

lations!

d. Onomatopoeia:bang!, too-whoo!, woof!
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e. Cases of ‘labeling’:Ingredients: potatoes, sunflower oil, salt. Danger: high

voltage!

f. Vocatives:Hey, Andrew!, You with the red hair!, Corporal!

These I take to be genuine cases of subsententials, without clausal syntax. As far as I am

aware, there is not much evidence, if any at all, that clausalsyntax is involved in these sub-

sententials. So this work does not attempt to defend the strongest possible hypothesis that

all subsententials result from ellipsis. Given the admission that cases like (9) probably do

not involve clausal syntax, we might think (following Occam’s Razor) that the cases which

this dissertation does investigate – those in (1) – should begiven a non-clausal analysis.

That’s a reasonable null hypothesis; my first task, which I address in the following chapter,

is to argue that this null hypothesis is wrong. I argue, following Merchant 2004, that cases

like (1) should indeed be analyzed as cases of clausal ellipsis.
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CHAPTER 2

FRAGMENTS: A CASE OF CLAUSAL ELLIPSIS

2.1 Introduction

Consider a question like (10).

(10) Who ate the last cookie?

There are a number of ways of answering this question. One cananswer it with a fully

clausal answer, as in (11a), or with a short answer as in (11b). One can also answer it with

an answer (either clausal or short) embedded under another verb, as in (11c, d). It is also

possible to answer the question rather more indirectly, as in (11e).

(11) a. John ate the last cookie.

b. John.

c. I think John ate the last cookie.

d. I think John.

e. Well, John’s been looking awfully guilty lately.

(11a–d) are all clearly in some sense ‘direct’ answers to thequestion in (10), while (11e)

has to be pragmatically construed as an answer following Gricean principles: we construe

the answer in (11e) as being somehow relevant to the discourse, and the most obvious way

in which it could be relevant is as a hint that John might be theculprit. In what follows,

I will largely disregard ‘indirect’ answers of the form in (11e), and will focus instead on

what the alternation between clausal answers (11a, c) and short answers (11b, d) can tell

us.
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One account of the alternation between (11a, c) and (11b, d) is that short answers are

elliptical for clausal answers; short answers are versions of clausal answers where most

of the material, except for the focused component (intuitively, the answer to the question),

goes unspoken. So the alternation between short answers andtheir clausal counterparts

would be simply two different surface realizations of the same underlying form, in the

same way as other forms of ellipsis such as VP ellipsis (12b) and sluicing (12c) have been

argued to be.3

(12) a. Who ate the last cookie? — Johnatethelastcookie. (fragment)

b. Who ate the last cookie? — John dideatthelastcookie. (VP ellipsis)

c. Someone ate the last cookie, but I don’t know whoatethelastcookie.

(sluicing)

On an elliptical analysis, fragment answers are essentially the same process of clausal

ellipsis as is involved in sluicing. This proposal has its most extended defense in the work

of Jason Merchant, in particular Merchant 2004. In this proposal, a focused constituent

– the short answer – raises to a position in the left-periphery of the clause. The rest of

the clause then elides. Merchant’s syntactic implementation of this is the same as in his

work on sluicing (Merchant 2001): the left-peripheral headwhich attracts the fragment

(wh-word in sluicing) to its Spec is endowed with a particular feature [E], which licenses

the non-pronunciation of its complement.4 The notion that ellipsis-licensing is the property

of a particular head originates in Lobeck 1995, and has been further developed by Lobke

3Here, and throughout this dissertation, I reserve the term ‘ellipsis’ for cases of unpronounced syntactic
structure, which is a slightly stricter definition than thatwhich is usually used. Null pro-forms without internal
structure would not come under this rubric, for example. I assume that (at least) VP ellipsis and sluicing do
involve structurally present material which goes unpronounced, rather than e.g. null pro-forms,paceChao
1987, Hardt 1993, Lobeck 1995 a.o.; this will be discussed inmore detail below.

4This is a slight oversimplification of Merchant’s syntax forfragments. In fact Merchant has the fragment
move again to a position higher than the Spec of the [E]-bearing head, for reasons which are orthogonal to
our concerns here.
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Aelbrecht (Aelbrecht 2009, 2010). I provide examples of Merchant’s approach to fragment

answers below.

(13) a. Who ate the last cookie? — John.

b. FP

DP

John

FP

F[E] TP

DP

t

TP

T vP

ate the last cookie

(14) a. What did you eat? — Natto.

b. FP

DP

Natto

FP

F[E] TP

DP

I

TP

T vP

ate t

This ‘movement-plus-ellipsis’ approach, where a constituent is moved to a left-peripheral

position outside of the domain of clausal ellipsis, has alsobeen adopted for other phenom-

ena which look like they involve ellipsis of most of a clause leaving a few focused rem-

nants, such as forwhy-stripping (John ate natto. Why natto?) by Yoshida et al. 2013 (see

also Weir to appear) and for so-called ‘non-constituent coordination’ (John met with Mary

on Tuesday and Bill on Wednesday) by Sailor & Thoms 2014. Stripping (John met with

Mary, but not Bill) might plausibly also come under this rubric.
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2.2 Arguments for an elliptical analysis of short answers

The extent to which an elliptical account (one in which clausal structure is present but

goes unpronounced) is tenable for fragment answers (as wellas sluicing,why-stripping

and non-constituent co-ordination) depends on evidence for the presence of that clausal

structure. Much such evidence has been provided for all of these cases. As the status of

short answers as elliptical is more controversial than it isfor cases such as sluicing orwhy-

stripping, I will concentrate here on presenting Merchant 2004’s arguments that fragment

answers show properties of containing elliptical clausal structure. Similar arguments have

been made for sluicing (Ross 1969, Merchant 2001),why-stripping (Yoshida et al. 2013),

and non-constituent coordination (Sailor & Thoms 2014), and the reader is referred to these

works and references therein for these arguments. I presenttwo main sorts of evidence pre-

sented by Merchant for clausal syntactic structure within fragment answers: connectivity

effects, and constraints on movement.

2.2.1 Connectivity effects

Merchant points out that in languages with clearly expressed morphological case, the

case of a fragment answer is the same as the case which it wouldbear in a full, non-elliptical

utterance. This parallels Ross 1969’s demonstration of thesame facts for sluicing.

(15) Greek(Merchant’s (45, 46))

a. Pjos

who.NOM

idhe

saw

tin

the

Maria?

Maria

—

—

O

the

Giannis.

Giannis.NOM

/

/

*Ton

the

Gianni.

Giannis.ACC

‘Who saw Maria? — Giannis.’

b. Pjon

who.ACC

idhe

saw

i

the

Maria?

Maria?

—

—

*O

the

Giannis.

Giannis.NOM

/

/

Ton

the

Gianni.

Giannis.ACC

‘Who did Maria see? — Giannis.’
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(16) German(Merchant’s (49, 50))

a. Wem

who.DAT

folgt

follows

Hans?

Hans

—

—

Dem

the.DAT

Lehrer.

teacher

/

/

*Den

the.ACC

Lehrer.

teacher
‘Who is Hans following? — The teacher.’

b. Wen

who.ACC

sucht

seeks

Hans?

Hans

—

—

*Dem

the.DAT

Lehrer.

teacher

/

/

Den

the.ACC

Lehrer.

teacher
‘Who is Hans looking for? — The teacher.’

(17) Sluicing in German(Merchant’s (10) after Ross 1969)

a. Er

he

will

wants

jemandem

someone.DAT

schmeicheln,

flatter,

aber

but

sie

they

wissen

know

nicht,

not

{*wer

who.NOM

/

*wen

who.ACC

/ wem}.

who.DAT

‘He wants to flatter someone, but they don’t know who.’

b. Er

he

will

wants

jemanden

someone.ACC

loben,

praise,

aber

but

sie

they

wissen

know

nicht,

not

{*wer

who.NOM

/ wen

who.ACC

/ *wem}.

who.ACC

‘He wants to praise someone, but they don’t know who.’

The fact that fragments obligatorily appear in a particularCase, Merchant argues, shows

that a Case assigner must be present in the structure of the fragment answer, although

elided. Merchant also suggests that English possessive fragments also show similar match-

ing effects:

(18) (Merchant’s (53))

Q: Whose car did you take?

a. John’s.

b. *John.
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I think this data, however, is not strictly speaking to do with morphological case; it speaks

more to the fact that, in English, possessive-marked DPs cannot move to the exclusion of

the rest of the DP that they are in construction with, and force pied-piping (cp. *Whose

did you take car?, *Who did you take ’s car?). (18a) represents pied-piping of the frag-

mentJohn’s car, with NP ellipsis ofcar licensed by the possessive marking. This is still,

however, an argument for the movement analysis (on a par withthe so-called ‘P-stranding

generalization’, to be discussed below); the fact that fragments apparently obey restrictions

on when material must be pied-piped suggests that movement is involved in the derivation

of fragments (and, therefore, that there is underlying structure).

As well as case connectivity effects, Merchant also points to binding connectivity facts.

Fragment answers are not licit, for example, if the corresponding non-elliptical utterance

would contain a violation of principles of binding theory.

(19) a. Principle C(Merchant’s (57))

Where is he2 staying? — *In John2’s apartment. / *He2 is staying in John2’s

apartment.

b. Principle B(Merchant’s (59))

Who did John1 try to shave? — *Him1./*John1 tried to shave him1.

Again, Merchant argues that this shows that there is hidden structure present in fragment

answers, and it is that structure which requires the principles of binding theory to be re-

spected.

2.2.2 Movement effects

Merchant provides a range of data to support the generalization that it is all and only

those constituents which can move in a given language which can be fragment answers

in that language. An important argument is the so-called P-stranding generalization (orig-

inally presented in Merchant 2001). Languages which allow preposition stranding also

allow prepositions to be omitted in fragment answers. However, languages which do not
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allow preposition stranding – languages in which prepositions are obligatorily pied-piped

under movement – also do not allow the omission of prepositions in fragment answers.

(20) shows two examples Merchant gives of English (allowingP-stranding) and German

(not allowing P-stranding), but Merchant provides many more.

(20) a. Who was Peter talking with? — Mary. / With Mary.

b. Mit

with

wem

whom

hat

has

Anna

Anna

gesprochen?

spoken

—

—

Mit

with

dem

the

Hans.

Hans

/

/

*Dem

the

Hans.

Hans
‘Who did Anna speak to? — Hans.’

On this basis, Merchant concludes that fragment answers must be created by movement;

in P-stranding languages, fragment answers may omit prepositions because they may be

stranded in the ellipsis site, while languages in which the preposition must pied-pipe must

also express the preposition in the answer, suggesting thatthe prepositional phrase has

moved.

Other examples show that if a constituent cannot move in the full clausal structure, it

also cannot serve as a fragment answer. For example, consider the below:

(21) a. (Merchant 2004’s (89), adapted)

Did Abby vote for aGreen Partycandidate?

(i) *No, Reform Party. ( = Reform Partyshevotedfor a t candidate)

(ii) No, a Reform Party candidate. ( = A Reform Party candidateshevoted

for t)

b. (Merchant’s (137), adapted)

What should I do with the spinach?

(i) *Wash. ( = Washyou shouldt it)

(ii) Wash it. ( = Wash ityoushouldt)

c. What kind of car does he drive?

(i) ??Red. (= Redhedrivesa t car)
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(ii) A red one. ( = A red onehedrivest)

In (21a), the fragment is a noun being extracted from a noun-noun compound, which

is impossible in English. The focused phraseReform Partyhas to pied-pipe the whole DP

a Reform Party candidateto a position outside of the ellipsis. Similarly in (21b), extrac-

tion of a (bare) verb is impossible in English, and also impossible in fragment answers,

which require pied-piping of the entire VP. In (21c), an adjective is being extracted from

a prenominal position, which is similarly impossible; again, pied-piping of the entire DP

is required. Note that if the adjective is in predicative position (from which extraction is

possible), it can be a fragment answer unproblematically (see section 4.5, and Barros et al.

to appear, for further discussion of facts like these).

(22) What color is his car? — Red. ( = Redit is t)

It is also true that, for example, English VPs (which can move) can be fragment answers,

but finite TPs (which cannot move) cannot be.5

(23) VPs can move and finite TPs cannot:

a. (He said he would make curry, and) [VP make curry] he shouldt.

b. (John will make curry, and) *[will make curry] Mary t, too.

(24) VPs can be answers and finite TPs cannot:

a. What will you do then? — Go to the beachI will t.

b. What will you do then? — *Will go to the beachI t.

5There is a complication with some examples like (24b), notedby Merchant 2004. Some cases which
appear to be finite TP fragments do seem to be licit:What’s your problem? — Haven’t been feeling very well
lately. Weir 2012, following Napoli 1982, analyzes such cases as notelliptical, or at least not elliptical in
the sense of ellipsis as discussed here: rather, they arise from a phonological process of left-edge deletion of
weak syllables, to comply with Selkirk 2011’s STRONGSTART constraint. There are also interesting ques-
tions concerning the grammaticality of cases like (24b) in ‘reduced written register’ (diaries, text messages,
internet, etc.); discussing such cases is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but see Haegeman 1997, 2007,
Haegeman & Ihsane 2001, Weir 2012, and references cited therein for discussion.
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Merchant notes further that control infinitivals can (marginally) move, but raising infini-

tivals cannot (an observation attributed to Chomsky 1981:62); Merchant points out that this

contrast also carries over to fragment answers. (25) and (26) are adapted from Merchant

2004:696ff.; the judgments are mine.

(25) a. Immobility of raising infinitivals

(i) (People don’t often simply stop writing, but) *to procrastinate, people

do tend.

(ii) (Mary seemed to be well, but) *to be sick, JOHN seemed.

b. Impossibility of raising infinitival fragment answers

(i) How do people tend to behave? — *To procrastinate.

(ii) How did John seem? — *To be sick.

(26) a. Mobility of control infinitivals

(i) (Mary wants tomoveto Europe, but) ?to get a job in Europe, she doesn’t

want.

(ii) (It’s not retiring early that Mary wants,) ?it’s to get ajob in Europe that

Mary wants.

b. Possibility of control infinitival fragment answers

(i) What does she really want? — To get a job in Europe.

Merchant also notes the following interesting contrast, originally due to Morgan 1973. It is

possible to answer a question which seeks an answer of propositional type, as in (27), both

with a sentence containing a complementizer and one withoutit:

(27) What are you arguing in this section?

a. Fragment answers are elliptical structures.

b. That fragment answers are elliptical structures.
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However, if the speaker does not actually agree with the embedded proposition, then the

complementizer cannot be omitted. Merchant gives the example below: clearly the speaker

here cannot believe the given answer, as no-one can assert ‘Iam taller than I really am’.

In such an answer, the complementizer cannot be omitted, although in the full clausal

structure, this is unproblematic.

(28) (Merchant’s (93, 94))

a. What does no-one believe? — #(That) I’m taller than I really am.

b. No-one believes (that) I’m taller than I really am.

Merchant points out, however, that left-dislocated CPs obligatorily contain a complemen-

tizer.

(29) (Merchant’s (95))

*(That) I’m taller than I really am, no-one believes.

Merchant takes the obligatoriness of the complementizer infragment answers as further

evidence for a left-dislocation analysis: the requirementto have a complementizer is par-

allel between the left-dislocation and the fragment cases.(I presume that an answer like

(27a) is simply not a fragment or elliptical – it is just an assertion by the speaker of one of

their beliefs, which is then pragmatically construed via Gricean principles of Relevance as

relevant to the question at hand.)

All of these parallelisms constitute strong syntactic evidence for a clausal ellipsis ac-

count of fragment answers.6 However, many researchers have taken issue with the clausal

ellipsis analysis on semantic grounds: there are areas where fragment answers seem to pat-

tern differently from full clausal answers with regard to their interpretation, which is not

6Merchant presents some other arguments, for which I refer the reader to Merchant’s paper. I believe that
some of Merchant’s arguments, which I have not presented in this section, do not in fact go through, but I
also believe that this does not speak against a movement analysis as such. Rather, I think that this tells us
something interesting about the movement which is taking place in these cases. These cases will be discussed
at much greater length in chapter 4.
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immediately expected if the fragment case is elliptically derived from the clausal case. In

the next section, I will present some arguments that have been made in favor of approaches

in which fragment answers are not derived elliptically.

2.3 Arguments for ‘bare’ fragment answers

2.3.1 Fragments with no syntax: Stainton and ‘out-of-the-blue’ fragments

In various papers, Robert Stainton has argued against an elliptical account of fragments.

(Stainton 1998, 2005, 2006a,b, a.o.) The chief argument throughout these papers has been

that ellipsis is generally considered to require a linguistic antecedent (it is a surface anaphor

in Hankamer & Sag 1976’s terms). So, for example, VP ellipsissuch as the below is usually

considered to require previous linguistic material to be licensed7; it cannot be licensed

extra-linguistically by reference to the context (in contrast to an anaphor likedo it, as

Hankamer & Sag point out).

(30) (Hankamer & Sag’s (6))

a. [Sag produces a cleaver and prepares to hack off his left hand]

Hankamer: #Don’t be alarmed, ladies and gentlemen, we’ve rehearsed this

act several times, and he never actually does.

b. [Same context]

Hankamer: . . . He never actually does it.

7But there is considerable debate about this; Hankamer and Sag’s claims were initially challenged by
Schachter 1977 on the basis of apparently acceptable out-of-the-blue cases, likeShall we?as an invitation to
dance, orDon’t! as a general-purpose prohibitive. Pullum 2000 argued that these cases were very restricted
in their distribution, and should be seen as lexicalized idiomatic exceptions: the generalization was that
VP ellipsis did really require a linguistic antecedent. More recently, however, Miller & Pullum 2013 have
suggested that VP ellipsis actuallycanhave extra-linguistic/contextual antecedents, but that there are heavy
restrictions on the discourse conditions required to license this. I won’t attempt to add much to this debate at
least as far as VP ellipsis is concerned, restricting my attention to clausal ellipsis.
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The case of sluicing, clausal ellipsis, also often appears to require linguistic antecedents. . .

(31) a. [I see someone in the distance playing the bagpipes.]

??Who?/I wonder who? (intended: Who is that?/I wonder who that is?)

b. [I see a beautifully wrapped gift waiting at my front door.]

(i) ??Who?/I wonder who? (intended: Who sent this?/I wonderwho sent

this?)

(ii) ??What?/I wonder what? (intended: What is this?/I wonder what this is?)

. . . but this is not completely clear, as examples like (32) show (see also discussion in

Ginzburg 1992 and Chung et al. 1995).

(32) a. [I knock at the door.] Guess who?8

b. [Disasters have befallen me.] Why, God, why?

c. [I see someone trying to fix their car engine, and failing.]He doesn’t know

how.

d. [Someone gets into my taxi.] Where to, guv?9

In any case, however, the fact that ellipsis often requires asyntactic antecedent has been

taken by Stainton as an argument against ellipsis being involved in the derivation of frag-

ments. Stainton argues that antecedentless fragments seemnot just possible but rather

frequent in naturally-occurring data, and so (the argumentgoes) fragments should not be

generated by ellipsis (at least not solely; Stainton acknowledges that in answers to (direct)

questions, an elliptical source may be possible). Examplesof the sorts of antecedentless

fragments that Stainton has in mind, taken from his various papers on the topic, are given

below.

8The title of Ross 1969.

9This is a case of sluicing plus a preposition, so-called ‘swiping’: see e.g. van Craenenbroeck 2004,
2010b, Hartman & Ai 2007.
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(33) a. [On getting into a taxi.] (To) the train station, please.

b. [A & B are at a linguistics workshop. There is an empty chair. A nods at it

and raises his eyebrows at B. B says:]

An editor of Natural Language Semantics.

c. [A child spooning out jam at the breakfast table.] Chunks of strawberries.

d. [The child in (c)’s mother replying.] Rob’s mom.

e. [On hearing a strange sound.] Thenyo-gyin, the song of mourning.

f. [Admonishment to a child holding a bowl of soup insecurely.] Both hands!

Merchant 2004 provides similar examples of the type (his (2,3)).

(34) a. Abby and Ben are at a party. Abby sees an unfamiliar manwith Beth, a

mutual friend of theirs, and turns to Ben with a puzzled look on her face. Ben

says:

“Some guy she met at the park.”

b. Abby and Ben are arguing about the origins of products in a new store on their

block, with Ben maintaining that the store carries only German products. To

settle their debate, they walk into the store together. Ben picks up a lamp

at random, upends it, examines the label (which readsLampenwelt GmbH,

Stuttgart), holds the lamp out towards Abby, and proudly proclaims to her:

“From Germany! See, I told you!”

These fragments do not have linguistic antecedents and yet are licensed. On the basis of

such data, Stainton argues that subsentential utterances of this sort are directly generated,

without clausal structure. These utterances simply denotewhat their constituent compo-

nents denote. For example, an utterance likeAn editor of Natural Language Semantics

simply denotes the generalized quantifier given in (35b).

(35) a. An editor of Natural Language Semantics.

b. λP〈et〉.∃x.P (x) & x is a NALS editor
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However, these utterances appear to communicate some form of propositional meaning.10

How is propositional meaning retrieved? Stainton’s proposal is that there will be certain

salient or manifest properties or objects, which are not considered by the speaker or hearer

in English or whatever natural language they are speaking, but rather only at the level of

the ‘language of thought’, Mentalese. In the case of a manifest property, these can be

represented as functions which combine with the denotationof subsententials by function

application. A concrete example is the case ofAn editor of Natural Language Semantics

(while looking at an empty chair at a meeting). Here, Stainton argues, there is a manifest

property, something like THAT CHAIR IS FOR11, or in lambda notation,[λx. that chair

is for x]. This property combines with the denotation of what was actually said, and the

proposition that results is what was (understood to be) asserted.

(36) a. JAn editor of NALSK = λP〈et〉.∃x.P (x) & x is a NALS editor

b. Manifest property:[λx. that chair is forx]

c. Composition of the two by Function Application:

[λP〈et〉.∃x.P (x) & x is a NALS editor](λx. that chair is forx)

= ∃x. that chair is forx & x is a NALS editor

In this way, subsentential utterances are understood as having propositional meaning (and

therefore as being able to be used to perform speech acts likeassertion), without that mean-

ing being in any way ‘encoded’ in the fragment itself; the assertion comes from the combi-

nation of a manifest property (in Mentalese, not in the object language) with the denotation

of the utterance.

10Stainton 2006b contains some considerable discussion on the question of whether fragments should be
understood as encoding/communicating propositional meaning. I won’t recap it here as detailed discussion
of these issues is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Forour purposes, we will agree – with Stainton and
with Merchant – that fragments like those in (34) must somehow be interpreted as communicating the same
information as propositions can. The debate centers on how they are so interpreted – whether by positing
covert clausal structure, or by another mechanism.

11Stainton uses the convention of writing Mentalese in capitals.
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2.3.2 Subsententials, but with syntax: Ginzburg & Sag 2000,Jacobson 2013

There are alternative accounts which also argue that subsententials are generated with-

out covert clausal structure. However, these accounts do make reference to the properties

of syntactic antecedents, in order to capture facts such as the Case connectivity facts. These

are accounts such as Ginzburg & Sag 2000’s and Jacobson 2013’s.

2.3.2.1 Ginzburg & Sag 2000

Ginzburg & Sag 2000 propose an account of subsententials based in the Head-driven

Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) formalism.12 In their account, a subsentential is an

utterance of typeheaded-fragment-phrase(hd-frag-ph). It is not elliptical in the sense of

containing deletion; no clausal material is associated with ahd-frag-ph. However, a con-

straint is placed on any phrase of this type, namely that it must match in syntactic category

and featural specification with the category and featural specification of an antecedent, de-

noted asSAL(ient)-UTT(erance). This antecedent is (roughly) the phrase which expresses

the questioned constituent within the maximal Question under Discussion (QUD). For ex-

ample, given an overt interrogative (and QUD)Who left?, the SAL-UTT would bewho.

Semantically, thehd-frag-phis co-indexed withSAL-UTT, giving the interpretation of sub-

sententials as answers to the QUD, as below.

(37) a. Who left? (QUD: who left?SAL-UTT: who)

b. John. (Johnmust match in syntactic features with the antecedentwho and

must be coindexed with it, giving the interpretation that John was the one

who left)

The syntactic feature-matching requirement forces Case-matching in cases such as German

(repeated here from (16)):

12I abstract away from details of the implementation here, hoping that in so doing I am not doing violence
to Ginzburg & Sag’s account. For some more discussion of Ginzburg & Sag’s approach, see Merchant 2004.
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(38) German(Merchant’s (49, 50))

a. Wem

who.DAT

folgt

follows

Hans?

Hans

—

—

Dem

the.DAT

Lehrer.

teacher

/

/

*Den

the.ACC

Lehrer.

teacher
‘Who is Hans following? — The teacher.’

Den Lehrermust match in syntactic features (including dative case) with the

antecedentSAL-UTT wem‘who.DAT ’

2.3.2.2 Jacobson 2013

A different account is provided by Jacobson 2013, who proposes that question-answer

pairs such as the below are a basic unit of the grammar.

(39) Who left the party at midnight? — Claribel.

In Jacobson’s proposed syntax/semantics (based on a Categorial Grammar framework and

the semantic framework of Direct Compositionality, Barker& Jacobson 2007 a.o.), this

pair represents a syntactic category called ‘Qu-Ans’.13 A Qu is any expression which is

a question. An Ans is any category. A Qu-Ans pair is well formed if the Qu contains a

wh-word of a particular category C, and Ans is also of category C.For example, in (39),

the Qu containswho, of category NP or DP (depending on theoretical preference); the Ans

13This is a syntactic category which appears to span utterances and even speakers, which seems unconven-
tional at first blush. Jacobson points out, however, that there is no inherent reason that the grammar should
not have something to say about the felicity or grammaticality of syntactically combining two categories into
a third even if those two categories are spoken by different people. The idea of combining utterances into
a larger grammatical unit has been countenanced elsewhere;e.g. Heim 1982’s text-level combination. A
problematic case, however (and one that Jacobson notes) is one where the two categories that combine to
form a Qu-Ans are not only cross-speaker, but not adjacent:

(i) (Jacobson’s (9))
A: Who left the party at midnight? Do you know?
B: Yeah, um. . . Bill.

It is not obvious how the rules of syntax can combine the Qu here (Who left the party at midnight) with an
Ans (Bill ) which is separated from it by intervening material. Jacobson notes this problem, but leaves its
solution open.
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is Claribel, also of category NP or DP, and so (39) is a well-formed memberof the category

Qu-Ans. The structure is as below.

(40) Qu-Ans

Qu

Who left the party at midnight?

Ans

Claribel

Semantically, Jacobson follows Ginzburg & Sag 2000 (as wellas Hausser 1983, Roberts

2012/1996) in analyzing (constituent) questions as lambda-abstractions over the semantic

type of the constituent which is being questioned. So, for example, the semantics of the

questionWho left the party at midnight?is given below.

(41) JWho left the party at midnightK = λx.x left the party at midnight

And the semantics of a Qu-Ans pair is simply that of function application:

(42) a. Who left the party at midnight? — Bill.

b. JWho left the party at midnightK = λx.x left the party at midnight

c. JBill K = Bill

d. JWho left the party at midnightK(JBill K) = Bill left the party at midnight

This works for generalized quantifier answers, as well; the GQ takes the denotation of the

question as its argument, rather than vice versa, by type-driven function application:

(43) a. Who left the party at midnight? — Every student.

b. JEvery studentK = λP〈et〉.∀x.x is a student→ P (x)

c. JEvery studentK(JWho left the party at midnightK)

= [λP〈et〉.∀x.x is a student→ P (x)](λx.x left the party at midnight)

= ∀x.x is a student→ x left the party at midnight
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2.4 Concerns for non-elliptical accounts

All of the non-elliptical accounts of fragments share the property that clausal structure

is not present in what is spoken. They therefore also share Merchant’s core objection to a

non-elliptical account, namely that the effects of clausalstructuredo appear to be present

in fragments. For example, as we have seen, Case and binding connectivity effects obtain

between the fragment and its antecedent. Furthermore, cross-linguistically, fragments obey

the P-stranding generalization: if a particular language forces pied-piping of prepositions,

it also forces prepositions to appear in fragment answers.

Ginzburg & Sag 2000’s and Jacobson 2013’s accounts are designed to handle the Case

and binding connectivity effects by encoding a syntactic dependency between the an-

tecedent question and fragment answer – it is just that this dependency does not arise

because the fragment answer is covertly clausal, but by someother mechanism. In this

section, however, I wish to raise a number of problems for non-elliptical accounts.

2.4.1 Problems for accounts without clausal structure

2.4.1.1 Whence the P-stranding generalization?

Non-elliptical analyses of fragments must perforce be non-movement accounts; if there

is no elided clause in the structure, the fragment does not therefore move out of that clause.

Accounts of clausal ellipsis that do not refer to movement, however, do not give us a handle

on the P-stranding generalization, as Merchant 2004, 2010 points out. That is, it is difficult

to see why both the P-less and P-ful fragment answers to a question like (44) are good in

English, but only the P-ful answer is good in German.

(44) (Merchant 2004’s (72, 78), adapted)

a. With whom was Peter talking? — With Mary. / Mary.

b. Mit

with

wem

whom

hat

has

Anna

Anna

gesprochen?

spoken

— Mit

with

dem

the

Hans.

Hans

/

/

*Dem

the

Hans.

Hans
‘Who did Anna speak to? — Hans.’
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These facts follow from a movement-plus-ellipsis account of fragments, because English

and German have different possibilities for moving DPs which are complements of Ps;

the answer *Dem Hansis ruled out in German because the DP could not move to a left-

peripheral position without pied-piping the prepositionmit, and so of the below movement

structures, only (45a) is possible.

(45) a. Mit dem HanshatAnnat gesprochen

b. *Dem HanshatAnnamit t gesprochen

But it is not obvious what should make the difference betweenEnglish and German on

non-elliptical, non-movement accounts. On accounts of subsententials which are entirely

semantic/pragmatic and which involve no syntax at all beyond the syntax of the fragment

itself, such as Stainton’s account, this is not accounted for: the Mentalese of an English

and German speaker should both easily be able to accommodatea manifest property such

as ANNA WAS TALKING TO to combine withdem Hansin (45b). The preposition

should not be required; the DPdem Hansshould be able to be generated ‘bare’. However,

it cannot be.14

Accounts of subsententials which do make reference to syntax, but not to movement,

also have problems capturing the P-stranding generalization. Merchant 2004:669f. makes

this point for Ginzburg & Sag 2000’s account, by consideringGreek examples like the

below:15

14Stainton could and does (2006b:97) counterargue that caseswith overt questions, such as (44),docontain
‘true’ ellipsis of the type argued for by Merchant 2004 and inthe present work; and that the ‘Mentalese’
mechanism is to be restricted only to cases of antecedentless/‘out-of-the-blue’ fragments. See 2.4.4 below
for discussion of this possibility.

15At p. 669, Merchant actually discusses sluicing examples. Ihave amalgamated this with his later discus-
sion of P-stranding in fragment answers in the same paper (p.685ff., with (46) being Merchant’s (77)), and
have made the requisite alterations in material I have quoted from his paper, shown in square brackets.
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(46) a. Me

with

pjon

whom

milise

spoke

i

the

Anna?

Anna
‘With whom did Anna speak?’

b. Me

with

ton

the

Kosta.

Kosta.
c. *Ton Kosta.

Greek disallows P-stranding, and also disallows an absenceof P in a fragment answer.

Merchant points out that this does not follow from Ginzburg and Sag’s analysis: ‘nothing

prevents [ton Kostain (46)] from being the head of ahd-frag-phwhoseSAL-UTT value

is the local value of [pjon]’ (p. 669f., emphasis in the original). That is, it is not clear

why the syntactic matching requirement imposed on the fragment in (46b) should require

a matching with the category of the entire PP, rather than just the DP, in the question.

In fact Ginzburg and Sag (p. 301 fn. 9) do propose to deal with pied-piping by impos-

ing a requirement that the value ofSAL-UTT that is chosen should be the most extensive

possible, on the basis of the below examples (their judgments indicated):

(47) a. A: To whom did you give the book?

B: #(To) Jo.

b. A: On what does the well-being of the EU depend?

B: #(On) a stable currency.

That is, given a question with pied-piping as in the examplesin (47), SAL-UTT must obli-

gatorily be the whole prepositional phrase which is pied-piped, and the requirement that

hd-frag-phs match in syntactic features and category withSAL-UTT should therefore de-

liver us the result that pied-piping responses are requiredif the antecedent contains a pied-

piped constituent. However, I have been unable to replicatethe judgments shown in (47)

with other English speakers. I do not believe there is a contrast between the fragments

containing the prepositions and those without, as shown also in (44a). (See Merchant
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2004:fn. 8 for a similar observation and discussion of Ginzburg & Sag 2000’s proposal in

this respect.) The intuitions of the speakers I have consulted are very clear on this point.

In fact, to the extent that there is a contrast, the variantswithoutprepositions seem better,

at least to English speakers I have consulted.16 It is possible, as Merchant 2004 suggests,

that the results reported by Ginzburg & Sag represent a particular dialect of English, one

in which pied-piped questions do indeed require pied-pipedanswers. However, given the

existence of speakers for whom that is not the case (that is, for whomTo whom did you

give the book? — Jois acceptable), we cannot generally appeal to a principle oftaking the

largest available antecedent and requiring it to match in syntactic features with the frag-

ment. Such a principle is clearly not at work for speakers whoaccept the dialogues in (47).

As such, the contrast between English (and other P-stranding languages) and Greek (and

other pied-piping languages) remains unexplained.

In fact, it is not clear that there is any general requirementthat there be syntactic cate-

gory matching between an antecedent and a fragment answer atall, as (48) shows.

(48) Did he eat the nattoRELUCTANTLY? — No, with relish.

Here, the focused constituent which licenses the fragment is an adverb, but the fragment

is a PP; however, the fragment is licensed, even though it does not match its licensor in

syntactic category. Furthermore, in some cases there need not evenbean antecedent that

fulfills the role of SAL-UTT; fragment answers can add new information in a way parallel

to ‘sprouting’ cases such asHe ate, but I don’t know what(Chung et al. 2011):

(49) a. Did he eat? — Yes, natto.

b. Did he eat natto? — Yes, with relish.

16This preference could be interpreted as support for the movement analysis of these fragments, to the
extent that pied-piping in English is generally the marked option compared to P-stranding.
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If there is a requirement that fragments match in syntactic features and category with an

antecedentSAL-UTT, then it is not clear how this requirement can hold in cases like (49),

where there does not appear to be an antecedentSAL-UTT. On an elliptical analysis, these

examples can be handled unproblematically. The syntactic requirements placed on the

fragment are imposed by the elided clausal structure, rather than any matching requirement

between the fragment and the antecedent; the matching requirement is rather between the

elided clauseand the antecedent.

(50) a. Did he eat the nattoRELUCTANTLY? – No, with relishheatethenattot.

b. (i) Did he eat? — Yes, nattoheatet.

(ii) Did he eat natto? — Yes, with relishheatenattot.

Jacobson’s analysis also does not account for syntactic facts such as the P-stranding gener-

alization. One could imagine that, because a German question such asmit wem hat Anna

gesprochen‘with whom did Anna speak’ has a pied-piped PP, it is therefore looking for

a specific syntactic category of Ans to combine with. Say thatthe question is of category

Qu/PP, to use a categorial-style slash notation, and that this syntactically rules out combi-

nation with a DP likeDem Hans. However, if this is the case, then it should equally be true

of the English pied-piped question (44a),with whom was Peter talking, that it should de-

mand something of category PP to combine with, but in fact this question can be answered

with a DP fragmentMary unproblematically (paceGinzburg and Sag’s judgments). Again,

the contrast between English (and other P-stranding languages) and Greek (and other pied-

piping languages) remains unexplained.

However, this contrast is accounted for by a movement-plus-ellipsis account: the En-

glish DP-only answer is simply the below.

(51) With whom was Peter talking? — MaryPeterwastalkingwith t.
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2.4.1.2 Subjectless vP fragments

Another issue for accounts which do not contain clausal structure is that v/VPs can be

fragments, as shown below.

(52) What should I do? — Go to the doctor.

So too can categories somewhat bigger than VP, for example categories big enough to

contain aspect morphology, as in the below examples from Stainton 2006b:

(53) a. [Looking at a fast-moving car.] Moving pretty fast!

b. [Dealer indicating a car.] Driven exactly 10,000 miles.

On analyses in which these subsententials are ‘bare’, then the fragments in (53) are only as

big as something like AspP, or whatever category(ies) smaller than TP we want to analyze

progressive or perfective verbal constituents as.

The problem on this account is the location of the subject. Under the VP-internal sub-

ject hypothesis (Koopman & Sportiche 1991 a.m.o.), the subject should be base-generated

in a low position (the Spec of vP or VoiceP, following e.g. Kratzer 1996) and should then

raise to [Spec, T], the canonical subject position in English.

However, on a ‘bare constituent’ analysis of a ‘small’ verbal subsentential such as (52),

(53), there is no [Spec, T] position for the subject to move into. It should therefore be

stranded in a low position, and we might expect that it shouldget pronounced in such a

verbal fragment, contrary to fact. In a very ‘small’ constituent such as (52), we might

assume that this is only as big as VP, and following Kratzer 1996, the subject (merged in a

higher Spec, vP or VoiceP) has not yet been merged in. However, on standard assumptions,

aspectual morphology is merged in a higher position than theinitial Merge position of the

subject, meaning that the subject should already have been Merged in in a fragment like

(53). On the ‘bare constituent’ analysis, the subject should be pronounced in a low position.

Explaining the fact that it is not pronounced would require the postulation of a silent subject
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pronoun, perhaps PRO. However, note also that floated quantifiers are licit in such verbal

fragments, as shown in (54).

(54) a. What should the students do? —All turn up in the Chancellor’s office and

protest.

b. All looking pretty good.

c. All driven no more than 10,000 miles.

On the ‘stranding’ analysis of floating quantifiers (Sportiche 1988 a.o.), such a position of

all is the remnant of movement of a DP out of a QP which is left stranded in a low subject

position, as below.

(55) a. The students should all protest.

b. [TP [DP The students]1 [TP should [vP [QP all t1 ] [ vP protest]]]]

If this analysis of floating quantifiers is correct, then the presence of floating quantifiers

in verbal fragments like (55) is diagnostic of subject movement out of those fragments.

However, this only makes sense if there is higher clausal structure, such as TP, for subjects

to move into. If the verbal constituent is generated ‘bare’,then the entire subject should

appear within the VP. The lack of subject is immediately explained if verbal fragments are

examples of full clausal ellipsis. On such an analysis, the subject has been merged and has

risen to [Spec, T]; the verbal constituent which the subjecthas evacuated then moves to a

left-peripheral position, and the rest of the clause elides:

(56) a. [Go to the doctor]youshouldt

b. [Driven exactly 10,000 miles]thiscarhast

c. [All t 1 turn up in the Chancellor’s office and protest]2 [the students]1 should

t2

This analysis also explains why only verbal constituents which can moved are ones that

can appear as fragments:
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(57) He said he should have been promoted. . .

a. and promoted, he certainly should have been.

b. ?and been promoted, he certainly should have.

c. *and have been promoted, he certainly should.

(58) He said he should be promoted. . .

a. ?and be promoted, he certainly should.

(59) a. Should he have been promoted? — No, demoted.

b. Should he have left? — No, ?been promoted.17

c. Should he leave? — No, ?*have been promoted.

d. Should he leave? — No, ?be promoted.

This distribution is predicted on the movement account, butnot on the ‘bare constituent’

account.

The problems discussed above are problems for any account offragments which does

not assume that the fragment moves or that there is clausal structure. I now turn to some

problems which are specific to the proposal in Jacobson 2013.

2.4.2 Problems for Jacobson 2013

2.4.2.1 Antecedents which are not questions

Not only questions license fragments. Antecedents containing indefinites and focused

constituents also do.

17A certain amount of care is required here in picking the antecedent question, to make sure that the
auxiliarybeenis in focus, and contrasts with the antecedent; this seems tobe required to make the auxiliary’s
appearance licit in a fragment. It is marked, for example, topronounce the auxiliary in the below example;
but as (59b) shows, it is not ungrammatical as such.

(i) Should he have been promoted? — ??No, been demoted.
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(60) a. Someone left early — John.

b. MARY left early. — No, John.

This is problematic for Jacobson’s analysis, in which the fragment directly combines with

a preceding syntactic interrogative; there are no interrogatives in (60), and therefore noth-

ing for the fragment to combine with. The semantics also presents a problem. Questions

may plausibly be interpreted as lambda-abstracts (e.g.JWho leftK = λx.x left), but sen-

tences likeSomeone left earlyor MARY left earlyare surely propositions ([∃x.x left early],

and [Mary left early] with the presuppositions attendant onfocus marking (Rooth 1992b,

Schwarzschild 1999, a.o.), respectively), not lambda-abstracts. It is therefore not clear how

the subsentential likeJohnin (60) could either syntactically or semantically combinewith

the given antecedents using a mechanism like Jacobson’s.

Jacobson 2013 claims that examples containing indefinites like (60a) are ungrammatical

(assigning such examples a ?* diacritic), but to my ear it is perfect, and I have not been able

to replicate Jacobson’s judgment with other native speakers of English.18 I believe the data

are particularly clear when thesomeone-sentence and the subsentential are produced by

different speakers, with intervening material such asyeah.

(61) I hear someone left early. — Yeah, John.

Exchanges like (61) strike me as being impeccable.19 Jacobson does acknowledge the

goodness of the data like the below withnamelyor i.e..

18Jacobson does not explicitly discuss focus cases (althoughshe mentions the data in passing), but
Ginzburg & Sag 2000 report fragments licensed by focus creating an implicit question (p. 301, fn. 10):

(i) A: Does Bo know BRENDAN?
B: No, sheknows Frank.

Such implicit questions are also extensively used by Merchant 2004:687ff. in order to investigate the proper-
ties of fragments extracted (on Merchant’s analysis) from islands, which will be discussed in more detail in
section 4.5.

19Note again that material (Yeah) intervenes between the antecedent and the fragment, providing another
example of the problem Jacobson acknowledges with the claimthat fragments syntactically compose with
their licensing antecedents.
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(62) a. Someone left the party early, namely Claribel.

b. Someone left the party early, i.e. Claribel.

Jacobson proposes that these are not true examples of subsententials, but rather something

more like extraposition from a DP/NP-internal position;namely/i.e.phrases are proposed to

be parts of complex generalized quantifiers – that is,someone namely Claribelis a complex

GQ in the same way as something likeevery boy but John.

(63) a. Someone – namely Claribel – left the party early.

b. Someone – i.e. Claribel – left the party early.

But an extraposition account seems to me to be implausible. Firstly, the examples in

(63) seem fairly clearly to be parentheticals, requiring heavy prosodic breaks between the

namely/i.e.phrases and the surrounding material. They do not seem to be parts of the gen-

eralized quantifier in the way that, for example, thebut-phrase inevery boy but Johnis.

Secondly, given that subsententials can be replies by an interlocutor (as in (61)), an extra-

position account would imply that an extraposed part of a complex generalized quantifier

can be supplied by a second speaker. While extraposition of,for example, abut-part of a

complex generalized quantifier is possible in general, as (64a) shows, this is quite marked

across speakers, as shown in (64b), particularly so if material like yes intervenes (64c).

However, a second speaker can easily provide anamely-phrase, as (65) shows, even with

yesintervening (in fact to my ear (65) is better with theyesthan without):

(64) a. [Every boy t] left [but John].

b. Every boy left. — ??But John.20

c. Every boy left. — ?*Yes, but John.

20This is less bad than (64c). It is possible that the second speaker in (64b) is ‘finishing’ the other speaker’s
sentence for him. I think this is a possibility, but is in somesense metalinguistic. I do not think this generalizes
to all cases of fragments or question–fragment answer pairs, however, for the reasons stated in this section.
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(65) Someone left. — Yes, namely Claribel.

Thirdly, it is not clear how an extraposition account of thissort can deal with the focus

cases, where the DP in the antecedent is a proper name which could not be extraposed

from; and the fragment is also not plausibly something that would occur in construction

with the DP in the antecedent.

(66) JOHN left early. — No, Mary.

In this case, it is very difficult to see how the subsententialreply can be accommodated

on a view in which subsententials are syntactically and semantically integrated with their

antecedent directly. It can be accommodated easily, however, if the reply in (66) is taken to

covertly contain asecondinstance of a clause, deleted under (some form of) identity with

an antecedent:

(67) JOHN left early. — No, Maryleft early.

— in short, an elliptical approach.

2.4.2.2 Answering embedded questions

Jacobson notes that examples like the following are well-formed (all of (68) is spoken

by the same speaker).

(68) I know who left early: Claribel.

Jacobson takes this to imply that certain verbs can embed notjust questions, but Qu-Ans

pairs. While Jacobson does not provide the exact syntactic constituency she is assuming,

I assume that the structure of the above is something like (69), where the verbknow is

selecting for something of category Qu-Ans. (I mix Minimalist/GB-style representations of

phrase markers here with categorial-style slash notation for ‘Qu-Ans/DP’, a label indicating

a constituent that will provide a Qu-Ans once it has combinedwith a DP – that is, ‘Qu-

Ans/DP’ is a constituent question in which the questioned constituent is of category DP.)
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(69) TP

DP

I

VP

V

know

Qu-Ans

Qu-Ans/DP

who left early

DP

Claribel

The semantics of the Qu-Ans part of such a tree would be as below.21

(70) TP

DP

I

VP

V

know

leftEarly(claribel)

λx.leftEarly(x)

who left early

claribel

Claribel

The interpretation that this would receive is that the speaker knows that Claribel left. This

has rather weaker truth conditions than the sentence in (68)actually has, however. This

sentence is only felicitously uttered in a situation where the speaker knows that Claribel left

and that Claribel was theonlyperson that left; that is, the answer here has to be exhaustive

(Groenendijk & Stokhof 1984, Heim 1994 a.m.o.). Jacobson’streatment of embedded Qu-

Ans phrases does not account for this.

Even if concerns about exhaustivity could be handled, for example by pragmatic strength-

ening, examples like the below would still be problematic.

21The question meaning and the meaning of the whole Qu-Ans should be intensionalized, that is, the
denotation of the Qu-Ans should be a proposition rather thana truth value. I abstract away from this, as
Jacobson also does.
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(71) A: I wonder who left early.

B: Claribel.

B can, by using a subsentential constituent, provide an answer to the embedded question

that A utters. The structure of such an utterance would, on Jacobson’s analysis, presum-

ably have to look something like the below (again with an ad hoc mix of Minimalist-style

representations and categorial-style notation):

(72) TP

DP

I

VP

V

wonder

Qu-Ans

Qu-Ans/DP

who left early

DP

Claribel

Here we have a syntactic problem. While syntactically combining entire utterances cross-

speaker may be plausible, it is unclear how (72) is supposed to work when the DPClaribel

is provided by a different speaker from the one that providesI wonder who left early.

The problem is structure-building: it is not clear how the second speaker can provide a

syntactic constituentClaribel which is meant to ‘slot in’ at a lower level than the root

node. In Minimalist terms, this would be a case of countercyclic Merge, which is usually

considered to be restricted in application, if countenanced at all. In categorial grammar

terms, the constituency in (72) would imply thatClaribel had right-concatenated with the

stringwho left earlybefore the resulting string right-concatenated withwonder; but then

it is unclear how speaker A could pronounce the stringI wonder who left earlywithout

pronouncingClaribel.
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There is also a semantic problem in (72). Consider the denotations of the subtrees:

(73) TP

DP

I

VP

V

wonder

leftEarly(claribel)

λx.leftEarly(x)

who left early

claribel

Claribel

Here wonderwould be selecting a proposition, the proposition ‘that Claribel left’. But

wondersemantically selects for a question, not a proposition (Grimshaw 1979 a.m.o.):

(74) a. I wonder whether Claribel left/who left/where Claribel went.

b. *I wonder that Claribel left.

We might be able to solve the syntactic problem by allowing a dependency on an answer

to copy up the tree and be resolved at the highest level (again, represented here with an ad

hoc mix of Minimalist-style labels and categorial-style slashes):

(75) TP

TP/DP

DP

I

VP/DP

V

wonder

Qu-Ans/DP

who left early

DP

Claribel

But it is not clear that this will solve the semantic problem.I wonder who left earlydoes not

itself denote a question or a lambda-abstraction of any kind, rather denoting a proposition.
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It is therefore not clear how it could semantically compose with the denotation of the DP

Claribel.

By contrast, on an elliptical account, fragments providinganswers to embedded ques-

tions pose no problem. These examples are simply analyzed asthe below.

(76) a. I know who left early: Claribelleft early.

b. A: I wonder who left early.

B: Claribelleft early.

2.4.3 Problems for Stainton

In this section, I discuss some problems which are specific toStainton’s approach, in

which the fragment does not interface with clausal syntax atall.

2.4.3.1 The lack of immobile fragments

On Stainton’s analysis, in principle, it appears that any syntactic category can be gen-

erated as a subsentential. If it has semantically unsaturated arguments, as in the case of a

generalized quantifier for example, the manifest property combines with the denotation of

the subsentential to deliver a proposition, as below.

(77) a. [indicating a pair of empty chairs]

Two external examiners.

b. JTwo external examinersK = λP.∃x.|x| ≥ 2 & P (x) & x are external exam-

iners

c. Manifest property:λx. these chairs are forx

d. Combination of the two:∃x.|x| = 2 & these chairs are forx & x are external

examiners

In principle, it seems as if this should be recursively possible. That is, if there is a subsen-

tential which hastwo unsaturated property-type arguments, and there are also two salient
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properties, one might imagine that both salient propertiescould combine with the denota-

tion of the subsentential in turn, giving a propositional interpretation. On the face of it, this

does indeed seem possible, as examples like the below show.

(78) [Context: I walk into a classroom containing fifty students. I’m used to one or

two students being asleep at the start of a class, but this being the morning after an

important game which the home team won, I am faced with thirty-seven sleeping

students. I exclaim:]

Thirty-seven!

(79) [Same context.]

More than half!

(80) a. Two manifest properties:[λx.x is sleeping] and[λx.x are students]

b. Jthirty-sevenK = λP.λQ.∃x.P (x) & Q(x) & |x| ≥ 37

c. Combination of subsentential with the property ‘being a student’:

λQ.∃x.x is a student &Q(x) & |x| ≥ 37

d. Combination of the function thereby generated with the property ‘sleeping’:

∃x.x are students &x is sleeping &|x| ≥ 37

(81) a. Jmore than halfK = λP.λQ.|P ∩Q| > 1
2
|P |

b. Combination of subsentential with the property ‘being a student’:

λQ.|student ∩Q| > 1
2
|student|

c. Combination of the function thereby generated with the property ‘sleeping’:

|student ∩ sleeping| > 1
2
|student|

The problem comes when we consider the example below.

(82) [Context: same as before, but this timeall the students are sleeping.]

*Every!
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It isn’t clear what the semantic problem is with (82); we should imagine that two salient

properties exist to saturate both arguments ofevery:

(83) a. JeveryK = λP.λQ.∀x.P (x) → Q(x)

b. combining with the property ‘student’ and ‘sleeping’ in that order:

∀x.x is a student→ x is sleeping

The problem rather seems to be a syntactic one. The obvious difference betweeneveryand

something likethirty-sevenor more than halfis that the latter license noun phrase ellipsis,

while everydoes not:

(84) a. John ate two cookies, but I ate thirty-seven (cookies).

b. John ate less than half the cookies, and I ate more than half(the cookies).

c. John ate no cookies; I ate every *(cookie).

So the obvious treatment of subsententials likethirty-sevenor more than halfis that these

are actuallythirty-seven studentsandmore than half the students, respectively, with NP

ellipsis.

This is easily accounted for on the movement-plus-ellipsisaccount of subsententials:

the fragmentthirty-seven studentsmoves, clausal ellipsis takes place, and the NPstudents

elides independently of the clausal ellipsis:

(85) [[Thirty-seven〈students〉 ] t aresleeping]

where〈angle brackets〉 indicate noun phrase ellipsis andstrikethrough indicates

clausal ellipsis

Every cannot license noun phrase ellipsis in this way, and so subsententialevery is not

licensed.

This does not, however, clearly follow from Stainton’s analysis. It is not clear what

would rule out the generation of the bare determinerevery, with its semantic arguments be-

ing saturated by manifest properties. The system might be augmented with a grammatical
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requirement that subsententials must be phrasal (not headslike the determinerevery), but

this would be an extra stipulation on this account; however,this requirement follows im-

mediately from a movement-plus-ellipsis approach, as A′-movement of the type implicated

on a movement-plus-ellipsis account can only target phrases, and would be predicted not

to move a category likeeveryon its own.

2.4.3.2 The problem of too many salient properties

Stainton’s approach proposes that a subsentential is understood as giving a proposi-

tional meaning by composing with a salient or manifest property. This raises the issue of

which properties count as ‘salient’.22 In this respect, consider examples like (86).

(86) Q: Who did John say has the key to the liquor cabinet?

a. Mary.

b. Well, Mary has the key to the liquor cabinet, but I don’t know what John said.

c. #Well, Mary, but I don’t know what John said.

Here, the subsententialMary is grammatical in principle, as shown in (86a). However, it

cannot be understood as meaning that Mary is actually the onewith the key (an ‘embedded’

reading, retrieving the denotation of the embedded clausehas the key to the liquor cabinet

in the antecedent), while not addressing the question of what John thinks, as shown by the

infelicitous continuationbut I don’t know what John saidin (86c). Such a contribution to

the conversation is not uncooperative or impossible in principle, as (86b) shows; you just

can’t use the subsententialMary to do it.

The problem here is that the property[λx.x has the key to the liquor cabinet] should be

just as salient as[λx. John thinks thatx has the key to the liquor cabinet]. It is not clear

why, on Stainton’s analysis, an answer such as (85c) is not possible; the subsententialMary

should be able to combine semantically with the manifest property[λx.x has the key to the

22See also Merchant 2010:sec. 2 for discussion of this issue.
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liquor cabinet], to deliver the proposition that Mary has the key to the liquor cabinet. This

should in principle be possible, especially given the context provided by the continuation

but I don’t know what John thinks. Intriguingly, the subsentential with this ‘embedded’

readingis licensed in the following, minimally different example.

(87) John said that someone here has the key to the liquor cabinet.

— (Well, yeah,) Mary. (I mean, I don’t know what John thinks, but Mary has the

key.)

It appears that the condition on the licensing of subsententials, and how we construe propo-

sitional meaning from them, must be sensitive to the difference between a sentence con-

taining an indefinite such as (87) and one containing awh-word such as (86). It is not

immediately clear how this can be derived from Stainton’s analysis, where the subsenten-

tial combines with a salient property. A similar point is made by the below example, due

to Jeremy Hartman (p.c.).

(88) Why did John go to the party?

a. Mary went to the party, and John does everything Mary does.

b. *Mary, and John does everything Mary does.

Again, it seems plausible that the property[λx.x went to the party] should be made salient

by the linguistic context, and yet it cannot serve as the manifest property which would

combine with the subsentential to give a propositional meaning on Stainton’s account; that

is, the subsententialMary here cannot be understood as communicating the meaningMary

went to the party.

These examples, of course, are problematic for elliptical accounts of fragments also.

Other elliptical processes, such as verb phrase ellipsis (VPE), can unproblematically pick

up antecedents in embedded clauses. All of the cases discussed above which do not support

subsententials do support VPE, for example.
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(89) Who did John say has the key to the liquor cabinet?

— Well, Mary doeshavethekey to theliquor cabinet, but I don’t know what John

thinks.

(90) Why did John go to the party?

— Well, Mary didgo to theparty, and John does everything Mary does.

It is unclear why, on the elliptical analysis of subsententials, the elided clause cannot pick

up an antecedent in an embedded clause (while VPE can unproblematically do this). I will

discuss this in much greater detail in chapter 3. However, onthe face of it, such data look

like they provide support for Jacobson’s approach to fragments, in which subsententials

directly compose with questions construed as categorial lambda-abstractions. We would

expect in this case that, given the antecedentWho did John say has the key to the liquor

cabinet, the subsententialMary would only be able to combine with the entire antecedent

clause, which would denote the abstraction[λx. John said thatx has the key to the liquor

cabinet]. It would not be able to combine with an abstraction[λx.x has the key to the liquor

cabinet], as no such abstraction exists in the antecedent for the fragment to syntactically and

semantically combine with.

However, the same issue arises for Jacobson’s account as arises for Stainton’s; examples

like the below (repeated from (87)), containing an indefinite rather than awh-word, do

license ‘embedded’ readings for subsententials.

(91) John said that someone here has the key to the liquor cabinet.

— (Well, yeah,) Mary. (I mean, I don’t know what John thinks, but Mary has the

key.)

It is not clear how Jacobson’s approach can extend to this case in general, as discussed in

section 2.4.2.1. However, it is also not clear what allows the fragment to compose with

an ‘embedded’ meaning (herex has the key to the liquor cabinet) in the case where the

antecedent contains an indefinite, rather than awh-word. Of course, it is not clear on an
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elliptical account either why the presence of an indefinite in the antecedent should make a

difference compared to the presence of awh-word; this will be discussed in chapter 3.

2.4.4 Antecedentless fragments

We have seen from the discussion of Stainton’s work that fragments can be antecedent-

less. While this is posed as a problem for the ellipsis account, it is also a problem for

accounts such as Ginzburg & Sag 2000 and Jacobson 2013. In fact, I submit that it is

more of a problem for these accounts than for the elliptical account. In direct-generation

accounts, the fragments are syntactically dependent on an antecedent, in order to capture

Case and binding facts. But this syntactic dependence between the fragment and the an-

tecedent means that the antecedent must be asyntacticobject. On Jacobson’s approach,

for example, a subsentential answer literally syntactically combines with the question it is

answering. If there is no Qu, then there can be no Qu/Ans pair.

This might not be a problem if we made the syntactic dependence optional, but then of

course we lose the empirical coverage of the fact that Case-matching seems to be obligatory

rather than optional. Perhaps syntactic dependence of a fragment is not required just in case

there is no antecedent to combine with. This would amount to saying that a subsentential

need not find aSAL-UTT to match with (on Ginzburg & Sag 2000’s analysis) or an inter-

rogative to combine with (on Jacobson 2013’s analysis), butrather could be generated on

its own – perhaps with help from an analysis like Stainton’s to provide the requisite propo-

sitional meaning. In fact, this analysis of antecedentlessfragments would be more-or-less

equivalent to Stainton’s.

The problem with such a solution – and also, ipso facto, a problem for Stainton’s ap-

proach – is that Case connectivity continues to be observedeven in ‘antecedentless’ cases.

Merchant points out that in certain discourse-initial situations, fragments are generated

with the case that would be required if a verb were present. The ‘café’ examples are from
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Merchant 2004:(219, 220); the ‘Both hands’ example is from Merchant 2010:fn. 11, after

discussion in Stainton 2006b.23

(92) a. (Enan)

a

kafe

coffee.ACC

(parakalo)!

please
‘(A) coffee (please)!’ (in a Greek café)

b. Vody

water.GEN

(pozhalujsta)!

please
‘Water (please!)’ (in a Russian café)

c. Dvumja

two.INSTR

rukami!

hands.INSTR

‘Both hands!’ (warning a Russian child to be careful with their bowl of soup)

(93) a. Ferte

bring.IMP

mou

me

(enan)

a

kafe

coffee.ACC

(parakalo)!

please
‘Bring me (a) coffee (please)!’

b. Dajte

give.IMP

mne

me

vody

water.GEN

(pozhalujsta)!

please
‘Give me (some) water (please)!’

c. Pol’zujsja

use

dvumja

two.INSTR

rukami!

hands.INSTR

‘Use both hands!’

(94) a. *Kafes

coffee.NOM

(parakalo)!

please

b. *Voda

water.NOM

(pozhalujsta)!

please

23Thanks to Yelena Fainleib for confirmation that (94c) is ungrammatical. Sakshi Bhatia and Jyoti Iyer
have commented to me (p.c.) that the same fact holds for Hindiin this case – an antecedentless fragment
‘both hands’ would have to be in instrumental case and would be ungrammatical in any other case.
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c. *Dve

two.NOM/ACC

ruki!

hands.GEN

Stainton 2006b:108f. suggests that these cases can be understood by assigning Case some

semantic import. For example, the reason whydvumja rukami‘both hands’ would obliga-

torily show up in the instrumental case in a Russian fragmentis because the instrumental

case itself might bear an instrumental semantics which would be obligatory on anything de-

noting an instrument, whether a subsentential or an argument within a sentential utterance.

Merchant 2010 acknowledges this possibility for cases likeinstrumental, and it might also

extend to cases like the genitive examples in Russian (voda‘water.GEN’) which might plau-

sibly be assigned a partitive semantics; however, it is lessclear how such an account might

extend to the obligatory use of a Case like accusative, whichhas been generally argued not

to have any semantic import, as Merchant 2004 notes (sec. 5).

Case connectivity provides another argument against Stainton’s approach, in which a

subsentential can be directly generated, with the propositional interpretation being inferred

by the provision of a manifest property. Given this, and on the assumption that at least

accusative and dative Cases do not have semantic import of their own, the below Case

connectivity effects, repeated from (16), are mysterious.

(95) German(Merchant’s (49, 50))

a. Wem

who.DAT

folgt

follows

Hans?

Hans

—

—

Dem

the.DAT

Lehrer.

teacher

/

/

*Den

the.ACC

Lehrer.

teacher
‘Who is Hans following? — The teacher.’

b. Wen

who.ACC

sucht

seeks

Hans?

Hans

—

—

*Dem

the.DAT

Lehrer.

teacher

/

/

Den

the.ACC

Lehrer.

teacher
‘Who is Hans looking for? — The teacher.’

The point here is thatden Lehrerand dem Lehrer, accusative and dative case versions

of ‘the teacher’ respectively, should both denote the same entity (in a semantic metalan-

guage,ιx.teacher(x)). As Stainton’s theory works only on the level of the semantics, and
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combines the meaning of a subsentential with a salient property, the Case of the fragment

should not matter (we might even expect the least marked Case, presumably nominative, to

be possible).

Stainton 2006b replies to this criticism by acknowledging that replies to explicit ques-

tions may indeed be elliptical, produced by a mechanism similar to that proposed by Mer-

chant, and so case-matching is predicted to be required in cases like (95). The ‘mani-

fest property’ mechanism would only be used to account for antecedentless fragments, not

replies to explicit questions as in (95). However, the question then arises of why Stainton’s

mechanism is not availableas well asthe elliptical mechanism in the case where there is

an explicit question. There should in principle be two pathsto generating a subsentential

like the teacherin (95); one is the elliptical route, but the other is a directly generated

subsentential without clausal structure which combines with a salient property (assuming

that the property[λx. Hans is followingx] is made salient by the question24). If the latter

option were available, it is unclear why the case connectivity is required. We would need a

stipulation that, in answers to questions,only the elliptical route is possible.

This cannot be claimed as a complete victory for the ellipsisanalysis, however. A simi-

lar problem is faced by ellipsis accounts. In order to claim that ‘out-of-the-blue’ fragments

are elliptically generated – a claim we wish to preserve, dueto the Case connectivity effects

in antecedentless fragments discussed above – we seem to need to claim that no syntactic

antecedent is required for an ellipsis site to be licensed.

(96) a. The train station, please.

≈ Takemeto the train station, please.

b. Pol’zujsja

use

dvumja

two.INSTR

rukami!

hands.INSTR

‘Use both hands!’

24Although, as just discussed in section 2.4.3.2, there is theproblem that it’s not clear which properties are
‘salient’ in the right way and which are not.
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We might imagine that this implies that the antecedence condition on ellipsis is purely

semantic (as suggested e.g. by Merchant 2001); however thatsemantic condition is prop-

erly defined, it may have enough ‘squish’ to allow for implicit antecedents to be construed

within an ellipsis site even without explicit antecedents being present. Indeed, a theory of

clausal ellipsis which allows for implicit antecedents to license ellipsis is one that will be

defended later in this dissertation. However, if a syntactic antecedent is present, it appears

to force a syntactic isomorphism between the antecedent andthe content of the ellipsis site,

as shown by the following data from Merchant 2010.

(97) Voice matching obligatory (Merchant 2010’s (23b), German)

a. Q: Wer

who.NOM

hat

has

den

the

Jungen

boy

untersucht?

examined?

A: *Von

by

einer

a

Psychologin.

psychologist
‘Q: Who examined the boy? A: [intended] (He was examined) by apsychol-

ogist.’

b. Q: Von

by

wem

who.DAT

wurde

was

der

the

Junge

boy

untersucht?

examined

A: *Eine

a

Psychologin.

psychologist.NOM

‘Q: Who was the boy examined by? A: [intended] A psychologist(examined

him).’

Here, despite the fact that the two antecedents – active and passive versions of the same

sentence – presumably bear the same truth conditions and make the same semantic denota-

tions salient (or whatever will ultimately be required for asemantic antecedence condition

on ellipsis), the presence of a clause with one voice specification does not seem to license

the ellipsis of the version of the clause with the other voicespecification:

(98) Q: Wer hat den Jungen untersucht?

A1: Eine PsychologinhatdenJungenuntersucht.

A2: *Von einer PsychologinwurdederJungeuntersucht.
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In this case, the defender of the ellipsis approach has to argue that syntactic isomorphism

is obligatory just in case there is syntax to be isomorphic to. Otherwise, there is a greater

freedom in what is construed within the ellipsis site. But whatever mechanism allows

that greater freedom has to be constrained just in case thereis an overt antecedent, just as

Stainton’s analysis has to rule out the ‘bare’ subsententials as answers to explicit questions.

So, on any approach, something needs to be said about the effect overt antecedents have

on the acceptability of subsententials which do not syntactically match those antecedents.

However, I think there is still an argument against the availability of a ‘dual’ approach (sub-

sententials being generated either by clausal ellipsis or generated ‘bare’), although a some-

what weakened one. A proponent of the clausal ellipsis (always) approach to fragments

can state a constraint on the mechanisms used to license ellipsis: if an overt antecedent is

available, then there is (some form of) syntactic or lexicalmatching requirement between

the elided clause and the antecedent. If there is no antecedent, greater flexibility is allowed.

This would be a constraint within one mechanism, the mechanism of ellipsis. Just such a

mechanism will, in fact, be proposed in section 3.7 of this dissertation.

By contrast, a proponent of the ‘dual’ approach would have tosay that, if it is possible

to use clausal ellipsis to generate a subsentential in a given context, then adifferentgram-

matical mechanism – the generation of a ‘bare’ constituent which needs to combine with

a Mentalese predicate to receive an interpretation – may notbe used in that context. Such

a restriction, for example, would be similar to one ruling out overt verb phrases if ellipsis

could be used, or ruling out the use of a definite description if a pronoun could be used, as

in the below cases.

(99) a. John ate some fish, and Mary did too.

b. ?John ate some fish, and Mary ate some fish too.

(100) a. The man came in. He sat down.

b. ?The man came in. The man sat down.
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As can be seen, such effects do obtain (the type of case in (100) being discussed under

the label of the Repeated Name Penalty, Gordon et al. 1993 a.o.), but they are subtle, and

appear to be problems for the on-line processing mechanismsrather than representing a

categorical, grammatical ban on the ‘disfavored’ mechanism. By contrast, a failure of

Case connectivity in the subsentential cases is indeed categorically banned. For the ‘dual’

approach to be tenable, we would need to know what it is about the presence of a syntactic

antecedent that forces the subsentential to be interpretedas if generated via clausal ellipsis

(rather than generated ‘bare’). The proponent of the ellipsis approach has to answer a

similar question about the effect of the antecedent on the syntactic content of the ellipsis

site, but this can be understood as a constraint on the ellipsis mechanism, rather than as a

restriction on the grammatical mechanisms available in principle in a given context.

2.5 Taking stock

My conclusion is that the ellipsis-based account of subsententials is the correct one.

The syntactic evidence, in particular the P-stranding generalization discussed by Merchant

and the unavailability of fragments whose syntactic categories are immobile, points to this

conclusion; and, I have argued, other extant analyses of subsententials which analyze them

as being non-elliptical, such as Stainton’s, Ginzburg and Sag’s, and Jacobson’s, run into

problems, many of which can be easily remedied on the assumption that subsententials are

generated via a process of clausal ellipsis.

However, the considerations that motivate the non-elliptical analyses of subsententials

remain to be addressed. My strategy to account for these considerations will be to con-

centrate on the semantic antecedence conditions involved in clausal ellipsis. My argument

will be that a particular version of these antecedence conditions can suffice to account for

the objections raised by authors who propose non-elliptical accounts. In addition, I will

argue that this condition also accounts for the ability of indefinites to license fragments, as

well as the distinction between antecedent clauses containing indefinites (which can license
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‘embedded’ interpretations for fragments) and antecedentclauses containing long-moved

wh-words (which cannot license ‘embedded’ interpretations).In the following chapter, I

will discuss some existing proposals for the semantic antecedence condition on clausal el-

lipsis, and will provide arguments – some provided by authors who argue for non-elliptical

analyses – that extant analyses are not sufficient. I will then propose a condition based on

the notion of congruence with the Question under Discussion(Roberts 2012/1996), draw-

ing particularly on a proposal by Reich 2007, which I argue can capture the data and allow

us to retain an elliptical account of subsententials.
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CHAPTER 3

FRAGMENTS AND THE SEMANTICS OF CLAUSAL ELLIPSIS

3.1 Introduction

This chapter considers accounts of the semantic antecedence condition on clausal ellip-

sis. As stated in the previous chapter, I argue that modifying this condition will provide the

key to understanding some of the problems raised by authors who argue that fragments are

not created through ellipsis. I review previous accounts ofthe semantic constraint which an

ellipsis site has to meet. I argue that none of them completely account for the data, but that

a constraint which relates the semantics of the ellipsis site to the Question under Discussion

(as proposed by Ginzburg & Sag 2000, Reich 2007, to a certain degree AnderBois 2010,

and Collins et al. 2014) can deliver most of the explananda. Ipropose a version of such

constraints which, I argue, can deliver all of the explananda. In particular, a QUD-based

analysis accounts for variation in which linguistic antecedents clausal ellipsis can ‘pick

up’, and also accounts for the fact that fragments can be uttered without any linguistic an-

tecedent at all. I first review what fragments tell us about what a semantic antecedence

constraint on clausal ellipsis should look like.

3.2 Issues any elliptical analysis will have to handle

There are a number of problems which elliptical accounts of fragments have to account

for. In this section, I enumerate three of these problems: (i) the failure of certain clauses to

serve as antecedents for ellipsis in some cases; (ii) the range of elements in an antecedent

which can serve as licensors for ellipsis; and (iii) the problem of presupposition inheritance.
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3.2.1 Which clauses can be antecedents

We have seen that, given a constituent question in which awh-word has moved from an

embedded position to a matrix position, fragments can only ‘answer’ the matrix clause.

(101) (repeated from (86))

Q: Who did John say has the key to the liquor cabinet?

a. Mary.

b. Well, Mary has the key to the liquor cabinet, but I don’t know what John

said.

c. #Well, Mary, but I don’t know what John said.

That is, the elided clause can be the matrix clause of the antecedent, as in (102a), but not

the embedded clause, as in (102b).

(102) a. Mary[Johnsaidt hasthekey to theliquor cabinet]

b. *Mary [t hasthekey to theliquor cabinet]

However, we have also seen that embedded clauses containingindefinitescan be the an-

tecedents for clausal ellipsis.

(103) (repeated/adapted from (87))

John said that someone here has the key to the liquor cabinet.

a. Yeah, Mary. John said Mary has the key. (But it’s actually Bill that has it.)

b. Yeah, Mary. I mean, I don’t know what John said, but Mary hasthe key.

(104) a. Mary[Johnsaidthatt hasthekey to theliquor cabinet]

b. Mary[t hasthekey to theliquor cabinet]

The same is true of embedded clauses containing focused material:

(105) John said that BILL has the key to the liquor cabinet.

a. No, MARY. You reported that wrong: John said MARY has the key.
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b. No, MARY. I don’t know what John said, but you should know that it’s

actually Mary that has the key.

(106) a. Mary[Johnsaidthatt hasthekey to theliquor cabinet]

b. Mary[t hasthekey to theliquor cabinet]

VP ellipsis does not seem to be sensitive to this distinction, as we can see from (107). VP

ellipsis in (107) can pick up the embedded clause unproblematically and in (108), the VP

ellipsis site can pick up either the matrix or embedded clauses.

(107) Who did John say has the key to the liquor cabinet?

a. Well, Mary actually doeshavethekey to theliquor cabinet, but I don’t know

what John said.

(108) John said that someone here has the key to the liquor cabinet.

a. Yes, Mary doeshavethe key to the liquor cabinet (although I don’t know

what John said).

b. Yes, and Mary didsaythatsomeoneherehasthekey to the liquor cabinet

too.

(109) John said that BILL has the key to the liquor cabinet.

a. That’s wrong – Mary doeshavethekey to theliquor cabinet.

If we wish to analyze fragments as involving ellipsis, the conditions on that ellipsis will

have to cleave the correct distinction between VP ellipsis and clausal ellipsis as shown

above, and will also have to account for the fact thatwh-questions enforce a matrix in-

terpretation of the elided clause, while indefinites and focused elements allow embedded

interpretations.

Furthermore, even matrix questions can sometimes fail to provide antecedents for clausal

ellipsis, as the below example (repeated from (88), due to Jeremy Hartman p.c.) indicates.
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(110) Why did John go to the party?

a. Mary went to the party, and John does everything Mary does.

b. *Mary wentto theparty, and John does everything Mary does.

Despite the fact thatJohn went to the partyis present in the linguistic context, it cannot be

picked up as an antecedent for clausal ellipsis, as shown by the failure of (110b) to mean

‘Mary went to the party, and . . . ’. Note that, again, VP ellipsis can pick this antecedent up

unproblematically:

(111) Why did John go to the party?

Mary didgo to theparty, and John does everything Mary does.

The failure of clausal ellipsis to pick up such antecedents,which should in principle be

available, is an issue which an elliptical account will needto handle.

3.2.2 What licenses clausal ellipsis

I now consider the question of what sort of antecedents license fragments.Wh-questions

clearly license fragments.

(112) A: Who left early? B: John.

So do focused elements:

(113) A: MARY left early. B: No, John.

Indefinites and certain quantifiers also license fragments.These examples should be pro-

nounced with all-new intonation, with ‘default’ stress placement (indicated here with a

grave accent), in order to show that it is the indefinite/quantifier itself which is licensing

the fragment, independently of the power of focus to do so.

(114) a. A: Someone/a man with a hat drank all the bèer.

B: Yeah, John.
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b. A: Two students drank all the bèer.

B: Yeah, John and Mary.

Some other quantifiers, however, are considerably more marginal.25

(115) a. A: Most students came to clàss today.

B: ?#Yeah, John, Mary, Bill, Anne, Tom and Sue.

b. A: Few students came to clàss today.

B: ?#Yeah, John and Mary.

Again, this contrasts with VP ellipsis, which is licensed in(115):

(116) a. A: Most students came to clàss today.

B: Yeah, John, Mary, Bill, Anne, Tom and Sue didcometo classtoday.

b. A: Few students came to clàss today.

B: Yeah, (but) John and Mary didcometo classtoday.

A theory of fragments that appeals to clausal ellipsis will have to explain why weak quan-

tifiers license fragments but strong quantifiers do not, as well as the difference between

clausal ellipsis and VP ellipsis in this respect.

Another interesting contrast between clausal ellipsis andVP ellipsis is discussed by

AnderBois 2010 with respect to sluicing. AnderBois points out that indefinites license

sluicing, but negative quantifiers under negation do not, even though these are semantically

equivalent (that is,¬¬∃x.P (x) ⇔ ∃x.P (x)).

25The precise characterization of the ‘cut’ between quantifiers is not clear to me: the temptation is to
say that only phrases which can have a ‘type-e’ meaning can license fragments (that is,someone/a man/two
studentscan be seen as indefinites which refer to particular entities, alongside their quantificational readings
(see e.g. Heim 1982)). However, Constant 2012b convincingly argues that quantifiers likemost students
(although not negative quantifiers likefew students) do have type-e readings. I will not try to explore the
distinction between (114) and (115) in detail here.
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(117) a. Someone left, but I don’t know who.

b. #It’s not the case that no-one left, but I don’t know who.

This extends to fragment answers also.

(118) a. A: Someone left. B: Yeah, John.

b. A: It’s not the case that no-one left. B: #Yeah, John.

In addition, AnderBois argues that clauses that are within appositives cannot provide a

sluice’s antecedent:

(119) a. John once killed a man in cold blood, but he can’t evenremember who.

b. #John, who once killed a man in cold blood, doesn’t even remember who.

Again, this extends to fragment answers.

(120) a. A: John once killed a man in cold blood, I hear.

B: Yeah, Bill.

b. A: John, who once killed a man in cold blood, is otherwise nice.

B: #Yeah, Bill.

AnderBois points out that VP ellipsis is good in these cases.

(121) a. It’s not the case that no-one left, but I don’t know who did leave.

b. John, who doesn’t look after his sister, says that Mary should look after

his/hersister.

In addition, restrictive relative clauses, by contrast with appositives, can contain an indef-

inite which provides the antecedent for a fragment. Either indefinite in (122) can license

fragments; the ‘outer’ indefinite, containing the relativeclause, is shown licensing the frag-

ment in (122a), while the ‘inner’ indefinite contained within the relative clause is shown

licensing the fragment in (122b).
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(122) John saw a man who killed a woman in cold blood, I hear.

a. Yeah, BillJohnsawt.

b. Yeah, MaryJohnsawamanwho killed t in cold blood.

Again, a theory of fragments (and indeed of sluicing) which analyses them as clausal ellip-

sis will have to account for the failure of double negatives and material within appositives

to license it, as well as the contrast between putative clausal ellipsis and VP ellipsis.

3.2.3 The problem of presupposition inheritance

Jacobson 2013 points out a number of cases where short answers behave differently

from their putative full clausal counterparts. I will referto this property of short answers

aspresupposition inheritance: the short answers ‘inherit’ the presuppositions of the an-

tecedent sentence, for example of an NP restrictor in a constituent question, in a way that

need not be the case for a full clausal answer, or for an answercontaining VP ellipsis.

For example, the clausal answer in (123a) communicates thatJohn and Bill came to

the party. It need not, however, communicate that John and Bill are in fact linguists, as

the continuation shows. Rather, it can be construed as what Jacobson terms a ‘best-I-can-

do’ answer. It communicates that John and Bill came to the party, but also implies that

the speaker is unsure whether or not John and Bill are linguists. The verb phrase ellipsis

answer in (123b) has the same property.26 However, the short answer does not allow this;

(123c) commits the speaker to the view that John and Bill are linguists.

26Jacobson reports that some speakers report the VPE answer in(123b) as degraded with respect to the full
clausal answer (123a), but not as bad as the short answer (123c). I don’t personally share this intuition, but
some other English speakers I have asked have also reported it. It may be worth noting that I have even found
a very few speakers who accept (123c), although the majorityagree that it is quite sharply infelicitous.
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(123) (after Jacobson)

Which linguists came to the party?

a. John and Bill came to the party. . . (but I don’t know if they’re linguists.)

b. John and Bill did. . . (but I don’t know if they’re linguists.)

c. #John and Bill. . . (but I don’t know if they’re linguists.)

Jacobson notes that cases where the response denies a presupposition of the question in this

way are best with a particular intonation, which she dubs the‘best-I-can-do’ intonation: I

diagnose this intonation as a rise-fall-rise contour or B-accent over the whole clause, with

the rise-fall on the focused element and the final rise at the end of the clause. The presence

of this rise-fall-rise contour, however, does not improve the short answer: (123c) can be

pronounced either with ‘normal’ (falling) intonation or with a rise-fall-rise contour, but is

infelicitous in either case. A similar effect is seen in answers which are quantificational, as

in (124).

(124) Which students were dancing in the quad?

a. Some Germans were dancing in the quad. . . (but I don’t know if they were

students).

b. Some Germans were. . . (but I don’t know if they were students).

c. #Some Germans. . . (but I don’t know if they were students).

Again, the clausal answer in (124a) and VPE answer in (124b) communicate that I saw

some Germans, but it is not necessary that they were students. The short answer in (124c),

however, commits the speaker to the claim that the students that he saw were Germans.

The rise-fall-rise contour in the best-I-can-do answers isnot responsible for the infelic-

ity of the short answers: an example of a similar effect can beseen in (125) (due to Jeremy

Hartman p.c.), in which providing the information that JaneAusten wrote Emma is not a

‘best-I-can-do’ answer, and in whichJane Austen(in the full clausal answer (125a) and the

VPE answer (125b)) is pronounced with focus (falling) intonation.
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(125) Which Brontë sister wroteEmma?

a. Jane Austen wrote Emma, you fool.

b. Jane Austen did, you fool.

c. #Jane Austen, you fool.

Here, the clausal answer in (125a) can correct a presupposition of the question (that one of

the Brontë sisters wroteEmma). The VPE answer in (125b) can also do this. However, the

short answer in (125c) cannot do this, and is so infelicitousin this context.

These differences between short answers and clausal answers form one of Jacobson

2013’s main arguments that short answers should not be derived by ellipsis from full

clauses, as their behavior does not seem to follow from the behavior of forms of ellip-

sis such as verb phrase ellipsis. As I have discussed above, Ibelieve there are reasons

to reject the conclusion that short answers do not involve ellipsis. However, the challenge

which Jacobson raises has to be answered: it is clear that, atleast, the clausal ellipsis mech-

anism which is appealed to will have to differ from the VP ellipsis mechanism, in which

presuppositions do not need to be inherited.

On a view of fragments which makes reference to clausal ellipsis, these three problems

– the problem of embedded antecedents, the ability of some elements in some configura-

tions to license fragments but not other elements in other configurations, and the problem

of presupposition inheritance – will have to be accounted for by part of the theory of ellip-

sis. At least the latter of these concerns seems to most easily be characterizable in semantic

terms, rather than in ways which make reference to the syntaxinvolved in ellipsis. This

also seems to be a plausible way of characterizing the difference between indefinites and

double-negatives, or appositives and restrictive relatives. My strategy therefore will be

to pursue the hypothesis that these effects should fall out from the correct formulation of

the semantic antecedence condition on clausal ellipsis. Tothat end, I will review existing

proposals for the semantic antecedence condition; none of the existing proposals, I argue,
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correctly capture all of the data above. I will then propose my own revision of the semantic

antecedence condition which, I will argue, does succeed in capturing these data.

3.3 Previous approaches to the antecedence condition

In my treatment of previous proposals, I will split them intowhat I will call focus-

basedapproaches andquestion-basedapproaches. This is not a clean cut; as we will see

the ‘question-based’ approaches also make reference to focus semantics. However, I will

adopt the labels for convenience here.

3.3.1 Focus-based approaches

3.3.1.1 Rooth 1992a: contrast condition

Rooth 1992a proposes a condition on VP ellipsis, which is summarized by Johnson

2001 as follows.

(126) (Johnson’s (52))

a. An elided VP must be contained in a constituent which contrasts with a

constituent that contains its antecedent VP.

b. α contrastswith β iff

(i) Neitherα norβ contain the other, and

(ii) For all assignments g, the semantic value ofβ w.r.t. g is an element of

the focus value ofα w.r.t. g.

(iii) The focus value of [ξ. . .γ. . . ], whereγ is focused, is{φ : [φ. . .x. . .]},

wherex ranges over things of the same type asγ and the ordinary

semantic value ofξ is identical to[φ] except thatx replacesγ.

An example of this constraint at work is given in (127).

(127) a. John read Aspects, and [F Mary] did readAspects too.
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b. The VP [read Aspects] in the second conjunct is contained within the clause

[[ F Mary] read Aspects]. This clause has the focus value{Mary read As-

pects, John read Aspects, Sue read Aspects, Bill read Aspects . . .}

c. There is a constituent – namely [John read Aspects] – whichis a member

of the focus value of [[F Mary] read Aspects]. This antecedent constituent

contains the VP [read Aspects], and therefore the ellipsis of [read Aspects]

in the second conjunct is licensed.

Can this constraint be extended to clausal ellipsis? Given the fact that VP ellipsis is licensed

in a number of situations in which clausal ellipsis is not, this does not seem to be the way

to go; and indeed a contrast condition between clauses does not, for example, capture the

inability of clausal ellipsis to pick up embedded clauses asantecedent.

(128) a. A: Who did John say has the key to the liquor cabinet?

B: #Mary t hasthekey to theliquor cabinet.

b. Putative antecedent clause is [x has the key to the liquor cabinet]. Whatever

value the assignment function g gives to the variable x in this clause, it will

be a member of the focus value of the elided clause (i.e.{Mary has the key

to the liquor cabinet, Bill has the key to the liquor cabinet,. . .})

c. As the antecedent and the elided material are both contained within con-

stituents that satisfy the contrast relation, the ellipsisshould be licensed,

contrary to fact.

Such a condition also does not capture presupposition inheritance in short answers, as

shown below.

(129) a. A: Which student [t left early]? B: #Johnt left early, but he isn’t a student.

b. Putative antecedent clause is [x left early]. Whatever value the assignment

function g gives to the variable x in this clause – even if we assume that the

value it can take is restricted to students – it will be a member of the focus
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value of the elided clause; the focus value of the elided clause will range

over everything of the same type asJohn, i.e. {John left early, Mary left

early, Bill left early, . . .}

c. As the antecedent and the elided material are both contained within con-

stituents that satisfy the contrast relation, the ellipsisshould be licensed,

contrary to fact.

We can see, therefore, that an extension of Rooth 1992a’s focus-based condition on VP

ellipsis does not make the right predictions for clausal ellipsis.

3.3.1.2 Merchant: e-GIVEN ness

An influential proposal for the identity condition on clausal ellipsis is e-GIVENness,

a constraint proposed in work by Jason Merchant (Merchant 2001, 2004), building on

Schwarzschild 1999’s definition ofGIVENness and on Rooth 1992a’s focus-based condi-

tion.

(130) a. A clause may be elided if it is e-GIVEN.

b. A clause E is e-GIVEN if there is an antecedent clause A such that F-clo(A)

⇔ F-clo(E).

c. The focus closure (F-clo) of a clause is the denotation of that clause with all

focused elements replaced by variables, and all variables (that is, traces as

well as focused elements which have been replaced) having been existen-

tially closed.

An example of this condition at work is given below for a sluicing example and a fragment

answer example.
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(131) a. John ate something, but I don’t know what. [Johnatet]

b. Antecedent:JJohn ate somethingK = ∃x. John atex

c. F-closure of antecedent:= ∃x. John atex

(identical, as all variables are already bound)

d. Elided clause:JJohn ate tK = John atex

e. F-closure of elided clause:∃x. John atex

F-closures of antecedent and elided clause are in a mutual entailment rela-

tionship, so ellipsis is licensed.

(132) a. John ate [F the beans]. — No, [F the chips].

b. Antecedent:JJohn ate the beansK = John ate the beans

c. F-closure of antecedent:= ∃x. John atex

d. Elided clause:JJohn ate tK = John atex

e. F-closure of elided clause:∃x. John atex

F-closures of antecedent and elided clause are in a mutual entailment rela-

tionship, so ellipsis is licensed.

As can be seen, this principle delivers results which are on the face of it correct for both

sluicing and fragment answers, and in particular, it captures the fact that indefinites and

focused elements license clausal ellipsis. Indefinites introduced an existentially closed

variable, as shown in (131), which can correspond to a variable representing a trace in the

elided clause which is then existentially closed via the mechanism of F-closure. Focused

elements in the antecedent are also transformed into existentially closed variables by the

mechanisms of F-closure.

e-GIVENness does not completely solve any of our ‘three problems’, however. Given

the definition of e-GIVENness provided, a clause is e-GIVEN if there is any antecedent which

mutually entails the elided clause, modulo F-closure. Clausal ellipsis should therefore be
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able to pick up an embedded clause in a constituent question as its antecedent, contrary to

fact:

(133) a. A: Who did John say has the key to the liquor cabinet?

B: #Mary hasthekey to theliquor cabinet.

b. Putative antecedent clause: [t has the key to the liquor cabinet]

F-closure:∃x.x has the key to the liquor cabinet

c. Putative elided clause: [t has the key to the liquor cabinet]

F-closure:∃x.x has the key to the liquor cabinet

F-closures are identical, so ellipsis should be licensed, contrary to fact.

We might rework e-GIVENness to look only for main, unembedded clauses as the an-

tecedents of elided clauses; but we then lose coverage of thefact that fragment answers

canpick up embedded clauses as antecedents if they contain indefinites. This fact is also

true of sluicing, the construction which originally prompted Merchant to propose the e-

GIVENness condition.

(134) a. A: John said someone here has the key to the liquor cabinet.

B: Yeah, Maryhasthekey to theliquor cabinet.

b. John said someone here has the key to the liquor cabinet, but I don’t know

who hasthekey to theliquor cabinet.

Furthermore, there are cases in which even matrix clauses cannot supply the appropriate

antecedent, as in the below example repeated from (88).

(135) Why did John go to the party?

a. Mary went to the party, and John does everything Mary does.

b. *Mary, and John does everything Mary does.

e-GIVENness does, by virtue of its f-closure mechanism, capture thefact that indefinites,

focused material, andwh-words (which move and leave an existentially closed variable)
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license fragments, while quantifiers likefewdo not. However, as AnderBois 2010 points

out, it does not capture the fact that double-negation indefinites do not license fragments;

because double negatives and simple indefinites are truth-conditionally equivalent, e-GIV-

ENness could not distinguish between them. e-GIVENness does also does not capture the

fact that antecedents cannot be found in appositives, for the same reasons as discussed

for embedded clauses above; it is not clear how to restrict e-GIVENness from finding the

clausal antecedent in the appositive.

Finally, the problem of presupposition inheritance is not captured by e-GIVENness. We

can see that in the pair below, the F-closed antecedents and elided clausesdo entail one

another (as they are identical). However, ellipsis is not licensed in this example.

(136) a. Which Brontë sister [t wrote Emma]?

— *Jane Austen[t wroteEmma]

b. ∃x.x wrote Emma⇔ ∃x.x wrote Emma

One might suggest that the NP restrictor is interpreted in the trace position as well as in the

moved position in the antecedent, following for example Fox2002’s mechanism of Trace

Conversion. If this were the case, the mutual entailment relation would not hold between

the antecedent and elided clause.

(137) a. Which Brontë sister [ [t Brontë sister] wrote Emma]?

F-closure of antecedent:∃x.x is a Brontë sister &x wrote Emma

b. ∃x.x is a Brontë sister &x wrote Emma6⇔ ∃x.x wrote Emma

However, this cannot be a general solution, in the light of examples like the below.

(138) Some students left. Some professors, too. (= some professorsleft)

Here, if the NP restrictor is generally interpreted within the antecedent and elided clauses,

the mutual entailment would not go through:
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(139) ∃x.x are students andx left 6⇔ ∃x.x are professors andx left.

e-GIVENness, as formulated in Merchant 2001 for example, does not capture this contrast.

3.3.2 Question-based approaches

An intuition that drives a number of approaches to clausal ellipsis is that there should be

some form of semantic ‘congruence’ between the elided clause and an antecedent semantic

question.27 In this section, I will review a selection of these analyses.

3.3.2.1 Krifka 2006: background matching

Krifka 2006 proposes a condition on short answers where a background – roughly, all

constituents in an utterance except the focused one(s) – canbe elided under a particular con-

gruence relation between the ellipsis-containing clause and an antecedent question. Krifka

uses a structured meaning account of questions, in which a constituent question can be

represented as an ordered pair〈W, B〉, where W is the set over which the questioned con-

stituent ranges, and B (the ‘background’) is the denotationof the proposition from which

the questioned constituent has been extracted, with the variable left by the questioned con-

stituent lambda-abstracted over. An example is given below.

(140) a. Which student did John meet?

b. 〈{x|x is a student}, λx. John metx〉

Krifka proposes that an utterance containing focus can alsobe semantically represented as

a similar structured object, an ordered triple〈F, A, B′〉, in which F is the denotation of the

focused constituent, A is the set of focus alternatives to F (à la Rooth 1992b), and B′ is

again a lambda abstraction representing the background in the same fashion as above. An

example is given below.

27As discussed in section 2.3.2.2, Jacobson 2013, while not incorporating ellipsis in its analysis, is also
based on this general intuition; in her analysis, fragments/short answers directly compose syntactically and
semantically with antecedent interrogatives/questions.
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(141) a. John met [F Bill ].

b. 〈Bill, {Bill,Mary, Sue, . . .}, λx. John metx〉

Krifka proposes that there is a congruence condition between questions and answers, to

ensure the correct focus placement in an answer, shown below.28

(142) (Krifka’s (79))

A pair QUEST(〈W, B〉) — ANSW(〈F, A, B′〉) is congruent iff:

B=B′ and W⊆ A (or W=A).

If congruent, the answer asserts that out of the elements X ofA, it hold for X=F

that B(X).

For example, the question-answer pairWhich student did John meet? — John met [F Bill]

is congruent because they have identical backgrounds (λx. John metx), and because the

set of students is a subset of the focus value ofJohn(which is the set of all entities). Krifka

proposes that, in a congruent question-answer pair, all clausal material in the answer other

than the focused material can be elided, resulting in question-short answer pairs likeWhich

student did John meet? — Bill.29

This approach has the advantage that we predict that embedded clauses in interrogatives

cannot provide the antecedent for a fragment answer: the backgrounds do not match.

(143) a. Who did Mary say has the key to the liquor cabinet?

Background B =λx. Mary saidx has the key to the liquor cabinet

28It’s not clear how general this constraint is meant to be. It can’t be a general constraint on any sort of
response to a question, as background-matching of the type required in (142) is clearly not required if the
response is of the ‘indirect’ type:

(i) A: Who ate the cake? B: Well, [F Bill]’s been looking kind of guilty lately.

Here, the background of the question (λx.x ate the cake) and that of the answer (λx.x has been looking kind
of guilty lately) clearly do not match. I will understand theconstraint in (142) as strictly applying only to
short answers, and will discuss it in that light.

29Krifka embeds this in a syntactic theory of focus movement tothe left periphery, making the syntactic
side of this theory look very similar to that in Merchant 2004.
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b. *[ F Mary] hasthekey to theliquor cabinet.

Background B =λx.x has the key to the liquor cabinet

Backgrounds do not match; congruence condition not met, so ellipsis not

licensed.

The same is true for cases such as the below. The background ofthe questionWhy did John

go to the party?does not match the background of the elided clause, and so such cases are

ruled out.

(144) a. Why did John go to the party?

Background B =λx. John went to the party for reasonx

b. *[ F Mary] wentto theparty (and John does everything Mary does)

Background B =λx.x went to the party

Backgrounds do not match; congruence condition not met, so ellipsis not

licensed.

We could also imagine that this condition, with slight reworking, gives us the technology

for dealing with focused phrases licensing ellipsis; if thecondition is background-matching,

we predict that clausal ellipsis should be good if the backgrounds of two clauses match, as

below.

(145) a. [F John ] left early. (B =λx.x left early)

b. No, [F Mary ] left early. (B =λx.x left early)

However, it is not clear why indefinites license fragments onthis account. Antecedents

containing indefinites can have focus on constituents otherthan the indefinite, and yet the

value of the elided clause is interpreted as if its background is a lambda-abstraction with a

variable in the place of the indefinite in the antecedent, rather than one in the place of the

focused constituent. The below example demonstrates this problem:
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(146) a. Somebody here has [F the key to the liquor cabinet].

Background B =λx. somebody here hasx

b. Yeah, Maryhasthekey to theliquor cabinet.

Background B =λx.x has the key to the liquor cabinet

Backgrounds do not match so ellipsis should not be licensed,contrary to

fact.

In addition, presupposition inheritance is not captured bythis analysis. Consider the below

example, in which ellipsis fails to go through.

(147) a. Which student left early?

Semantic representation:〈{x|x is a student}, λx.x left early〉

b. *Bill left early (but he’s not a student).

Semantic representation:〈Bill, {Bill,Mary, Sue, . . .}, λx.x left early〉

c. Congruence condition: backgrounds should match (met), and what the ques-

tion ranges over should be a subset of the focus value of the answer (met, as

the set of students is a subset of the set of focus alternatives toBill , which is

the set of entities). So ellipsis should be licensed even if Bill is not a student,

contrary to fact.

Krifka suggests an alternative, stricter version of the condition matching focus alternatives

to the question set, one in which they have to be equal. We might imagine that this solves

our problem here: we could force the contextually relevant alternatives toBill to be equal

to the set of students, which would require that Bill himselfbe a student (as the set of

alternatives tox always containsx as a member). However, this does not solve the problem

generally: consider the below question-short answer pair,which is licensed, even though it

does not meet the congruence condition.

(148) a. Which students were dancing in the quad?

Semantic representation:〈{x|x is a student}, λx.x was dancing in the quad〉
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b. Some Germansweredancingin thequad.

Semantic representation:〈 Jsome GermansK, {Jsome AmericansK, Jsome

DanesK, Jsome ScotsK, . . .}, λx.x was dancing in the quad〉

c. Congruence condition: backgrounds should match (met), and what the ques-

tion ranges over should be a subset of (or equal to) the focus value of the

answer (not met; the set of students is not a subset of (or equal to) the focus

alternatives{Jsome AmericansK, Jsome DanesK, Jsome ScotsK, . . .}). So

ellipsis should not be licensed here, contrary to fact.

So this question-based account moves us some of the way towards understanding some of

the conditions on clausal ellipsis, it does not capture all of the data. One datum it does

not capture is the ability of indefinites to license fragments. Intuitively, it seems to be the

case that the reasons an indefinite-containing utterance likesomeone here has the key to the

liquor cabinetlicenses a fragment answer likeyeah, Maryis that the antecedent utterance

can be understood as raising an implicit question, roughly ‘who has the key to the liquor

cabinet?’. Such implicit questions in discourse are often discussed under the rubric of the

Question under Discussion or QUD (Roberts 2012/1996); I turn now to an analysis which

bases the clausal ellipsis condition on the QUD.

3.3.2.2 Reich 2007: equivalence between QUD and focus valueof elided clause

Reich 2007 proposes the following condition on fragment answers.30

(149) In an elliptical clauseα, JαKF = JQUDK, whereJαKF represents the focus-semantic

value ofα, and the denotation of the Question under Discussion (QUD) is un-

30Reich also proposes that this condition can correctly describe the distribution of gapping sentences (e.g.
John ate fish and Mary∆ beans); I do not discuss this here. I have considerably abbreviated Reich’s condition
here, abstracting away from his syntactic implementation.I have also used a formulation from Reich 2007
which is not quite his final conclusion; he refines the condition further, but I do not believe the refinements
discussed are germane to the conclusions drawn here.
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derstood as the Hamblin denotation of the question, i.e. theset of all possible

answers. Non-focused material inα can be phonologically deleted.

An example of how this works is given in (150).

(150) a. Who left?

JQUDK = {John left, Mary left, Sue left, . . .}

b. Mary left.

JMary leftKF = {John left, Mary left, Sue left, . . .}

c. JQUDK = JMary leftKF , therefore ellipsis licensed.

Imposing a semantic identity requirement between the Question under Discussion and the

elided clause captures, as in Krifka 2006, the inability of fragments to find their antecedents

in embedded clauses in interrogatives. On the assumption that an overt interrogative such

asWho did John say has the key to the liquor cabinet?can only raise a Question under

Discussion about what John said (and not about whoactually has the key to the liquor

cabinet), we predict that a fragment cannot pick up an embedded clause in an interrogative

as antecedent, as shown below.

(151) a. Who did John say has the key to the liquor cabinet?

JQUDK = {John said Bill has the key to the liquor cabinet, John said Mary

has the key to the liquor cabinet, John said Sue has the key to the liquor

cabinet, . . .}

b. *Mary hasthekey to theliquor cabinet.

JMary has the key to the liquor cabinetKF = {Mary has the key to the liquor

cabinet, Bill has the key to the liquor cabinet, Sue has the key to the liquor

cabinet, . . .}

c. JQUDK 6= JMary has the key to the liquor cabinetKF , therefore ellipsis not

licensed.
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The same is true of examples in which the question asks for an answer which is not provided

by the fragment, as in the below case:

(152) a. Why did John go to the party?

JQUDK = {John went to the party because he likes parties, John went to the

party because he fancies someone there, John went to the party because he

does everything Mary does, . . .}

b. *Mary wentto theparty (and John does everything Mary does)

JMary went to the partyKF = {Mary went to the party, Bill went to the party,

John went to the party, . . .}

c. JQUDK 6= JMary went to the partyKF , therefore ellipsis not licensed.

This analysis also correctly predicts that indefinites and focused constituents suffice to

license fragments. Intuitively, as discussed above, clauses containing indefinites can prag-

matically be understood as requests for information about the identity of that indefinite.

We could therefore see indefinites as raising implicit Questions under Discussion. The

placement of focus is well known to presuppose a particular Question under Discussion:

indeed treating focus placement is one of Roberts 2012/1996’s main motivations for con-

structing the Question under Discussion framework. Reich’s analysis therefore predicts

that indefinites and focused elements should license fragments.

(153) A: Somebody here has the key to the liquor cabinet.

(implicit QUD: Who has the key to the liquor cabinet?)

B: Yeah, Maryhasthekey to theliquor cabinet.

(154) JOHN has the key to the liquor cabinet.

(presupposes QUD:Who has the key to the liquor cabinet?)

B: No, Maryhasthekey to theliquor cabinet.
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We also capture the fact that double negatives, and content within appositives, do not li-

cense fragments. Such utterances are difficult to understand as information-seeking ques-

tions.31 It feels natural to describe the situations in (155) as ones in which questions about

the identity of the person being referred to by the indefiniteis implicit or ‘pregnant’, with

the speaker’s actions trying to prompt their interlocutor to answer these questions; but this

is much less natural in (156), which seem like very peculiar scenarios, at least on that

interpretation of what the speaker’s actions are meant to prompt the interlocutor to do.

(155) a. (I hear that) somebody here has the key to the liquor cabinet.

[Speaker raises eyebrows, looks hopefully at interlocutor]

b. (I hear that) this is a guy who killed someone in cold blood.

[Speaker raises eyebrows, looks hopefully at interlocutor]

(156) a. (I hear that) it’s not the case that nobody here has the key to the liquor

cabinet. [Speaker raises eyebrows, looks hopefully at interlocutor]

b. (I hear that) John, who once killed someone in cold blood, is nice once you

get to know him. [Speaker raises eyebrows, looks hopefully at interlocutor]

Similar facts also hold for quantifiers likemostor few: for some reason, these do not easily

raise implicit questions, as (157a) shows, and they also have difficulty licensing fragment

answers, as (157b) (repeated from (115a)) shows.

(157) a. (I hear that) most students came to class today. [Speaker raises eyebrows,

looks hopefully at interlocutor]

b. A: Most students came to clàss today.

B: ?#Yeah, John, Mary, Bill, Anne, Tom and Sue.

31I will not attempt to explore here the pragmatics of why this should be so. AnderBois 2010, who notes
the ellipsis facts concerning double negatives and contentwithin appositives, offers a semantic explanation
in the framework of Inquisitive Semantics.
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Jeremy Hartman (p.c.) also points out to me that there are certain cases in which indefinites

do not license fragments, if they are in a context which does not ‘raise a question’, such as

within the antecedent of a conditional, as in (158).

(158) (Jeremy Hartman p.c.)

A: If someone has a peanut allergy, you shouldn’t serve them this food.

B: #Bill. (intended: Bill has a peanut allergy)

We can see that indefinites within conditionals do not seem toraise implicit questions by

performing the ‘raised eyebrows’ test.32 The below is a bizarre interaction:

(159) If someone has a peanut allergy, you shouldn’t serve them this food.

[Speaker raises eyebrows, looks hopefully at interlocutor]

This suggests that it is the ability to ‘raise questions’, ina way very similar to that discussed

by AnderBois 2010, which is crucial to the licensing of fragments. However, Collins et al.

2014 note some interesting cases which appear to be counterexamples to the generalization

that parentheticals cannot provide the antecedent for clausal ellipsis.

(160) (Collins et al. 2014’s (2))

[Context: Many important documents have gone missing.]

My assistant, who was accused of stealing an important paper, can’t work out

which paper.

32Jeremy Hartman (p.c.) notes a correlation between this ability and the ability to refer back to the indefi-
nite with a pronoun.

(i) a. Someone here has the key to the liquor cabinet. He’s pretty sneaky.
b. It’s not the case that no-one here has the key to the liquor cabinet. ??He’s pretty sneaky.

It seems as if the ability of an expression likesomeoneto be referential (and therefore to be the referent of a
pronoun) is important for the ability to ‘raise a question’,especially in the light of the fact thatmost/fewhave
difficulty in licensing fragments, and that the indefinite within the conditional in (158), (159) (which is not
referential) cannot raise a question. I can’t take this issue up in detail here, but it definitely warrants further
investigation; as Hartman notes (p.c.), this behavior is reminiscent of Barbara Partee’s ‘marble’ sentences
cited in Heim 1982:I’ve found nine out of my ten marbles. ?It’s probably under the sofa.
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In (160), a sluiced clause finds its antecedent within a parenthetical. The same fact also

seems to obtain for fragment answers, although the judgmentis somewhat delicate.

(161) A: My assistant, who was accused of stealing an important paper, is panicking.

B: Yes, the secret accounts.33

Collins et al. 2014 suggest, however, that this can be understood as support for a QUD-

based theory of clausal ellipsis (although they couch it in terms of Ginzburg & Sag 2000’s

proposal rather than an analysis like Reich 2007):

When a participant encounters a sluice which appears to takeits antecedent
from an appositive clause, they are able to make an inferencethat the speaker
intends theMAX -QUD to be raised by the appositive clause, thereby licensing
the sluice. Given the increased flexibility of a QUD model of sluicing, where
participants can infer that a QUD takes its semantic contentfrom an apposi-
tive clause, we expect participants to accept appositive antecedents to sluices.
(Collins et al. 2014: sec. 4.3)

Given this, a QUD-based condition like Reich 2007’s captures the first two of our ‘three

problems’. However, I argue that there are some cases that Reich’s condition does not

capture. Consider the below.

(162) A: Who was dancing in the quad?

B: Every Germanweredancingin thequad.

Here, it looks as if an entire quantificational phraseEvery Germanis in focus. I assume,

following Rooth 1985, that the focus value of a phrase is compositionally built up via

pointwise function application of the focus values of its parts. We have, then, the below

focus value forevery, German, andevery German.

33This is better if the fragment is understood as a question:The secret accounts?
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(163) a. JeveryKF = {JeveryK, JsomeK, JmanyK, . . .}34

b. JGermanKF = {λx.x is a German,λx.x is an American,λx.x is a student,

. . .}

c. Jevery GermanKF = {every German, some Germans, many Germans, ev-

ery American, some Americans, many Americans, every student, some stu-

dents, many students, . . .}

(pointwise function application on (a) and (b))

And so, for the question-answer pair in (162), we have the below:

(164) a. Who was dancing in the quad?

JQUDK = {John was dancing in the quad, Bill was dancing in the quad,

Mary was dancing in the quad, . . .}

b. Every Germanweredancingin thequad.

J[F Every German] were dancing in the quadKF = {every German was danc-

ing in the quad, some Germans were dancing in the quad, many Germans

were dancing in the quad, every American was dancing in the quad, some

Americans were dancing in the quad, many Americans were dancing in the

quad, every student was dancing in the quad, some students were dancing in

the quad, many students were dancing in the quad, . . .}

But these sets of propositions are not equal. Take, for example, the propositionsome

Germans were dancing in the quad. This proposition is in the focus-semantic value of

[ F Every German] was dancing in the quad. However, this proposition is not to be found

in the QUD in (164a). The propositionSome Germans were dancing in the quadcan be

understood as a long disjunction of propositions:Hans was dancing in the quad or Stefan

was dancing in the quad or Klara was dancing in the quad or. . .. But that disjunction isn’t

34Some care needs to be taken in how this set of alternatives is generated. This will be discussed in detail
in section 3.4.2 below.
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in the QUD, which does not contain disjunctive propositions, but rather only propositions

like Hans was dancing in the quad, Stefan was dancing in the quad, Hans and Stefan were

dancing in the quad. . .. So some of the quantificational propositions in the focus-semantic

value given in (164b) are not in the QUD given in (164a). As such, the ability to give an

elliptical quantificational answer to a question like (164)casts doubt on Reich’s precise

formulation, where equality between the QUD and the focus-semantic value of the elided

clause is required.

We might solve this problem by allowingwho in (164a) to be polymorphic in type, and

to range over quantifiers as well as entities, thereby givingus the below.

(165) a. Who was dancing in the quad? (wherewhoranges over alternatives of type

〈et, t〉)

JQUDK = {every German was dancing in the quad, some Germans were

dancing in the quad, many Germans were dancing in the quad, every Amer-

ican was dancing in the quad, some Americans were dancing in the quad,

many Americans were dancing in the quad, every student was dancing in the

quad, some students were dancing in the quad, many students were dancing

in the quad, . . .}

b. Every Germanweredancingin thequad.

J[F Every German] were dancing in the quadKF = {every German was danc-

ing in the quad, some Germans were dancing in the quad, many Germans

were dancing in the quad, every American was dancing in the quad, some

Americans were dancing in the quad, many Americans were dancing in the

quad, every student was dancing in the quad, some students were dancing in

the quad, many students were dancing in the quad, . . .}

In such a case, we clearly do have equality. However, there are other examples which are

felicitous, but which Reich’s condition does not predict. These are cases which I will call
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‘mismatch’ cases; cases in which the semantic type of the fragment answer seems to be

different from the type which the question ranges over. Consider the below, for example.35

(166) How many students came to the party?

a. Only Mary.

b. John and Mary. (No-one else.)

c. John, Paul, George, Sarah, Mary and Helen.

Here, ahow manydegree question is answered with a fragment which does not state a

number, but rather lists the students that came to the party.However, these are not predicted

to be in the correct relationship on Reich’s theory, as shownbelow.

(167) a. How many people came to the party?

QUD = {one person came to the party, two people came to the party, three

people came to the party, . . .}

b. John and Marycameto theparty.

J[F John and Mary] came to the partyKF = {John came to the party, Mary

came to the party, John and Mary came to the party, Bill came tothe party,

. . .}

Here, these two sets are not the same, for much the same reasonas discussed above for the

quantifier case; the proposition expressed bytwo people came to the partyis a disjunctive

one, verified by any situation in which any two people came to the party. No such propo-

sition can be found in (167b), which contains propositions which all express that some

specific(possibly plural) individuals came to the party.

We might again try to rescue the case in (167) by suggesting that how many people

can range over quantificational alternatives (that is, it can project alternatives likeeveryone

came to the party, many people came to the party,etc.), and that the focus alternatives

35I thank Jeremy Hartman for bringing this sort of example to myattention.
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projected byJohn and Marywere also of quantificational type (perhaps adopting a view

such as Montague 1973’s, where all noun phrases are basically of type 〈et, t〉). Then we

might get matching between (167a) and (167b). Alternatively, we could imagine that there

is a silent type〈e, d〉36 measure function applying toJohn and Maryin (167b), which

would map plural individualsx into the number of individuals inx;37 this might be enough

to ensure that the alternatives projected in (167b) ranged over degrees. However, there are

some cases of ‘mismatch’ where such moves will not help, suchas the below:

(168) A: Exactly how fast was John driving?

B: Above 60 mph, anyway (but I don’t know the exact speed, sorry).

The use ofexactlyin the question here is intended to rule out a reading in whichthe question

could plausibly range over intervals (cf. Abrusán & Spector 2011); the intended reading is

one in which the question ranges over (exact specifications of) degrees of speed.

(169) JExactly how fast was John drivingK = {. . . John was driving at exactly 69 mph,

John was driving at exactly 70 mph, John was driving at exactly 71 mph, . . .}

But consider the focus-semantic value of the answer.

(170) JJohn was driving [F above 60 mph]KF = {John was driving above 60 mph, John

was driving above 70 mph, John was driving below 60 mph, John was driving

below 70 mph, . . .}

I won’t try to specify in detail how the focus-semantic valuein (170) is arrived at compo-

sitionally, or the precise nature of the alternatives whichare projected. However, whatever

the answers to those questions, it seems clear that we will not have equality between the

QUD and the focus-semantic value of the answer.

36d is the type of degrees.

37Thanks to Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten for suggesting this possibility to me.
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To see this, note that the propositionJohn was driving above 60 mphmust be in the set

of focus alternatives in (170), as the ordinary semantic value of an expression is always a

member of its focus-semantic value (Rooth 1985, 1992b). Butthe propositionJohn was

driving above 60 mphis not to be found in the set in (169). Those propositions onlyspecify

exactspeeds at which John was traveling, not lower bounds. It follows that the proposition

John was driving above 60 mphis not in the denotation of the questionExactly how fast was

John driving?. However, the focus-semantic value in (169) must contain the proposition

John was driving above 60 mph. Therefore, the focus-semantic value shown in (169) is not

equal to the question in (169); and we therefore predict thatellipsis should not be possible,

contrary to fact.

These ‘mismatch’ cases constitute a problem for Reich 2007’s specific proposal. How-

ever, given the success of a QUD-based account in capturing the data concerning embed-

ded clauses, and the data concerning which elements licensefragments, I argue that the

semantic condition on clausal ellipsis should indeed make reference to the Question under

Discussion in the way that Reich proposes. In the following section, I will propose a con-

dition which incorporates Reich’s insight, but which also draws on Merchant 2001, 2004’s

e-GIVENness condition to solve the above problems.

3.4 QUD-GIVEN ness

3.4.1 Solving the mismatch problem: ‘existentially closing the QUD’

Recall that e-GIVENness, as defined by Merchant 2001 (repeated here from (130)),

involves an operation of existentially closure to derive a proposition from sentences that

contain variables.

(171) a. A clause may be elided if it is e-GIVEN.

b. A clause E is e-GIVEN if there is an antecedent clause A such that F-clo(E)

⇔ F-clo(A).
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c. The focus closure (F-clo) of a clause is the denotation of that clause with

all focused elements replaced by variables, and all variables (that is, traces

plus focused elements which have been replaced) having beenexistentially

closed.

This sort of existential closure operation in fact seems to solve the problem for a lot of

‘mismatch’ cases. For example, take the case in (166), repeated (slightly altered) here:

(172) A: How many people came to the party?

B: Only Mary.

I assume that in ahow manyquestion, the trace left behind by movement ofhow many

ranges over the type of degrees, and the focus

(173) How many people [t many people came to the party]? — Maryt cameto the

party.

a. F-clo(A) =∃d.d-many people came to the party

b. F-clo(E) =∃x.x came to the party

Here, there is mutual entailment between the focus-closureof the antecedent and the focus-

closure of the elided clause; if there is a person who came to the party then there is a number

d such thatd-many people came to the party, and vice versa.38 So e-GIVENness correctly

predicts that ‘mismatch’ fragment answers should be allowed.

However, we saw above that e-GIVENness is not the right formulation of the condition

on clausal ellipsis in general. In section 3.3.1.2 it was pointed out that the condition ‘if there

is an antecedent clause’ is too liberal: not all potential antecedent clauses can actually serve

to provide an antecedent for clausal ellipsis. This clause is also, in a way, too conservative:

38This is not strictly true ifd is allowed to take the value zero. This will be discussed below.
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it requires a (linguistic)39 antecedent, but as noted in section 2.4.4, many cases of fragments

do not require an antecedent.

Rather, the evidence gathered in section 3.3.2 suggests that the antecedent for clausal

ellipsis should be located in the Question under Discussion. However, the QUD, as a

question, is not the appropriate kind of object to be in a mutual entailment relationship

with a proposition. While entailment relations can be defined over questions (i.e. between

questions and other questions: Groenendijk & Stokhof 1989,Roberts 2012/1996), such

relations are not defined over objects of different types. Reich 2007’s approach calls for

equality between the QUD and the focus-semantic value of theelided clause, which would

be defined, but does not deliver the correct results in cases like (172), as discussed in the

preceding section.

What we want is a way to reap the benefits which existential closure provides for us

in cases like (172). There is a simple transformation which can be applied to the QUD,

understood as having a Hamblin denotation (that is, as a set of propositions which are

possible answers to the question), which has the same effectas existential closure: namely,

taking the union, or disjunction, of all the propositions within the set that the QUD denotes.

(174) illustrates this operation for the questionWho left?. In the toy model in (174), the

only people are John, Mary and Sue; John left in worldsw0, w1, w2, Mary left in worlds

w0, w3; and Sue left in worldsw1, w2, w4. (We could say that in worldw5, nobody left.)

(174) a. Jwho leftK = {John left, Mary left, Sue left}

= {{w : John left inw}, {w : Mary left in w}, {w : Sue left inw}}

= {{w0, w1, w2}, {w0, w3}, {w1, w2, w4}}

b.
⋃

Jwho leftK =
⋃
{{w : John left inw}, {w : Mary left in w}, {w : Sue left

in w}}

39On the fact that e-GIVENness requires a truly linguistic antecedent, contra Merchant 2004, see section
3.6.1.
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=
⋃
{{w0, w1, w2}, {w0, w3}, {w1, w2, w4}}

= {w0, w1, w2, w3, w4}

The result of taking the union of the set of propositions denoted by the question is to give us

the proposition which is the disjunction of those propositions, that is, the proposition ‘that

John left or Mary left or Sue left’; or, to put it another way, the set of all worlds in which

at least one of John, Mary or Sue left. To put it yet another way, the proposition obtained

by taking the union of the questionwho left is the existential statement∃x.x left, as an

existential statement is equivalent to a long disjunction.This sort of existential statement is

exactly the sort of statement which Merchant’s e-GIVENness condition creates by f-closing

an antecedent.

In fact, we can generally rewrite the Merchant 2001/Schwarzschild 1999 notion of F-

closure in this way.40 The operation of taking a proposition (properly speaking: asyntactic

phrase marker whose denotation is a proposition), replacing all its focus-marked phrases

with variables, and existentially closing the result, is identical in effect to taking the union

of the focus-semantic value (as defined by Rooth 1985, 1992b)of the proposition, as shown

below.41

(175) J[F John] left earlyK = that John left early42

40Or, at least for the purposes for which Merchant uses it and for which I will use it. We are only concerned
here with F-closing propositions and questions, that is, semantic objects whose focus-semantic values are sets
of propositions, type〈st, t〉. In Schwarzschild 1999, F-closure is an operation which applies to all semantic
types. The rewording of F-closure in terms of set union whichI give here would, I believe, bedefinedover
all set types (objects of type〈σ, t〉, whose focus value would be a set of sets, type〈〈σ, t〉, t〉), but whether
it would give sensible or desirable results if applied to something other than a proposition or question is not
something I have tried to investigate in detail.

41The two may not in fact be completely identical, depending onhow traces are interpreted. Merchant
2001’s condition treated traces as variables, and existentially closed them. However, I think the set-union
version does not lose anything by not doing this.

42I abbreviate the proposition ‘λw. John left early inw’ in this way for readability; where it will not cause
confusion, I will also drop the ‘that’, writing ‘λw. John left early inw’ just as ‘John left early’.
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(175) J[F John] left earlyKF = {that John left early, that Mary left early, that Bill left

early, . . .}

(175) F-clo([F John] left early) =∃x.x left early

(175)
⋃

J[F John] left earlyKF = that John left early or that Mary left early or that Bill

left early or. . .

= ∃x.x left early

Rewriting focus-closure in this way allows us to remove F-closure as a primitive operation.

It also gives us a way of formulating a version of the e-GIVENness condition which makes

reference to the QUD, which I provide in (176). In order to avoid confusion with Mer-

chant’s original definition of e-GIVENness, I rechristen the condition as QUD-GIVENness.

It can be immediately seen that (176) is almost the same as Reich 2007’s formulation, ex-

cept that the QUD and the focus value of the elided clause haveundergone the set union

operation.

(176) QUD-GIVENness (first pass)

A clause E is QUD-GIVEN iff
⋃

QUD⇔
⋃

JEKF .

I propose that non-focused elements of a clause which is QUD-GIVEN can be elided, in

much the same way that e-GIVENness functions in Merchant’s proposal. A simple example

of how this works is shown in (177).

(177) Who left? — Maryleft.

a. QUD =JWho left?K = {Mary left, Bill left, Sue left, . . .}

b.
⋃

QUD =
⋃
{Mary left, Bill left, Sue left, . . .}

= Mary left or Bill left or Sue left or. . .

= ∃x.x left

c.
⋃

J[F Mary] leftKF = ∃x.x left

d.
⋃

QUD ⇔
⋃

JEKF , so ellipsis is licensed.
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We see that this condition functions to license the ‘simple’cases of fragments as responses.

I want to argue that adding disjunction to Reich 2007’s formulation allows us to capture

the felicity of the below exchanges.

(178) How many students came to the party?

a. Only Mary.

b. John and Mary. (No-one else.)

c. John, Paul, George, Sarah, Mary and Helen.

QUD-GIVENness correctly predicts that such ellipsis should go through, as shown below.

(179) a. How many people came to the party? – John and Mary.

b. QUD ={one person came to the party, two people came to the party, three

people came to the party, . . .}

c.
⋃

QUD = ∃d. d-many people came to the party

d. E = [F John and Mary ] came to the party.

e.
⋃

JEKF = ∃x.x came to the party

f.
⋃

QUD ⇔
⋃

JEKF (if there is a person who came to the party then there is

a numberd such thatd-many people came to the party, and vice versa). So

ellipsis is licensed.43

43As mentioned above, there is a problem here in that the right-to-left version of this entailment does
not strictly go through ifd is allowed to take the value zero. I have to assume that this isnot permitted.
I tentatively suggest thatzero is not an accessible alternative in degree questions. In section 3.4.2, I will
argue that negative quantifiers such asno, feware not accessible alternatives for quantifiers, because they are
underlyingly sentential negation plus existential quantifiers (e.g.no = ¬ + some); perhapszero is similarly
not ‘really’ a word, but one possible spellout of sententialnegation plus ‘(even) one’. As support for this,
note thatzerogives rise to ‘split scope’ readings (cases where the negation and the existential are interpreted
with different scopes with respect to intensional verbs) inthe same way asnodoes, as De Clercq 2011 points
out:

(i) The company need fire zero employees. (= It is not necessary for the company to fire any employees.)
[¬ [need [the company [fire [(even) one employee]]]]]

However, De Clercq also points out that in other respects,zerobehaves differently fromno (see also Postal
2003); but it is beyond the scope of this work to enter into details here.
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Other kinds of ‘mismatch’, such as the below (repeated from (168)), can be given a

similar analysis.

(180) A: Exactly how fast was John driving?

B: Above 60 mph, anyway (but I don’t know the exact speed, sorry).

(181) a. Exactly how fast was John driving?

b. QUD ={. . . John was driving at exactly 69 mph, John was driving at exactly

70 mph, John was driving at exactly 71 mph, . . .}

c.
⋃

QUD = ∃d. John was driving at exactlyd mph

d. E = John was driving [F above 60 mph].

e. JEKF = JJohn was driving [F above 60 mph]KF ={John was driving above 60

mph, John was driving above 70 mph, John was driving below 60 mph, John

was driving below 70 mph, . . .}

f.
⋃

JEKF = there is some interval of speed within which John’s speed lies

(above 60 mph, below 70 mph, etc.)44

⋃
QUD⇔

⋃
JEKF (if there is an interval within which John’s speed lies, then

he was driving at a particular speed, and vice versa). So ellipsis is licensed.

Given this reasoning, we might worry about overgeneration.In particular, it is perhaps

surprising that the below short answer is degraded.

(182) Who came to the party? — ??Four peoplecameto theparty.

(183) a.
⋃

QUD = ∃x.x came to the party

b.
⋃

JEKF = ∃d. d-many people came to the party

Given that we just reasoned that (183a)⇔ (183b), it is surprising that the ellipsis in (182)

is not licensed. Furthermore, there is something slightly suspicious about cases like (180)

44Formally:∃D〈d,t〉.∃d.d ∈ D & John was driving atd mph.
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(degree question/interval answer); to make these felicitous, there has to be a certain amount

of ‘surrounding material’. They are somewhat degraded without this, as (184b) shows.

(184) A: Exactly how fast was John driving?

a. B: Above 60 mph, anyway (but I don’t know the exact speed, sorry).

b. B: ??Above 60 mph.

There are also other cases where it looks like our logic should tell us that QUD-GIVENness

should apply, but fragments are impossible:

(185) How fast did he eat? — *Chips.

(186) a.
⋃

QUD = ∃d. he ated-fast

b.
⋃

JEKF = ∃x. he atex

In (186), the two propositions created do mutually entail each other (if he ate at a partic-

ular speed, then he ate something, and vice versa); so the infelicity of (185) is perhaps

unexpected.

My argument will be here that the reason for the infelicity ofthese cases is not due to

the ellipsis condition; it is because even the full sentences are not good as answers in these

cases, as, for example, the full clausal version of (182) shows.

(187) Who came to the party? — ??Four people came to the party.

I argue that the ellipsis condition is indeed met in cases like (182). The reason for its

infelicity is that it is not a cooperative answer to the question asked. Thewho-question

asks for identifiers – names or salient properties. However,the degree answer does not

address this question (in a non-technical sense) – it simplygives a number. As such it is not

pragmatically cooperative, and (187) (and, a fortiori, (182)) is infelicitous for that reason.

The inverse situation, the one in (178), is however cooperative. Giving a list answer to a

degree question does not answer the question directly. However, the hearer can count the
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number of names given, and – on the usual assumption that speakers give full, exhaustive

answers – the hearer can infer the answer to the degree question in that way. The answers in

(178) are therefore felicitous; and the ellipsis conditionis met, so ellipsis is also felicitous

in these cases. Notice further that if the people are subsequently enumerated, both the long

answer and the elliptical one are felicitous.

(188) Who came to the party?

a. Four people came to the party – John, Bill, Sue and Mary.

b. Four people – John, Bill, Sue and Mary.

We can tell a similar story about the infelicity of cases like(184b). Note that here, too, the

full clausal answer is degraded without ‘surrounding material’.

(189) Exactly how fast was John driving?

a. B: He was driving above 60 mph, anyway (but I don’t know the exact speed,

sorry).

b. B: ??He was driving above 60 mph.

B’s answer in (189b) is willfully avoiding the ‘exactly’ part of the question, and is therefore

degraded without the kind of ‘apologetic’ material in (189a). However, this is a matter of

pragmatics which is unrelated to the ellipsis condition.

The same sort of story applies to cases like (185). The fragment is bad, but so is the

full clause, because it isn’t a sensible answer to the question quite apart from the QUD-

GIVENness condition.

(190) a. How fast did he eat? — #Chips.

b. How fast did he eat? — #He ate chips.

In principle, then, the ellipsis condition can freely applywhenever the QUD-GIVENness

condition is met. However, the clause which is being elided has to be a pragmatically
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sensible answer in the first place; and this requirement willserve to rule out cases where it

looks like QUD-GIVENness might overgenerate.

We see, then, that adding disjunction to Reich 2007’s proposed condition on ellip-

sis correctly predicts that cases of ‘mismatch’ fragment answers (entity/degree, exact de-

gree/degree interval, etc.), should be grammatical.

3.4.2 Quantificational fragment answers

I argue that – when combined with some assumptions about the alternatives projected

by quantifiers – adding disjunction to the ellipsis condition has the further benefit of solving

the problem of quantificational answers, as below.

(191) Who left? — Every Germanleft.

In section 3.3.2.2 above, it was argued that Reich 2007’s condition runs into problems with

such answers. If set union/disjunction is ‘added to both sides’ of the condition, as proposed

here, then these problems are solved, and examples like (191) are correctly predicted to be

grammatical. However, showing this in detail will require adetour into the details of the

alternatives projected by quantificational phrases.

On the most immediately obvious story, adding disjunction to the mix in fact seems to

cause new problems. We might suppose that the focus value of aquantifier likeeveryis the

set of quantifiers (192a), in which case the focus value of thequantificational phrase like

every Germanwill be (192b), and the focus value of the phrase[ F Every German] came to

the partywill be (192c).

(192) a. JeveryKF = {Q|Q ∈ D〈et,〈et,t〉〉}

b. Jevery GermanKF = {Q(P )|Q ∈ D〈et,〈et,t〉〉, P ∈ D〈e,t〉}

c. J[F every German] leftKF = {Q(P )(left)|Q ∈ D〈et,〈et,t〉〉, P ∈ D〈e,t〉}

The problem is that taking the disjunction of (192c) leads toa tautology. To see this, we

can look at a subset of (192c), as in (193).
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(193) {some Germans left, no Germans left}

Taking the disjunction of these propositions, we get the proposition in (194):

(194) Some Germans left or no Germans left.

But (194) is clearly a tautology; it will always be true that either some Germans left or none

did. As the disjunction of a tautology with any other proposition will result in a tautology,

then we can see that the disjunction of the propositions in (192c) – which contains (193)

as a subset – will also result in a tautology. The problem is that a tautology does not entail

anything (except other tautologies). So we predict that quantificational answers should be

impossible, as shown below.

(195) Who left? — Every Germanleft.

a. QUD =JWho left?K = {Mary left, Bill left, Sue left, . . .}

b.
⋃

QUD =
⋃
{Mary left, Bill left, Sue left, . . .}

= Mary left or Bill left or Sue left or. . .

= ∃x.x left

c.
⋃

J[F Every German] leftKF = ⊤ (i.e. tautologous, as shown above)

d.
⋃

J[F Every German] leftKF 6⇒
⋃

QUD

so ellipsis predicted not to be licensed.

We might say thatwho in (195a) can range over quantifiers too, and so the union of the

QUD would be the same as (192c), namely a tautology. Then mutual entailment between
⋃

QUD and
⋃

JEKF would go through (two tautologies would entail each other).However,

in that case, the semantic condition would be left without any ‘bite’; it would not rule out

cases that we want the semantic condition to rule out. It would predict, for example, that

the below case should go through.

(196) Who did John say left? — #Every Germanleft (but I don’t know what John said)
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To see why, consider that the union of the QUD here – ifwho in the QUD is allowed to

range over quantifiers – would be a tautology, as shown above.The union ofJ[F Every

German] left]KF would also be a tautology. They would both entail each other,then, and

nothing would rule out cases like (196). To solve this problem, we need to find a way

of characterizing the set of alternative propositions generated by a sentence containing a

focused quantificational phrase in such a way as to make the disjunction of this set non-

tautologous.

My proposal for doing this has two parts. Firstly, we reconsider the alternatives pro-

jected by focused quantifiers. Above, I took this set of alternatives to be the set of all

logically possible quantifiers, following a strict application of the algorithm in Rooth 1985.

However, as Rooth 1985, 1992b points out, it is clear that theset of alternatives which are

projected by a constituent cannot be the set of all alternatives of the same type as that con-

stituent; rather, this set of alternatives must be contextually restricted. Rooth 1992b points

to sentences like the below.

(197) Mary only [F read]The Recognitions.

(That is, she onlyread it, she didn’t understand it.) Here, the domain of alternatives has

to be restricted, because clearly not every possible relation between Mary andThe Recog-

nitions, other than reading it, is ruled out if (197) is true. For example, if Mary readThe

Recognitions, then she also saw it; (197) is not taken to assert something like (the nonsen-

sical) ‘Mary only [F read]The Recognitions, she didn’t see it’. Rooth 1992b proposes that

a contextual restrictorC restricts the domain of alternatives in (197) (to e.g.{read, under-

stand}). In a similar example, Cohen 1999 points to the following sentence (his (26)).

(198) Mary only wears [F red] hats.

If the alternatives tored here ranged over any and all properties (constants of type〈e, t〉),

then, as Cohen points out, (198) would be interpreted as meaning that Mary wears red hats

but does not wear big hats, lightweight hats, three-cornered hats, etc. – in fact, it would be
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interpreted as meaning that redness is the only property that Mary’s hats have. That clearly

cannot be correct. Rather, the alternatives tored in (198) must range over colors; that is,

the domain of alternative properties is sortally restricted.

The question then arises of how the alternatives are restricted. Blok & Eberle 1999

argue that examples like (198) shows that focus alternatives are fundamentally drawn from

the lexicon; the alternatives in cases like (198) range over words, and possibly certain

restricted subdomains of the lexicon, such as (for example)color words. This ties in with

more recent work by Fox & Katzir 2011 in which they argue that focus alternatives are

computed with reference to syntactic structure and the lexicon, not (just) by looking at

possible alternatives in the semantics. Concretely, Fox and Katzir (following Katzir 2007)

propose that an itemα’s alternatives are all the possible items of the same semantic type

asα, and which are no morestructurally complexthanα. Roughly, an itemβ is no more

structurally complex thanα only if α can be transformed intoβ via only processes of

lexical substitution and ‘reduction’ inα’s parse tree (i.e. ‘pruning’/deleting branches inα;

see Katzir 2007 for the full definition of structural complexity). Katzir 2007’s concern is

the calculation of alternatives relevant for scalar implicatures; the aim is to ensure thatall

is an alternative tosome(thereforesomeimplicatesnot all), but thatsome but not allis not

an alternative tosome(otherwise the above implicature would not arise). The structural

complexity metric solves this problem:some but not allis more structurally complex than

some, and so is not an alternative. Fox & Katzir 2011 extend this method of calculating

alternatives to focus interpretation.

If we adopt this view, then the alternatives to a quantifier like everyare all the quan-

tificational words in the lexicon (of equal structural complexity, that is excluding complex

quantifiers likesome but not all), not the larger set of all logically possible quantifiers.

(199) JeveryKF = {every, many, some, few, no, . . .}
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This move, however, is not quite enough to solve the tautology problem. The basic problem

is that there are still negative quantifiers in the set in (199), which lack existential import.

When propositions containing quantifiers likefew Germans, no Germansare disjoined with

those containing the quantifiersome Germans, tautology again results.

(200) a. Some Germans left or no Germans left.

b. [∃x.german(x) & left(x)] ∨ [¬∃x.german(x) & left(x)]

(201) a. Some Germans left or few Germans left.

b. [∃x.german(x) & left(x)] ∨ [¬∃x.|x| > c & student(x) & left(x)]

wherec is a contextually provided constant.45

That (200) is a tautology is obvious. To see that (201) is, note that the left disjunct is

verified by there being one or more Germans that left, and the right disjunct is verified by

there being no Germans that left. (Few Germans leftnormally communicates that some

did, but this is an implicature, not part of the truth-conditional meaning offew.) So the two

disjuncts taken together cover every possible situation, and as such (201) is a tautology.

To ensure that this problem does not arise, we essentially need to ensure that quantifiers

which lack existential import – negative quantifiers such asfew or no – do not appear in

the focus alternative set of a quantifier. To accomplish this, I adopt a proposal common in

the literature (see e.g. Bech 1955/1957, Jacobs 1980, Kratzer 1995, Rullman 1995, Penka

2011; see Penka 2012 for a recent survey article): the suggestion that the negative part

of these quantifiers is separate from the quantificational part. One reason to believe that

this is true comes from verb phrase ellipsis constructions:as Johnson 2001 points out, a

phrase which contains a negative indefinite likeno can serve as antecedent for an ellipsis

site which must contain a positive indefinite.

45This is the ‘cardinality’ reading offewrather than the ‘proportional’ reading (Partee 1989), but the same
point would be made by the proportional reading.
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(202) (Johnson’s (107))

I could find no solution, but Holly might (find asolution/*find no solution).46

The above-cited authors argue that negative quantifiers likenoare not monomorphemic but

rather are the spellout of their positive counterparts in construction with sentential negation.

There are various different proposals for how this spelloutis achieved (see the references

listed above for proposals), but what is important for our purposes is the negative quantifiers

are not separately listed in the lexicon. Negative quantifiers such asno, fewhave syntax

and semantics as shown below.

(203) a. No German left.

b. [¬ [TP [DP a German] [VP left]]] 47

c. ¬∃x.german(x) & left(x)

(204) a. Few Germans left.

b. [¬ [TP [DP many Germans] [VP left]]]

c. ¬∃x.|x| > c & german(x) & left(x)

wherec is a contextually provided number.

Once we have accepted that negative quantifiers don’t have an‘independent’ existence, but

are rather versions of their positive variant when these occur in construction with sentential

negation, then we have the tools to tackle the problem at hand. Following Fox & Katzir

2011, we can assume that the focus alternatives projected bya word depend on the other

words in the lexicon of a given language; the alternatives are alternatives to the word (not

46The interaction of negative indefinites and negative polarity items with ellipsis is discussed in great
detail in van Craenenbroeck & Temmerman 2010, Temmerman 2013a, Merchant 2013 (and is first discussed
in Sag 1976:157f.) Temmerman 2013a in particular argues fora decompositional view of negative quantifiers
to explain certain puzzles involving ellipsis and quantifier scope.

47I am equivocating here on the precise position of negation. It’s clear, however, that it has to be interpreted
very high, above modal verbs for example: in cases likeThe company need fire no employees(Potts 2000),
negation scopes above the modal verbneed.
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just, for example, any logically possible alternative of the same type). It then follows

that the alternatives to a quantifier likeeverywill include other quantificational words like

many, some, half, mostetc. Crucially, however, I argue that the alternatives willnot include

negative quantifiers likeno or few. These are not ‘independent’ words in the lexicon, but

rather just the same words as their positive counterparts (although pronounced differently

when in construction with sentential negation). We have then the below.

(205) a. JeveryKF = {every, some, many . . .}

b. Jevery GermanKF = {every German, some Germans, many Germans, ev-

ery American, some Americans, many Americans, every student, some stu-

dents, many students, . . .}

c. J[F every German] leftKF = {every German left, some Germans left, many

Germans left, every American left, some Americans left, many Americans

left, every student left, some students left, many studentsleft, . . .}

But now note that the disjunction of (205c) is no longer a tautology. We have the below:

(206)
⋃

J[F every German] leftKF = every German left or some Germans left or many

Germans left or every American left or some Americans left ormany Americans

left or every student left or some students left or many students left or. . .

(206) is a fairly weak statement, but it is not tautologous. (206) is verified just in case

someone of some description left, that is, it reduces to (207).48

(207) ∃x.x left

But this is exactly what we want for our ellipsis condition.

48Very strictly speaking, sentences likeevery student leftalso lack existence entailments; the formula
‘∀x.student(x) ⇒ left(x)’ is verified if no students exist. However, universal quantifiers of this kind have
existencepresuppositions; they presuppose that their domain is non-empty (see e.g. Geurts 2007). That’s
enough to ensure that (206) requires someone to exist in order to be verified.
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(208) Who left? — Every Germanleft.

a. QUD =JWho left?K = {Mary left, Bill left, Sue left, . . .}

b.
⋃

QUD =
⋃
{Mary left, Bill left, Sue left, . . .}

= Mary left or Bill left or Sue left or. . .

= ∃x.x left

c.
⋃

J[F Every German] leftKF = ∃x.x left (as shown above)

d.
⋃

J[F Every German] leftKF ⇔
⋃

QUD

so ellipsis correctly predicted to be licensed.

We see then that adding disjunction to the ellipsis condition has the positive effect that it

rules in quantificational fragment answers.

3.4.3 Advantages inherited from Reich’s analysis

As QUD-GIVENness is otherwise identical to Reich 2007’s proposal, however, it in-

herits all the benefits which Reich’s analysis has. As a QUD-based analysis, it predicts, for

example, that those indefinites and focused elements which can raise implicit QUDs should

be able to license ellipsis. In both of the below cases, for example, the implicit QUD isWho

left?, which license the ellipsis inMary left just as the QUD which is explicitly posed by

Who leftin (208) does.

(209) a. Someone left. — Yeah, Maryleft.

b. BILL left. — No, Maryleft.

This approach also predicts the failure of embedded clauseswithin interrogatives to provide

the antecedents for clausal ellipsis, in much the same way asReich 2007’s analysis does;

the union of the QUD will only ever provide an antecedent proposition which corresponds

to the matrix clause, as shown below.
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(210) Who did John say has the key to the liquor cabinet?

a. QUD ={John said Mary has the key, John said Bill has the key, . . .}

b.
⋃

QUD = ∃x. John said thatx has the key to the liquor cabinet

Given (210b), only the first of the two below possibilities for an elided clause will be

licensed, which is a good prediction.

(211) a. Johnsaidthat Maryhasthekey to theliquor cabinet

b.
⋃

J(211a)KF = ∃x. John said thatx has the key to the liquor cabinet

which is in a mutual entailment relation with
⋃

QUD, therefore ellipsis li-

censed.

(212) a. Maryhasthekey to theliquor cabinet

b.
⋃

J(212a)KF = ∃x.x has the key to the liquor cabinet

which isnot in a mutual entailment relation with
⋃

QUD, therefore ellipsis

not licensed.

We also predict correctly that examples like the below do notwork.

(213) Why did John go to the party? — #Marywentto theparty (and John does every-

thing Mary does)

a. QUD ={John went to the party because he likes parties, John went to the

party because he fancies someone there, John went to the party because he

does everything Mary does, . . .}

b.
⋃

QUD = ∃x. John went to the party for reasonx

c.
⋃

J[F Mary] went to the partyKF = ∃x.x went to the party

which is not in a mutual entailment relation with
⋃

QUD, therefore ellipsis

not licensed.
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So we see that QUD-GIVENness, a refinement of Reich 2007’s proposal, captures a number

of facts about clausal ellipsis. However, we have not yet solved the problem of presuppo-

sition inheritance (that is, the infelicity of the exchangeWhich students came to the party?

– #Bill and Mary, but they’re not students). In the following section, I propose a way in

which presupposition inheritance can be captured in the present system.

3.4.4 Presupposition inheritance and domain restriction

Let us first note that QUD-GIVENness does not immediately predict the phenomenon

of ‘presupposition inheritance’. In fact, the situation isworse: as it stands, it does not seem

as if QUD-GIVENness predictsanyshort answer to constituent questions containing an NP

restrictor to be grammatical, as (214) shows.

(214) Which students were dancing in the quad? — John and Maryweredancingin

thequad.

a. QUD ={John was dancing, Mary was dancing, John and Mary were danc-

ing, Susan was dancing, . . .}

b.
⋃

QUD = ∃x ∈ student.x was dancing in the quad

c.
⋃

JEKF = ∃x.x was dancing in the quad

which is not in a mutual entailment relation with
⋃

QUD, therefore ellipsis

not licensed.

The problem is that the existential closure in (214c) shouldhave its domain restricted to

students, but nothing in the analysis so far lets us do that.

It is well-known, however, that in general focus alternatives can be restricted by context,

as already discussed in section 3.4.2. Take the below example (Krifka 2004’s (9)):

(215) A: Did Mary talk to John and Bill?

B: Mary only talked to [F Bill].
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Here, there is a reading of B’s utterance in which Mary could have talked to many people,

but out of John and Bill, she only talked to Bill. That is, the alternatives whichonly is

sensitive to are only{John, Bill}, i.e. those set up by the question. The focus alternatives

projected byBill here, then, have to be contextually restricted. Rooth 1992bprovides a way

of doing this; I will not concern myself with the method via which it is done here, just rely-

ing on the fact that clearly some mechanism of contextual restriction of focus alternatives

is necessary.

However, once we agree that focus alternatives can be contextually restricted, then

(214) ceases to be a problem. If the focus alternatives projected byJohn and Maryin the

answer can be restricted only to students, then we can allow the below:

(216) Which students were dancing in the quad? — John and Maryweredancingin

thequad.

a. QUD ={John was dancing, Mary was dancing, John and Mary were danc-

ing, Susan was dancing, . . .}

b.
⋃

QUD = ∃x ∈ student.x was dancing in the quad

c. JEKF = {John was dancing, Mary was dancing, John and Mary were danc-

ing, Susan was dancing, . . .}

(focus alternatives contextually restricted to range onlyover students)

d.
⋃

JEKF = ∃x ∈ student.x was dancing in the quad

Here, there is mutual entailment, and so we predict ellipsisto go through just in case the

domain of alternatives whichJohn and Maryprojects is contextually restricted only to

students. This will require that John and Mary are themselves students. As the set of focus

alternatives toα always containsα as a member, then if the set of focus alternatives to

John and Maryonly contains students, then John and Mary must be students (as John and

Mary must be a member of that set of focus alternatives). Thatis why the below dialogue

is incoherent.
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(217) A: Which students were dancing in the quad?

B: #John and Mary, but they’re not students.

We therefore predict ‘presupposition inheritance’ as a side effect of the strict mutual en-

tailment condition on ellipsis. The alternatives which theanswer ranges over have to be

contextually restricted so that they are identical to thoseprojected by the question, which

requires that the denotation of the answer has to be within the question: if it is not, the

ellipsis condition cannot be met.

By contrast, long (clausal) answers, or answers containingverb phrase ellipsis, do not

have to fulfill such a condition. There is no requirement thatthe focus-semantic value of

a full clausal answer be contextually restricted so that it matches the QUD, and so, the

following dialogue is acceptable.

(218) A: Which students were dancing in the quad?

B: John and Mary were (dancing in the quad), but they’re not students.

A more interesting case is the contrast between the below answers.

(219) a. A: Which students were dancing in the quad?

B: The Germans were dancing in the quad.

b. A: Which students were dancing in the quad?

B: The Germans.

(219a) has a reading on which B is ‘correcting’ A’s presupposition, and telling A that, in

fact, the correct way of characterizing the dancers in the quad is as Germans, not students.

There is also another reading of B’s utterance in which B is telling A that the students that

were dancing in the quad were the German students. That is, onthis reading,the Germans

is being understood asthe German students.49 Crucially, however, the short answer in

49There is, however, a preference for the short answerThe Germansto convey this meaning, and the
answer containing verb phrase ellipsis (The Germans were) is better than the full clausal answer. I suspect
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(219b)onlyhas the latter of these readings, that is, the one in whichthe Germansis read as

meaningthe German students. It cannot have the ‘corrective’ reading which B’s answer in

(219a) can have. This comes out clearly in (220).

(220) Milling around in the quad are some American faculty, some American students,

some German faculty, and some German students. The German students start

dancing, although the German faculty refrain.

A: Which students were dancing in the quad?

B: The Germans.

Here, B’s utterance has no false reading, one in whichthe Germansrefers to the whole

collectivity of German students and faculty; it can only be taken as referring to the German

students alone.

Why does this difference between full clausal answers and fragment answers obtain?

To understand this, we first need to understand howthe Germanscan be read as meaning

the German studentseven in full clausal cases like (219a). The answer comes fromdomain

restriction. It is very well known that quantificational, definite, and other expressions con-

taining NPs must have their domains ‘restricted’ in some way(see, among many others,

Westerståhl 1985, von Fintel 1994, Stanley & Szabó 2000, Martı́ 2003, Kratzer 2004, and

references cited therein). For example, in the utterance below, every studentdoes not mean

every student in the entire world. Rather, it refers only to the students in the room.

(221) I walk into a classroom containing 30 students, all of whom are asleep. I can

report this situation later by uttering:

Every student was asleep.

this preference comes about because the full clausal answeris very marked if the short or VPE answers are
possible, and so may more easily give rise to a ‘corrective’ reading (see some discussion to this effect in
Jacobson 2013). I think it is clear, though, that the long answer is still felicitous in this scenario, i.e. the
reading of B’s answer in which B means ‘the German students’ by ‘the Germans’ does exist.
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Here, the DPevery studenthas to be interpreted somehow asevery student who was in the

classroom. There is considerable debate in the literature concerningthe precise mecha-

nisms by which this is done. I won’t try to pick among them here, referring the reader to

the references cited above for details. What is important for our purposes is that, in some

way, the translation of an expression likethe Germanshas to be not (222a), but (222b).50

(222) Jthe GermansK

a. 6= ιx.german(x)

b. = ιx.german(x) & c(x)

wherec is some way of contextually restrictingx.51

Given that, we have a way of lettingthe Germansbe understood as denoting the German

students; let the contextual restrictorc be the property of being a student.52 With this in

place, we can understand why (220) can only mean that the German students were dancing

in the quad. Consider the equivalence which QUD-GIVENness requires.

(223) a. Which students were dancing in the quad? — The Germans weredancing

in thequad.

50I am supposing thatgerman here is a predicate that contains plural individuals as wellas singular indi-
viduals in its extension, and that the iota operatorι applied to a predicateP returns the maximal individual
which satisfiesP (and is undefined if there is no such individual). That is, ‘ιx.german(x)’ should be read as
denoting the plurality of all Germans.

51Here,c is shown as a property, i.e. a predicate of entities. There are issues with lettingc contextually
pick up a salient property, as discussed by Kratzer 2004; there are cases where it seems to overgenerate.
Kratzer proposes an alternative analysis in which the contextual restriction is actually provided by a situation
(i.e. partial world) variable provided to the NP: that is,Jthe GermansK = ιx.german(x)(s), wheres is a con-
textually salient situation. I think that either restriction via contextually salient properties or via contextually
salient situations would work for my purposes; I stick with the property-type analysis only for expository
purposes.

52Or, in Kratzer’s situation-based approach, pick a situation which contains all and only the students under
consideration.
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b. QUD =JWhich students were dancing in the quad?K

= {Hans was dancing in the quad, Angela was dancing in the quad, Sam was

dancing in the quad, . . .}

c.
⋃

QUD = ∃x ∈ student.x was dancing in the quad

d. JEK = JThe Germans were dancing in the quadK

e. JEKF = ?

Given that the set of focus alternatives toJEK must containJEK, then the set in (223) must

contain the proposition denoted byThe Germans were dancing in the quad. But we also

need the set of focus alternatives in (223e) to only contain propositions which talk about

students, in order to ensure mutual entailment between
⋃

QUD and
⋃

JEKF . That is, we

want something like the below:

(224) JEKF = {the German students were dancing in the quad, student1 was dancing in

the quad, student2 was dancing in the quad, student1+student2 were dancing in

the quad, . . .}

This means that the proposition expressed by the elided clauseThe Germansweredancing

in the quadhas to be understood as meaning ‘the German students were dancing in the

quad’. Domain restriction provides a way to do this, as shownin (222). That the other

focus alternatives in the set are restricted to only range over students can be ensured by

the contextual restriction on focus alternatives discussed at example (215).53 We can then

derive the equivalence that QUD-GIVENness demands, as shown below.

53Things start getting confusing here, as I am talking about two types of contextual restriction. One is
the restriction on the domain of a quantifier likethe Germansor every student. The other is the contextual
restriction on what focus alternatives are projected. These are clearly related and may even be the same thing
(cf. von Fintel 1994), but I will continue to talk about them here as if they were separate.
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(225) a. Which students were dancing in the quad? — The Germans weredancing

in thequad.

b. QUD =JWhich students were dancing in the quad?K

= {Hans was dancing in the quad, Angela was dancing in the quad, Sam was

dancing in the quad, . . .}

c.
⋃

QUD = ∃x ∈ student.x was dancing in the quad

d. JEKF = {the German students were dancing in the quad, student1 was danc-

ing in the quad, student2 was dancing in the quad, student1+student2 were

dancing in the quad, . . .}

e.
⋃

JEKF = ∃x ∈ student.x was dancing in the quad

Note that crucially here, in order for there to be mutual entailment between (225c) and

(225e), the phrasethe Germanshas to be contextually restricted to meaning only the Ger-

man students. That is why (226) canonly mean that the German students were dancing;

and it is why both examples in (227) (which parallels Jacobson’s examples) is incoherent.

(226) Milling around in the quad are some American faculty, some American students,

some German faculty, and some German students. The German students start

dancing, although the German faculty refrain.

A: Which students were dancing in the quad?

B: The Germans.

(227) A: Which students were dancing in the quad?

a. B: #The Germans, but they’re not students.

b. B: #The Germans, including the faculty.

By contrast, the full clausal answer does not need to meet such a stringent condition. As

such, in the full clausal answer, the phrasethe Germanscan unproblematically refer to all

the Germans, including faculty.
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(228) A: Which students were dancing in the quad?

a. B: The Germans were dancing in the quad, but they’re not students.

b. B: The Germans were dancing in the quad, including the faculty.

We therefore achieve the effect of ‘presupposition inheritance’ in short answers by ensuring

that the choice of contextual domain restriction variable Cis one which makes the ellipsis

condition go through. This has the effect of only allowing answers where the denotation of

definite DPs (likethe Germans) are restricted to the domains specified in the question; that

is, in answer to a question likeWhich students were dancing in the quad?, the answerthe

Germansis interpreted only as ranging over students, not over everyone who happened to

be in the quad. Domain restriction is independently necessary, and in section 3.4 we have

seem the advantages of making the ellipsis condition dependent on the Question under

Discussion. Uniting these two ingredients has led to an account of the obligatory nature of

‘presupposition inheritance’ in clausal ellipsis; the requirement to be QUD-GIVEN forces

a restriction in the domain of DP fragments used as short answers, while no such restriction

is required in full clausal answers.

In the remainder of this section, I will consider two remaining issues. The first is the

issue offunctional questions(Engdahl 1986 and much subsequent work), which seem to

pose a challenge to the QUD-GIVENness condition. The second is the issue of whether

the Question under Discussion that the QUD-GIVENness condition makes reference to has

to be the ‘immediate’ QUD; I argue that a flexibility will be needed here, and that the

condition will in fact only need to refer tosomemember of the QUDstack, in the sense of

Roberts 2012/1996. I first turn to the matter of functional questions.
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3.4.5 Functional questions

Engdahl 1986 discussesfunctional questionslike (229).

(229) Which paper should every professor remember?

(Every professor should remember) the paper that got him tenure.54

Here, the answer given to the question does not denote a specific entity, but rather has been

taken to denote (the intension of) a function which maps professors into entities; here, the

function which maps professorsx into papers which gotx tenure. The question in (229)

can be given the denotation in (230), following e.g. Engdahl1986, Heim 2012.

(230) JWhich paper should every professor remember?K

= {p|∃f.p = λw.∀x.professor(x)(w) ⇒ �remember(f(x))(x)(w)}

≈ {every professor should remember the paper that got him tenure, every profes-

sor should remember his first paper, . . .}55

We can take the union of the above question and get the below (neglecting intensionality):

(231)
⋃

JWhich paper should every professor remember?K

= ∃f.∀x.professor(x) ⇒ �remember(f(x))(x)

There now, however, appears to be a problem for our antecedence condition on ellipsis.

Consider what happens in a short answer like (232), on an elliptical analysis.

(232) Which paper should every professor remember?

Everyprofessorshouldremember the paper that got him tenure.

54Assume, sadly contrary to actual academic practice, that one paper is sufficient to get tenure.

55The functions involved have to be ‘natural’, that is, one whose intension is ‘graspable’ in some way (see
e.g. discussion in Chierchia 1992). Without this restriction, the condition is rather weak, as there will be a
huge number of functions which map professors into entities. I neglect this issue here.
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If we assume thatthe paper that got him tenureis in focus here, then there appears to be

a problem. A DP likethe paper that got him tenure, at least on its most obvious reading,

denotes an entity, not a function. We would therefore expectthe focus alternatives projected

by this DP to range over entities, as below.

(233) a. Jthe paper that got him1 tenureKg = ιx.x is a paper that gotg(1) tenure56

b. JEvery professor1 should remember [F the paper that got him1 tenure]KF

≈ {every professor1 should remember the paper that gotg(1) tenure, every

professor1 should rememberRemarks on nominalization, every professor1

should rememberThe proper treatment of quantification in ordinary En-

glish, . . .}57

The union of (233b), which contains one member with a bound pronoun (which varies

according to professors) and several others with entities,is a rather odd disjunctive propo-

sition:

(234)
⋃

JEvery professor1 should remember [F the paper that got him1 tenure]KgF

= every professor1 should remember the paper that gotg(1) tenure

∨ ∃x ∈ paper. every professor1 should rememberx

It is clear that (234) does not mutually entail (231). The non-unioned versions (233) and

(230) are not identical either. So neither Reich 2007’s original clausal ellipsis condition,

nor my amended version involving set-union, predicts that short functional answers should

be felicitous. Nevertheless, they are, as (232) shows.

How can we resolve this? One way would be to assume that DPs like the paper that got

him1 tenurecan in fact denote functions, in this particular case the function from entitiesx

56See e.g. Heim & Kratzer 1998 for the treatment of indexed pronouns as free variables in semantics which
receive their denotation from the assignment functiong.

57I am assuming here that the focus alternatives are contextually restricted to papers, as discussed in section
3.4.4.
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to the paper that gotx tenure. This proposal is made, for example, by Jacobson 1994and

Sharvit 1999, on the basis of sentences such as the below.

(235) The woman that every Englishman loves is his mother.

In sentences such as (235), the quantifierevery Englishmandoes not c-commandhis, a

pronoun which appears to be bound by it; and because it is inside a relative clause,every

Englishmancannot scope out by QR to take scope overhis either. Nevertheless,his can

be interpreted in (235) as co-varying withevery Englishman. The proposal Jacobson and

Sharvit make is that both the DPsthe woman that every Englishman lovesandhis mother

can denote functions: the first, the function from Englishmen to women loved by English-

men, and the second, the function from individuals to their mothers. A sentence like (235)

expresses equality between these two functions.

I refer the reader to Jacobson 1994 and Sharvit 1999 for details of the compositional

procedure which allows DPs likethe woman that every Englishman lovesandhis mother

to be interpreted as denoting functions. Their proposals for the interpretation of (235) rely

on certain assumptions concerning the interpretation of pronouns and/or of binding which

won’t be adopted here. However, if these proposals were adopted, then the problem above

would disappear: if a DP likethe paper that got him tenurecould denote a type〈e, e〉

function mapping individualsx to papers that gotx tenure, then the focus value of such a

DP would range over type〈e, e〉 functions, and there would be matching between the focus

value of a sentence likeEvery professor should remember the paper that got him tenureand

the functional reading of a question likeWhich paper should every professor remember?.

A fortiori, there would be mutual entailment between the unions of the focus value of the

answer and of the question.58

58That wouldn’t be the end of the story; ifthe paper that got him tenuredenoted a type〈e, e〉 function, then
interpreting the verb phraseremember the paper that got him tenurewould require that the verbremember
be type-shifted so that it can combine with a type〈e, e〉 argument (rather than a type〈e〉 argument). Jacobson
1994 provides a rule of type-shifting (and binding) that does this; I won’t review this in detail here.
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I propose an alternative solution, one which relies on the ‘structural’ account of how

focus alternatives are constructed proposed by Fox & Katzir2011, which has already been

invoked in section 3.4.2. Suppose that the focus alternatives projected by a phrase likethe

paper that got him1 tenureare not simply all those alternatives which are of entity type,

but rather are constructed in the object language syntax. Ifwe adopt this view, then the

alternatives themselves are allowed to contain pronouns. That is, the alternatives are the set

below.

(236) J[F the paper that got him1 tenure]KF =

{Jthe paper that got him1 tenureK, Jthe paper that got him1 firedK, Jthe paper he1

wrote firstK, Jhis1 best paperK, JRemarks on nominalizationK, JThe proper treat-

ment of quantification in ordinary EnglishK, . . .}

We now rely on the fact that the value of any expression of the kind ιy[. . . x . . .], wherex

is a free variable, will vary with the value ofx. That is, any such expression is a function

of x, and can be rewritten as such:59

(237) If x is a free variable, then there is some functionf from entities to entities such

that:

ιy.[. . . x . . .] ≡ f(x)

That is,Jthe paper that got him1 tenureKg can be rewritten as a function60 of the value that

the assignment functiong gives to1; for example, it can be written asa(g(1)), if a is that

59This is very similar to, although distinct from, the method of Skolemizing a quantified statement to
remove existential quantification from it.

60A note to forestall confusion here: this isnot saying that a definite description likethe paper that got
x tenuredenotes a type〈e, e〉 function, in the way proposed by Jacobson and Sharvit. I remain agnostic on
whether interpreting definite descriptions as type〈e, e〉 functions is generally possible or not, but here, I am
treating the denotation of this definite description as typee. What this says is that the denotation of this
definite description will vary as a function ofx, and so we can rewrite the expression of predicate logic which
translatesthe paper that gotx tenureas an expression that contains a function whose argument isx.
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function which maps individualsx to the paper that gotx tenure.61 We could therefore

rewrite (236) in the following way, wherea, b, c, d, . . . are names of type〈e, e〉 functions.

(238) J[F the paper that got him1 tenure]KgF = {a(g(1)), b(g(1)), c(g(1)), d(g(1)), . . . ,

Remarks on nominalization, PTQ, . . .}

wherea = a function mapping individualsx to papers that getx tenure

b = a function mapping individualsx to papers that getx fired

c = a function mapping individualsx to the paper thatx wrote first

d = a function mapping individualsx to x’s best paper

. . .

Composing this focus value withEvery professor should remember, we get the below focus

value:

(239) JEvery professor1 should remember [F the paper that got him tenure]KgF =

{every professor1 should remembera(g(1)), every professor1 should remember

b(g(1)), every professor1 should rememberc(g(1)), every professor1 should re-

memberd(g(1)), . . . , every professor1 should rememberRemarks on nominal-

ization, every professor1 should rememberPTQ, . . .}

Taking the union of this set results in the below disjunctionof propositions.

(240)
⋃

JEvery professor1 should remember [F the paper that got him tenure]KgF

= ∃f. every professor1 should rememberf(g(1)) ∨ ∃x. every professor should

rememberx

(wherex ranges over papers, andf ranges over functions whose ranges are pa-

pers)

However, we can rewrite (240) as (241), discarding the rightdisjunct.

61This will be a partial function, reflecting the fact that manyindividuals have not written such a paper.
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(241) ∃f. every professor1 should rememberf(g(1))

(wheref ’s range only includes papers)

This is because the disjunctive statement ‘∃x. every professor should rememberx’ (= every

professor should rememberRemarks on nominalizationor every professor should remem-

ber PTQ or. . . ) is subsumed by those cases of ‘∃f. every professor1 should remember

f(g(1))’ wheref is a constant function whose output does not vary with its argument (for

example, the function that maps every entity ontoRemarks on nominalization). The right

disjunct in (240), then, adds nothing that’s not already expressed by the left disjunct, and

so the right disjunct can safely be done away with.

And (241) is just what we want for the QUD-GIVENness condition.

(242) JWhich paper should every professor remember?Kg =

{p|∃f.p = every professor1 should rememberf(g(1))}

(wheref ’s range only includes papers)

(243)
⋃

JWhich paper should every professor remember?Kg =

∃f. every professor1 should rememberf(g(1))

(wheref ’s range only includes papers)

(244) a. Which paper should every professorx remember? —Everyprofessorx should

remember the paper that got himx tenure.

b.
⋃

QUD = (243) =∃f. every professor1 should rememberf(g(1))

c.
⋃

JEKF = (241) =∃f. every professor1 should rememberf(g(1))

There is mutual entailment between (244b) and (244c), and therefore fragment answers to

functional questions are predicted to be felicitous, as desired.

The story does not quite end here: the above procedure required the definite description

in the fragment to contain a pronoun in it (in order to allow itto be rewritten as the result
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of applying a function to that pronoun). However, some casesof functional answers do not

seem to need such a pronoun:

(245) A: To each boy, I assigned a (different) paper by Chomsky and a (different) paper

by Montague. Which paper that I assigned did every boy find toohard?

B: The paper by Montague.

Here,the paper by Montagueshould vary with the boys, i.e. should be a function of the

variable quantified over byevery boy. Unfortunately, there is no overt pronoun insidethe

paper by Montaguewhich would allow us to rewrite this definite description as afunction

of the value given to that pronoun.

Fully understanding these cases will depend on understanding how the full clauses (Ev-

ery boy found the paper by Montague too hard) also show the effect where the papers can

co-vary with the boys despite there being no obvious way in which every boycan bind a

variable inside the definite description (as there is no variable there); i.e. this is not an issue

which is specific to the elliptical case. As such, I put these cases aside here.62 However,

it seems as if functional fragment answers present no roadblock to an analysis of clausal

ellipsis in terms of QUD-GIVENness.

Having considered the issue of functional short answers, I now turn to another issue:

the antecedence condition proposed here does not seem to merely target theimmediate

Question under Discussion. In the next section, I argue thatthe condition has to have the

flexibility to target non-immediate QUDs.

62Such cases are obviously related to donkey-sentences and the correct analysis of definite descriptions/E-
type pronouns (Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it/the donkey). This is far too big a topic to address
here, but we could for example adopt the approach of Elbourne2005, in which sentences likeevery boy found
the paper by Montague too hardwould invoke quantification over boy-situation pairs; the definite description
the paper by Montaguewould contain a covert situation pronoun, and so could be evaluated with respect to
each different boy-situation, allowing for papers to vary with boys. Whether this interacts in any significant
way with the proposals I have put forward for clausal ellipsis is a topic I have to set aside here.
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3.4.6 The QUD stack

Consider examples like the below.63

(246) Teacher: What’s the capital of Australia? Canberra orSydney?

Students: [silence]

Teacher: OK, well, who thinks Canberra?

(247) A: What’s the capital of Israel?

B: There are various opinions on that.

A: OK, well, who thinks Jerusalem is the capital of Israel, and who thinks Tel

Aviv is?

B: The US Senate thinks Jerusalem. The US State Department thinks Tel Aviv.

In (246), the ellipsis isx is thecapitalof Australia. But the immediate QUD is not ‘what is

the capital of Australia?’ but rather ‘who thinks Canberra is the capital of Australia?’, i.e.

the immediate QUD is the one that the teacher is asking. We might suggest that the ellipsis

condition makes reference to the QUD that was immediate before the elliptical utterance

was made, but we will see in section 3.8 that we will not want tomake this move: the QUD

which the elliptical sentence brings into existence shouldalso be one which the ellipsis

condition itself can make reference to. In any case, even if we did make this move, the case

in (247) would not be handled. In B’s last reply, the elided clause isx is thecapitalof Israel.

But the immediate QUD is not ‘what is the capital of Israel’. Rather, the immediate QUD

is a rather complex, ‘conjoined’ question ‘who thinks Jerusalem is the capital of Israel

and who thinks Tel Aviv is the capital of Israel’. The source for the ellipsis is one of the

foregoing questions, not the immediate one.

We might wonder at this point if we have discovered that the ellipsis condition does

not make reference to the QUD at all: perhaps it simply tries to locateany preceding

63These examples show that fragments can be embedded under a verb like think. Chapter 5 contains
detailed discussion of this phenomenon.
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expression of question type in the discourse which it can be anaphoric to. The (immediate)

QUD would be one such possibility, but so too would explicitly expressed questions (such

as ‘What’s the capital of Israel?’ in (247) or ‘What’s the capital of Australia?’ in (246)).

However, I think there is evidence to suggest that we really want the ellipsis condition to

make reference only to the QUD, and not merely any antecedentwhich denotes a question.

Evidence for this comes from examples which are similar to those discussed by AnderBois

2010; questions which are introduced in parentheticals cannot be antecedents for clausal

ellipsis in fragment answers.

(248) A: I wonder who wrote this nasty letter.

a. B: Well I don’t know, but John thinks Bill didwrite thisnastyletter.

b. B: Well I don’t know, but John thinks Billwrotethisnastyletter.

(249) a. John, who is wondering who wrote this nasty letter, thinks Bill didwrite this

nastyletter.

b. *John, who is wondering who wrote this nasty letter, thinks Bill wrote this

nastyletter.

If a question is introduced explicitly as in (248), both verbphrase ellipsis and clausal ellipsis

are possible, as (248a, b) show.64 However, if the question is introduced in a parenthetical,

as in (249), verb phrase ellipsis (249a) is possible – but clausal ellipsis (249b) is not. This

would not be explicable on an analysis in which clausal ellipsis simply went looking for

some question-denoting constituent to serve as antecedent. Rather, I think what the failure

of examples like (249b) tells us is that parentheticals do not affect the QUD (in AnderBois

2010’s terms, they do not ‘raise issues’).65 As such, clausal ellipsis cannot use questions

64For some speakers, (248b) might be somewhat marginal, because of the embedding of a fragment under
think. Such cases of embedding are discussed in much more detail inchapter 5. However, I think the contrast
between (248b) and (249b) is very clear.

65It’s not the case that parentheticals can never provide antecedents for anaphora in general. The verb
phrase ellipsis cases show us this, as do examples like (i).
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introduced in parentheticals as antecedent, but must rather only use questions which are

part of the QUD.

We need to adjust the ellipsis condition to be able to look at non-immediate QUDs. For

this I propose to use the technology of the Question under Discussionstack, as implemented

by Roberts 2012/1996: ‘the ordered set of all as-yet unanswered but answerable, accepted

questions’ (p. 15).66 Informally (see Roberts 2012/1996 for the formal implementation),

every time a question is asked, it is placed on top of a ‘stack’. As questions are resolved,

they are removed from the top of the stack. So, for example, inthe below discourse (adapted

from Roberts 2012/1996’s (D0)), each question as it is raised goes on top of the stack, and

it is the topmost question on the stack which must be resolved.

(250) Who ate what?

a. What did Hilary eat?

(i) Did Hilary eat bagels?

(ii) Did Hilary eat tofu?

b. What did Robin eat?

(i) Did Robin eat bagels?

(ii) Did Robin eat tofu?

The relation between a question which is licitly placed on top of the stack and the questions

which are already on the stack is detailed by Roberts 2012/1996 (clearly there must be some

relation: we cannot move fromWho ate what?to, e.g.,What’s the capital of Australia?

without resolving the first question). For our purposes, we can rely on the notion that a

(i) John, who rode a camelonce, gave itan apple.

Rather, the failure of parentheticals to support clausal ellipsis seems to be linked to its inability to raise a new
QUD (modulo the discussion in Collins et al. 2014).

66Roberts uses the term QUD for this entire stack, using the term ‘immediate question under discussion’
for the question at the top of the stack. I will sometimes be lax with this terminology.
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stack exists, and that an acceptable discourse move has to address the question at the top of

this stack (not questions in the ‘middle’, for example).

Having the notion of a QUD stack, we can adjust our ellipsis condition so that it makes

reference to any question which is on that stack, not merely the immediate question under

discussion. This reformulation is presented in (251).

(251) QUD-GIVENness (final version)

A clause E is QUD-GIVEN iff there exists a questionQ on the QUD stack such

that
⋃

Q ⇔
⋃

JEKF .

Here, a clause can be elided as long as the union of its focus value mutually entails the

union of some unresolved question (not necessarily the immediate one). This allows us to

handle cases like (252), repeated from (247).

(252) A: What’s the capital of Israel?

B: There are various opinions on that.

A: OK, well, who thinks Jerusalem is the capital of Israel, and who thinks Tel

Aviv is?

B: The US Senate thinks Jerusalem. The US State Department thinks Tel Aviv.

The QUD stack here (where rightmost position in the tuple indicates being on top of the

stack) is〈‘what’s the capital of Israel’, ‘who thinks Jerusalem is thecapital of Israel and

who thinks Tel Aviv is’〉.67 The ellipsis in B’s second utterance isx is thecapitalof Israel.

This isn’t provided by the immediate question under discussion, but there is an unresolved

question on the stack which does provide it. As such, the ellipsis condition in (251) goes

through: there is aQ on the QUD-stack such that
⋃

Q (i.e. ∃x.x is the capital of Israel)

⇔
⋃

JEKF (i.e. ∃x.x is the capital of Israel).

67I will not try here to disentangle the second question into any component parts it may have.
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Note that independent considerations on discourse requirethat the topmost question(s)

on the stack be the ones that are actuallyaddressedby a discourse move, and indeed the

answer B gives in (252) answers the immediate QUD, although the ellipsis is anaphoric to

a question lower on the QUD stack. B cannot answer the non-immediate question under

discussion.

(253) A: What’s the capital of Israel?

B: There are various opinions on that.

A: OK, well, who thinks Jerusalem is the capital of Israel, and who thinks Tel

Aviv is?

B: #Tel Aviv.

B’: #Tel Aviv is the capital of Israel.

The response B gives in (253) is infelicitous, but this is nothing to do with ellipsis; it

is infelicitous because it doesn’t address the immediate QUD. Note that the full clausal

answer, given as B’, is also infelicitous.

3.4.7 Interim summary

In this section, I have argued for a QUD-based condition on clausal ellipsis, QUD-

GIVENness, which is very similar to the condition proposed by Reich 2007, but which ‘im-

ports’ the benefit of existential quantification which Merchant 2001, 2004’s e-GIVENness

has. I have argued that such a condition correctly predicts sensitivity to the QUD, as well

as explaining the goodness of ‘mismatch’ answers. In the remainder of this chapter, I

will discuss some other predictions made by a QUD-GIVENness account, and to what ex-

tent the clausal ellipsis condition will have to make reference to the syntactic properties

of an antecedent. I will also exploring what the ramifications of such an account are for

antecedentless fragments, and for sluicing. I first turn to some additional support for a

QUD-based theory of clausal ellipsis drawn from the pragmatics of discourse.
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3.5 Manipulating the QUD

I have argued that the clausal ellipsis condition should be fundamentally based on the

Question under Discussion. Such a condition suggests that clausal ellipsis should be sen-

sitive to manipulations of the Question under Discussion byinterlocutors. In this section I

aim to show that this is a welcome prediction.

One argument I have made above for a QUD-based condition on clausal ellipsis is that

short/fragment answers must ‘directly’ answer the question that is posed. That is, while the

full answer in (254a) is acceptable, the short answer in (254b) is unacceptable.

(254) (repeated from (125))

Which Brontë sister wrote ‘Emma’?

a. JANE AUSTEN wrote ‘Emma’, you fool.

b. #JANE AUSTEN, you fool.

I have argued that the reason (254b) is infelicitous is because the QUD-GIVENness con-

dition requires that the focus closure of the elided clause here should mutually entail the

union of the QUD. In this case, it does not, as shown in (255) below. The focus value of the

elided clause must contain the proposition ‘Jane Austen wrote Emma’, but this proposition

will not be a member of the QUD. As such, QUD-GIVENness will not be satisfied.

(255) Which Brontë sister wrote ‘Emma’? — Jane AustenwroteEmma.

a. QUD ={Charlotte wrote ‘Emma’, Emily wrote ‘Emma’, Anne wrote ‘Emma’}

b.
⋃

QUD = ∃x ∈ bronteSister.x wrote Emma

c. JEKF = {Jane Austen wrote ‘Emma’, Charlotte Brontë wrote ‘Emma’, .. .}

However, the failure of QUD-GIVENness to go through here is predicated on the fact that

the Question under Discussion contains a restriction to Brontë sisters. But Questions under

Discussion can rapidly change as a dialogue evolves. Does the ability to elide a clause track
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this change? I argue that it does. Firstly, clearly an explicit change in the QUD can license

a fragment answer, which is not surprising.

(256) A: Which Brontë sister wrote ‘Emma’?

B: No Brontë sister wrote ‘Emma’, you idiot.

A: Oh! Well who did, then?

B: Jane Austen.

But now note also the improvement of a short answer in cases like the below.

(257) A: Which Brontë sister wrote ‘Emma’?

B: No Brontë sister wrote ‘Emma’, you idiot.

A: Oh! Um, well. . . [raises eyebrows hopefully]

B: [sighs] Jane Austen.

Here, I argue that A’s response to B has the function of implicitly changing the QUD,

removing the restriction to only Brontë sisters (which B has told A is an inaccurate presup-

position), and changing the QUD to be something likeWho wrote ‘Emma’?. The following

dialogue (suggested to me by Lyn Frazier), in which a third speaker is involved, is also

reported to improve the acceptability of the short answer.

(258) [Context: A and B are talking, C is minding her own business in the corner.]

A: Which Brontë sister wrote ‘Emma’?

B: No Brontë sister wrote ‘Emma’, you idiot.

C: Jane Austen.

The judgments here are quite delicate. For example, one might expect (259) to be good,

but to my ear it seems quite degraded, although I have collected some varying judgments

on this point.
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(259) A: Which Brontë sister wrote ‘Emma’?

B: No Brontë sister wrote ‘Emma’, you idiot – Jane Austen.

One might expect that the responseNo Bronẗe sister wrote ‘Emma’, which completely an-

swers the immediate QUD, might instantly ‘change’ the QUD toWho wrote ‘Emma’; but

this does not quite seem to happen, and rather some sort of ‘extra business’, as with A’s

responses and eyebrow-raising in (257), seems to be necessary. I argue, however, that these

cases of delicate judgments and inter-speaker variation support the case that the clausal

ellipsis condition is based on the Question under Discussion. If the Question under Discus-

sion is a fundamentally pragmatic notion, constructed in discourse rather than being part

of the ‘grammar’ per se, then we might expect that speakers’ reactions to cases like (257),

(258), (259) would differ depending on, for example, the ease with which they ‘accommo-

date’ changes in the discourse.68

I will not try to give a deep theory of the relevant pragmatic factors that might contribute

to this here, as that would be well beyond the scope of this dissertation. However I will note

one possible parallel which has been drawn to my attention. Barbara Partee has suggested

to me that cases like (259) might be analogous to the famous contrast in (260), cited in

Heim 1982 and originally due to Partee:

(260) a. I dropped ten marbles and found all of them, except for one. It is probably

under the sofa.

b. I dropped ten marbles and only found nine of them. ?It is probably under

the sofa.

The referent forit in (260b) ‘should’ be obvious – the missing marble – and yet there is

difficulty in understandingit as referring to that object. If there isn’t a directly introduced

linguistic referent for the pronoun to refer to, as there is in (260a), it seems that the gram-

68This might account for the small population of English speakers I have encountered who in fact accept
exchanges likeWhich Bronẗe sister wrote ‘Emma’? — Jane Austen, you fool.
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mar just won’t let us use pragmatics ‘right away’ to establish what the salient referent is.

However, as with the short answer cases, manipulating the context can improve matters:

(261) Mom: What’s wrong?

Child: I dropped ten of my marbles, but I’ve only been able to find nine of them.

Can you help me look?

Mom: OK, let me see if I can help you find it.

Here, I feel thatit, although it still doesn’t have a linguistic referent, can rather more easily

be understood as referring to the missing marble. Short answers seem to behave similarly

to pronouns without explicit antecedents; just like such pronouns, short answers also ap-

parently cannot be used ‘right away’, even if the nature of the changed QUD ‘should’ be

obvious, without a certain amount of signaling (perhaps fairly implicit, as in (257)) that the

discourse’s QUD has changed.

While the methods discussed above of manipulating the QUD seem to be fairly variable

and unreliable, there are however certain other methods of manipulating a QUD short of

simply asking an explicit question. These methods are fullylinguistic (that is, they don’t

rely on any extra-linguistic means like raising eyebrows orthe like) and also reliably change

the QUD (that is, the judgments are generally reported as sound). One such method is to

use contrastive topic marking, realized as a rise-fall-rise contour (or B-accent, Jackendoff

1972).69 Contrastive topic marking can bein situ as in (262a); or it can co-occur with

fronting as in (262b); or the contrastive topic can be introduced by an ‘as for’ adjunct

and resumed by a pronoun, as in (262c). (I mark contrastive topic/rise-fall-rise contour/B-

accent withCT and focus marking/pitch accent/A-accent withF.)

(262) To whom did he give the books? — Well, I don’t know about the books, but. . .

a. . . . he gave [CT the flowers] [F to Mary].

69For further discussion of contrastive topics and their relation to the Question under Discussion, see e.g.
Roberts 2012/1996, Büring 2003.
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b. . . . [CT the flowers], he gave t [F to Mary].

c. . . . as for [CT the flowers], he gave [CT them] [F to Mary].

In all of these cases the contrastive topic accent has the same effect. The initial question is

To whom did he give the books?. The responder signals that she doesn’t know the answer

to that question. However, she is in a position to (partially) answer a different question,

namelywhat did he give to whom?. The questionwhat did he give to whomis a ‘superques-

tion’ of to whom did he give the books, in Roberts 2012/1996’s terms.70 Contrastive topics,

then, have the ability to ‘shift’ the QUD ‘upwards’ to a superquestion.71 Given this, the

obvious question for our purposes is to ask if using contrastive topics allows for a change

in which clauses can be elided. The answer is that it does.72 Consider the below dialogues.

(263) What kind of beer does John like to drink?

a. He likes to drink cabernet sauvignon. He doesn’t like beer.

b. #Cabernet sauvignon. He doesn’t like beer.

(264) What kind of beer does John like to drink?

a. I don’t know about beer, but as for [CT wine], he likes to drink cabernet

sauvignon.

b. I don’t know about beer, but as for [CT wine], cabernet sauvignon.

In (263), the full clausal answer in (a) allows for the ‘correction’ of the presupposition

that John has a particular kind of beer that he likes, but the fragment answer in (b) does

not allow this possibility. This is another instance of ‘presupposition inheritance’ and is

70A questionQ is a superquestion ofQ′ iff a complete answer toQ also provides a complete answer toQ′.
In this case, completely answeringWhat did he give to whom?would provide an answer toTo whom did he
give the books?.

71For details of how specifically this is done, see e.g. Roberts2012/1996, Büring 2003, Constant 2012a. I
will not presuppose any specific implementation here, relying just on the fact that contrastive topics do seem
to have this ability to manipulate the QUD.

72See also Servidio 2013 for a similar proposal concerning fragment answers in Spanish.
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consistent with the QUD-based theory of clausal ellipsis; the question is about beer, so

an answer containing ellipsis should also be about beer.73 Full answers do not have this

requirement.

However, if the answer contains a contrastive topic, as in (264), the fragment answer

in (b) is much more felicitous. I argue that this is because the use of the contrastive topic

is a means of explicitly changing the Question under Discussion. As such, the QUD-based

account should predict that clausal ellipsis should now be available, and indeed it is.

We can examine other explicit means of changing the Questionunder Discussion, and

see that they also have the same effect on the felicity of short answers:

(265) What kind of beer do you like?

a. #Cabernet sauvignon.

b. I’d rather talk about wine. Cabernet sauvignon.

c. You know I don’t like beer. If you actually meant to ask me about wine,

then cabernet sauvignon.

d. Pilsner; and as for wine, cabernet sauvignon.

We can see that the QUD-based theory of clausal ellipsis captures the fact that if the QUD

is explicitly changed, by means of contrastive topic marking for example, then the possi-

bilities for clausal ellipsis also change. This adds to the support for the QUD-GIVENness

condition proposed here. Further support for a QUD-based theory of clausal ellipsis comes

from the availability of antecedentless fragments, which Inow discuss.

73It might be noted that (i) is somewhat better, although stilldegraded.

(i) What kind of beer does John like to drink?
He doesn’t like beer. ??Cabernet sauvignon.

To the extent that (i) is an improvement over (263b), we can understand this in pragmatic/discourse terms:
puttinghe doesn’t like beerfirst allows for a ‘change’ in the QUD, which is not signaled by(263b). This
contrast can be seen as further evidence for a QUD-based condition for clausal ellipsis.
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3.6 Antecedentless fragments

As discussed in section 2.4.4, fragments can be uttered without any explicit antecedent.

I repeat some exemplar cases below, firstly from Robert Stainton’s work (repeated from

(33)), and secondly from Merchant 2004 (repeated from (34)).

(266) a. [On getting into a taxi.]

(To) the train station, please.

b. [A & B are at a linguistics workshop. There is an empty chair. A nods at it

and raises his eyebrows at B. B says:]

An editor of Natural Language Semantics.

c. [A child spooning out jam at the breakfast table.] Chunks of strawberries.

d. [The child in (c)’s mother replying.] Rob’s mom.

e. [On hearing a strange sound.] Thenyo-gyin, the song of mourning.

f. [Admonishment to a child holding a bowl of soup insecurely.] Both hands!

(267) a. Abby and Ben are at a party. Abby sees an unfamiliar man with Beth, a

mutual friend of theirs, and turns to Ben with a puzzled look on her face.

Ben says:

“Some guy she met at the park.”

b. Abby and Ben are arguing about the origins of products in a new store on

their block, with Ben maintaining that the store carries only German prod-

ucts. To settle their debate, they walk into the store together. Ben picks up

a lamp at random, upends it, examines the label (which readsLampenwelt

GmbH, Stuttgart), holds the lamp out towards Abby, and proudly proclaims

to her:

“From Germany! See, I told you!”
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These are the kinds of example which motivate Stainton’s treatment of these cases as non-

elliptical, and rather being ‘independent’ fragments which receive a propositional interpre-

tation via combining with a Mentalese property, rather thanelided linguistic material.

3.6.1 ‘Restricted ellipsis’ under e-GIVEN ness

Merchant 2004 is aware of the problem, and attempts to deal with it by suggesting that

for an expression to be e-GIVEN, it is not required that there be a linguistic antecedent. (p.

724: ‘The linguistic form of the deleted material need not bepresent in the discourse: an

entity or action brought to perceptual salience is enough.’) Merchant argues that, in almost

all cases, phrases likex do it, it/that is x, there isx, and the like, will be e-GIVEN in this

sense; they refer to such general concepts of action, existence, deictic reference, and the

like that the salience of almost any entity or action will license the entailment relation that

e-GIVENness requires. Given this, any ellipsis site can contain very ‘general’ phrases such

asx do itor that isx. That is, cases like (268) are analyzed as the ellipses shown. (As (268c)

shows, Merchant intends this to be an explanation for so-called exophoric (antecedentless)

VP ellipsis (Hankamer & Sag 1976, Schachter 1977, Pullum 2000, Miller & Pullum 2013),

as well as fragment cases.)

(268) a. (i) From Germany!

(ii) It is from Germany!

b. (i) Some guy she met at the party.

(ii) That is some guy she met at the party.

c. (i) [John is about to hack his own hand off with a meat cleaver.]

Mary: Don’t!

(ii) Don’t do it!

More recently, van Craenenbroeck 2013a has made a similar proposal, arguing that ellip-

sis sites can include lexical material which is not present in the antecedent but which is

‘generally available’ to speakers (e.g. pronouns likeit, that, the copula, the verbdo, etc.).
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I believe there are a number of problems with this line of argument, however. The first

problem is that there are some cases in which clauses with an extremely ‘general’ meaning

of existence, action, or deictic reference (it is x, x do it, there isx etc.) don’t look like they

have the right meanings.

(269) [On getting into a taxi.]

To the train station, please.

a. Take me to the train station, please.

b. ??It’s to the train station, please.

c. #Do it to the train station, please.

In (269), the only appropriate elided clause seems to be something like take me tox.

Merchant suggests that contexts like this might make salient a ‘script’ (in the sense of

Schank & Abelson 1977) which provides the antecedent. A rough way of framing the in-

tuition is that everyone knows how dialogues in taxis are meant to go. People know, for

example, that on getting into a taxi, one says something likeTake me to the train station.

It is in ‘scripts’ of this sort – which are presumably linguistically represented in memory74

– that the antecedent for the elided clausetake me tox is made available. Cases like (270)

are treated similarly.

(270) (originally from Stanley 2000)

A thirsty man approaches a vendor on the street and utters: Water.

74Merchant suggests that the scripts ‘make salient’ certain linguistic representations, but does not state
whether he understands the scripts themselves to be linguistic objects, or are rather something more like our
conception of the ‘normal course of events’. It seems to me that on Merchant’s view, the elided clause would
genuinely have to look for asyntacticantecedent in this script (because syntactic phrase markers are the only
things that can be e-GIVEN; see below). I would note that my intuition is that, to the extent that I have a
‘script’ in my head for getting into a taxi, it itselfcontains clausal ellipsis(i.e. the script looks something
like Where to? – The X, please), which would be question-begging here.
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Here, Merchant argues, the ‘script’ in a speaker’s head for what happens between a cus-

tomer and a vendor provides the relevant elided clause:give mex. Other utterances such

ascoffee, pleaseto a waiter are treated similarly.

However, there are parallel cases of fragments which do not plausibly have this sort of

‘script’.

(271) [Richard III on the battlefield.]

A horse! A horse!

a. I want/need a horse!

b. Give me a horse!

c. #It’s a horse!

d. #Do it to a horse!

(272) My kingdom for a horse!

a. I will exchange my kingdom for a horse!

b. #It’s my kingdom for a horse!

c. *Do it (to) my kingdom for a horse!

Every English speaker, on hearing this segment ofRichard III, understands the meanings

of the fragments in (271), (272). But we surely do not have a mental script, constructed

from our day-to-day experiences and represented linguistically in memory, concerning

what horseless kings are likely to say on battlefields. To saythat a situation like Richard

III’s in (271), (272) is scripted75 would be to make the notion of ‘script’ a very weak one. It

seems as if no ‘script’ can provideI wantx, give mex, or I will exchangeX here. But these

sentences are also (presumably) not e-GIVEN in the same way asit is or do it are argued to

75Apart, of course, from the literal sense in which Shakespeare scripted these lines. The point is that even
if a hearer is unfamiliar with that script, they still understand the propositional content of the fragments in
(271), (272) on first hearing them.
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be; ‘wanting’, ‘giving’, ‘exchanging’ are much more specific notions that simply ‘action’,

‘existence’, etc.

So not all fragments seem to be amenable to the ‘limited ellipsis’ strategy which Mer-

chant suggests. There is also a more fundamental problem with the application of e-

GIVENness to antecedentless ellipsis. Merchant argues that an elided clause can be e-GIVEN

by dint of standing in a relation with a particularsemanticobject (the salient actions or en-

tities referred to above), rather than standing in a relation with a linguistic antecedent. That

conclusion does seem to be required by the existence of antecedentless fragments, if an

elliptical analysis based on e-GIVENness is maintained. But this does not seem to me to be

an accurate conclusion, given the below definition of e-GIVENness.

(273) An expression E is e-GIVEN iff there is an antecedent A such that F-clo(A)⇔

F-clo(E).

The question here is whether A has to be overtly linguistic inform, or if, rather, some

semantic object – perhaps made salient by the context, but not linguistically overt – can be

the antecedent A in the definition in (273). The answer is that, given the above definition, A

must be an overt linguistic object, and more specifically a syntactic object. The operation

of focus-closure (F-clo) is one that takes an object containing focus marks and returns

a semantic expression with all the focus-marked constituents replaced with variables and

existentially closed. But only syntactic phrase markers are the type of thing that can contain

focus marks. Semantic objects such as propositions – sets ofpossible worlds – do not.

As such, semantic model-theoretic objects cannot undergo focus closure; the operation of

focus closure is simply not defined over such objects.76

76One could attempt to define an operation which could take bothsyntactic objects containing focus marks,
and semantic objects like propositions, as input. But this would be a strange operation; I am not aware of any
operation having been proposed in the literature which is defined over such different types of objects as both
syntactic phrase markers and propositions.
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The conclusion is that, while e-GIVENness is not a ‘syntactic’ condition on ellipsis

as that phrase is normally understood in the ellipsis literature – i.e. it does not enforce

a requirement of ‘isomorphism’ between two phrase markers,or make reference to their

geometric or lexical properties in any way – it is nevertheless fundamentally dependent

on syntax, in as much as a phrase can only be e-GIVEN by virtue of a relation with an

antecedent syntactic object.

There are two ways of reconciling this fact about e-GIVENness with the availability

of antecedentless ellipses. One possible route would be to say that in fact syntactic an-

tecedentsare made available, even if unspoken. One could perhaps imaginethe ‘scripts’

as playing this role; and Merchant 2004:724 suggests that one could imagine that certain

salient entities or actions might prompt LFs (that is, syntactic structures) describing those

events or actions to arise in the mind of a speaker. It is thoseLFs (presumably along with

focus marking) which could be the antecedent in the e-GIVENness relation.

Merchant says, however, that he isn’t prepared to defend theassumption that LFs can

arise in speakers’ minds in such a way. I am not prepared to defend it either, not because I

necessarily believe it not to be true, but because it is beyond the scope of this dissertation to

investigate and defend it. I propose instead to take an alternative path: change the definition

of e-GIVENness so that the antecedent need not be a syntactic object. This is what QUD-

GIVENness does. In QUD-GIVENness, the antecedent is the union of the Question under

Discussion. This is an object which is entirely constructedat the level of discourse; syntax

is not involved at any point. As such, it is in principle equipped to deal with antecedentless

cases of ellipsis; no linguistic antecedent is required.

We have already seen that an approach based on the Question under Discussion has

independent support – for example, it explains why certain embedded clauses apparently

cannot be antecedents for clausal ellipsis, as we saw in section 3.4. As such, I believe that

changing the definition of the ellipsis condition such that the relevant antecedent is a purely

semantic object (
⋃

QUD) is preferable to making the claim that LFs can be prompted to
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arise in the minds of speakers, and these LFs are the relevantantecedent for the ellip-

sis condition. As stated above, I do not necessarily believethe latter to be an impossible

conclusion. Rather, I argue that on grounds of parsimony, itis preferable to base the ellip-

sis condition entirely on the Question under Discussion in the first place, ‘bypassing’ the

question of whether antecedent LFs can arise in the minds of speakers on the basis only of

salient entities or events.

3.6.2 Antecedentless fragments and implicit QUDs

Having established an antecedence condition which is basedon the Question under

Discussion, a discourse object rather than a semantic one, we can see if it is equipped to

handle antecedentless fragments. I argue that it is, as longas we allow the Question under

Discussion in a given scenario to be implicit, and accommodated by a hearer on the basis

of context, as suggested by Stanley 2000. The ‘taxi driver’ case is an obvious starting

point. The Question under Discussion when one gets into a taxi, even if no-one has said

anything, is unlikely to be anything other thanWhere should the taxi go?Given this QUD,

the fragment answer in (274) can be understood as eliding a clause which corresponds to a

phrase which is QUD-GIVEN. The only candidate for such a phrase isthe taxi should go

to x, and that is how the elided clause is understood.

(274) Thetaxi shouldgo to [F the train station], please.77

a. QUD (implicit) = Where should the taxi go?

= {the taxi should go to the train station, the taxi should go to the city hall,

the taxi should go to the airport. . .}

b.
⋃

QUD = ∃x. the taxi should go tox

c.
⋃

JEKF = ∃x. the taxi should go tox

d.
⋃

QUD ⇔
⋃

JEKF , therefore ellipsis is licensed.

77I assume thatto here is pronounced, not because it itself is F-marked, but because a process of movement
pied-pipes it to a position outside the ellipsis site; this will be discussed in more detail in section 4.4.
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On this analysis, there is syntax in these antecedentless fragments; it just doesn’t have any

syntactic antecedent. Recall that we have positive evidence for the presence of structure in

these antecedentless fragments, in the form of Case-matching effects; even in antecedent-

less fragments, remnants appear showing the morphologicalcase that they would bear if

they were in full structures, as shown below (repeated from (92), (93), (94) respectively).

(275) a. (Enan)

a

kafe

coffee.ACC

(parakalo)!

please
‘(A) coffee (please)!’ (in a Greek café)

b. Vody

water.GEN

(pozhalujsta)!

please
‘Water (please!)’ (in a Russian café)

c. Dvumja

two.INSTR

rukami!

hands.INSTR

‘Both hands!’ (warning a Russian child to be careful with their bowl of

soup)

(276) a. Ferte

bring.IMP

mou

me

(enan)

a

kafe

coffee.ACC

(parakalo)!

please
Bring me (a) coffee (please)!’

b. Dajte

give.IMP

mne

me

vody

water.GEN

(pozhalujsta)!

please
‘Give me (some) water (please)!’

c. Pol’zujsja

use

dvumja

two.INSTR

rukami!

hands.INSTR

‘Use both hands!’

(277) a. *Kafes

coffee.NOM

(parakalo)!

please

b. *Voda

water.NOM

(pozhalujsta)!

please
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c. *Dve

two.NOM/ACC

ruki!

hands.GEN

I propose that, in these antecedentless cases, the structure within the ellipsis site is provided

on the basis of the QUD-GIVENness condition. In a case with a very ‘obvious’ QUD, such

as the taxi driver or café scenarios (Where should the taxi go?andWhat should the waiter

bring you?) respectively), these meanings are used to ‘fill in’ the linguistic structure in the

ellipsis site.

Some worries immediately arise from this proposal, which I will take in turn.

3.6.3 Whence the QUD?

The first worry is that there are some cases where the QUD is not‘obvious’ in the same

way as it is in the taxi driver or café scenarios. This is in essence the same criticism as was

made of Merchant 2004’s ‘script’ proposal, and we can use thesame example to illustrate

it, repeated from (271).

(278) [Richard III on the battlefield.]

A horse! A horse!

Here, the elliptical clause seems to be something likeI want x or give mex. I objected

to Merchant’s proposal for how to handle these cases by arguing that there was no ‘script’

for cases like a de-horsed king on a battlefield. But is my proposal not subject to the same

objection here? I believe it is not. The Question under Discussion is a much more flexible,

pragmatically constructed object than the notion of a ‘script’. In particular, I believe that it

can be easilyaccommodatedby the hearer, on the basis of the evidence provided both by

the use of ellipsis itself and by the discourse context.

I propose that this process of accommodation proceeds like this. We know that clausal

ellipsis requires QUD-GIVENness. We therefore infer from an utterance like (278) that king

Richard is answeringsomeQuestion under Discussion with ‘A horse.’ In cases like (278),
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there are only a small number of issues which Richard III could possibly be addressing.

In the context (a de-horsed, about-to-be-attacked, king ona battlefield), the most likely

Question under Discussion with the answer ‘a horse’ is the question of what King Richard

desires. That is, the QUD isWhat does King Richard want?On the basis of this QUD, we

infer that the structure of the ellipsis site is likely to be something likeI wantx (given that

‘I’ denotes King Richard here).

I believe the same proposal can explain other cases which aresimilarly script-less but

which plausibly contain an implicit Question under Discussion, such as the chair example:

(279) [A & B are at a linguistics workshop. There is an empty chair. A nods at it and

raises his eyebrows at B. B says:]

An editor of Natural Language Semantics.

Here, again, there is unlikely to be a ‘script’ involved. Rather, A’s act of nodding and

raising his eyebrows makes salient an implicit Question under Discussion ‘Who is that

chair for?’. It is that question that B answers, and a clause which is QUD-GIVEN on

the basis of that QUD which is elided:that chair is for an editor of Natural Language

Semantics. Stanley 2000 makes a similar proposal. Support for this position comes from

an observation by Jeremy Hartman (p.c.): in the situation in(279), B can also ‘answer’ the

question with a full clause, and with answers which look likethey contain elements which

must be anaphoric to the question, such as the null complement anaphora cases in (280b, c).

This suggests that there is indeed a question being raised insuch cases, and moreover, one

which the grammar can refer to.78

78An obvious question is whether the null complement anaphoracases in (280b, c) are themselves cases
of clausal ellipsis, perhaps cases with no focused material(i.e. the entire clause elides). The answer seems to
be no; see section 5.13 for discussion.
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(280) [A & B are at a linguistics workshop. There is an empty chair. A nods at it and

raises his eyebrows at B. B says:]

a. It’s for an editor of Natural Language Semantics.

b. I don’t know. (= I don’t know who that chair is for.)

c. You’ll have to ask the session organizer. (= You’ll have toask the session

organizer who that chair is for.)

3.6.4 Fragments used as imperatives

In some cases, it seems strange to talk about there being any sort of ‘question’ under

discussion, at least intuitively. For example, the admonishment to a child holding a bowl

of soup insecurely:

(281) Both hands!

Here, it’s not clear that there’s any sort of implicit question, or thatboth handsis an answer

to something. In fact the fragment doesn’t seem to be an assertion, as an answer would

have to be. Rather this just seems to be a straight-up commandin response to a dangerous

situation:Use both hands!

If this was correct, we would be faced with two questions. Thefirst is: is there in

fact a Question under Discussion in cases like (281), and canwe accommodate it in the

fashion described above, on the basis of a fragment like (281)? The second question is:

can QUD-GIVENness be defined in such a way as to license the ellipsis of an imperative

clause? Do imperative clauses have the kind of propositional meaning which can be the

input to QUD-GIVENness?

I will address the second question first. There could be a problem if we imagined that

imperatives were, for example, speaker-directed properties of type〈e, t〉 (as in the analysis

of Portner 2004). Such properties would not be the correct sort of semantic object to enter

into a QUD-GIVENness relationship, and so the ability to elide imperative clauses would
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be unexpected. However, on other analyses of imperatives, particularly that of Schwager

2005 (later published as Kaufmann 2012), imperative clauses do indeed have the same

semantics as (modalized) declaratives do (e.g.use both handshas propositional content, the

same propositional content asyou must/should use both hands). If the latter kind of theory

is correct, we could imagine that it is that propositional content which QUD-GIVENness

makes reference to, and we could cash out the ability to elideimperative clauses by letting

QUD-GIVENness refer to that propositional content.

In fact, I believe that a stronger claim can be made. I want to argue, perhaps somewhat

counterintuitively, that in fact fragments like (281) are declarative even in theirform. That

is, the syntax of a fragment like (281) is as in (282a), not (282b).

(282) Both hands!

a. You shoulduse both hands!

b. Use both hands!

It is clear that construing a modalized declarative clause in an ellipsis site is at least possible

if the antecedent is an imperative, as the below example (adapted from Thoms 2013) shows.

(283) A: Amuse me!

B: With what?

a. With whatshouldI amuseyou?

b. *With whatamuseyou?

I will present evidence that in antecedentless cases such as(282), the structure of what

is elided is not that of an imperative clause, but rather thatof a declarative clause. The

propositional meaning of that declarative clause (You should use both handsin (282)) can

serve as the input to QUD-GIVENness.

Firstly, note that imperative clauses can be used in construction with certain sentence-

final tags, as shown below.
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(284) Use both hands, can’t you/won’t you/will you/could you?

But these tags are rather degraded if a fragment is used.

(285) Both hands, ??can’t you/??won’t you/??will you/??could you?

This is prima facie evidence against a fragment likeBoth handscontaining an underlying

imperative structure. This might not be a knock-down argument, however, in light of the

fact that the distribution of sentence-final tags with fragments in general seems unclear.

For example, as pointed out by van Craenenbroeck 2013b, there is a curious asymmetry

between the tags which are grammatical in full clausal answers and those which are gram-

matical in fragment answers.

(286) Who wroteBarriers?

a. Chomsky wrote Barriers,{didn’t he/*wasn’t it?}

b. Chomsky,{??didn’t he/wasn’t it?}

The reason for this is not clear, but whatever is behind the degradation ofdidn’t hein (286b)

might also explain the degradation of the tags in (285). So this may not constitute a clear

argument against the presence of imperative clausal syntaxin fragments like (285).

However, further evidence that elided fragments contain declarative clausal syntax

comes from so-called ‘Imperative and Declarative’ structures (Culicover & Jackendoff 1997,

Schwager 2005 and references therein). These are conjunction structures in which the left

conjunct is imperative in form, but interpreted as the antecedent of a conditional, to which

the right conjunct (declarative in form) is the consequent.

(287) (from von Fintel 2012)

a. Study hard and you will pass the class.

≈ If you study hard, then you will pass the class.
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b. Goof off and you will fail the class.

≈ If you goof off, then you will fail the class.

c. Invest in that company and you will become rich.

≈ If you invest in that company, then you will become rich.

Now note the contrasts below (all being uttered in a context where a child is carrying soup

unsafely).

(288) a. Use both hands and I’ll give you candy.

b. ??Both hands and I’ll give you candy.

c. ??You should use both hands and I’ll give you candy.

(# on relevant ‘if-then’ reading; only reading: I tell you that you should use

both hands, and (whether you use both hands or not) I tell you that I will

give you candy)

(289) a. Use both hands and I won’t get mad.

b. ??Both hands and I won’t get mad.

c. ??You should use both hands and I won’t get mad.

(# on relevant ‘if-then’ reading; only reading: I tell you that you should use

both hands, and (whether you use both hands or not) I tell you that I won’t

get mad)

We can see that the felicity of the fragment conjoined with a declarative tracks the

felicity of conjoining two declaratives. However, having afragment as a left conjunct does

not track the felicity of the IaD constructions, suggestingthat what is being elided in cases

like Both hands!does not have the structure of an imperative, but rather the structure of a

declarative.

Note that it’s not simply the case that fragments cannot be conjoined with full clauses

in general. (289b) shows this, as does the following example(adapted from examples in

Temmerman 2013b):
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(290) Who will win the Democratic primaries?

Clinton, and the Republicans won’t like that.

I take these two facts – the ungrammaticality of certain tags(which are grammatical with

imperatives) in construction with fragments, and the inability of fragments to occur as the

left conjuncts in Imperative and Declarative conditional constructions – as evidence for the

generalization that, while fragments might sometimes havethe illocutionary force of im-

peratives, the elided clauses they contain never have thesyntactic structureof imperatives.

They cannot occur in all of the environments in which true imperatives can.

It should be noted at this point that there are apparent counterexamples to the gener-

alization that fragments cannot occur in constructions which look like IaD constructions.

Cases like (291a) (Culicover 1970, 1972, Culicover & Jackendoff 1997) look on the face of

it as if they are derived from imperative structures such as (291b), rather than other putative

sources such as (291c, d).

(291) a. One more step and I shoot.

b. Take one more step and I shoot.

c. #You will take one more step and I shoot.

d. If you take one more step (*and) I shoot.

However, cases like (291a) can indeed have parses in which they are conjunctions of two

declaratives. Specifically, (291a) is an elliptical version of (292).

(292) You take one more step and I shoot.

We independently know that structures like (292) are grammatical; compare the following

example from Culicover & Jackendoff 1997 (their (3b)):

(293) Big Louie sees you with the loot and he puts out a contract on you. (= If Big

Louie sees you with the loot, he’ll put out a contract on you.)
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I will not address here why the declarative sentences in the left conjunct are interpreted

as antecedents of conditionals, directing the reader to thereferences already cited and the

references therein. However, theform of the left conjuncts in cases like (292), (293) is

clearly declarative. Therefore, there is also a parse of cases like (291a) in which a declar-

ative clause is elided, and so such cases do not threaten the generalization that fragments

never contain elided imperatives.79

Having established the generalization that imperative clauses do not appear to undergo

ellipsis, we should now consider whatis in fact being elided in cases likeBoth hands!, and

how a Question under Discussion is understood in such cases.I argue that, even though

it does not ‘feel like’ there is a ‘question under discussion’ in the intuitive sense in the

scenario where a child is unsteadily carrying a bowl of soup,nevertheless the use of a frag-

ment can force such a QUD to be accommodated. That is, there isa question to whichBoth

hands!is the answer in the given context. The likeliest candidate for what that question is

would be ‘What should the child use to carry the soup?’80. Even though no-one has uttered

this question explicitly, it does not seem outrageous to claim that in the given scenario, this

could be understood as a Question under Discussion. Certainly it does not seem like a leap

of accommodation to make it so. In that case, the clause that is being elided is the one that

is QUD-GIVEN, namelyThe child should usex to carry the soup.

If such a sentence is what is contained within the ellipsis site, then this accounts for the

apparent illocutionary force of the fragment as a command. Sentences containingshould

are declarative in form, but they can have the illocutionaryforce of commands, requests, or

suggestions.

79I should note that even if all the syntactic arguments in thissection turn out to be wrong, it would not
threaten a QUD-GIVENness theory in general. We could always appeal to theories like that of Kaufmann
2012 to understand thesemanticsof imperatives as being (at some level) propositional, and so able to serve
as the input to QUD-GIVENness.

80Or possibly ‘What should the child carry the soup with?’. This is underdetermined on the basis of this
fragment alone, but note thatwith both hands!is also a felicitous utterance in this scenario.
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(294) a. You should close the door.

b. You should take me out to dinner.

c. You should go to that conference.

Etc., etc.

To this extent, a fragment likeBoth hands!can be understood as having the illocutionary

force of a command, even if its syntactic form is the declarative youshoulduse both hands.

To sum up, in this section I have discussed the advantages of aQUD-based theory

of clausal ellipsis for understanding the widespread availability of antecedentless frag-

ments. Even without explicit antecedents, we can understand such fragments as being

cases of clausal ellipsis, with the antecedents pragmatically accommodated on the basis of

the QUD-GIVENness condition.

However, the availability of antecedentless fragments raises the worry of ‘where the

syntax comes from’: that is, are there still syntax-based constraints on the availability of

clausal ellipsis? It is to this matter that I now turn.

3.7 Syntactic isomorphism and antecedentless fragments

In the analysis of antecedentless fragments proposed above, I have been speaking in

terms of ‘construing’ a particular syntax into an ellipsis site. This might suggest that the

condition on ellipsis is wholly semantic, and that no notionof ‘syntactic isomorphism’

– that is, syntactic identity between an ellipsis site and anantecedent – is required. The

availability of antecedentless fragments is of course aprima faciechallenge to syntactic

isomorphism being required – if there is no antecedent, thenhow can syntactic isomor-

phism possibly be a requirement on ellipsis?

The fact is, though, that if thereis an available syntactic antecedent, then syntactic

isomorphismis required between a fragment and that antecedent. For example, given an

active antecedent, the fragment must be in active voice; andgiven a passive antecedent,
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the fragment must be in passive voice, as the below English and German examples show

(partially repeated from (97), originally Merchant 2010’s(23)).

(295) a. Who is sending you to Iraq? – Bush./*By Bush.

b. (i) Q: Wer

who.NOM

hat

has

den

the

Jungen

boy

untersucht?

examined?

A: *Von

by

einer

a

Psychologin.

psychologist
‘Q: Who examined the boy? A: [intended] (He was examined) by a

psychologist.’

(ii) Q: Von

by

wem

who.DAT

wurde

was

der

the

Junge

boy

untersucht?

examined

A: *Eine

a

Psychologin.

psychologist.NOM

‘Q: Who was the boy examined by? A: [intended] A psychologist

(examined him).’

That is, the below derivations are impossible, even though the elided clauses are semanti-

cally identical to the versions with the other voice specification, and so are just as QUD-

GIVEN.

(296) a. Who is sending you to Iraq?

I ambeingsentto Iraq by Bush.

b. Wer hat den Jungen untersucht?

Der Jungewurde von einer Psychologinuntersucht.

c. Von wem wurde der Junge untersucht?

Ein PsychologinhatdenJungenuntersucht.

So it does look like syntactic isomorphism is at least somewhat a requirement – but only if

there is material around for the ellipsis site to be isomorphic to.
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In this section, I propose a formalization of this fact. The proposal will be that the lexi-

cal material inside an ellipsis site is subject to a constraint similar to that proposed in work

by Chung, Ladusaw and McCloskey (Chung, Ladusaw & McCloskey1995, Chung 2006,

Chung, Ladusaw & McCloskey 2011, Chung 2013) namely that lexical material within an

ellipsis site must be ‘re-used’ or ‘recycled’ from an available antecedent. This requirement

explains the fact that, if we put the antecedentless cases aside temporarily, it is impossible

to have material within a clausal ellipsis site which is not present in an antecedent. For

example, the ungrammaticality of the voice mismatch cases in (296) can be accounted for

on this view, if we assume that the specification for active orpassive voice needs to be

copied from an antecedent; in a voice-mismatch case, this copying obviously cannot hap-

pen. Other similar cases discussed by Chung, Ladusaw and McCloskey throughout the

work cited above include ‘sprouting’ a preposition within the ellipsis site, and diathesis

shift. The below examples are adapted from examples in Chunget al. 2011.

(297) No ‘sprouting’ prepositions within an ellipsis site

a. (i) He’s jealous, but I don’t know of whohe’sjealoust.

(ii) *He’s jealous, but I don’t know whohe’sjealousof t

b. (i) Mary was flirting, but I don’t know with whoshewasflirting.

(ii) *Mary was flirting, but I don’t know whoshewasflirting with

(298) Diathesis shift OK between sentences without clausal ellipsis...

a. (i) They embroidered something onto the tablecloth, but it’s not clear

what they embroidered the tablecloth with.

(ii) They embroidered something with peace signs, but it’s not clear what

they embroidered peace signs onto.

(iii) They served someone leek soup, but it’s not clear to whom they served

leek soup.
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(299) . . . but diathesis shift is not OK under ellipsis

a. *They embroidered something onto the tablecloth, but it’s not clear with what

theyembroideredthetableclotht81

b. *They embroidered something with peace signs, but it’s not clear onto what

theyembroideredpeacesignst.

c. *They served someone leek soup, but it’s not clear to whomtheyservedleek

soupt.

The cases in (298) are severely unacceptable even though they should both be pragmatically

understandable and recoverable from the linguistic context (theof in jealous ofis essentially

semantically vacuous, and if you are flirting, you must be flirting with someone). What is

going wrong in these cases, Chung et al. 2011 argue, is that material (the preposition) is

present in the ellipsis site which is not present in an antecedent. There is no ‘source’ for

the ‘copying’; the ellipsis site cannot be constructed, andungrammaticality results.

In the cases in (299), we assume that there are two verbsembroiderandservewith

different argument structures.82 The reason ellipsis does not allow an alternation of these

argument structures is because, in the mismatch cases, there is no way of ‘copying’ a

verb with a differing argument structure. The antecedent provides a different verb; if it is

copied, it obligatorily brings its argument structure withit. Argument structure is therefore

obligatorily preserved under ellipsis.

The empirical status of the argument therefore seems clear:there can be no gratuitous

use of ‘new’ lexical material in an ellipsis site. We can formulate this in terms of the

81As Chung et al. 2011 point out, this is grammatical on the irrelevant reading in which thewith-PP intro-
duces an instrument, rather than the pattern/ornament.

82We could equivalently take a ‘constructivist’ view of argument structure alternations where the diathesis
shift is a reflex of a difference in the selection of certain argument-introducing functional heads, rather than
a lexical difference in the verb itself. The point goes through whichever view of argument structure we
take; in either case, to allow for a diathesis shift under ellipsis, material (whether a lexical verb or functional
argument-introducing heads) would have to be copied into the ellipsis site which has no antecedent.
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constraint proposed by Chung 2006, which has come to be called the ‘no new words’

constraint.

(300) ‘No new words’ (Chung 2006’s (29))

Every lexical item in the numeration of the sluice that ends up (only) in the elided

IP must be identical to an item in the numeration of the antecedent CP.

That is, there is no ‘return to the lexicon’, as Chung et al. 1995 put it.

The evidence provided above, from Chung, Ladusaw and McCloskey’s work, seem to

force us into saying something like (300). However, in the preceding sections, we have

seen many examples of cases of fragments where there is no linguistic antecedent, and so

not every lexical item in the numeration of the elided clausecan possibly be identical to

any item in the numeration of an antecedent CP: there is no antecedent CP. I have been

trying to defend the idea that these fragments are created via a process of ellipsis. How can

this be reconciled with the constraint in (300)?

I propose that we can solve this dilemma by suggesting that the constraint in (300) is

not immutable, but rather a violable constraint which has a conditional rider attached to

it.83

(301) ‘No new words’ (violable version)

Every lexical item in the numeration of an elided clause thatends up (only) in

the elided IP must be identical to an item in the numeration ofthe antecedent CP

if failing to do so would be ‘gratuitous’.

What does it mean to ‘gratuitously’ fail to enforce identitybetween lexical items in an

ellipsis site and an antecedent? Essentially, this means that (302a) is blocked, given the

availability of (302b).

83An apparently very similar solution has recently been proposed by Elliott 2013. I have not yet been able
to compare the two approaches in detail.
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(302) a. *He’s jealous, but I’m not sure whohe’sjealousof.

b. He’s jealous, but I’m not sure of whomhe’sjealous.

(302a) includes a preposition in the ellipsis site which could well have been extracted and

pronounced, as (302b) shows. The availability of (302b) blocks (302a); there is no reason

to violate no-new-words, and so one must not.84 The same point is made by the failure of

(303a) below.

(303) a. *They sprayed something with water, but it’s not clear onto whattheysprayed

water.

b. They sprayed something with water, but it’s not clear whattheysprayedwith

water.

In this case, the problem in (303a) is that one version ofspray (the one with the frame

spray X with Y) is in the antecedent, but a different version ofspray (the one with the

framespray Y onto X) has to be understood in the ellipsis site. This is a violation of no-

new-words. (303b) communicates exactly the same meaning as(303a), but (303b) uses the

same version ofsprayin the ellipsis site as the antecedent. As such, (303b) does not violate

no-new-words, and so blocks the availability of (303a).85

84This constraint is transderivational, then, and seems to involve competing candidate derivations in the
same fashion as in Optimality Theory. In OT terms, we could talk of (302b) ‘harmonically bounding’ (302a)
– that is, (302a) is the same as (302b) except that (302a) violates a constraint (no-new-words) that (302b)
does not, and (302a) is therefore categorically dispreferred to (302b). While the theory presented here could
be translated into OT terms, it’s not clear that we would wantto do this; among other reasons, we would
then have to reckon with the typological predictions which OT would force us into making (thanks to Ellen
Woolford for making this point particularly clear to me). I will stick here with the conditional formulation
given in (301).

85Note that it would be very easy in principle toaccommodatehere the form ofspraywith a different
argument structure from the antecedent, as Chung, Ladusaw and McCloskey point out throughout their work;
however, the grammar just seems to rule this out. In my terms,this is because it would be a gratuitous
violation of no-new-words to do so. As we will see below, if itwould not be a gratuitous violation of no-new-
words to accommodate new lexical material, such accommodation can be done.
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We predict, however, that if violating no-new-words wouldnotbe ‘gratuitous’ – that is,

if there is no possible competing elliptical86 derivation which expresses the same meaning

as one in which new lexical material appears in an ellipsis site – it should be possible to vio-

late no-new-words. This is in effect a formulation of the ‘Last Resort’ proposal for sluicing

made by van Craenenbroeck 2010a. Van Craenenbroeck argues that (clausal) ellipsis sites

can differ syntactically from their antecedents just in case no other grammatical derivation

would be possible.

The basic observation to start with is that given a sluice as in (304), it is not certain

whether it should be given the analysis in (304a), where the sluice is isomorphic to the an-

tecedent, or the analysis in (304b), where the sluice contains a cleft which is not isomorphic

to the antecedent (Pollman 1975, Erteschik-Shir 1977); or whether both should be freely

available.

(304) Someone left, but I don’t know who.

a. . . . but I don’t know wholeft.

b. . . . but I don’t know whoit was.

In general, it looks as if sluicing sites do not ‘prefer’ to contain clefts; that is, there are

many cases where a cleft source does not seem to be available.For example, this appears

to be the case in Greek. The pivot of a cleft in Greek always shows up in nominative case,

as (305) (from Merchant 2001:127) shows.

(305) I

the

astinomia

police

anekrine

interrogated

enan

one.ACC

apo

from

tous

the

Kiprious

Cypriots

prota,

first

ala

but

dhen

not

ksero

I.know

{pjos

who.NOM

/ *pjon}

who.ACC

itan.

it.was
‘The police interrogated one of the Cypriots first, but I don’t know which it was.’

86See below for why this condition is included.
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However, nominative case is barred in the corresponding sluice, apparently showing that

the ellipsis site must containanekrine‘interrogated’ assigning accusative case, and cannot

contain the cleft structure.

(306) I

the

astinomia

police

anekrine

interrogated

enan

one.ACC

apo

from

tous

the

Kiprious

Cypriots

prota,

first

ala

but

dhen

not

ksero

I.know

{*pjos

who.NOM

/ pjon}

who.ACC

〈anekrine

interrogated

i

the

astinomia〉.

police
‘The police interrogated one of the Cypriots first, but I don’t know which (they

interrogated).’ (Merchant 2001:127)

On the basis of facts like this, Merchant 2001 argued that ellipsis sites in sluicing never

contain clefts. However, it has become clear in subsequent work (Almeida & Yoshida 2007,

Rodrigues et al. 2009, van Craenenbroeck 2010a, Barros 2012, Barros et al. to appear) that

clausal ellipsis sites must potentially be able to contain cleft sentences. The below example

from Barros 2012 makes this point.

(307) a. Jack left and someone else did too, but I don’t know who.

b. (i) . . . but I don’t know whoit was.

(ii) *. . . but I don’t know wholeft.

In sluicing cases like (307a), the ellipsis site must contain a cleft. If the full sentence was

contained within the ellipsis site, this would be a contradiction. To utter. . . but I don’t know

who left, the speaker has to lack even a partial answer to that question (Dayal 1996), and

this is incompatible with the speaker asserting that John came to the party.

van Craenenbroeck 2010a proposes that clefts are possible in ellipsis sites, but as a ‘last

resort’. We don’t want to make them generally available, because we would then lose an

explanation for the Greek facts which show that the nominative case which would appear

in a cleft is not generally available in sluicing cases. However, clefts do seem to bepossible

in sluicing, as (307) shows.
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Here is how I propose to capture the ‘Last Resort’ condition in terms of the conditional

formulation of ‘no new words’, i.e. ‘no new words if this would be gratuitous’. In the

Greek cases, eliding a cleft rather than an isomorphic sentence would be gratuitous; there

is no meaning difference between the cleft cases and the non-cleft cases, but the cleft case

is not isomorphic to an antecedent (it has new words in the ellipsis site), and so is blocked

by the syntactically isomorphic possibility.

In a case like (307a), the cleft sentenceit is in the ellipsis site is also not syntactically

isomorphic to any antecedent, and so eliding this clause violates no-new-words. However,

this is licit in this case because there is simply no elliptical candidate, other than (307b-i),

which can communicate the relevant meaning. Unlike in theHe’s jealous, but I don’t

know *(of) whattype of cases discussed by Chung, Ladusaw and McCloskey, there is

no competing derivation for (307a) where a different ellipsis site communicates the same

meaning.

I will pause here to briefly consider a question which might seem to arise from this line

of argument: why does (308b) not block (308a)?

(308) John came to the party, and someone else did too,

a. . . . but I don’t know whoit was.

b. . . . but I don’t know who it was.

(308b) vacuously satisfies no-new-words (because there’s no ellipsis in it), and as such we

might expect it to block (308a), which does violate no-new-words. Here is how I propose to

view this. For any given derivation, it is decided at some point whether it is going to contain

ellipsis or not. (This is modeled in e.g. Merchant’s work by whether the ellipsis-licensing

[E]-feature is merged or not; other frameworks will model this differently.) However, once

it is decided that a particular sentence is going to contain ellipsis, then that decision is final:

the grammar is restricted, at that point, to working out whatthe ‘best’ ellipsis site is going

to be. It is at this point that no-new-words kicks in: as a constraint which works out what
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the ‘best’ ellipsis site could be. No-new-words only looks at elliptical derivations to find

out which is the ‘best’; in a way it is a heuristic for decidingbetween differing ellipsis

sites.87 Sentences like (308b) then do not enter into its calculations, and so do not block

sentences like (308a).

There are other cases which motivate the inclusion of a cleftstructure in an ellipsis site,

if no alternative is available. Take for example certain sluices which resemble left-branch

extractions, such as (309).

(309) a. John met a tall man, but I’m not sure how tall.

b. *John met a tall man, but I’m not sure how tall he met a t man.

Given the ungrammaticality of overt left-branch extraction as shown in (309b), examples

such as (309a) have often been taken to show that clausal ellipsis has the power to void

such ungrammaticality effects, from Ross 1969 onward. However, Barros et al. to appear

have argued that the source of (309a) is actually a cleft.

(310) John met a tall man, but I’m not sure how tallheis.

Morphological evidence for this fact comes from German and Dutch. In these languages,

prenominal adjectives agree in Case with their noun, but adjectives in predicative position

do not.

(311) (Barros et al. to appear’s (29))

a. Der

the

Mann

man

ist

is

groß(*en).

tall(.ACC)

b. Lena

Lena

hat

has

einen

a

groß*(en)

tall(.ACC)

Mann

man

geheiratet.

married

87This is much easier to understand in comprehension terms: ifsomeone hears an ellipsis site, no-new-
words is one principle which guides them in the process of reconstructing what was in it. This bears similarity,
then, to the ‘filling in a TP via copying’ model that Chung, Ladusaw and McCloskey propose for sluicing.
As Chung et al. 2011:fn. 1 point out, it’s less clear how to model this on the production side of the grammar.
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(312) (Merchant 2001:171)

a. De

the

man

man

is

is

lang(*e).

tall(.ACC)

b. Zij

they

hebben

have

een

a

lang*(e)

tall(.ACC)

man

man

aangesteld.

hired

This then gives us a test for whether an adjective is underlyingly in predicative position or

prenominal position. In sluicing, the remnants show up without case marking, suggesting

that the ellipsis sites contain clefts with predicativebe, rather than left-branch extractions.

(313) (Barros et al. to appear’s (29, 30))

a. Lena

Lena

hat

has

einen

a

großen

tall.ACC

Mann

man

geheiratet,

married

aber

but

ich

I

weiß

know

nicht

not

wie

how

groß(*en).

tall(.ACC)
‘Lena married a tall man, but I don’t know how tall.’

b. Zij

they

hebben

have

een

a

lange

tall.ACC

man

man

aangesteld,

hired

maar

but

ik

I

weet

know

niet

not

how

how

lang(*e).

tall(.ACC)
‘They hired a tall man, but I don’t know how tall.’

That is, this is evidence for the source of the above sluices being the non-isomorphic (314a),

rather than the isomorphic (314b).

(314) a. Lena married a tall man, but I don’t know how tallhewast.

b. Lena married a tall man, but I don’t know how tallshemarrieda t man.
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The cleft syntax of the sluice in (314a) is forced by the fact that the alternative, (314b),

would violate a constraint on movement.88 In cases like (314a), no-new-words is again vi-

olated, but not gratuitously: there is just no other elliptical competitor which can communi-

cate the same meaning without breaking some other (non-violable) constraint on syntactic

representations (here the ban on left-branch extraction).

Having established how the violable version of the no-new-words constraint works in

these cases, now let us consider the case of antecedentless fragments.

(315) a. That is some guy she met at the park.

b. Thetaxi shouldgo to the train station.

c. You shoulduse both hands!

The mystery which we started this section with was that if a fragment is antecedentless, it

violates no-new-words, which does not seem to be an option available to fragments which

do have antecedents. The violable version of no-new-words,however, does not rule out

cases like those in (315). The reason is that no-new-words, as discussed above, looks at

the elliptical competitors, and ‘chooses’89 the one which violates no-new-words the least.

But there is no ellipticalcompetitorin the cases like (315) which doesnot violate no-new-

words. Obviously all potential elliptical derivations here will violate no-new-words, and

as such, none of themgratuitouslyviolate no-new-words. That is, there is no competing

derivation for any of the cases in (315) which would block theforms that we actually see.

88Barros et al. to appear’s aim is to show, contra much previouswork, that clausal ellipsis does not in fact
alleviate constraints on movement; the data presented above from left-branch extractions are some of their
key data in support of this conclusion. I will assume that their position is correct, at least for the case of
left-branch extractions. See section 4.5 for more discussion of this issue.

89Talking about no-new-words ‘choosing’ an ellipsis site is just a convenient metaphor: no-new-words is
not a selection algorithm, but rather a constraint which derivations may violate (perhaps multiple times). The
grammar as a whole chooses the derivation which incurs the fewest violations of any violable constraints.
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There may in fact be a sense in which no-new-words is in fact operative and ‘picks

between’ different ellipsis possibilities even when fragments have no linguistic antecedent.

Note the contrast between the below cases.90

(316) Context: A comes in and discovers that on the kitchen table, where there should

be a beautiful roasted leg of lamb, there is only a greasy plate. A looks at B and

raises his eyebrows. B explains:

a. The dog.

b. ??By the dog.

The antecedentless fragment in (316a) is reasonably easilyunderstood asThe dogatethe

leg of lamb. However, for some reason (316b) is degraded, even thoughTheleg of lamb

waseaten by the dogshould be an available source for the ellipsis. (316b) is degraded

even though we might consider it a more easily accommodable fragment than (316a) (for

example (316b), by using aby-phrase, provides us with the information that the dog was

the agent of some event, which (316a) does not tell us).

We might understand what is going on here by supposing that those two ellipsis sites

(atethe leg of lamb andthe leg of lambwaseaten, respectively) are both taken into con-

sideration by the no-new-words constraint. By some metric of complexity – perhaps, for

example, the number of functional heads which need to be projected in each of these elided

clauses – the passive ellipsis site here might be consideredmore complex, and consequently

dispreferred by no-new-words in comparison with the activeellipsis site.

This suggestion is highly speculative, and I won’t try to formalize this more here:

clearly much more work would need to be done to understand if the contrast in (316) is

to be understood in terms of no-new-words, and in what sense passive ellipsis sites are

90I believe it was Ellen Woolford who first pointed out contrasts like (316) to me.
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‘more complex’ or ‘contain more words’ than active ellipsissites.91 However, hopefully

the intuitive appeal of the idea is clear.

In this section, then, I have argued that there is a requirement that ellipsis sites match

an antecedent, but this constraint is violable. The condition is that there must be no ‘gra-

tuitous’ violation of a constraint on copying lexical itemsinto an ellipsis site. ‘Gratuitous’

here means that a derivation which violates no-new-words – i.e. a derivation which has

material in its ellipsis site which is not present in an antecedent – will be blocked by the

existence of an elliptical derivation which does not violate no-new words. However, the

requirement that an ellipsis site only contain lexical material which has been introduced by

an antecedent is not a ‘hard’ constraint; it can be violated if circumstances require. This

allows us to understand antecedentless fragments, and alsomodels the ‘Last Resort’ nature

of non-syntactic isomorphism discussed by van Craenenbroeck 2010a; a lack of syntactic

isomorphism in an ellipsis site is only permitted if there isno other elliptical candidate

which (a) is grammatical and (b) expresses the correct meaning.

We have seen in the preceding sections that a QUD-GIVENness model of the an-

tecedence condition on clausal ellipsis, combined with a conditionalized version of the

‘no-new-words’ constraint of Chung 2006, accounts for the availability of fragments with-

out linguistic antecedents, as well as enforcing syntacticidentity requirements in cases

where fragments do have overt antecedents. On the assumption that the clausal ellipsis in

fragments is the same process as clausal ellipsis in sluicing constructions, such asJohn ate

something but I don’t know what, then in the best of all possible worlds, the antecedence

condition on clausal ellipsis here defended for fragments should extend unproblematically

to sluicing. I now turn to this issue.

91The idea here is that the passive is marked compared to the active, which is intuitively true, but it’s not
clear how this intuition translates into formal terms.
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3.8 Extension to sluicing

We are supposing, following Merchant 2004, that fragments and sluicing cases like

those in (317) receive essentially the same analysis as cases of clausal ellipsis.

(317) a. Someone left, and I don’t know who.

b. John danced, but I don’t know with who/who with.

c. Lots of people were at the party; I’m trying to find out how many.

d. JOHN was at the party, but I’m not sure who else.

Such cases should then be subject to QUD-GIVENness. However, prima facie, this does

not immediately work as expected. Consider the below dialogue.

(318) A: What happened?

B: Someone left, but I don’t know wholeft.

Here, the ellipsis-containing clause iswho left. So we want the below condition to hold.

(319) ∃Q ∈ QUDStack.
⋃

Q ⇔
⋃

Jwho leftKF

I assume here, following Beck 2006, that the focus value of a question is the same as its

ordinary semantic value – that is,wh-words are alternatives generators, and awh-question

denotes a set of propositions which vary with respect to the questioned constituent. That

is, Jwho leftKF = Jwho leftK = {John left, Mary left, Sue left. . .}; and
⋃

Jwho leftK = ∃x.x

left. Is there a questionQ somewhere on the QUD stack whose union mutually entails the

union of the question ‘Who left’? The answer seems to be no; the only ‘live’ question in

(318) is ‘What happened?’, whose union (roughly ‘Somethinghappened’) would not entail

the union of ‘Who left’ (i.e. ‘Someone left’).

However, we have already seen that the QUD is malleable in discourse. One of the ways

it appears to be manipulable is via the use of indefinites likesomeone. This was discussed

already in section 3.2.2, and the importance of such cases for sluicing has been discussed

by AnderBois 2010; recall the sort of contrast presented below:
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(320) a. Someone left, but I don’t know who.

b. *It’s not the case that no-one left, but I don’t know who.

Here, the indefinitesomeonein (320a) seems able to raise the question ‘Who was it that

left?’ in a way that (320b) – which has identical truth-conditional content – does not.

We could understand indefinites, then, as having the power toadd to the QUD stack; in this

case, a question like ‘Who left?’ is added. It is this question that the sluice is then anaphoric

to, in a sense inspired by (but not identical to) AnderBois 2010’s analysis of sluicing.

This works more directly for a case like the below, where a sentence which provides

the antecedent for a sluice has focus intonation.

(321) JOHN was at the party, but I’m not sure who elsewasat theparty.

Here, the focus intonation onJohnpresupposes that there is a Question under Discussion

‘Who was at the party?’. We have already discussed the ability of focus in an antecedent

to presuppose a particular QUD, and thereby license clausalellipsis, in the discussion of

fragments in section 3.3.2.2; for detailed discussion of the interaction of focus and the

QUD, see Roberts 2012/1996. The analysis already provided for fragments can be taken

over unproblematically to sluicing cases like (321); so in these cases, the QUD-GIVENness

condition looks like it can be applied in both fragments and sluicing, a welcome result for

the hypothesis that both of these constructions involve clausal ellipsis.

But there are cases in which this approach does not quite work. These are cases of

so-called sprouting: cases where thewh-phrase in the sluice has no overt correlate in an

antecedent, such as (317b). Chung et al. 2011, citing Chung 2006, also note a number of

other such cases which pose problems for a semantic identityrequirement.

(322) (Chung et al. 2011’s (36))

a. He put in a bid but I couldn’t tell on whose behalf.

b. She went to the movies but we don’t know who with.
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c. She finished the project but we don’t know with whose help.

d. He’s on the no-fly list but it’s totally unclear for how long.

As Chung et al. 2011 point out, it’s not clear that there is anysort of semantic equiva-

lence relation here between the ellipsis-containing clause and the antecedent. For example,

Merchant 2001’s e-GIVENness (existentially closing the antecedent and the elided clause,

and requiring mutual entailment between them) would not hold of these cases, because the

below entailments do not go through.

(323) Entailments which do not succeed:

a. he put in a bid⇒ he put in a bid on someone’s behalf

b. she went to the movies⇒ she went to the movies with someone

c. she finished the project⇒ she finished the project with someone’s help

d. he’s on the no-fly list⇒ he’s on the no-fly list for some length of time92

It’s not clear that a QUD-based account will do any better; the clearest Question under

Discussion in a case like (322a), for example, is plausibly ‘What did he do?’, and the

closure of this (roughly ‘He did something’) does not entailthe closure of ‘on whose behalf

did he put in a bid’ (roughly ‘He put in a bid on someone’s behalf’).

We could try to solve the problem for e-GIVENness here (and hopefully by extension

also solve the problem for QUD-GIVENness) by suggesting that the entire moved phrase

(and not just thewh-part of it) is in focus, and gets existentially closed. In allof the

cases above, the sprouted phrase is an event description. Ifthe whole event description is

existentially closed, perhaps what results is so general that mutual entailment is in fact met.

To see more clearly what I mean, assume some (simplified) semantic denotations as

below:

92Chung et al. 2011 state that this entailment does not go through. It seems to me that there actually is
(mutual) entailment here, but clearly this does not invalidate the general point, in the light of the failure of
the entailments in (323a–c).
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(324) a. Jwith JohnK = λe.e was performed with John

b. Jgo to the moviesK = λe. e is an event of going to the movies

c. Jgo to the movies with JohnK = λe.e is an event of going to the movies &e

was performed with John

(Composition of (a) and (b) via Predicate Modification)

d. JMary went to the movies with JohnK = ∃e.e is an event of going to the

movies &e was performed with John & Mary is the agent ofe

(Several steps, including the introduction of the agent andthe existential

closure of the event argument, omitted)

Now suppose that in a case likewith whom she went to the movies, with whomis in focus

and gets focus-closed. That is, it is replaced with a variable of the appropriate type (that is,

of type〈ev, t〉, where ‘ev’ is the type of events), and existentially closed. Then we have:

(325) F-clo(with whom Mary went to the movies) =∃P〈ev,t〉.∃e.e is an event of going

to the movies &P (e) & Mary is the agent ofe

i.e. there was an event of Mary going to the movies, and there was a description

P that held of that event, i.e. Mary went to the movies ‘in some fashion’.

But now mutual entailmentdoeshold between the focus-closure of the antecedent and the

focus-closure of the elided clause.

(326) Mary went to the movies, but we don’t know with whom.

a. F-clo(Mary went to the movies) = Mary went to the movies

b. F-clo([F with whom] Mary went to the movies)≈ Mary went to the movies

in some fashion

It does seem as if (326a) and (326b) mutually entail each other – it is certainly difficult to

imagine a situation in which one could be true and the other not. The same applies for the

other such cases in (322).
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A problem for this account, however, is that it is simply not clear that focus can ‘take

over’ pied-piped phrases in the way suggested here. We do notwant the interpretations of

such sprouting cases to proceed as if the entire sproutedwh-phrase, including the prepo-

sition, is in focus. Alternatives are computed with respectto the focused material itself –

thewh-word or the stressed constituent – and not with respect to thewhole phrase which it

pied-pipes (see also Krifka 2006 on this point). We can see this in cases like the below.

(327) Mary went to the cinema, but I don’t know with whoMary wentto thecinema.

only means:I don’t know which person is such that Mary went to the cinema

with that person.

cannot mean:I don’t know how Mary went to the cinema.

(i.e. the question cannot range over just anything of the type of the event descrip-

tion with who(with John, happily, this evening, . . .), but rather ranges only over

individuals)

(328) Mary went to the cinema last night. — Yes, but only with JohnMary wentto the

cinema.

only means:John is the only person such that Mary went to the cinema with that

person.

cannot mean:‘with John’ is the only way in which Mary went to the cinema

In (327), the question is a question about people, not about manners. There is no interpre-

tation of this question where the alternatives generated are alternatives over event descrip-

tions. And in (328),only clearly may only make reference to the alternatives projected by

John, even though the entire PPwith Johnappears as a fragment. The use ofonlyhere does

not say that ‘with John’ was the only manner in which Mary wentto the cinema.

Note that it wouldn’t do here to claim that (327) and (328) simply do not have sensible

interpretations, or have interpretations which are pragmatically ruled out, if the entire PP in

each case is focus-marked. That claim is indeed true: in (327), we could imagine that if the
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speaker wanted to ask about manners in general, she would have usedhowas thewh-word,

not whom. And it could not literally be true in (328) that the only way of describing the

event of Mary’s going to the cinema was with the description ‘with John’. However, this

objection only serves to make the point further. The ellipsis condition, as revised above,

would require that the whole PP was focus-marked (and closedunder F-closure). That

is how Chung et al. 2011’s objection, that the entailments in(323) do not go through, is

circumvented on the proposed ‘fix’: we existentially close event descriptions. However,

the only available actualinterpretationof the clausal ellipsis cases in (327), (328), is one in

which the DPswho, John(andnot the whole event descriptionwith whom, with John) are

questioned or focused respectively. Applying the fix proposed here to the ellipsis condition,

then, would require that the notion of focus-marking which was relevant for F-closure be

different from the notion of focus-marking which question semantics or particles likeonly

make reference to. This would clearly be a suboptimal situation.

So given this evidence from other cases of focus, it does not look like the argument

explored above will solve Chung et al. 2011’s objection to the semantic antecedence con-

dition. I still hold, however, that QUD-GIVENness can meet the challenge that sprouting

data pose. The argument I intend to make is this. Following the arguments made in section

3.6.3, I argue that new QUDs can be accommodated. This is how antecedentless fragments

get interpreted on the account proposed here. Consider a case like (329).

(329) Mary went to the cinema, but I don’t know with whomshewentto thecinema.

Here, the QUD is likely to be something like ‘What did Mary do?’ or ‘What happened last

night?’. As discussed above, neither of these QUDs provide an appropriate antecedent for

the ellipsis site, on a QUD-GIVENness analysis. However, I propose that a relevant QUD

is easily accommodated.

The logic proceeds in the same way as for the fragment case. Wehave an elided clause,

which denotes a question, and its pronounced part iswith whom. QUD-GIVENness requires
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that the denotation of this question match the denotation ofa QUD. Therefore, we have

the presupposition, brought about by the ellipsis, that there must be a QUD which has

something to do with who someone did something with. Given the dialogue which precedes

the sluiced clause, it is reasonable to assume that the QUD which the elided clause is

making reference to is now about who Mary went to the cinema with. There is also a

syntactic antecedent which provides a source for ‘copying’into the sluicing site (following

the proposal in section 3.7 and ultimately following Chung et al. 2011).

This analysis suggests that in a sense, sluices are ‘self-licensing’: they denote questions,

and the very form of a sluicing remnant, combined with the fact that sluicing shows overt

question syntax and morphology, and with the syntactic ‘copying’ requirement on ellipsis

discussed in section 3.7, signals the QUD which needs to be accommodated in order to

license the ellipsis in the sluice.

This analysis may help to explain the contrast in cases like the below.

(330) Did John go to the cinema?

a. ?With Mary.

b. Yeah, with Mary.

(331) John went to the cinema.

a. Who with?/With who?

The contrast here is not strong, but there is a feeling that the answer in (330a) is slightly

inappropriate, and degraded with respect to (330b). By contrast the sluicing case in (331a)

is fine. We can understand this as a difficulty in accommodating a new QUD in (330a).

The answer in (330a) has to be QUD-GIVEN. There is a live QUD ‘did John go to the

cinema?’. But this QUD does not on its own license the ellipsis ‘with Mary Johnwent to

thecinema’, for the sort of reason that Chung et al. 2011 discuss; the question of whether

John went to the cinema or not does not stand in the relevant semantic relation with the

question of who John went to the cinema with. That new question has to be accommodated
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on the basis of the fragment, but that accommodation of a new QUD requires a little bit of

‘work’; and pragmatically, it’s not a very cooperative moveto raise that new QUD, given

that there was already a QUD which the interlocutor expectedan answer to. That is why

(330b) is an improvement:Yeahsettles the QUD ‘did John go to the cinema?’, and allows

a new QUD, ‘who did John go to the cinema with?’, to be introduced by the fragment

with Mary. Similarly, (331) is an improvement because the sluice, which clearly denotes a

question, is already of the right type to ‘set up’ its own QUD,without having to compete

with an existing one.

The proposal that this sort of ellipsis can ‘shape’ an appropriate antecedent through

accommodation is of course not new; Fox 1999 makes an influential such proposal, for

example. Chung et al. 2011 express skepticism about such proposals: ‘The challenge, it

seems to us, would be to constrain accommodation so that it would permit sluicing in

[(332a)] for instance, but not in many of the ill-formed cases [like (332b)]’.

(332) a. Mary went to the cinema, but I don’t know with whomshewent to the

cinema.

b. *Mary’s jealous, but I don’t know whoshe’sjealousof.

On the account proposed here, this challenge is met by sayingthat there is a roleboth for

a syntactic ‘copy’ constraint on ellipsis, as discussed in section 3.7,and for a semantic,

GIVENness-type constraint on elided material. It seems that bothare needed to cover the

complete range of data. It is the syntactic condition that rules out cases like (332b); in such

cases, there is ‘gratuitous’ elision of syntactic material(the prepositionof) which is not

present in any antecedent. By contrast, no such syntactic problem presents itself in (332a);

the only unspoken material93 is material which is present in a pronounced antecedent. The

93Allowing for an alternation between full DPs and pronouns, and other such changes which are presum-
ably somehow harmless, and which seem required to account for phenomena such as vehicle change.
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syntactic and semantic conditions therefore work togetherin order to force the accommo-

dation of a certain QUD.

I have argued in this section that the QUD-GIVENness condition can extend to sluicing

as well as fragment answers, a welcome result. This section is of course far too short to

encompass all of the questions posed by the antecedence conditions on sluicing; no doubt

many questions remain. However, I hope to have shown that QUD-GIVENness is at least

a viable contender for the title of the semantic identity condition in sluicing, building on

the work by Ginzburg & Sag 2000, Merchant 2001, 2004, Reich 2007, AnderBois 2010,

Collins et al. 2014.

3.9 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have defended a QUD-based semantic antecedence condition for frag-

ment ellipsis. This condition, combined with the independently required device of domain

restriction, accounts for the surprising behavior of ‘presupposition inheritance’ in fragment

answers, discussed by Jacobson 2013. In addition, it correctly predicts that only some utter-

ances – those that set Questions under Discussion – can be antecedents for clausal ellipsis.

Combined with a conditionalized version of the ‘no-new-words’ constraint proposed by

Chung 2006, it also provides a way of understanding antecedentless fragments, without ei-

ther having to suppose that a linguistic antecedent can be ‘made salient’ by context, or that

fragments are ‘bare’ subsententials which combine with Mentalese properties to receive a

propositional interpretation, as argued in Stainton’s work.

On this view, fragments always contain clausal structure, but clausal structure which

goes unspoken. Having analyzed the semantic constraints which hold of that structure, in

the next chapter, I turn to the syntactic constraints.
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CHAPTER 4

FRAGMENTS AND THE SYNTAX OF CLAUSAL ELLIPSIS

4.1 Introduction

We have seen in chapter 2 a number of arguments for the presence of covert clausal

structure in sentence fragments. In this chapter, I will analyze some of the syntactic prop-

erties of fragments.

If fragments are the result of clausal ellipsis, then an account is needed of the fact that

the ellipsis involved appears to target a string which is nota constituent. For example, in

the dialogue below, the putative elided stringJohn ateis not a constituent.

(333) a. What did John eat? — Cake.

b. Johnate cake.

At least since Lobeck 1995, ellipsis is a process which has been argued to apply only

to constituents, and a lot of the technology which has been developed to account for the

licensing of ellipsis (for example, Lobeck’s licensing heads, or Merchant 2001, 2004’s

E-feature) have explicitly made ellipsis the property of certain heads, which elide their

complements. As the complement of a head will always be a phrase, models such as these

predict that only phrases will elide, a prediction that is borne out in the simplest cases of

verb phrase ellipsis and noun phrase ellipsis:

(334) a. John should [VP eat more kimchi ], and Mary should[VP eatmorekimchi]

too.

b. John saw three [NP red cars], and Mary saw two[NP redcars].
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However, there are a number of cases which look on the surfacelike ellipsis but in which

the deleted material is not a constituent. If fragments are to be analyzed as elliptical, then

fragments fall into this category, as shown in (333) above. Anumber of other such examples

are given below.

(335) a. Pseudogapping

(i) John was editing his prospectus, and Mary was her dissertation.

(ii) John would eat natto for a bet, and I would durian.

(iii) I know more French than I do Spanish.

b. Swiping

(i) He’s traveling at the moment. – Where to?

(ii) He’s traveling at the moment, but I don’t know where to.

(iii) He’s laughing, but I don’t know what about.

c. Gapping

(i) John will eat sushi and Mary natto.

(ii) Andrew studies syntax and Elizabeth semantics.

d. Why-stripping

(i) John was eating natto. Why natto?

(ii) Mary left. Why Mary?

In order to account for such cases, a very common strategy in the literature has been to

assume that ellipsis actuallyis acting on a constituent in these cases. However, a focused

subconstituent has undergone movement to a position above the c-command domain of the

ellipsis-licensing head. In all of the above cases, a constituent is elided, but the movement

operation that allows a subconstituent to evacuate the ellipsis makes it look as if the string
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which is eliding is not a constituent. Some examples of this shape of analysis for each of

the cases given above are given below.94

(336) a. John would eat natto for a bet, and I would [XP durian1 [VP eatt1]]

(Lasnik 1999)

b. He’s traveling at the moment. — [CP Where1 [FocP [PP to t1 ]2 [TP he is

travelingt2]]]

(Hartman & Ai 2007)

c. John will [&P [VP eat sushi ] and [VP Mary [VP [VP eatt] natto ]]]

(Coppock 2001)

d. John was eating natto. Why [FocP natto1 [TP Johnwaseatingt2]]

(Yoshida et al. 2013, Weir to appear)

As discussed in section 2.2, Merchant 2004 adopts this analysis also for fragments; a pro-

nounced fragment is an instance of clausal ellipsis from which a focused constituent has

moved.

(337) a. What did John eat? — Chips.

b. Chipsi [TP heateti]

I believe that this is a correct analysis, but only up to a point. In this section, I will show

that, while there is indeed evidence for movement being involved in the derivation of frag-

ments, this evidence conflicts with a number of other diagnostics which appear to show

that fragments are not movement structures. I propose to resolve this conflict by arguing

that fragments do undergo movement, but only at the level of Phonological Form (PF);

94I provide representative examples of the strategy of movement-plus-ellipsis in each case. These are not
the only possible analyses for these phenomena. Analyses which do not rely on moving the ‘remnant’ out
of an ellipsis site have also been proposed for gapping (Johnson 2009) and for the preposition in swiping
(Ross 1969). While there seems to be a general consensus thatmovement is involved in the derivation of
pseudogapping, there is debate about the precise nature of that movement; see e.g. Jayaseelan 1990 and
Takahashi 2004.
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at Logical Form (LF), fragments are interpretedin situ. This argument is the one made

by Aoun & Benmamoun 1998 and Sauerland & Elbourne 2002 for similar cases of unin-

terpreted movement. Proposing that movement does take place, but only at the level of

PF, allows us to understand the conflicting evidence which movement diagnostics show in

fragments.

4.2 Some challenges to the movement analysis of fragments

Merchant 2004 adduces a number of arguments for the presenceof movement in frag-

ment constructions, most of which have already been reviewed in section 2.2. In general

these arguments make a convincing case for a movement derivation; however, in this sec-

tion, I review some evidence which appears to challenge Merchant’s generalizations.

4.2.1 NPIs: licit fragments or not?

Merchant 2004 notes that negative polarity items (NPIs) do not front in English, but

that certain NPIs can front in certain other languages, suchas Irish. Merchant proposes

that there is a correlation between the NPIs which can front (in various languages) and the

NPIs which can be fragment answers.

(338) NPIs cannot front in English(Merchant’s (106))

a. Max didn’t read anything.

b. *Anything, Max didn’t read.

(339) (Merchant’s claim:) NPIs cannot be fragment answers in English (Merchant’s

(105))

A: What didn’t Max read?

B: *Anything.
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(340) The Irish NPIrud ar bith‘anything’ can front(Merchant’s (111), data attributed

to James McCloskey p.c.)

a. Rud

thing

ar bith

any

nı́-or

NEG-PAST

cheannaigh

bought

mé.

I
‘I didn’t buy anything.’

(341) The Irish NPIrud ar bithcan be a fragment answer(Merchant’s (112), data again

due to McCloskey p.c.)

a. Caidé

what

(a)

C

cheannaigh

bought

tú?

you
‘What did you buy?’

b. Rud

thing

ar bith.

any
‘Nothing.’

However, I believe that these data do not necessarily allow us to conclude that movement

must be implicated in the generation of fragment answers. Firstly, the fact that NPI fronting

in English is ungrammatical does not lead us to the prediction that NPIs should be ungram-

matical fragments. In general, the type of fronting which Merchant proposes for the cre-

ation of fragments would be ungrammatical in non-elliptical contexts, as shown in (342).

While topicalization is licit in English, the fragments in fragment answers are foci, not top-

ics; and focus movement to the clausal left periphery in English is only licit in a restricted

set of cases, discussed by Prince 1981. Generally, entity-denoting DPs, likechips, cannot

front, as (342b) shows.

(342) What did you eat?

a. Chips.

b. *Chips, I ate t.
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As such, the putative ungrammaticality of NPI fragments does not necessarily speak for or

against the fronting analysis of fragments; there may be other reasons why examples like

(339) are bad in English. And in fact, as pointed out by den Dikken et al. 2000, Valmala

2007, there are a number of cases of NPI fragments which are acceptable (their judgments

shown).

(343) (Valmala’s (23))

What doesn’t Max want to read? — Any mystery novels.

(344) (Den Dikken et al.’s (12b))

What didn’t John buy? — ?Any wine.

(345) a. Q: (I know some of the books that Max did read, but) what DIDN’T he read?

A: Any books by Stephen King.

b. Q: Which files shouldn’t I delete?

A: Any of them!

I agree that Merchant’s example withanything, given in (339) above, is ungrammatical.

However, I believe the source of this ungrammaticality is not to be attributed to an illicit

fronting operation. Rather, the source of the problem is thefact that the question must

contain a negator (in order to provide a licensor for the NPI in the ellipsis site in the answer);

i.e. the question has to be of the formWhat didn’t Max read?. To my ear, such a negative

question is fairly infelicitous out of the blue, and rather has to be embedded in a context

such asI know some of the books that Maxdid read, but whatdidn’t he read?. That is,

a contrast set of ‘things Max read’ needs to be established inorder to make the question

felicitous in the first place. Given the existence of such a contrast set, the reason for the

infelicity of the answeranythingin this context is not because NPIs cannot be fragments,

but rather because it would assert that the set of things Max read is empty, which conflicts
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with the requirements of the negative question.95 As den Dikken et al. 2000 point out,

when a context containing relevant things that Max did or didnot buy is provided, both the

question and the NPI fragment answer become much more appropriate.

(346) (Den Dikken et al.’s fn. 3, (i, ii), adapted)

a. John has returned with the shopping for the party. A and B know that he

bought bread, cheese, olives, and juice, but suspect that hehas forgotten

something.

b. A: What didn’t he buy? B: Any wine.

I conclude from this that NPIs are not in general illicit as fragments. Another piece of

evidence for this conclusion is the fact that NPI fragments are licensed in utterances which

are interpreted as questions:

(347) [A and B are at a party. A nods towards a figure whom he half-recognizes and

asks B:]

Anyone you know? (=Is that anyone you know?)96

If NPIs can in general be fragments, this poses a problem for the movement analysis of

fragments. The issue is not so much that NPIs do not move to a left-peripheral position in

non-elliptical cases; as discussed above, if the movement analysis of fragments is to have

any hope at all, we need to in some way loosen the constraints on focus movement to the

left periphery in English, so we could imagine that whateveris doing that work for us in the

95I do not know why this should contrast with the Irish case. However, it is worth noting that there is no
negation in the question in (341). How the negation is then construed in the ellipsis site in order to license
the NPI is not clear; I won’t try to address this issue here.

96However, this example may represent the kind of ‘left-edge’phonological deletion investigated by Napoli
1982, Weir 2012.
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general case also extends to allowing NPIs to front.97 The issue is, rather, that NPIs must

always be c-commanded by their licensing elements at surface structure.

(348) a. The soda, he didn’t drink.

b. *Any of the soda, he didn’t drink.

If the surface structure of fragment answers are created by movement of NPIs to a left-

peripheral position, as in (349), then the NPI would not be c-commanded by a negative

element, and so the answers should be ungrammatical.

(349) a. What didn’t he drink?

b. [CP Any of the soda[TP hedidn’t drink t]]

These facts would seem to suggest that the NPI fragment is, atleast for the purposes of

licensing, in a position below negation, and so appears to weigh against an analysis in

which the fragment has moved.

4.2.2 Each. . . the other

Another way in which fragments pattern differently from ‘normal’ cases of A′-movement

comes from the behavior ofeachbinding the anaphorthe other. As (350) shows,each

appears to have to c-commandthe otherat surface structure. Movement bleeds this rela-

tionship, and ungrammaticality results.

(350) a. Each of them hates the other.

b. *The other, each of them hates.

c. ??Which of the others does each of them hate?

d. ??It’s the other that each of them hates.

However, no such result obtains ifthe otheris given as a fragment answer, as (351) shows.

97Plausibly, for example, the reason that NPIs do not front in English is that only topics front in English
(in the non-elliptical case), and NPIs cannot be topics, as Giannakidou 2002 argues.
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(351) Who does each of them hate? – The other.

This casts doubt on the hypothesis that movement is involvedin the derivation of (351).

4.2.3 Predicate fragment answers and inverse scope

Barss 1986 and Huang 1993 note that inverse scope is bled under predicate fronting.

(352) a. John refused to teach every student.

(refuse> every, every> refuse)

b. . . . and teach every student, John refused to.

(refuse> every, *every> refuse)

(352a) has a reading in which John made a refusal to teach all the students, but may have

agreed to teach some (refuse> every); (352a) also has an inverse scope reading in which

John flatly refused to teachanystudent, that is, for every student, John refused to teach that

student (every> refuse).98 By contrast, (352b) only has the former of these readings.

However, in a predicate fragment answer, both scopes are possible.99

(353) What did John refuse to do? — Teach every student.

(refuse> every, every> refuse)

This asymmetry between predicate fronting and fragments answers casts doubt on the hy-

pothesis that movement is involved in the derivation of (353).

98The example discussed by Huang 1993 isteach every student, no-one will. I have changed the example
because, in my idiolect, I find inverse scope even in the version of this sentence without frontingNo-one will
teach every student– i.e. the reading where no students get taught by anyone – difficult to access, so I find it
difficult to judge if this reading is bled in predicate fronting.

99This is my judgment, but there appears to be some speaker variation on this. Jeremy Hartman (p.c.)
informs me that for him, (353) patterns with (352b) rather than (352a). I don’t have anything to say about the
source of this variation.
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4.2.4 Bare quantifier phrase answers

Merchant 2004 notes an objection to the movement-plus-ellipsis account of fragments,

attributing it to Chris Potts p.c. Postal 1993 notes that quantifier phrases (‘bare’ quantifier

phrases, that is, those which do not include exceptive phrases like but Johnor relative

clause modifiers of their NP) do not undergo left-dislocation in English. However, they are

perfectly acceptable as fragment answers.

(354) a. ??{Everyone/Someone}, they interviewed t.

b. A: Who did you interview?

B: Everyone/Someone.100

It is possible that the source of the ungrammaticality of thefronting examples in (354a)

has to do with information structure rather than restrictions on movementper se; only

contrastive topics front in English (at least outside of putative elliptical contexts such as

the movement-plus-ellipsis approach to fragments), and perhaps bare quantifiers just don’t

make good contrastive topics. However, these bare quantifiers continue to be degraded

even when placed in focus-movement structures such as clefts.

(355) ??It was{everyone/someone} that they interviewed t.

Given this resistance of bare quantifiers to movement, the grammaticality of the fragments

in (355b) presents the movement-plus-ellipsis approach tofragments with a problem.101

100Clearly the answersomeonehere is very uncooperative, but it is obviously not ungrammatical in the
sense that the fronting example is.

101Merchant also notes, again crediting Chris Potts p.c., thatPostal 1998 claims that names cannot be
fronted; however, they can be perfectly good fragments:

(i) a. ??Fido, they named him.
b. A: What did they name him?

B: Fido.

The problem here is that (ia) is not a good case oftopicalization; that is, it cannot be pronounced with a
rise-fall-rise contour onFido. However, Prince 1981 gives (ia) (her 38a) as precisely a case in whichfocus
movementis licit in English. That is, (ia) is grammatical with focal stress (pitch accent) onFido and de-
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4.2.5 Particles

Particles, or intransitive prepositions, do not move in English.

(356) a. He looked up.

b. He breathed oxygen in.

c. He turned the TV on.

d. He moved the box inside.

(357) a. *Up, he looked t.

b. *In, he breathed oxygen t.

c. *On, he turned the TV t.

d. #Inside, he moved the box t.

(only on irrelevant reading: while he was inside, he moved the box.)

(358) a. *It was up that he looked t.

b. *It was in that he breathed oxygen t.

c. *It was on that he turned the TV t.

d. *It was inside that he moved the box t.

However, particles can be fragment answers.

(359) a. (i) Did he lookUP? — No, down.

(ii) Where did he look? — Down.

b. Do the aliens breathe xenonIN? — No, out.

c. Did he turn the TVON? — No, off.

d. (i) Did he move the boxINSIDE? — No, outside.

(ii) Where did he move the box? — Inside.

accenting on the rest of the sentence. Answers are foci, and as such, I don’t think that (i) constitutes an
argument against the movement-plus-ellipsis analysis of fragment answers.
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Not all particles can do this: the split seems to be that particles whose interpretation is

transparent, as in (359), can be fragments, while particleswhose interpretation forms a

non-compositional idiom with their verb (e.g.let off = pardon,let down= disappoint,take

over= come to control,take out= kill) cannot be fragments.

(360) a. Did he let the criminalDOWN? — *No, off.

b. Did he take his business rivalsOVER? — *No, out.

These two classes (transparent and idiomatic) have been argued to show syntactic differ-

ences by Wurmbrand 2000. This seems to make a difference to whether or not the particles

involved can be fragments; I will return to this in section 4.4. However, given that particles

of either class cannot move in the presence of overt clausal syntax, it is unexpected on a

movement analysis of fragments that cases like (359) shouldbe possible.

4.3 Fragments and movement: the explananda

In the preceding section, we have seen that there are a numberof challenges to Merchant

2004’s arguments that movement is involved in the derivation of fragments, which are

summarized below.

• Merchant claims that NPIs cannot be fragment answers (in English), and links this

to the fact that they cannot front (in English). However, certain NPIscan in fact be

fragment answers in English, although they are generally immobile.

• The othercannot move aboveeachovertly, butthe otheris a licit fragment answer.

• Predicate fronting bleeds inverse scope relations, while predicate fragment answers

allow inverse scope relations.

• Bare quantifiers cannot move in English, but can be fragments.

• Some particles and intransitive prepositions can be fragments, but particles/intransitive

prepositions cannot move in English.
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However, there is a lot of evidence in favor of movement. Muchof this evidence (Case

connectivity, the P-stranding generalization, etc.) was covered in chapter 2, and I will not

repeat it here. However, I will briefly review one argument made by Merchant 2004. Recall

examples of this form (repeated from (21)).

(361) a. (Merchant 2004’s (89), adapted)

Did Abby vote for aGreen Partycandidate?

(i) *No, Reform Party. ( = Reform Partyshevotedfor a t candidate)

(ii) No, a Reform Party candidate. ( = A Reform Party candidateshevoted

for t)

b. (Merchant’s (137), adapted)

What should I do with the spinach?

(i) *Wash. ( = Washyoushouldt it)

(ii) Wash it. ( = Wash ityoushouldt)

Nouns in noun-noun compounds, and verbs (to the exclusion oftheir complements), cannot

undergo movement (at least not A′-movement). The fact that these elements also cannot be

fragment answers suggests that we might want to argue that movement is indeed involved

in the creation of fragments. Other examples which make the same point are repeated

below from (23), (24).

(362) VPs can move and finite TPs cannot:

a. (He said he would make curry, and) [VP make curry] he shouldt.

b. (John will make curry, and) *[will make curry] Mary t, too.

(363) VPs can be answers and finite TPs cannot:

a. What will you do then? — Go to the beachI will t.

b. What will you do then? — *Will go to the beachI t.
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Data of this kind strongly imply that movementis implicated in the creation of fragments.

We appear to have a contradictory situation: by some diagnostics, fragments appear to

move, while by other diagnostics, they do not. I propose below what I believe to be the key

generalizations to take out of these diagnostics.

(364) If a string cannot be targeted by a phrasal movement operation even in princi-

ple102, it cannot appear as a fragment.

This generalization covers the fact that non-constituentscannot be fragments, and the fact

that heads (such as parts of compound words) cannot either. This generalization is a strong

argument for a form of movement being implicated in the derivation of fragment answers

in some way.

(365) If a constituent is generally capable of movement, butis CONTEXTUALLY PRE-

VENTED from moving in a given structure by dint of a structural configuration

(such as, for example, being the complement of a P in non-P-stranding lan-

guages), it cannot appear as a fragment.

This formulation is intended to capture the inability to extract, for example, the complement

of a P in non-P-stranding languages, or a TP which is complement to a C. These can be

considered under the rubric of ‘locality effects’. For example, Abels 2003 argues that

complements of P cannot be extracted in non-P-stranding languages because P is a phase

head in these languages; extraction of P’s complement wouldhave to proceed through

[Spec, P] (to respect the ‘escape hatch’ property of phase heads), but this movement is too

‘short’, and is ruled out in these languages. Effects like this seem to block the availability

102‘Even in principle’ here means that the architecture of the grammar, as we understand it, does not allow
the string to move, and that this is true cross-linguistically. The idea is to separate non-constituents and heads,
which never undergo phrasal movement in any language, from things like particles or complements of PPs,
which are immobile in certain languages, but mobile in others, suggesting that they are not immobile ‘in
principle’.
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of fragments. This generalization seems to suggest that movementis implicated in the

derivation of fragments.103

(366) For certainINTERPRETIVE purposes such aseach. . . the other, inverse scope ef-

fects in predicate fronting, and NPI licensing, fragments behave as if they are in

their base position.

Movement bleedseach. . . the other, inverse scope in predicate fronting, and NPI licensing.

However, in fragments, these bleeding effects do not obtain. In other words, fragments are

generallyinterpretedin their base position, even in cases where overt movement prompts

them to be interpreted in the position they are moved to. Thissuggests that – at least for

purposes of interpretation – fragments do not move.

4.4 The solution: fragments move at PF, but stay in situ at LF

4.4.1 Total reconstruction and movement at PF

The last generalization just discussed provides, I believe, the key to the puzzle. As far

as interpretation is concerned, fragments do not move. However, the restrictions on what

can and cannot appear as fragments suggest that movement is indeed implicated. I suggest

that this pattern tells us that fragments do undergo movement, but that this movement only

takes place on the PF branch of the derivation. At LF, fragments stayin situ.

Consider NPI licensing, for example. While the precise conditions on NPI licensing

are debated (whether the NPI has to be in a nonveridical environment, as argued by e.g.

Giannakidou 2011, or in a downward-entailing environment,as Ladusaw 1979 argues),

two things seem clear: NPIs must be in a particularsemanticenvironment (downward

103The reader who is familiar with the literature on movement and ellipsis will have noticed that this for-
mulation skirts the issue of the interaction of fragments with islands. This is because the data surrounding
islands and fragments is very complex and has been the subject of much debate. In this section, I wish to put
this contested issue aside and focus on generalizations which are more clearly empirically secure. I address
this subject in more detail in section 4.5.
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entailing or whatever), and this must hold on the surface. That is, (367a) is good but (367b)

(in which the object is above negation at surface structure)is not (even though negation

presumably takes semantic scope over the entire sentence).

(367) a. John didn’t eat any of the beans.

b. ??Any of the beans, John didn’t eat.

One way of understanding this is that the object has moved from a position below negation

in (367b), and that every copy of an NPI must find itself in the correct environment. In

(368), one copy of the object is not in the correct environment, and so is not licensed.

(368) ??Any of the beans [John didn’t eat any of the beans]

Each. . . the othercases can be considered the same way. If every copy ofthe othermust

be in the scope of aneach, then that means thatthe othercannot be fronted pasteach; even

though one copy remains in the scope ofeach, the highest copy is not.104

(369) a. *The other, each of them hates.

b. [The other [each of them [hates the other]]]

Crucially, these are LF-level considerations, concerningbinding (in theeach. . . the other

case) and downward-entailingness or nonveridicality (in the NPI-licensing case). If frag-

ments are not interpreted at a high position at LF, the problems discussed above do not

arise, and we predict that e.g. NPIs andthe othercan be good fragments.

104Maribel Romero (p.c.) asks why this sort of explanation doesnot also rule out cases where bound
pronouns reconstruct to their base positions, as in (i).

(i) Hisi mother, every Italian mani likes t.

I don’t have an answer to whythe otherdoes not even have theoptionof reconstruction (i.e. non-interpretation
in a high position), while bound pronouns likehisdo. The crucial point for me, however, is just the empirical
fact thatthe othercannot be moved above its binder, but that this effect disappears under ellipsis.
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There are a number of ways of implementing this basic idea. One idea, consistent with

recent ‘single-output’ models of syntax, would hold that two copies are made of a moved

fragment, but that different choices are made about how to interpret these two copies; the

higher copy is interpreted at PF (only), and the lower copy isinterpreted at LF (only).105

(370) a. What did John eat? — ChipsJohnate.

b. CP

DP

Chips

CP

C TP

DP

John

TP

T vP

DP

John

vP

v VP

V

ate

DP

chips
Higher copy ofchips interpreted at PF; lower copy ofchips interpreted at

LF

I choose not to adopt this formulation here, however. One reason for this is that on such

a view, it would essentially be a stipulation that the highercopy of the fragment is not

interpreted at LF. On recent ‘single-output’ proposals formodeling movement, every part

of a structure is input to interpretation.106 The fact that certain elements, such as DPs

which have undergone quantifier raising orwh-words, do not seem to be interpreted low, is

handled via a mechanism which alters the interpretation of the lower copy(/ies) in a chain,

105In fact one could not tell if the lower copy was interpreted atPF, as it would be within an elided con-
stituent and therefore deleted at PF for independent reasons.

106Further constraints are needed in order to ensure that only one copy (in the usual case) is interpreted at
PF. See Nunes 2004 for discussion.
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such as Fox’s Trace Conversion mechanism (Fox 1999, 2002). This is illustrated briefly in

the examples below (the reader is referred to Fox for the fulldetails of the Trace Conversion

procedure).

(371) a. Which book did John read?

(i) PF: Which book did John readwhich book

(ii) LF after Trace Conversion of the lower copy:

Which bookλx [John read the book that isx]

b. John read every book.

(i) PF: everybook John read every book

(Higher, QR’d copy of the DP not interpreted at PF)

(ii) LF after Trace Conversion of the lower copy:

Every bookλx [John read the book that isx]

Given this general view of how the process of movement works in a single-output model,

saying that high copies of fragments (and only fragments) are not interpreted at LF would

be a stipulation. We do not want to say that, in general, everything which has moved

can choose not to be interpreted (or to be interpreted through Trace Conversion) in a high

position. If all kinds of moved copies can choose whether or not they are interpreted in a

high position, we don’t predict the badness of cases like (372).

(372) a. ??Any of the beans, John didn’t eat.

b. *The other, each of them hates.

If there is a process whereby copies of NPIs orthe othercan fail to be interpreted (or can

be interpreted as their Trace-Converted variants) in high positions, then it’s not clear what

ends up ruling out the cases in (372). It would need to be said that these moved fragments

can fail to be interpreted (i.e. would obligatorily reconstruct) just in case they move for

ellipsis-related reasons. But it’s not clear how ellipsis could feed obligatory reconstruction

in this way, on a single-output model: if PF and LF are simultaneously interpreting one
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single phrase marker with one single copy, how would LF ‘know’ to fail to interpret a

higher fragment, just in case ellipsis was implicated in itshaving moved?

I propose an alternative formulation which derives the low interpretation of fragments

without stipulation.107 This approach is basically the one taken by Sauerland & Elbourne

2002 to facts similar to the ones discussed above, which theydub ‘total reconstruction’:

cases in which a moved phrase can be ‘completely’ interpreted in its base position. Sauer-

land & Elbourne have in mind raising cases like the below.

(373) An Austrian is likely [t to win the gold medal].

A sentence like (373) can be interpreted withlikely taking scope overan Austrian(i.e.

the speaker does not have a particular Austrian in mind, but thinks that someone or other

from Austria will win the gold medal). Sauerland & Elbourne point out that contexts like

these license NPIs which appear to be above their licensors at surface structure, such as the

below.

(374) A doctor with any reputation [is likely not to be [t available]]

But crucially in such cases theinterpretationof the phrasea doctor with any reputation

has to be in its base position, belowlikely; that is, (374) cannot be talking about a specific

doctor.

On this basis of this and other evidence, Sauerland & Elbourne argue that phrases which

undergo ‘total reconstruction’ (such asa doctor with any reputationin (374)) have under-

gone PF-movement to their pronounced position, but at LF, are interpreted as if they have

not moved. They argue that such cases argue for a derivational, ‘Y-model’ theory of syn-

107I do not mean to suggest thatno possibleversion of the single-output model can derive the facts presented
here. It is possible that further research and development of a single-output model of syntax will discover a
principled reason why copies ofthe otheror NPIs need not be interpreted in their high positions in fragment
movement, but must be interpreted there (leading to ungrammaticality) in e.g. topicalization. See section 5 of
Sauerland & Elbourne 2002 for some discussion. However, pending discovery of such a reason, I adopt the
Y-model formulation given here.
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tactic structure; a model in which operations in the ‘narrowsyntax’ take place before a

branching point, at which the derivation is sent off to PF andLF.

(375) Input

Narrow syntax/‘surface structure’

Phonological interpretation Logical interpretation

A movement that happens only at PF, but not at narrow syntax orLF, does not affect inter-

pretation.

I assume, along with Sauerland & Elbourne 2002, that the movement operations which

are available along each branch (PF/LF) are fundamentally the same operations which are

available at narrow syntax. In particular, I assume that theset of things which movement

operates over remains the same – that is, essentially, movement continues to target syn-

tactically defined constituents rather than, say, linearlycontinuous substrings, or syllable

sequences, or things of that sort.108 After ‘narrow syntax’, further syntactic operations can

take place along both the PF and LF branches of the tree, but these two levels of PF and

LF do not ‘communicate’ with each other after the branching point, and operations that are

performed along one ‘branch’ have no effect on the interpretation given to the syntactic

structure on the other ‘branch’.

Given this, I propose that the syntax of a fragment answer structure at the point at

which the derivation branches into PF and LF resembles the below. (I simplify slightly by

collapsing vP and VP into a single phrase.)

108There may be displacement procedures which take place in thephonology ‘proper’ and derivationally
‘after’ the PF movement I envisage here, that is, movements which genuinely do operate on substrings; some
approaches to clitic placement, for example. All I rely on here is the availability of a certain stage in the
derivation where operations on phrase markers have an effect, but only at PF.
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(376) a. What did John eat? — Chips.

b. CP

C[E] TP

DP

John

TP

T VP

V

ate

DP[F]

chips

At this point, the DPchipsis in situ and is endowed with a [F(ocus)] feature. The comple-

mentizer109 bears the [E]-feature, which licenses ellipsis, followingMerchant 2001, 2004.

At this point neither of these features is doing any syntactic work. However, after the

structure is sent off to LF and PF, these features start to interact. I propose that no further

transformations take place along the LF branch.110 That is, the LF of a fragment structure

looks just like (376b). However, at PF, I propose that the [F]-marked DP does move.

Specifically, I follow a suggestion made by Yoshida et al. 2013 for why-stripping cases

(such asJohn ate natto. Why natto?). Their proposal builds on the notion of a Recover-

ability condition of the sort proposed by Pesetsky 1997. Theessence of the condition is

this. The [E] feature instructs the phonology to delete/fail to realize all the material that

should be linearized in its TP complement. However, part of that material – the DPchips,

in this case – is marked with a [F]-feature. The phonologicalinterpretation of this feature

is a pitch accent and stress. However, the requirement to stress the DP is at odds with the

requirement that the material within TP not be pronounced. Ipropose that the way the

grammar resolves this conundrum is to allow PF to carry out a ‘last resort’ movement of

109I defer discussion of the precise nature of the head that bears the [E]-feature until chapter 5.

110At least, not ones relevant for the derivation of the ellipsis in the structure. Other transformations which
occur at LF, such as quantifier raising, may still take place.
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an [F]-marked constituent to a position outside of the ellipsis, the specifier position of the

head bearing the [E]-feature.

(377) CP

DP[F]

Chips

CP

C[E] TP

DP

John

TP

T VP

V

ate

DP

chips

This is a syntactic process. It targets constituents, not substrings. It only targets constituents

which can in principle be moved (on which, see below). And it can in principle allow pied-

piping, allowing for alternations such as the below.111

(378) a. To whom did you give the book? — John./To John.

b. [CP John[TP I gavethebookto t]]

c. [CP To John[TP I gavethebookt]]

In fact, in some cases pied-piping is obligatory, just as it would be in full clauses; for

example, if the focused phrase would otherwise undergo a left-branch extraction.112

(379) How many students were asleep?

a. [F Every] student.

b. *[ F Every].

111I will remain agnostic here about whether pied-piping is to be understood as being a case of ‘percolation’
of focus marking to a higher constituent, or as taking place via some other mechanism; see Heck 2009, Cable
2012 for some recent discussion.

112This assumes that ellipsis cannot ‘rescue’ ungrammatical cases of left-branch extraction in English, con-
tra Kennedy & Merchant 2000, Merchant 2001, but in line with Barros et al. to appear. I discuss this in more
detail in section 4.5.
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c. [CP every student[TP t wasasleep]]

d. *[ CP every[TP [DP t student]wasasleep]]

(380) Which students did you talk to?

a. The [F German] students.

b. *[ F German].

c. [CP the German students[TP I talkedto t]]

d. *[ CP German[TP I talkedto [DP the t students]]]

4.4.2 Exceptional movement

I claim that this movement is indeed syntactic, although it takes place on the PF ‘branch’

of syntax. However, I argue that it is not driven by feature-checking. It is driven entirely by

the need of PF to reconcile the instruction to elide TP with the instruction to stress anything

which is focus-marked. The only way PF can do this is by extracting a constituent which is

focused – plus any material which it might need to pied-pipe –to a position outside of the

elided clause.

The last-resort nature of this process has the effect of restricting the movement to

co-occurring with ellipsis only. The ability of ellipsis toprompt so-called ‘exceptional

movement’ is well known. It has been discussed for fragment answers and pseudogapping

(Takahashi 2004, Fox & Pesetsky 2005); as discussed above, Yoshida et al. 2013 extend it

to why-stripping, as does Weir to appear; and Sailor & Thoms 2014 extend it also to so-

called non-constituent coordination cases (likeI talked to John on Wednesday and Mary on

Thursday), which they analyze as involving ellipsis. Exceptional movement, as the name

suggests, is a type of movement which occurs only in ellipsis; casting it as a ‘last resort’

PF phenomenon, as is done above, lets us understand why it might be exceptional. It also

helps us understand a property of exceptional movement noted by Boone 2013: it only ever

moves a constituent to the immediate left of an ellipsis site, no further. That is, pseudo-
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gapping or fragment answers like those in (381) are grammatical, but those in (382) are

not.

(381) a. I eat curry more often than I do [FP noodles[VP eatt]]

b. What did John eat? — Mary thinks [CP the cookies[TP Johnatet]].

(382) a. *I eat curry more often than I noodles doeatt.

b. What did John eat? — *Mary noodles thinksthatJohnatet

Of course the movements in (382) are not licit outside of elliptical contexts, but the point

is that neither are those in (381). Exceptional movement is allowed in cases of ellipsis, as

(381) shows, but it can only go so far.113 Boone 2013 offers an explanation of these facts in

terms of Fox & Pesetsky 2005’s Cyclic Linearization proposals (see also Takahashi 2004

for pseudogapping): exceptional movement is a countercyclic movement which creates

an inconsistent linearization of terminals. This inconsistency can be repaired if all the

material to the right of the moved fragment is deleted by ellipsis, but not if any such material

remains. As such, exceptional movement can only move phrases to the immediate left of

an ellipsis site, and no further.114 While I won’t review cyclic linearization accounts in

113This only applies toexceptionalmovement. If there are independent movement processes which can
move something out of an ellipsis site, they can move to a position further to the left of the ellipsis site. So,
for example, in embedded fragments in some dialects of Dutch, the fragment can appear to the left of the
embedding verb (Temmerman 2013b):

(i) Wie
who

dacht
thought

je
you

dat
that

de
the

nieuwe
new

directeur
director

zou
would

worden?
become?

‘Who did you think would become the new director?’

a. Ik
I

had
had

gedacht
thought

Tom.
Tom

b. %Ik
I

had
had

Tom
Tom

gedacht.
thought

But this is because the movement in (ib) is possible even in non-elliptical contexts for these speakers.

(ii) %Ik
I

had
had

Tom
Tom

gedacht
thought

dat
that

de
the

nieuwe
new

directeur
director

zou
would

worden.
become

114This also bears resemblance to Thoms 2010’s movement-basedtheory of ellipsis licensing.
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detail here, we can see that the PF-only ‘last resort’ movement analysis proposed here

bears a family resemblance to them, and accounts also for thefact that such movements are

‘exceptional’ in the sense that they only take place in elliptical constructions.

This view is at odds with the analysis proposed in Merchant 2004, in which the [E]-

feature itself can attract and check the [F]-feature on the focused constituent to escape the

ellipsis. It is also at odds with the analysis proposed in Richards 1997, 2001, adopted

and extended by Temmerman 2013b, in which an [F]-feature is weak in English. On this

proposal, a focused constituent can in principle move at narrow syntax in English. How-

ever, Richards argues that the focused constituent has onlya weak feature. Richards argues

that at the PF interface, if two copies of a phrase are present, PF chooses which one to

pronounce based on the presence of a strong feature; so for examplewh-phrases are pro-

nounced at the left periphery in English because they have checked a strong feature in that

position, while the copy left downstairs does not. However,if focus features are weak in

English, PF will not receive unambiguous instructions about which copy of the focused

constituent to pronounce; the derivation will then crash atPF.

(383) [FP Chips[Foc] [TP he ate chips[Foc]]]

High and low copies both have weak features: PF does not know which to pro-

nounce, derivation crashes

If, however, the downstairs copy of the focused constituentis deleted by dint of being inside

an ellipsis site, PF does receive unambiguous instructionsabout which copy to pronounce

(it can only pronounce the upstairs copy).

(384) [FP Chips[Foc] [TP heatechips[Foc]]]

High and low copies both have weak features, but the lower copy is in an ellipsis

site, so PF knows which one to pronounce and derivation converges
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One issue with this solution is that it seems to predict that any form of deletion should be

able to license focus movement. This does not seem to be the case, however; verb phrase

ellipsis, for example, does not license focus movement to the edge of the clause.

(385) No no, it wasn’t chips I ate. *COOKIES I did eatcookies.

However, this might be independently ruled out by the constraint requiring ellipsis of ‘as

much as possible’ if an ellipsis site contains a variable (MaxElide: Takahashi & Fox 2005,

Merchant 2008, Hartman 2011). In addition, it may be the casethat there are intermediate

landing sites in (385) which are not deleted by VPE, e.g.

(386) [FP Cookies [TP I did [ vP cookies[VP eatcookies]]]]

So there would still be an intermediate copy ofcookieswith a weak feature, which is not

deleted by ellipsis; so there would not be unambiguous instructions to PF about which copy

of cookiesto pronounce.

I think that the true counterargument against this sort of proposal is that, if focus move-

ment is in general an option available to English (but is precluded in non-elliptical construc-

tions for PF reasons), we do not have an understanding of why the fragment should not be

interpreted in its high position. If the putative focus movement in fragments is feature-

driven A′-movement, just likewh-movement and topicalization, then it should pattern for

interpretive purposes just like those movements. However,it doesn’t, as we have seen

above; NPI licensing,each. . . the otherbinding, and inverse scope in predicate fronting are

all bled under topicalization, but not by fragments.115

115Note that we couldn’t argue that focus generally gets interpreted in its base position. Clefting, which is
a focus construction, bleeds NPI licensing andeach. . . the otherin the same way as topicalization does (and
fragments do not):

(i) a. *It’s any of the natto that he didn’t eat.
b. ??It’s the other that each of them hates.
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By contrast, on a proposal in which focus movement is not generally available in

English, but is forced at PF only in elliptical constructions (‘ellipsis feeds (forces) PF-

movement’), we understand why this should be. The movement is taking place only at PF,

to serve the needs of PF. It is not interpreted at LF, explaining the patterns which we see.

4.4.3 Is it really movement?

Having established this, we might wonder if we have evidencefor movement at all

in fragments. Why talk of movement at PF (a contested notion), as opposed to simply

saying that fragments do not move, and focused constituentswithin ellipsis sites can be

pronounced?

The main reason for this is the correlation between phrases which can A′-move and

phrases which can be fragments. This is not merely a categorial restriction (i.e. of the

form ‘heads cannot A′-move and also cannot be fragments’). If this were so, we might try

looking for a common reason why certain constituents could not move and also could not

be fragments. On some theories, for example, only phases canmove (as suggested by e.g.

Chomsky 2008:14). If it were also (independently) true thatonly phases could be fragments

(for example), then we would have a common explanation for the correlation, and we would

not have evidence for movement being involved in the derivation of fragments.

However, in many cases certain constituents can movein principle, but a certain struc-

tural configuration blocks them from moving. P-stranding effects are of this type, for ex-

ample (illustrated below for French).

(387) a. Quel

which

étudiant

student

as-tu

have-you

vu

seen

t?

b. Avec

with

quel

which

étudiant

student

as-tu

have-you

parlé

spoken

t?

c. *Quel

which

étudiant

student

as-tu

have-you

parlé

spoken

avec

with

t?
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As can be seen from (387a), the DPquelétudiant‘which student’ is capable of movement

in general. However, it cannot move when it is a complement ofa P (see Abels 2003 for one

influential analysis of this fact). And in these structures,such DPs also cannot be ellipsis

remnants (Merchant 2001’s P-stranding generalization). Anumber of other such cases

have been discussed in section 2.2.2. It is these cases whichare crucial to the argument that

movement is involved in the derivation of fragments. It is not clear how to derive the fact

that some phrases are not licit fragments just in case their correlates in an antecedent are in

a particular (movement-forbidding) structural configuration, without saying that fragments

are created by movement in the way discussed by Merchant 2004.

Given such facts, I argue that an analysis of fragments in which they move – follow-

ing all the standard syntactic restrictions on movement, such that for example P-stranding

violations are not countenanced in languages where this is impossible – but in which this

movement only takes place at PF, can best account for the properties of fragments. Frag-

ments are created by movement: facts like the P-stranding generalization show us that.

However, this movement is ‘exceptional’ (in the sense that it does not take place outside

of elliptical constructions), and it does not seem to be interpreted at LF. Movement at PF

only, in order to move a focused constituent out of an ellipsis site, fits these facts.

This analysis suggests that the failure of particles to move(in non-elliptical structures),

and the failure of bare quantifier phrases to front (in non-elliptical structures), is an LF

problem, on a par with NPI licensing, inverse scope readings, andeach. . . the otherlicens-

ing.

(388) a. *Off, he turned the TV.

b. *Everyone, he saw.

(389) a. Did he turn the TVON? — No,OFF.

b. Who did he see? — Everyone.
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Because particles and bare quantifier phrases are licit fragments, and because I argue that

fragments are bona fide cases of movement (although movementwhich is not interpreted

at PF), the current analysis forces us to conclude that the problem in (388) is one of in-

terpretation at LF. The reason particles and bare quantifiers can be fragments is because

ellipsis is the only environment in which left-peripheral movement can take place and not

be interpreted (i.e. the movement can take place only at PF).

Without a secure understanding of why particles and bare quantifiers do not move in

non-elliptical structures116, I cannot evaluate whether cases like (388), (389) constitute

problems for the present analysis. I would suggest that, given the advantages of the PF-

only movement approach to fragments, we seek an LF-level reason for the failure of cases

like (388). For the bare quantifier case, we might seek an explanation in their status as

operators, as in Cinque 1995:ch. 3; but exploring this in detail is outside the scope of this

work.

A last note on particles: recall that not all cases of particles could be good fragments,

as (390) shows.

(390) a. Did he let the criminalDOWN? — *No, off.

b. Did he take his business rivalsOVER? — *No, out.

The particles which are not good fragments are those which have idiomatic interpretations

in combination with their verbs, as discussed in section 4.2.5. This follows quite nicely

from Wurmbrand 2000’s proposal that in idiomatic cases likelet someone down, let some-

one off, take something over, take someone out, the particles are syntactically heads which

combine with V0s, while in the ‘transparent’, compositional cases liketake the trash out,

turn the TV off, the particles are PPs which form small clauses with the DP object. Heads

116The issue is particularly mysterious given that particles can move (in non-elliptical structures) in German,
for example, as discussed below. This would suggest that theproblem is not merely with information structure
(e.g. particles can’t be topicalized/focused, and so can’tbe fronted), as they can be fronted in German. I will
not have anything further to say here about the etiology of the apparently English-specific ban on particle
fronting.
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don’t undergo A′-movement, so on a Merchant 2004-style movement analysis offragments,

we don’t expect the ‘idiomatic’ particles to be possible fragments. By contrast, PPs can un-

problematically be fragments, so if ‘transparent’ particles are phrasal, we expect them to be

fragments too (even though even these transparent particlecases do not seem to be mobile

outside of elliptical cases in English, for unclear reasons). This is just what the data show.

It is bolstered further from the fact, reported by Wurmbrand2000, that the ‘transparent’

particles in fact can front in German, but ‘idiomatic’ ones cannot:117

(391) (Wurmbrand’s (12))

a. Auf

open

hat

has

er

he

die

the

Tür

door

t gemacht

made
‘He opened the door’ (aufmachen= to make open, transparent)

b. Weg

away

hat

has

er

he

den

the

Brief

letter

t geschickt

sent
‘He sent away/off the letter’

c. *Auf

PRT

haben

have

sie

they

das

the

Stück

piece

t geführt

performed
‘They performed the piece’ (auffuhren= to perform, lit. ‘to act out’, id-

iomatic)

d. *Auf

PRT

hat

has

sie

she

die

the

Suppe

soup

t gegessen

eaten

117Putting this down to a syntactic difference is not the complexion that Wurmbrand puts on these facts.
She argues that, because idiomatic particles do not contribute meaning of their own, they cannot be put in a
contrastive relationship, and so cannot be topicalized or focalized. It’s not completely clear to me that this
is true, at least going by prosody: in an example like the below, it seems possible to put two particles in a
contrastive relationship, as indicated by stress placement. (overreceives a B-accent/rise-fall-rise contour,out
receives an A-accent/falling tone.)

(i) He doesn’t take his business rivalsOVER, he takes themOUT.

Even if Wurmbrand’s explanation were right, it’s not clear to me that it could extend to the fragment cases
(given that I am claiming that fragments do not undergo aninterpretedmovement). However, the contrast in
the grammaticality of movement between the two sets of particles is the main issue of interest here, whatever
explanation is eventually found for it.
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‘She ate up the soup’ (aufessen= to eat up, lit. ‘to eat out’, idiomatic)

The fact that particles which are mobile (at least in principle, as the German data in (391)

show) can be fragments, but particles which are immobile cannot be, lends further support

to the notion that movement is involved in the creation of fragments.

4.4.4 Movement and economy

We want to understand why focus movement in English is restricted to the PF side of

the derivation. We have evidence that this is the case, because exceptional movement of

a fragment is not interpreted at LF, but it isn’t clear why that rules out this movement at

narrow syntax. Above, I referred to focus movement as a ‘lastresort’ condition, which

is not feature-driven, but this is not a full answer: we stillwant to understand why the

relevant movement – which does appear to be syntactic in nature – cannot take place at

narrow syntax. We also want to understand why a Last Resort movement is prompted at

all. Other alternatives to moving focused material out of anellipsis site are imaginable. For

example, one could imagine that the presence of focused material within the ellipsis site

simply blocks ellipsis. If this were true, this would predict that we would simply never see

fragments.

I first present a way of thinking about the economy problem, drawing on the idea

of Economy of Derivation (Chomsky 1995 and much subsequent work); movements are

barred unless there is a reason to do them. One reason may be tocheck strong features

– this is the standard explanation for A′-movement in the narrow syntax. Another rea-

son might be to generate a particular interpretation: for example, quantifier raising at LF.

Another reason might be for prosodic/recoverability reasons of the type discussed above:

material which has to be stressed cannot remain within an ellipsis site, and has to be moved

out of it.
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With this in place, we can imagine that a derivation proceedslike this. There are two

‘tracks’ of a derivation, PF and LF, and these both run concurrently.118 A derivationα is

more economical than anotherβ if α involves fewer movement operations on both tracks.

A strong feature is one that must be checked on both tracks. A weak feature is one that

only needs to be checked on the LF track. Because it would be a violation of economy to

check a weak feature on the PF track as well, such checking does not happen, and phrases

with weak features do not move at PF.

I assume that there is no feature which drives focus movementin English, whether a

strong or a weak feature. There is therefore no requirement to do focus movement at LF;

and by economy, such movement thereforecannothappen at LF. However, in elliptical

constructions, focus movement is required to take place at PF, to satisfy a need on the PF

side. This is a way of cashing out the intuition that exceptional movement in ellipsis takes

place ‘to satisfy the needs of PF’: it is a movement that takesplace only on the PF track. If

it took place in ‘narrow syntax’ (that is, at both PF and LF), it would violate Economy; it

has no reason to move at LF, and so such a derivation would be less economical than one

in which the fragment moved at PF only.

In this way, focus movement only takes place on the PF ‘track’, not at both LF and

PF. This gives us a handle on why the movement which creates fragments, which is indeed

a syntactic movement, does not have interpretive effects: it takes place at PF due to a

requirement to move focused phrases out of the domain of ellipsis, but there is nothing

driving this movement at LF, so fragments stayin situat LF.

As for the question of why ellipsis is allowed to happen at all– why it is not simply

blocked by the presence of focused material inside the ellipsis site – I propose to think of it

this way. We could imagine both the pressure against movement – Economy of Derivation

– and the pressure to elide a constituent whose sister is marked with the [E] feature as

118I thank Kyle Johnson for suggesting the outlines of this solution to me.
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constraints of a sort.119 The difference I would appeal to is that the constraint against

movement is violable in the correct configuration. We know this must be the case, because

we do observe movement; what constrains movement is that it must happen ‘as little as

possible’ consistent with achieving other goals of the derivation (generally conceived of in

Minimalism as interpretability at the PF and LF interfaces).

By contrast, I suggest that the ‘constraint’ which the [E] feature imposes on its sister

(that it not be pronounced) is not violable. The sort of analogy I have in mind is that

features which determine the morphophonological spelloutof an item – which is what the

[E] feature is, on the view of Merchant 2001 – do not generallychange depending on

context. For example, the [+Q] complementizer in English ispronouncedif (or whether),

but never asthat, regardless of environment. That is, the constraint or rulethat says ‘spell

out a [+Q] complementizer asif ’ is not a violable one. I argue that the phonological effect

of the [E] feature is the same; if a structure contains an [E] feature, then the complement of

that [E] feature must be silent at spellout; there cannot be exceptions or violations.

Similarly, the ‘constraint’ that focused phrases must be pronounced is of a similar type:

it is ungrammatical to fail to pronounce (or to fail to give pitch accent to) a focused phrase,

and this constraint seems to be completely inviolable. As far as I am aware, there are

no cases in which constituents which represent new information can fail to receive the

pitch accent characteristic of focus marking120; such constituents cannot, for example, be

deaccented, and one might suppose thata fortiori they cannot be elided.

The upshot is that if the grammar constructs a sentence whichcontains [E] in its numer-

ation, but in which the complement of [E] contains a focused phrase, there is a conflict: the

119I am talking somewhat metaphorically here. I do not mean to suggest that we are ‘really’ dealing here
with constraints (as in e.g. the *MOVE constraint in OT syntax), or that our model of grammar shouldbe
constraint-based (I remain agnostic on this issue); I just rely on this formulation to get the leading idea across
here.

120Modulo cases of ‘second occurrence focus’ such as those described in Partee 1991, 1999; these don’t
get pitch accent, but even in such cases, recent work (Beaveret al. 2007, among others) has argued that some
sort of accenting is realized by the phonology, although this is controversial.
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focused phrase needs to be pronounced, but the complement of[E] needs to be silent. One

logically possible way of resolving this conflict would be tooverride the requirement that

[E]’s complement be silenced – to simply not do ellipsis – butas I argue above, I suggest

that this is not actually possible; the requirement that thecomplement of [E] be silent is

inviolable. If a derivation contains the [E] feature, then ellipsis is obligatory. Similarly,

it would be logically possible simply not to pronounce the focused phrase, but this is also

actually impossible, as discussed above. The solution is movement. It would be preferable,

due to economy considerations, not to move the focused phrase (and so this movement does

not happen outside of elliptical contexts); but when this isthe only way of fixing a con-

flict, then movement happens. This movement does represent aviolation of Economy of

Derivation, but an acceptable one, as no other derivation can ‘solve’ the problem of having

an F-marked constituent within a subtree marked for non-pronunciation by the [E] feature.

Economy is, however, respected as much as possible, in as much as the movement takes

place at PF only (as the ‘violation’ that it is ‘fixing’ is onlya problem at PF, not LF). This

explains why the movement is not semantically interpreted (i.e. the movement does not

take place at LF).

To spell out the assumptions here more clearly, I assume thatin an elliptical construc-

tion, the [E] feature is present in the numeration – the unstructured set of lexical items to

which the structure-building operation Merge is applied (Chomsky 1995 et seq.) In non-

elliptical configurations, the [E]-feature is not in the numeration. The choice of items in

the numeration is ‘free’ – that is, both of the numerations (392a), (393a) are available to the

grammar (when constructing a sentence which answers e.g.Who ate the cake?). However,

this choice has implications for the phrase marker, and linear string, which is the eventual

output of the grammar, shown in (b, c).

(392) a. {C[E], T[past], John[Foc], eat, the, cake}

b. Phrase marker as sent to PF interface (simplified):

[CP [DP John[Foc]] C[E] [TP T[past] [DP John[Foc]] [ VP [V eat] [DP the cake]]]]
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c. Linear string:John

(393) a. {C, T[past], John[Foc], eat, the, cake}

b. Phrase marker as sent to PF interface (simplified):

[CP C [TP T[past] [DP John[Foc]] [ VP [V eat] [DP the cake]]]]

c. Linear string:John ate the cake

The first of these numerations will result in the linear string John(with ellipsis); the second

will result in the stringJohn ate the cake, a non-elliptical string. Importantly, I am not

assuming that these two numerations and their associated derivations are in competition

with each other. If they were, we might assume that (393) would always be the successful

derivation, as it is the most economical (there is no pressure to perform ellipsis and there-

fore no focus movement). Rather, for any given derivation, economy is calculated only

with respect to the numeration in that derivation.121

That is, (392) is a possible numeration, and a combination ofeconomy conditions and

the fact that the [E] feature obligatorily elides its complement will dictate that the only

possible outcome of the derivation is one with PF-level focus movement and ellipsis – that

is, the stringJohn. The fact that (393) is another possible numeration which expresses the

same meaning (but which would be more economical) is not relevant for the computation

of the derivation in (392); the grammar’s ‘job’, when faced with (392), is to construct the

most economical derivation it can given those words (and theinviolable constraint that [E]

silences its complement). That derivation is one which contains focus movement (to get

a focused phrase out of an ellipsis site), even though this movement violates Economy of

Derivation.

121I am not suggesting that transderivational constraints play no role in the grammar at all; there may well be
cases where one derivation is favored over another. Indeed the ‘no-new-words’ constraint discussed in section
3.7 is a transderivational one. I am only arguing that this isnot the case for the syntactic considerations at
play here.
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This analysis aims to capture the fact that ellipsis is optional (that is, there is a choice

about whether the numeration contains the [E] feature or not), but if the [E] feature is in

the numeration, then this prompts obligatory focus movement at PF; while this movement

violates economy considerations (as all movement operations do), it is the only way to

ensure that a focused phrase escapes an ellipsis site, whilestill preserving the obligatory

nature of the ellipsis of [E]’s complement.

If this sort of PF-only movement happens in elliptical constructions, we might ask what

interaction it has with islands, and whether clausal ellipsis can rescue island violations; in

the next section, I will consider this question.

4.5 Islands

If fragments could be shown to be sensitive to syntactic islands, this would be a good

piece of evidence in favor of a movement analysis of fragments. Merchant 2004 does

indeed argue that fragments show island sensitivity. That is, if the correlate of a fragment

in an antecedent sentence is inside an island, the fragment is ungrammatical.

This is difficult to show directly, as the questions requiredas antecedents for such frag-

ment answers would themselves involve movement of awh-word out of an island, and

would be ungrammatical.

(394) *Who does Abby speak the same Balkan language (that) t speaks?

To circumvent this problem, Merchant uses a technique attributed to Morgan 1973. A

polar question can be understood as an implicit constituentquestion if a rising intonation

is placed on the constituent being questioned, as (395) shows. (I show the rising intonation

by placing aր before the constituent where the rise is placed.)

(395) (Merchant’s (84))

a. Does Abby speakր[Greek] fluently?

b. No, she speaksAlbanianfluently.
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c. No,Albanian.

If such a rise is placed on a constituent inside an island, as in (396a), the full clausal answer

is acceptable. However, the fragment answer (Merchant claims) is not.

(396) (Merchant’s (87), slightly adapted; his judgments)

a. Does Abby speak the same Balkan language thatր[Ben] speaks?

b. No, she speaks the same Balkan language thatCharliespeaks.

c. *No, Charlie.

Similar examples can be adduced for other cases in which the correlate of the fragment

answer is inside an island:

(397) (Merchant’s (88, 89, 90); his judgments)

a. Did Ben leave the party becauseր[Abby] wouldn’t dance with him?

*No, Beth. (adjunct island)

b. Did Abby getր[‘The Cat in the Hat’] and ‘Goodnight Gorilla’ for her

nephew for his birthday? (coordinate structure)

*No, ‘The Lorax’. (intended: ‘No, Abby got ‘The Lorax’ and ‘Goodnight

Gorilla’ for her nephew for his birthday.’)

Merchant argues that the movement-plus-ellipsis account of fragment answers accounts

for this contrast. In an elliptical sentence like (398a), the fragment has not moved from an

island and so is licit. However, in an elliptical sentence like (398b), the fragment would

have moved from an island; the resultant violation rules outthe fragment.

(398) a. Did Abby claim she speaksր[Greek] fluently?

No, Albanian[sheclaimedshespeakst fluently]

b. Does Abby speak the same Balkan language thatր[Ben] speaks?

*No, Charlie[shespeaksthesameBalkanlanguagethat t speaks]
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One issue Merchant has to tackle is that sluicing, which Merchant analyzes as the same

form of TP ellipsis as fragment answers (Merchant 2001), in fact doesnot seem to show

the same sort of island sensitivity, as first noted by Ross 1969. That is, sluicing versions of

sentences similar to the above examples are grammatical, even though the putative elliptical

sources contain island violations.

(399) a. Abby speaks the same Balkan language that someone (in this room) speaks,

but I’m not sure whoshespeaksthesamelanguagethat t speaks.

b. Ben left the party because someone wouldn’t dance with him, but I’m not

sure whoBenleft thepartybecauset wouldn’t dancewith him.

Merchant accounts for this by adopting a version of the PF theory of islands, and suggesting

that the movements involved in generating sluices allow ellipsis to ‘void’ island violations

in a way that the movements involved in generating fragment answers do not. I refer the

reader to Merchant 2004 for the full details.

However, the empirical facts concerning island sensitivity in fragments have been the

subject of debate. Stainton 2006b has already pointed out that there appear to be certain

techniques for circumventing the apparent island-sensitivity. One of these ways is to use a

special register of English which leaveswh-words in situ; this is a register which is used in

quiz show programs, for example.

(400) (Stainton 2006b:p. 138, adapted)

Q: The Pope’s favorite cocktail is made of beer and what otheringredient?

A: Tomato juice.

Note that the correlate of the fragment answer in the question, ‘what other ingredient’,

is here within a coordination structure and is so immobile. Avariant of this question in

which thewh-word is extracted would be ungrammatical: *What ingredient is the Pope’s

favorite cocktail made of beer and t?On the movement analysis of fragments, the answer

tomato juiceshould therefore also be ungrammatical: the predicted structure would be
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[Tomato juice[thePope’sfavoritecocktail ismadeof beerandt]], which contains an island

violation. Similar amelioration by the use ofwh-in-situ ‘quiz show English’ can be shown

for other islands:

(401) a. Q: Abby speaks the same Balkan language that which other member of her

family speaks?122

A: Ben.

b. Q: Ben left the party because which member of the church council refused

to dance with him?

A: Abby.

And, in a similar vein, if the correlate of the fragment in theantecedent is an indefinite,

the sentences are again grammatical with no hint of island violation (this fact is noted in

Griffiths & Lipták 2014):

(402) a. A: The Pope’s favorite cocktail is made of beer and something else.

B: Tomato juice.

b. A: Abby speaks the same Balkan language that someone (in this room)

speaks.

B: (Yes,) Ben.

c. A: Ben left the party because someone refused to dance withhim.

B: (Yes,) Abby.

I would add that there are some examples, in which the correlate of the fragment is inside

an island, where fragment answers do not sound so bad even using the ‘implied constituent

question’ technique. Griffiths & Lipták 2014 and and Barroset al. to appear report similar

results.

122For some reason, possibly related to the facts noted in Pesetsky 1987, leavingwh-words in situ in this
register is rather easier forwhich NPconstructions than ‘bare’wh-words such aswho or what. I therefore
change the foregoing examples to this extent.
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(403) a. Q: Do they grant scholarships to students that studyր[Spanish]?

A: No, French. (relative clause)

b. Q: Do you take milk andր[honey] in your tea?

A: No, sugar. (coordinate structure)

In addition to this data, Griffiths & Lipták 2014 have arguedthatcontrastivefragment an-

swers (ones where the fragment contrasts with a focused correlate in the antecedent) are

island-sensitive, while non-contrastive fragments (where the correlate in the antecedent is

an indefinite) are island-insensitive. The below are their (44, 49), slightly adapted.

(404) A: I hear that Abby is likely to get mad if one of the guys from your syntax class

speaks to Mary.

B: Yeah, Bill. (non-contrastive fragment)

(405) A: I hear that Abby is likely to get mad if BEN speaks to Mary.

B: */#No, Bill. (contrastive fragment)

The same facts hold for sluicing, as Merchant 2008 notes (his(52b)):

(406) *The radio played a song that RINGO wrote, but I don’t know who elsetheradio

playedasongthat t wrote.

How to make sense of this data? One tack, already discussed insection 3.7, first suggested

by Pollman 1975, Erteschik-Shir 1977 and recently taken up by Barros et al. to appear, has

been to suggest that in many of the acceptable cases of apparent island violations, in fact

the elided sentence is not the full antecedent, but rather analternative source such as a cleft.

On this view, ellipsis has no special power to amnesty islandviolations: it’s just that what

is in the ellipsis site is not what is in the antecedent. What is in the antecedent is a cleft

or other ‘short source’, and because there is no island violation involved in extraction from

these sentences, there is no island violation in the ellipsis site.
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(407) a. Abby speaks the same Balkan language that someone (in this room) speaks,

but I’m not sure whoit is.

b. Ben left the party because someone wouldn’t dance with him, but I’m not

sure whoit was.

This can explain a number of the fragment answer cases, too.

(408) a. Abby speaks the same Balkan language that someone (in this room) speaks.

Yeah, Benit is.

b. The Pope’s favorite cocktail is made of beer and what?

Tomato juiceit is.

The availability of this possibility makes diagnosing islands in ellipsis sites very difficult.

Once we have dropped the requirement that there be strict syntactic isomorphism between

ellipsis site and antecedent (and there seem to be good reasons to drop this requirement, as

reviewed in section 3.7), we have great difficulty determining what is in the ellipsis site.

I do not want here to offer any definitive answers about whether (clausal) ellipsis can

amnesty island violations or not. I do, however, want to offer a few observations about the

difficulties that are faced just in trying to tackle this question in the first place.

The first observation is that a distinction should be drawn between cases of domains

out of which movement is impossible, on the one hand, and structural configurations which

block a specificconstituent from moving, on the other. The former is what I will call

‘islands’; the latter I will call ‘frozen constituents’. Itis possible to have a configuration

where there is no ‘island’ – that is, no domain out of which a constituent cannot move –

and yet a particular constituent is frozen in place. Preposition stranding is a clear case of

this. In non-P-stranding languages, the complement of a preposition cannot itself move,

but that does not make it an island – subextraction is possible, as the below examples from

Abels 2003 show.
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(409) Abels’ (194, 195): P-stranding barred in Russian

a. Ot

of

čego

what

sleduet

follows

otkazat’sja?

give up-self
‘What should one give up?’

b. *Čego

what

sleduet

follows

otkazat’sja

give up-self

ot?

of

(410) Abels’ (196, 197): Extraction from PPs OK in Russian

a. Sleduet

follows

otkazat’sja

give up-self

[PP ot

of

vsjačeskih

whatsoever

pretenzij

hopes

[na

on

monopoliju

monopoly

istoričeskogo

historical

znanija]].

knowledge
‘One has to give up all hopes on a monopoly on historical knowledge.’

b. ?[Na

on

čto]

what

sleduet

follows

otkazat’sja

give up-self

[PP ot

of

vsjačeskih

whatsoever

pretenzij

hopes

t]

‘What should one give up all hopes for?’

By contrast, an environment like an adjunct clause is an island in the sense in which I am

using the term here: elements cannot move out of an adjunct clause.

The distinction is important, because no-one has ever proposed that e.g. extraction from

the complement of a P (in a language where this is illicit) canbe repaired by ellipsis. It

clearly cannot be, or Merchant 2001 would not have discovered the P-stranding generaliza-

tion, which states that this precisely does not occur.

The point is particularly important in the light of Barros etal. to appear’s argument

against the ability of ellipsis to amnesty left-branch extractions. On the basis of examples

like (411), (412), it has generally been thought that clausal ellipsis has the power to repair

otherwise illicit left-branch extraction.

(411) a. She married a tall man, but I’m not sure how tall.

b. *She married a tall man, but I’m not sure how tall she married a t man.
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(412) a. Did she buy aրgreen car? — ?No, blue. (Barros et al. to appear’s (35))

b. *Blue, she bought a car.

Barros et al. to appear point out that while cases like (412a)are grammatical, cases like

(413) are not (example mine).

(413) Did you hire anրexperienced composer? — *No, budding.

The important point is that (412) allows for a short source inthe ellipsis site, but (413) –

becausebuddingcannot appear in predicative position – cannot.

(414) a. Did she buy aրgreen car? — No, it’s blue.

b. Did you hire anրexperienced composer? — *No, he’s budding.

Left-branch extractions, they conclude, are not amnestiedby ellipsis: in cases where it

looks as if they are, this is actually a case of eliding a different structure. In cases where

this is ruled out, as in (413), the ‘repair’ becomes impossible.

It’s clear from data like (413) that ellipsis does not have the general power to render all

ungrammatical movements grammatical, and we know this alsofrom the P-stranding gen-

eralization. However, what is less clear is whether ellipsis can repair islands in thenarrower

sense – that is, the sense in which adjuncts, subjects etc. are islands. Left-branch extraction

is plausibly a case of ‘frozen constituents’ rather than islands in the sense adopted here

(see e.g. Bošković 2005). So what the above data (which arevery clear) tell us is that left-

branch extraction patterns with P-stranding. It does not, however, directly disconfirm the

hypothesis that ellipsis can repair island violations in the narrower sense of ‘island’.

Barros et al. to appear argue that ellipsis cannot repair islands in this sense either, on

the basis of data similar to that originally adduced by Merchant 2004.

(415) Does Abby speak the same Balkan language thatրBen speaks?

a. *No, Charlie.

b. *No, it’s Charlie.
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c. *No, Charlie speaks it.

d. *Charlie, Abby speaks the same Balkan language (that) t speaks.

The ellipsis in (415a) is ungrammatical because the putative ‘short sources’ (415b, c) are

infelicitous, and the ‘long source’ (415d) is an island violation. If island violations are

repaired by ellipsis, the grammaticality of (415a) would not be expected.123

This, however, brings me to my second observation. If we adopt QUD-GIVENness

as a condition on ellipsis – that is, a condition which makes reference, not (merely) to

preceding linguistic material, but to a property of the discourse context – then it becomes

very difficult to know whether a given ungrammatical case of ellipsis is ungrammatical

because it is island-violating, or ungrammatical because the discourse does not license the

ellipsis (i.e. QUD-GIVENness is not met). Take, for example, the adjunct-island violating

case in (416).

(416) Does Abby speak the same Balkan language thatր[Ben] speaks?

*No, CharlieAbby speaksthesameBalkanlanguagethat t speaks.

This sort of example is argued to show that fragments are island-sensitive. However, I

would argue that in (416), even with the rising intonation placed onBen, the most salient

reading is one in which the speaker is interested in which languages Abby speaks. Wanting

to know which languages a person speaks is a natural thing to want to know; it is somewhat

less natural to be interested in which pairs of people speak the same language. It’s plausible,

then, that the QUD in (415) is thereforeWhich languages does Abby speak?. The ellipsis

condition in that case would not license the fragmentCharlieon its own, as shown below.

123Note that, as Barros to appear argues, this explains the difference between non-contrastive and contrastive
fragments noted by Griffiths & Lipták 2014: non-contrastive cases do allow a short source.

(i) Abby speak the same Balkan language that someone here speaks.

a. Yes, Charlie.
b. Yes, it’s Charlie./Charlie speaks it.
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(417) a. Ellipsis condition:
⋃

QUD ⇔
⋃

JEKF

b. QUD: Which languages does Abby speak?
⋃

QUD= ∃x ∈ language. Abby speaksx

c. E = Abby speaks the same Balkan language that [F Charlie] speaks.
⋃

JEKF = ∃x. Abby speaks the same Balkan language thatx speaks

No mutual entailment, therefore ellipsis not licensed.

Note that a fragment answer which does specify a languageis licit in this context, even if

the focus in the question is onBen(and not the full phrasethe same Balkan language that

Ben speaks)124, further suggesting that the QUD in this context concerns the languages that

Abby speaks, rather than who she speaks the same language as.

(418) a. Does Abby speak the same Balkan language thatր[Ben] speaks?

b. No, Slovenian. (Ben speaks Macedonian.)

(419) a. QUD: Which languages does Abby speak?
⋃

QUD= ∃x ∈ language. Abby speaksx

b. E = Abby speaks [F Slovenian].
⋃

JEKF = ∃x. Abby speaksx

Mutual entailment satisfied, so ellipsis licensed.125

Note further that if the context is extended to make it clear that the Question under Discus-

sionis about pairs of people that speak the same language, rather than just which languages

Abby speaks, then to my ear, the island-violating fragment answer improves:

(420) Context: We have before us lots of people. We know that these people are made

up of lots of pairs of people who speak the same language as each other and

124Facts of this sort are also noted by Griffiths & Lipták 2014.

125I haven’t indicated the restriction to languages for the existentially closed variable in (419b); this would
come about via the contextual restriction on focus alternatives discussed in section 3.4.4.
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who do not speak the same language as anyone else. (I.e. John and Mary both

speak English and nothing else, Jan and Peter both speak Dutch and nothing

else, etc.) A and B are playing a game where A is trying to guesswhich people

belong to which pair. A’s just trying to guess the right pairings, though; the actual

languages they speak is irrelevant to him, all that’s relevant is that the people in

the pair speak the same language. B knows the pairings and will answer A’s

questions. A had already worked out that Abby and Charlie were a pair a while

ago, but had forgotten this.

a. Does Abby speak the same language thatր[Ben] speaks?

b. No, Charlie. (You’d already worked that pairing out, remember?)

The context in (420) is an attempt to make clear that the Question under Discussion has to

do with the people that Abby speaks the same language as, rather than the actual language

Abby speaks. As such, the fragment answer passes the QUD-based semantic condition:

(421) a. QUD≈ Which personx is such that Abby speaks the same language thatx

speaks?
⋃

QUD = ∃x.Abby speaks the same language thatx speaks

b. E = Abby speaks the same language that [F Charlie] speaks.
⋃

JEKF = ∃x. Abby speaks the same language thatx speaks.

Mutual entailment satisfied, so ellipsis licensed.

As can be seen from the lengthy context provided in (420), it takes a lot of work to make the

appropriate QUD salient in these cases. This provides a confound in these cases. If cases

like (420) are an improvement, they suggest that perhaps ellipsis can ameliorate islands

after all. Note that ‘short sources’ do not seem very good in (420), at least to my ear:

(422) a. ??No, it’s Charlie.

b. ??No, Charlie speaks it.
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It should be noted here, however, that many of the judgments here are very difficult.

For this reason I do not want to make any definitive claims about the power of ellipsis to

amnesty islands, or otherwise. This is a topic which will no doubt continue to be debated

fiercely in the literature. The main point I wish to make here is that once syntactic iso-

morphism is abandoned as a hard requirement, and if the semantic antecedence condition

for clausal ellipsis is based on discourse/the QUD – both of which are conclusions which

the present work argues for – then the task of working out whether a given ellipsis site

contains an island or not becomes extremely hard, and so finding an answer to the question

of whether ellipsis amnesties island violations is also extremely difficult.

My last observation, however, is to note some data which may support the view that

ellipsis can amnesty island violations. Consider cases like the below.

(423) He bought a new phone.

a. Oh really? With what features?

b. . . . but I don’t know with what features.

(424) He bought a new phone.

a. Yeah – with 4G, too.

b. Yeah, I think with 4G, even.

The elliptical cases above are good. However, thesewith-phrases cannot move in non-

elliptical environments.126

(425) a. *With what features did he buy [a phone t]?

b. *With 4G, he bought [a phone t].

126These are grammatical on irrelevant readings, where the features or 4G are what was used to buy the
phone. I am targeting the reading where the PP is interpretedas modifying the DPa phone.
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If the inability to extract thiswith-PP is an island effect, then the availability of the elliptical

cases may suggest that this is being repaired by ellipsis. Note that no ‘short source’ is

available for these examples.

(426) He bought a new phone.

a. ??With what features is it?

b. *With what features did he buy it?

c. *With what features does it have?

It is possible that these cases can be given an alternative explanation to island repair. I

won’t take up this theme in detail here, but merely put the data ‘on record’ in the hope that

they will stimulate further debate about whether ellipsis can repair islands.127

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter I have argued, following Merchant 2004, thatfragments are created via

the movement of a focused constituent to a left-peripheral position in the clause, following

which the rest of the clause undergoes ellipsis. However, I have argued that this move-

ment is not interpreted, and does not take place at LF. Rather, it is a PF-only movement,

driven by the requirement to move a stressed constituent outof the domain of ellipsis.

It is not feature-driven, but rather belongs to a class of exceptional movements to which

some other elliptical phenomena (such as pseudogapping, and possibly also gapping and

non-constituent coordination) may also belong. This allows us to understand why the sort

of focus movement postulated for fragments only takes placein elliptical constructions in

English: this sort of movement is one that isdrivenby ellipsis.

127A preliminary investigation suggests that the facts in (423)–(426) also hold for French and German
(thanks to Magda Oiry, Jérémy Pasquereau, and Stefan Keine for judgments). However, in French, the
judgments were slightly murky about whether cases like (425a) are bad, so at least French data may not bear
on the issue, and I haven’t tried to try detailed conclusionsfrom these judgments.
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In this chapter, I have only considered movement to the left periphery of matrix clauses.

However, nothing in principle should rule out movement of fragments to the left periphery

of embedded clauses. It turns out, however, that there are interesting constraints in English.

on when this can happen and when it cannot. These constraintsare the subject of the

following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5

EMBEDDING FRAGMENTS

5.1 Introduction

Given the analysis provided of fragments as clausal ellipsis – that is, a process similar

to sluicing except that the elliptical remnant is a focused phrase rather than awh-phrase

– we might expect that fragments can appear in embedded contexts. Sluicing is clearly

possible in embedded contexts:

(427) Someone left.

a. I wonder wholeft.

b. I found out wholeft.

Are fragments possible in embedded contexts? Stainton 2006b answers this question in the

negative, on the basis of cases like the below.

(428) Who left?

a. *I think that Johnleft.

b. *I wonder if Johnleft.

c. *I don’t know whether Johnleft.

The ungrammaticality of such cases forms part of Stainton’scase that fragments do not

involve ellipsis of a clause; if they did, argues Stainton, we should expect to see them in

embedded contexts.
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However, note the following range of data.128

(429) Who left?

a. I think John.

b. I believe John.

c. I hope John.

d. I was told John.

e. I said John.

f. I suppose John.

g. I suspect John.

(430) Who left?

Mary {thinks/believes/hopes/was told/said/suspects/supposes} John.

(431) Where did he go?

I {think/believe/hope/was told/said/suspect/suppose} to Paris.

(432) Whose car is that?

I {think/believe/hope/was told/said/suspect/suppose} John’s (car).

In addition to the constructed data above, I adduce below a number of ‘live’ attested

cases of apparent embedding of a fragment answer.

128Stainton also notes that cases like the below are grammatical (p. 116).

(i) What can we have for dinner?

a. We hope strawberries.
b. If you’re on a diet, then strawberries.

Stainton says that these represent exceptions: the generalization is that fragments cannot embed. However,
no theory is given of why cases like (i) are possible at all. I will argue that cases like (i) represent the correct
generalization, and cases like (428) are to be ruled out for other reasons.
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(433) [TV quiz show programWas It Something I Said, Channel 4 (UK), Nov. 24, 2013.

Context: two teams are given a quote and asked to guess who said it.]

Moderator: OK, soyou [gestures at one team] think Donald Trump.129

(434) [Context: The author’s parents and the author, due to adisagreement about how

many words an average manuscript page contains, and the lackof a word count

feature on the author’s LATEX editor, are trying to work out how many words of

dissertation the author had written up to that point. Jan 7, 2014.]

Author’s mother: So Andrew thinks 40,000.130

(435) [BBC TV programSherlock, episode ‘The Empty Hearse’, broadcast Jan. 1,

2014.]

Mrs. Hudson: Have you set a date [for your wedding – AW]?

Mary Morstan: Well, we thought May.

(436) [Documentary28 Up, Granada Studios (UK), 1984. Context: the director is

interviewing Suzy at age 28, having last spoken to her when she was 21. She has,

between those ages, married a man called Rupert.]

Director: When I last saw you at 21, you were nervous; you werechain smoking.

You were uptight. And now you seem happy. What’s happened to you over these

last 7 years?

Suzy: I suppose Rupert.

129Note that in this case, the overt antecedentWho said this?, while it had been said at some point, had not
been uttered at a time immediately preceding the moderator’s utterance here. This is support for the QUD-
based antecedence condition on clausal ellipsis defended in chapter 3; while there is no immediate linguistic
antecedent for the question ‘Who said this’, that Question under Discussion is very salient in the context of
the object of the game being played.

130This was a very large overestimate.
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(437) [Comment on the websiteLifehacker131]

I’m not sure how many fast food employees comment on Lifehacker, though. I

hope a lot!

All of these cases seem to show a remnant of ellipsis under an embedding verb likethink,

believe, was toldetc. The cases in (430), and (433)–(435), show that the subject can be

other than the speaker.132 The cases in (431) and (432) are intended to show the form-

matching effects (preposition pied-piping and genitive case marking, respectively) which

suggest that these fragments are indeed the result of movinga fragment out of an elided

clause. In addition, we can see that Merchant’s P-strandinggeneralization is observed in

embedded fragment answers in Dutch (Temmerman 2013b): if the fragment’s correlate in

an antecedent is the complement of a preposition, then the fragment answer must contain

that preposition, as Dutch does not allow preposition stranding.

(438) (Temmerman 2013b’s (21), adapted)

a. *(Naar)

at

wie

who

is

is

Greg

Greg

(*naar)

at

aan

on

het

it

kijken?

look
‘(At) who(m) is Greg looking (at)?’

(P-stranding forbidden in question)

b. Ik

I

zou

would

denken

think

?*(naar)

at

Lisa.

Lisa
‘I would think (at) Lisa.’

Such data suggest that there is a strong case that fragments are possible in what look like

embedded environments. However, there may still be reasonsto be skeptical. In the follow-

131http://lifehacker.com/by-virtue-of-commenting-on-li fehacker
-you-are-one-of-t-1533459492

132This is contra judgments in Temmerman 2013b, who claims thatcases like this are ungrammatical. See
discussion below.
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ing section, I give further reasons to believe that fragments do indeed appear in embedded

environments.

5.2 Embedded fragments are embedded

5.2.1 Distinguishing embedded fragments from direct speech

A first hypothesis might be that the supposedly embedded fragments shown above do

not in fact contain ‘true’ syntactic embedding, but are rather direct speech reports, of the

sort below.

(439) a. I thought to myself, ‘am I going mad?’

b. John asked me when I was leaving, and I said ‘I’ll leave tomorrow’.

c. Bill was told ‘you’re an idiot’.

(440) Who left?

a. I was told ‘John’.

b. I think ‘John’.

etc.

As can be seen from (429), many of the verbs which are reportedabove as embedding frag-

ments can also take complements which are direct, quoted speech. Could the embedded

fragments be of the sort shown in (440)? If so, these would notbe cases of genuine embed-

ded clausal ellipsis, but rather cases in which a speech act containing amatrix fragment is

taken as complement by a verb which can do this.

(441) Who left?

I was told ‘Johnleft’.

However, there are reasons to believe that fragments under these verbs have a reading which

is not direct speech. One obvious reason is that not all of theverbs which embed fragments
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can embed quoted speech. We can show this by attempting to perform quotative inversion

(Collins & Branigan 1997).

(442) Who left?

Mary {thought/believed/hoped/was told/said/suspected/supposed} John.

(443) John left,{thought/??believed/?*hoped/said/?*suspected/?*supposed}Mary.133

Another reason to think that fragments are not direct speechreports is that indexical

shift is possible. In direct speech reports, as in (444), indexicals such as the pronouns

I, you and temporal and locative expressions such astomorrow, now, herehave the value

which they had in the context of the speech event being reported. However, in indirect

speech reports, these indexicals shift and take the value which they have at the time of the

matrix utterance, as shown in (445).

(444) a. Mary said ‘I’m an idiot’. (I = Mary)

b. Two days ago, Mary was told ‘Hand your essay in tomorrow’. (tomorrow

= the day after the reported speech event took place, i.e. thedaybeforethe

matrix utterance)

c. When she was in Paris, Mary said ‘I would like to live here’.(here= Paris)

(445) a. Mary said that I was an idiot. (I = matrix speaker, not Mary)

b. Two days ago, Mary was told to hand her essay in tomorrow. (tomorrow=

the day after the matrix utterance, i.e. three days after thereported speech

event)

133There is an confound withtell; constructions with indirect objects are independently known to be bad in
quotative inversion:

(i) (from Collins & Branigan 1997’s (44, 45))

a. ‘The wind is too strong’, the navigator told the skipper.
b. *‘The wind is too strong’, told the navigator the skipper.
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c. When she was in Paris, Mary said that she would like to live here. (here=

wherever the matrix speech act is taking place, which need not be Paris)

Embedded fragments allow for the shifted reading of indexicals. This shows that such frag-

ments can not (solely)134 be analyzed as embedding direct speech: indirect speech readings

are also possible, suggesting that there is true clausal embedding in these examples.

(446) a. A: Who’s an idiot?

B: Mary said me. (me= the matrix speaker)

b. A: When should we hand in the essay?

B: Two days ago, the instructor said tomorrow.

(tomorrow= day after matrix utterance)

c. A: Where should one live?

B: When she was in Paris, Mary said here.

(here= location of matrix utterance)

5.2.2 Distinguishing embedded fragments from parentheticals

It has been suggested, e.g. by Temmerman 2013b, that in fact embedded fragment

answers are not licit in English. Cases like the above, Temmerman argues, should be

considered as cases of parentheticals, parallel to the below cases.

(447) Who left?

John, I{think/believe/hope/was told/said}.

That is, fragments such as these would not be truly ‘embedded’, but would rather be matrix

fragments, which were however in construction with a parenthetical appearing to their left

134The direct speech report is of course possible:I said ‘tomorrow’ etc. However, the fact that shifted
readings of indexicals are available shows that a ‘true’ embedded, indirect speech reading is also possible for
these fragments.
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or right. In support of this, Temmerman argues that the restrictions on parentheticals appear

also in putative cases of embedding of fragments:

(448) Restrictions on parentheticals135 (Temmerman’s (13), originally from Rooryck

2001)

a. Subject restrictions

Jules is back, I believe/??you believe.

b. Tense restrictions

Jules is back, I believe/I believed/*I have believed/*I will believe.

c. no adverbial modification

Jules is back, I (*firmly) believe.

d. no negation

Jules is back, I (*don’t) believe.

Temmerman argues that fragment answers show the same patterns. The judgments in

parentheses below are those reported by Temmerman.

(449) (Temmerman’s (14))

a. subject restrictions

Q: Who’s responsible for the 9/11 attacks?

(i) (?*)Michael Moore believes Bush.

(ii) Michael Moore believes Bush is responsible for the 9/11attacks.

b. no adverbs

Q: What’s the most beautiful place on earth?

(i) (?*)I truly believe Kauai.

(ii) I truly believe Kauai is the most beautiful place on earth.

135I have changed the verbs used in these parentheticals tobelieve. The original examples had verbs such
asknowandsee; however, there are independent reasons (to be discussed) why such verbs cannot embed
fragment answers, and as such do not allow for a fair comparison with parentheticals.
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c. no negation

Q: Who will win the 2010 World Cup?

(i) (??)I do not believe Brazil.

(ii) I do not believe Brazil will win the World Cup.

I agree that these cases are somewhat degraded in the contexts in which they are presented.

However, if certain confounding factors are controlled for, I believe that the cases in (449)

are in fact grammatical fragment answers in English, and so suggest that embedded frag-

ments in English cannot in fact be given the same analysis as parentheticals.

Let us first take the subject restriction on parentheticals.The judgment in (449a) implies

that Temmerman denies the grammaticality of cases such as (430). But in fact, I find these

cases grammatical, as do other English speakers I have asked; witness also the attested

examples in (433)–(435). I do not know under what conditionsTemmerman collected the

data reported in (449a), and so cannot offer a full explanation for why her consultant’s

reported judgments should differ from mine and my consultants’. I would note, however,

that it is important to have a contrastive topic/rise-fall-rise contour on the matrix subject if

this subject differs from the first person. Including a ‘change of topic’ marker at the start

of the utterance such asWell. . . also improves the grammaticality of these cases.

(450) a. Who left?

Well, [CT Mary] thinks [CT John].

b. Who’s responsible for the 9/11 attacks?

Well, [CT Michael Moore] believes [F Bush].

These sentences also improve if started byWell I don’t know, but. . .. I suggest that this

is because the speaker is pragmatically required to addressa question by first giving the

answer which is compatible with the best of the speaker’s knowledge (i.e. it is as if the

questions wereWho do you think left?andWho do you think is responsible for the 9/11
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attacks?respectively).136 Starting an answer withWell I don’t know, but. . .addresses this

question (by stating that the speaker doesn’t have an answerto it), and licenses the intro-

duction of another potential source of evidence which mightserve to answer the question

(Mary’s opinions and Michael Moore’s, respectively).

(451) a. Who left?

Well, I don’t know; but [CT Mary] thinks [F John].

b. Who’s responsible for the 9/11 attacks?

Well, I don’t know; but [CT Michael Moore] believes [F Bush].

Let us consider now the adverbial modification cases in (449b). Again, I think the

degree to which these cases are degraded is open to question,and that if the context is

manipulated, these cases become more acceptable, in a way parallel to the subject cases.137

(452) What’s the most beautiful place on Earth?

I told John Kauai, but I actually/secretly{think/?believe} Edinburgh.

(453) What’s the most beautiful place on Earth?

Edinburgh, of course, although I stupidly used to{think/?believe} Kauai.

Note that the effect of the embedded fragment in (453) is to give an answer which the

speaker no longer believes to be true. This is not a contribution an answer combined with

a parenthetical can felicitously make, as (454) shows.

(454) What’s the most beautiful place on Earth?

Edinburgh, of course; ?#Kauai, I stupidly used to think.

136See Roberts 2012/1996 for discussion of the pragmatics of answering questions as part of a discourse.

137A contrast does remain betweenthink, which is fully acceptable here, andbelieve, which is somewhat
degraded, both here and in subsequent examples. I do not havean explanation for this contrast.
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That is,used to thinkdoes seem to take clear semantic scope over the answer in (453),

which it cannot do in a clearer case of parenthetical in (454). This supports the view that

there is an embedding structure in cases like (453), whereused to thinkis genuinely taking

a clauseKauai was the most beautiful place on earthas complement.

Let us now turn to the negation cases in (449c). Again, I believe that if the context

is set up to more clearly pragmatically license the presenceof negation in the response,

then fragments appearing in construction with negated verbs of belief are not too strongly

degraded.

(455) Who will win the 2014 World Cup?

I’m not sure, but I don’t{think/?believe} Brazil, anyway.

I therefore dispute the grammaticality judgments presented by Temmerman 2013b which

argue for a parenthetical treatment of apparently embeddedfragments in English. Further

evidence against the parenthetical analysis of these casescomes from some further dif-

ferences between parentheticals and putative cases of embedded fragments. All of these

differences suggest that cases in which a fragment appears to the right of clausal material,

they pattern identically with cases of true embedding, and pattern differently from paren-

thetical cases; suggesting that these cases should indeed be analyzed as embedded elliptical

fragments, rather than as matrix fragments in constructionwith parentheticals.

One example is that negation, in apparent cases of embedding, can license an NPI

fragment, while a parenthetical cannot. This supports the view that the apparent embedding

in (456a) is indeed embedding.

(456) Who left early?

a. I don’t{think/?believe} anybody.

b. *Anybody, I don’t think/believe.
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Note that this is not intended to be a movement structure of the form in (457a), but rather a

deletion structure of the form in (457b).

(457) a. [Anybody [I don’t thinkt left early]]

b. [Anybodyleft early] I don’t think

The point here is that such parentheticals do not license NPIs in the main clause, but struc-

tures like (456a) do, suggesting that structures like (456a) should not be interpreted as cases

of parentheticals.

A parallel difference can be seen in an apparent case of pleonastic negation in paren-

theticals, as in (458).

(458) Who left early?

a. Nobody, I (don’t) think.

b. Nobody left the party early, I (don’t) think.

In (458), negation within the parenthetical can be optionally expressed. However, this is

clearly impossible (at least in dialects of English which lack negative concord) ifI don’t

think is placed to the left of the fragment – just as negation is impossible in a case which

clearly involves embedding.

(459) Who left early?

a. *I don’t think nobody.

b. *I don’t think nobody left early.

Negation provides another test case which distinguishes apparently embedded fragments

from parentheticals.Nobodycannot be a good subject for a parenthetical, at least not

without sounding ironic (to the extent that it is grammatical, it has the equivalent effect to

adding. . . not! to the end of a sentence; that is, in (460a), the speaker wantsto ‘trick’ the

hearer into first believing that John left early, before immediately retracting that assertion).
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(460) Who left early?

a. */#John (left early), nobody thinks.

b. */#John, nobody thinks, left early.

However, this effect does not obtain ifnobody thinksis left-peripheral. In that case, the

structure is grammatical, and is simply understood as communicating the information that

nobody thinks that John left early.

(461) Who left early?

(Some people say Mary, some people say Sue,) but nobody thinks John.

A further difference between parentheticals and apparent cases of embedding comes from

the ability to embed fragmentswithin questions, as in the example in (462). However, as

(463) shows, yes/no questions are marginal as parentheticals, and having awh-word as a

parenthetical subject is strongly degraded.

(462) Teacher: What’s the capital of Australia? (Canberra or Sydney?)

[silence]

Teacher: OK, well, does anybody think Canberra?

Teacher’: OK, well, who thinks Canberra?

(463) a. ??Canberra, does anybody think?

b. ?*Canberra, who thinks?138

Another difference between putative embedded fragments and parentheticals is that

clausal material that can appear to the left of a fragment canbe quite complex, in a way

138Again, note that these are not meant to be interpreted as movement structures, which would be indepen-
dently ungrammatical.

(i) a. ?*Canberra, does anybody think t is the capital of Australia?
b. *Canberra, who thinks t is the capital of Australia?

The point of this example is to show thatwho thinksin (463) is unlikely to be a parenthetical, as it cannot
appear as a right-peripheral parenthetical.
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that seems incompatible with parentheticals (this exampleis inspired by ones in McCloskey

2006).

(464) Where is the most beautiful place on earth?

a. I would be telling you lies if I said I didn’t{think/?believe} Edinburgh.

b. *Edinburgh, I would be telling you lies if I said I didn’t think/believe.

Another distinction comes in the following pair of sentences.

(465) Who signs off our expenses?

a. In the past, I thought John.

b. In the past, John, I thought.

(465a), but not (465b), is compatible with a scenario in which I used to think John signed

off the expenses, but subsequently learned that it was someone else; that is, a reading in

which in the pastmodifiesthought. (465b), by contrast, only has a reading (which (465a)

also has) in which I am saying that it used to be John that signed off the expenses, although

it may now be someone else. That is, in (465b),in the pastcan only modify the (elided)

verb sign off. Here, again, the point is that the case which looks like embedding (465a)

patterns in the same way as the non-elliptical variant whichis a clear case of embedding;

while the parenthetical example in (465b) has quite different properties, as shown below.

(466) Who signs off our expenses?

a. In the past, I thought John signed off our expenses.

b. In the past, John signed off our expenses, I thought.

A final difference between parentheticals and apparent cases of embedded fragments is that

the class of verbs which are licensed in true (i.e. right-peripheral) parentheticals and the

class of verbs which appear to embed fragments (i.e. left-peripheral) are not the same.
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Some cases of this are the verbsfind out, confirm, andconfess. Such verbs can appear as

right-peripheral parentheticals:

(467) Who left?

a. John, I found out.

b. John, I can confirm.

c. John, I confess.

However, they are degraded when they are positioned before the fragment.

(468) Who left?

a. ??I found out John.

b. ??I can confirm John.

c. ??I confess John.

The reason for this asymmetry is not obvious on an analysis which assimilates cases like

(468) to parenthetical cases.139 Of course, the reason for the ungrammaticality of (468) is

not immediately obvious on an embedding analysis either, given the grammaticality of the

below cases.

(469) Who left?

a. I found out that John left.

b. I can confirm that John left.

c. I confess that John left.

The ungrammaticality of the examples in (468) will be analyzed in much greater detail later.

For current purposes, however, it suffices to note that the apparent cases of embedding do

139See also Temmerman 2013b:fn. 27, where the same argument is made against a parenthetical explanation
for Dutch embedded fragments.
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not pattern with parentheticals on this score, suggesting that they should not be treated as

the same phenomenon.

In the face of these differences between parentheticals andapparent cases of embed-

ding, if one wished to maintain a parenthetical analysis, one would have to argue that

right-peripheral parentheticals (John, I think) have different properties from putative left-

peripheral parentheticals (I think John). Given that these putative ‘left-peripheral parenthet-

icals’ seem to pattern in almost all ways with cases of true embedding, and do not pattern

with parentheticals, I suggest that the null hypothesis forcases in which clausal material

appears to the left of a fragment is that they truly do represent embedding of a fragment.

5.2.3 Crosslinguistic support for embedded fragments

In some languages, the case for embedded fragments is clearer than in English. For

example Temmerman 2013b argues that the below cases are unambiguously embedded

fragments in Dutch, contrasting this with English cases which she analyzes as parenthet-

ical. Temmerman gives the below examples to argue against a parenthetical analysis for

Dutch.140

(470) (Temmerman’s (16), adapted)

a. Wie

who

dacht

thought

je

you

dat

that

de

the

nieuwe

new

directeur

director

zou

would

worden?

become?
‘Who did you think would become the new director?’

(i) Jij

you.SG

/ Susan

Susan

/ wij

we

/ de

the

vrouwen

women

/ Mike

Mike

en

and

ik

I

denk{t/en}

think(s)

Tom.

Tom
(i.e. no subject restrictions)

(ii) Ik

I

denk

think

/ had

had

gedacht

thought

/ zou

would

hopen

hope

/ kan

can

vermoeden

suspect

Tom.

Tom
(i.e. no restrictions on tense or aspect)

140As I have argued in the preceding section, I believe that all of these tests give a positive result for
embedded fragments in English as well,paceTemmerman’s reported judgments.
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(iii) Ik

I

vrees

fear

echt

really

/ vermoed

suspect

stiekem

secretly

/ dacht

thought

meteen

immediately

Tom.

Tom
(i.e. no restrictions on adverbs)

(iv) Ik

I

dacht

thought

(in

in

elk

any

geval)

case

niet

not

Tom.

Tom
(i.e. no restrictions on negation)

An even clearer case against a parenthetical analysis for Dutch comes from the fact that,

at least for some speakers, the fragment can appear in a position preceding the embedding

predicate, as reported by Temmerman 2013b.

(471) Wie

who

dacht

thought

je

you

dat

that

de

the

nieuwe

new

directeur

director

zou

would

worden?

become?
‘Who did you think would become the new director?’

a. Ik

I

had

had

gedacht

thought

Tom.

Tom

b. %Ik

I

had

had

Tom

Tom

gedacht.

thought

The word order in (471a), in whichik had gedacht‘I had thought’ is a contiguous string,

might be compatible with a parenthetical analysis. However, the word order in (471b), in

which the fragmentTomappears in a preverbal position, is unlikely to be compatible with

such an analysis. The availability (for some speakers) of structures like (471b), then, is an

argument in favor of the availability of embedded fragmentsin the general case.

Further support for the possibility of embedded fragments comes from languages in

which a complementizer appears along with the fragment. Thepresence of this comple-

mentizer is evidence in favor of the presence of an embedded clause in these examples.
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(472) Spanish(from de Cuba & MacDonald 2013:ex. (35), adapted)

a. ¿Quién

who

robó

stole

las

the

joyas?

jewels
‘Who stole the jewels?’

b. Creo

I.believe

/ supongo

I.suppose

/ me imagino

I.imagine

/ pienso

I.think

que

that

tu

your

hijo.

son
‘I believe/suppose/imagine/think your son’.

(473) Polish(from Vicente 2013:ex. (65), credited to Agata Renans and Marta Wierzba

p.c.)

a. Którzy

who

jedli

ate

czekolade˛?

chocolate
‘Who ate chocolate?’

b. Miślę

I.think

że

that

Beate.

Beate.
‘I think Beate.’

(474) Hungarian(Anikó Lipták p.c., originally from Vicente 2013:ex. (66), credited to

Julia Bacskai-Atkari p.c.)

a. Ki

who

evett

ate

csokoládét?

chocolate
‘Who ate chocolate?’

b. Gondolom

I.think

hogy

that

Béla.

Béla
‘I think Béla.’

At least in Spanish, the presence of a complementizer is not possible in construction with a

parenthetical, again diagnosing these cases as true embedding rather than parentheticals.141

141I have not been able to check these data for Polish or Hungarian.
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(475) a. ¿Quién

who

robó

stole

las

the

joyas?

jewels
‘Who stole the jewels?’

b. Tu

your

hijo,

son

creo

I.believe

(*que).

that
‘Your son, I think.’

The case for embedded fragment answers receives crosslinguistic support. Given this, we

want to know how to integrate this into an elliptical theory of fragments. This is the task

which I address in this chapter.

5.3 Restrictions on embedding

The elliptical account is prima facie very well equipped to handle embedding, in fact.

Following the analysis presented in chapter 4, and ultimately deriving from the analysis

presented in Merchant 2001, 2004, we analyze the fragment asmoving to the left periphery

of an embedded clause, prior to ellipsis of that embedded clause, as below.142

(476) a. Who left? — I think John.

b. TP

DP

I

TP

T VP

V

think

CP

John CP

C TP

t left

142It may seem surprising, in the light of languages like Spanish, Polish and Hungarian (where complemen-
tizers precede embedded fragments), that the fragment is located above a complementizer head. The presence
of a complementizer in such languages, and the consequencesfor the syntax proposed here, will be discussed
in section 5.11.
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In fact, it would be a surprise on a clausal ellipsis account if fragment answers didnot

embed, given the analysis of embedded sluicing cases such as(477) as being cases of

clausal ellipsis (Merchant 2001).

(477) a. Someone left. I wonder who.

b. TP

DP

I

TP

T VP

V

wonder

CP

who CP

C TP

t left

The problem, however, is that the configurations under whichfragment answers can em-

bed are very restricted. As pointed out by Stainton 2006b, embedding a fragment answer

under a complementizer results in ungrammaticality (in English, as well as in certain other

languages such as Dutch and German (Vicente 2013, Temmerman2013b), but not, as we

have seen, in Spanish, Polish, or Hungarian).

(478) Who left?

a. I think/believe/said (that) John left.

b. I think/believe/said (*that) John.

In addition, as discussed above, the collection of verbs or other predicates which can

felicitously embed fragments is restricted.143

143de Cuba & MacDonald 2013 suggest that (the Spanish equivalents of) the answers in (479b–d) are infe-
licitous as answers even if the full clause is pronounced. I do not share this intuition for English, although
some English speakers have suggested to me that they do not find (479b–d) felicitous as responses to the ques-
tion. Focal stress onJohnhelps to bring out the ‘answer’ reading. In any case, I think that thegrammaticality
contrast between (479) and (480) is clear.
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(479) What did John eat?

a. Mary{thinks/believes/was told/suspects/said} that John ate the cookies.

b. Mary{whispered/sighed/quipped} that John ate the cookies.

c. Mary{found out/confirmed} that John ate the cookies.

d. Mary{is proud/is surprised} that John ate the cookies.

(480) What did John eat?

a. Mary{thinks/believes/was told/suspects/said} the cookies.

b. *Mary {whispered/sighed/quipped} the cookies.

c. ??Mary{found out/confirmed} the cookies.

d. *Mary {is proud/is surprised} the cookies.

The restriction appears to be that only the class of verbs which have been termed ‘bridge

verbs’ in the literature (Erteschik-Shir 1973 and much subsequent work) are those which

allow fragment embedding. Similar restrictions are noted for Spanish embedded fragments

by de Cuba & MacDonald 2013:ex. (35).144

(481) a. ¿Quién

who

robó

stole

las

the

joyas?

jewels
‘Who stole the jewels?’

b. Creo

I.believe

/ supongo

I.suppose

/ me imagino

I.imagine

/ pienso

I.think

que

that

tu

your

hijo.

son
‘I believe/suppose/imagine/think your son.’

c. #Lamento

I.regret

/ sé

I.know

/ me

me

sorprende

it.surprises

/ me

me

desagrada

it.displeases

(que)

that

tu

your

hijo.

son

Such facts are also noted for Dutch by Barbiers 2000.

144# is the diacritic de Cuba & MacDonald 2013 put on (481c), which I copy here, although in the theory
to be presented here we want to understand such cases as beingsyntactically ungrammatical rather than
semantically infelicitous.
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(482) (Barbiers’ (23), slightly adapted)

Who will become director?

a. Ik

I

hoop

hope

/ denk

think

/ vermoed

suspect

/ meen

mean

/ vrees

fear

Piet.

Piet.
‘I hope/think/suspect/mean/fear Piet.’

b. *Ik

I

betreur

regret

/ onthul

reveal

/ weet

know

Piet.

Piet.

In summary, then, a clausal ellipsis theory of fragments, then, needs to account for the fact

that complementizers are variably realized in embedded fragments cross-linguistically, and

the fact that embedded fragments (at least in English, Spanish and Dutch) are only licensed

if they are embedded by so-called ‘bridge verbs’. In the remainder of this chapter, I will

provide a theory of the syntax of clausal ellipsis which meets these requirements.

5.4 Embedded clauses and the size of the left periphery

The first restriction on fragment answers which I will tackleis the restriction to so-

called ‘bridge verbs’, that is, verbs likesay, tell, believe, think, suppose, suspect, hope,

imagine. Non-bridgeverba dicendisuch asannounce, mention, whisper, sigh, do not em-

bed fragments; nor do factive predicates, such asknow, remember, realize, find out, be

surprised, or so-called ‘response stance’ verbs such asagree, accept, deny.

The verbs which do not allow fragments are also verbs in whichextraction at all from

their complements is (somewhat) degraded.

(483) a. What did you{think/believe/tell Mary/suspect/say} that John ate t?

b. ?What did you{whisper/sigh/quip} that John ate t?

c.?%What did you{find out/confirm/deny} that John ate t?

d. ?What are you{proud/surprised} that John ate t?
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It is tempting to think that this might account for the pattern of embedded fragments on

its own; assuming that fragments move to a left-peripheral position before the rest of the

clause is elided, as discussed in chapter 4, then whatever isblocking extraction in (483b–d)

might also be blocking the movement of the fragment. However, as shown in (483), object

extraction from these complements is only weakly degraded (a comparable degradation to

e.g. the extraction in ?What did you wonder whether John ate t?). In fact, as shown by

the diacritics above, it is not clear that extraction of the object from a verb likefind out,

confirm, or denyis degraded at all; the literature reports varying judgments on such cases.

By contrast, trying to embed an object fragment under non-bridge verbs is much more

highly degraded.

(484) What did John eat?

a. Mary{thinks/believes/was told/suspects/said/hopes/supposed/heard} the cook-

ies.

b. *Mary {whispered/sighed/quipped} the cookies.

c. ??Mary{found out/confirmed/remembered/realized} the cookies.

d. *Mary {is proud/is surprised} the cookies.

It seems, then, that the degradation which results from extraction of the complement of a

non-bridge verb cannot be the sole source of the ungrammaticality of embedded fragments.

We should look elsewhere for the source of ungrammaticalityin (484).

I propose to appeal to an idea which is widespread in the literature: that the differ-

ences between bridge verbs and non-bridge verbs result fromdifferences in the struc-

ture of the clauses they embed. In particular, it has been argued that the complements

of bridge verbs contain a CP layer which is more articulated than the complements of non-

bridge verbs. This hypothesis takes various forms. The mostfamiliar one is the so-called

‘CP recursion’ hypothesis (de Haan & Weerman 1986, Vikner 1991, 1995, Authier 1992,

Iatridou & Kroch 1992). Under this hypothesis, complementsof bridge verbs embed a
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clause which contains two complementizers (one of which is silent, at least in English),

and two CPs. The relevant distinction is shown in (485). (Themotivations behind propos-

ing this structure, from verb-second phenomena in Germanic, will be discussed in section

5.5.1.)

(485) a. I{think/believe/said} [CP [C ∅ ] [ CP [C that] [TP John ate the cookies]]].

b. I {found out/discovered/am proud/remember} [CP [C that] [TP John ate the

cookies]].

There exist many other implementations in the literature ofthe same basic idea, that the

complement of bridge verbs is syntactically ‘bigger’ than the complement of non-bridge

verbs. For example, Carlos de Cuba in recent work (de Cuba 2007, de Cuba &Ürögdi

2010) has proposed that a ‘recursive CP’ should be seen as a split between two different

projections, cP and CP. Bridge verbs embed cP, which in turn embeds CP; other verbs

embed CP alone.145

(486) a. I{think/believe/said} [ cP [ c ∅ ] [ CP [C that] [TP John ate the cookies]]].

b. I {found out/discovered/am proud/remember} [CP [C that] [TP John ate the

cookies]].

Other approaches have greatly expanded the proposed numberof functional projections

in the clausal left periphery. Most famously, Rizzi 1997 proposes that the clausal left

periphery is constituted of a wide number of functional heads, in a hierarchy shown below.

(487) [ForcePForce [TopP Top [FocP Foc [TopP Top [FinP Fin TP ]]]]]

145De Cuba does not himself talk of a bridge/non-bridge distinction, but rather of ‘referential’ CPs versus
‘non-referential’ cPs.
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Here Force is a head encoding the speech act force of the clause; Top and Foc are posi-

tions which are the target of topic and focus movement, respectively; and Fin encodes the

finiteness of the clause.

There have been many refinements proposed in the subsequent literature (the ‘carto-

graphic’ program) to the hierarchy shown in (487). One suggestion that has been made,

particularly in work by Liliane Haegeman, is that the complements of non-bridge verbs, as

well as certain other clauses such as adverbial clauses, have a ‘truncated’ left periphery;

they do not contain the full set of heads shown in (487), but rather only a subset of them.

For example, Haegeman 2006b proposes that only FinP is projected in, for example, the

complement of a factive verb, as shown below.146

(488) a. I think/believe [ForceP[TopP [FocP [TopP [FinP that [TP John left]]]]]]

b. I know/regret/remember/am proud [FinP that [TP John left]]

For our purposes, we do not need to focus on the presence or absence of the functional

projections which host topic or focus movement in (487).147 We can note that a key differ-

ence between the structures in (487a) and (487b) is that (487a) possesses a complementizer

position (Force) which (487b) lacks. In this respect, the cartographic truncation hypothesis

is the same as other versions of the ‘CP recursion’ hypothesis; there are two complemen-

tizers in the clausal complement of a bridge verb, but only one complementizer in other

clausal complements.

In the subsequent discussion, I will distinguish the two complementizers by referring

to the ‘higher’ complementizer as C1 and the ‘lower’ as C2. This is a purely expository

146In more recent work, Haegeman has rejected this hypothesis in favor of an alternative account, in which
factive complements and adverbial clauses are not truncated, but rather involve movement of an operator to
their left periphery, which has syntactic effects similar to those Haegeman 2006b wished to capture via trun-
cation. See Haegeman 2012 for a detailed general expositionand Haegeman &̈Urögdi 2010 for discussion
of factive complements specifically.

147Having said that, if fragment answers move to one of these positions, an obvious question is whether
their absence is what blocks the availability of a fragment answer under these verbs. I shall discuss this more
in sections 5.6 and 5.7.
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choice, not one intended to commit me to any particular interpretation of the semantic

significance of these projections (although as we will see below, I do believe that the pres-

ence of the higher complementizer can have semantic effectsvery similar to those that

de Cuba &Ürögdi 2010 discuss, for example). It is also not a choice intended to commit

me to any view on how articulated the left periphery is, that is, whether the left periphery

consists of a large, variegated number of projections (TopP, FocP etc.) or whether the facts

about relative ordering of complementizers, topics, foci etc. should be derived from some

other principles of the grammar (see e.g. Abels 2012).

While I am not necessarily committed to a variegated left periphery, I am, however,

committed to the widespread view that there exist two complementizer positions in the

left peripheries of at least some embedded clauses. How doesthis help us understand the

restrictions on fragment answer embedding? I will propose that the verbs which support

fragment embedding are those which contain the higher complementizer C1. Those which

contain only the lower complementizer C2, but not C1, cannotembed fragments. I will pro-

pose that this is a consequence of a more general constraint:it is the higher complementizer

C1 which licenses ellipsis. In clauses which do not contain C1, ellipsis is not possible. In

this way we can explain the restrictions on which verbs can embed fragments. To provide

further evidence for this view, I will also investigate another phenomenon which has been

analyzed as clausal ellipsis, namely sluicing. I will arguethat the clauses which can elide

underwh-movement (i.e. which can sluice) are only those for which there is evidence for

a higher complementizer position. This will serve to solve one of the mysteries involved in

sluicing, namely that only a certain subset ofwh-movement constructions appear to license

it. The structures in which sluicing is licensed are only those where C1 is implicated.

To start this journey, I will first consider certain properties which separate bridge verbs

from other verbs, and which have been hypothesized to diagnose the presence of a double-

complementizer structure (or an otherwise variegated left-periphery). We can then apply
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those diagnostics to elliptical contexts; on the hypothesis presented above, only cases in

which double-complementizer structures are present should be able to show clausal ellipsis.

5.5 Syntactic and semantic correlates of a two-complementizer struc-

ture

5.5.1 Embedded verb-second

The original motivation for a ‘recursive CP’ comes from the phenomenon of ‘embed-

ded verb-second’ in certain Germanic languages (de Haan & Weerman 1986, Vikner 1991,

Iatridou & Kroch 1992). In these languages, embedded clauses can show the verb-second

behavior generally considered typical of root clauses – butonly if the clauses are embedded

under bridge verbs.

(489) (German)

a. Maria

Maria

sagte/glaubt,

said/believes

Hans

Hans

hat

has

das

the

Buch

book

gelesen.

read
‘Maria said/believes Hans read the book.’ (V2 OK)

b. *Maria

Maria

weiß,

knows

Hans

Hans

hat

has

das

the

Buch

book

gelesen.

read
(V2 barred)

c. Maria

Maria

weiß,

knows

daß

that

Hans

Hans

das

the

Buch

book

gelesen

read

hat.

has
‘Maria knows that Hans has read the book.’ (verb-final order required)

In German, embedded verb-second is in complementary distribution with the presence of

an overt complementizer, as shown below.

(490) (Iatridou & Kroch 1992’s (8))

a. Er

he

sagte,

said

[daß

that

er

he

kommen

come

wurde].

would
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b. Er

he

sagte,

said

[er

he

wurde

would

kommen].

come

(491) a. *Er

he

sagte,

said

[daß

that

er

he

wurde

would

kommen].

come

b. *Er

he

sagte,

said

[er

he

kommen

come

wurde].

would

This is compatible with an analysis in which the auxiliary inT moves into C in verb-

second order; if the verb moves into C, a complementizer cannot occupy the same space,

and if there is a complementizer in C, the auxiliary cannot move into it. Data like this

were the original motivation for the T-to-C analysis of verb-second word order (den Besten

1981/1977). However, some Germanic languages, such as Frisian, allow verb-second to

co-occur with complementizers (de Haan & Weerman 1986). Theauxiliaries are shown in

bold face below.

(492) (from Iatridou & Kroch 1992’s (13), originally from deHaan & Weerman 1986)

a. Pyt

Pyt

sei

said

dat

that

hy

he

my

me

sjoen

seen

hie.

had

b. Pyt

Pyt

sei

said

dat

that

hy

he

hie

had

my

me

sjoen.

seen

c. Pyt

Pyt

sei

said

dat

that

my

me

hie

had

er

he

sjoen.

seen
‘Pyt said that he had seen me.’

However, non-bridge verbs, such asregret, do not allow verb-second in their complements.

(493) (from Iatridou & Kroch 1992’s (14), originally from deHaan & Weerman 1986)

a. Pyt

Pyt

betreuret

regrets

dat

that

hy

he

my

me

sjoen

seen

hie.

had
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b. *Pyt

Pyt

betreuret

regrets

dat

that

hy

he

hie

had

my

me

sjoen

seen

de Haan & Weerman 1986 analyze this as a case of CP recursion, the projection of two

CP layers. The availability of a higher complementizer position under a bridge verb like

sayallows for the complementizerdat to be realized in the higher position and the verb to

move into the lower position. The lack of the higher complementizer position under a verb

like regret means that the verb cannot move into a lower position, which is obligatorily

occupied bydat.148

(494) a. Pyt sei [CP1 dat [CP2 hy1 [C2 hie2 ] [ TP t1 my sjoen t2]]]

b. Pyt betreuret [CP2 dat [TP hy my sjoen hie]]

Embedded verb-second behavior, then, is one diagnostic forthe presence of a double-

complementizer structure.

5.5.2 Pro-form so

As noted by Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1971, bridge verbs can take the sentential pro-form

soas their complements. Non-bridge verbs cannot, rather taking the pro-formit.

(495) a. I{think/believe/was told/said/hope/suspect/suppose} so.

b. I {found out/discovered/denied/agreed/knew} (it/*so).149

de Cuba &Ürögdi 2010 argue that this can be understood as reflecting asyntactic differ-

ence in the complements of these verbs. Bridge verbs take CP1(cP in their terminology)

148There are unanswered questions here: for example, why are the overt complementizer and verb-second
in complementary distribution in German, i.e. why does German not look like Frisian? I will not, however,
try to embark on a full exposition of the variation across theGermanic varieties in verb second behavior here.

149Jeremy Hartman (p.c.) points out that in some contextsknow sois acceptable:I don’t just think so, I
know so. I have no explanation to offer for this.
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as complement, andsois the CP1 pro-form. Non-bridge verbs take CP2 (CP in their termi-

nology) as complement, which does not havesoas a pro-form.

5.5.3 Embedded speech acts and logophoric contexts

A way of semantically characterizing bridge verbs likesay, think, believe, suspect,

hope, suppose, tell, hear, guessis to say that they embed something which can (loosely) be

thought of as either speech or thought on the part of the hearer.

This is the kind of predicate which in a number of languages allows for the use of

logophoric pronouns in its complement150: specialized pronouns which are used to refer to

the holder of the embedded speech or thought report (Hagège1974, Clements 1975, Culy

1994a,b, 1997, Schlenker 2003 a.m.o.).

(496) Distribution of logophoric pronouns in Donno SO (Dogon, Mali); from Culy

1994a’s (1)151

a. Oumar

Oumar

Anta

Anta

inyemEñ

LOG-ACC

waa

seen

be

AUX

gi

said
‘Oumari said that Anta had seen himi.’

(logophoric pronoun embedded undersay, corefers with matrix subject)

b. Oumar

Oumar

Anta

Anta

woñ

3SG-ACC

waa

seen

be

AUX

gi

said
‘Oumari said that Antaj had seen himk.’

(non-logophoric pronoun embedded undersay, may not corefer with matrix

subject)

150I am grateful to Ellen Woolford for directing me towards the literature on logophoric contexts.

151Culy’s gloss gives the pronoun in (496b) as a logophoric pronoun, and does not mark the pronoun in
(496c) as such. However, the surrounding text, and the intention of the example being to show the alternation
between logophoric and non-logophoric pronouns, make it clear that these are typographical errors.
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c. Anta

Anta

wo

3SG

wa

SUBJ

Fransi

France

boojE

go.FUT-3SG

gO

COMP

egaa

heard

be

AUX

‘Antai heard that shei/j will go to France’

(non-logophoric pronoun embedded underhear152, may or may not corefer

with matrix subject)

d. *Anta

Anta

inyemE

LOG-3SG

wa

SUBJ

Fransi

France

boojE

go.FUT-3SG

gO

COMP

egaa

heard

be

AUX

(intended: ‘Antai heard that shei will go to France’)

(logophoric pronoun ungrammatical underhear)

The predicates which create logophoric environments are not cross-linguistically identical,

but certain generalizations can nevertheless be made. In particular, Culy 1994a proposes

an influential hierarchy of types of predicate which create logophoric environments.

(497) (after Culy’s (10))

predicates of speech (e.g. ‘say’)

> predicates of thought (e.g. ‘think’)

> predicates of knowledge (e.g. ‘know’)

> predicates of direct perception (e.g. ‘hear’)

Culy argues that, for a given language, if a particular type of predicate creates a logophoric

environment, then all the types of predicate above it in the hierarchy will also create a

logophoric environment (e.g. ifknowdoes, thenthink andsayalso will).

Unfortunately, English lacks logophoric pronouns, so understanding if a logophoric en-

vironment is created in English is difficult. It does seem, though, that we can understand

English bridge verbs as belonging to the ‘speech’ and ‘thought’ classes above. Such predi-

cates, for example, allow embedding of thesopro-form discussed in the preceding section,

which predicates of knowledge or of direct perception do not.

152Hear does not create a logophoric environment in Donna SO, but it may in English; cf. footnote 153.
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(498) a. speech: I said so, I was told so

b. thought: I think so, I believe so, I hope so, I suspect so, I suppose so

c. knowledge: *I know so, *I found out so, *I discovered so, *Ilearned so

d. direct perception: *I saw so, *I smelled so153

We might add here predicates of ‘emotion’ such asbe proud, be angry, be amused, be

happyetc. I won’t try to place these precisely in Culy’s hierarchy, but they seem to pattern

with knowledge or perception verbs in English, rather than speech or thought verbs, at least

with respect to theso-diagnostic.154

(499) *I am proud so, I am angry so, I am amused so, I am happy so

Dubinsky & Hamilton 1998 and Collins & Postal 2012:139f. argue that there is one case

in which logophoric contexts are relevant in English. Theseauthors argue that epithets

(like the idiot, the bastardetc.) cannot be bound in a logophoric environment by a c-

commanding R-expression, on the basis of contrasts like thebelow.

(500) a. *John1 thinks that I admire the idiot1. (Dubinsky & Hamilton 1998’s (5),

cited from Lasnik 1976)

b. John1 ran over a man that was trying to give the idiot1 directions.

(Dubinsky & Hamilton 1998’s (12))

Using this as a diagnostic, we can consider which predicatescreate logophoric environ-

ments in English. The judgments are subtle, but I think that they tend in a direction which

confirms the ‘split’ proposed above: predicates of speech and thought create logophoric

153Hear does not seem to quite work in this way:I heard soseems fine, and it also embeds a fragment
answer (Who left? – I heard John), which means that we would want to classifyhearas a bridge verb, even
though it seems to be a verb of direct perception. I suspect what is going on here is thathearmight also be
conceived of as a sort of verb of speech; it’s at least plausible to think thathearembeds a speech act, as will
be discussed below.

154Culy 1994b notes that predicates such asbe happydo not create logophoric contexts in Dogon, and in
this respect Dogon patterns with English.
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environments (and so prohibit coreference between a c-commanding R-expression and an

epithet), while predicates of knowledge, perception, and emotion do not create logophoric

environments (and so allow such coreference).

(501) a. *John1 said/was told that I vandalized the idiot1’s car.

b. ??John1 thinks/believes/hopes/suspects/supposes that I vandalized the idiot1’s

car.

c. John1 found out/discovered/learned/knows that I vandalized theidiot1’s car

d. John1 saw that I vandalized the idiot1’s car.

e. John1 is angry/is proud/is amused that I vandalized the idiot1’s car.

This gives us a semantic way of characterizing what bridge verbs embed. One influential

way of thinking about it is that bridge verbs do not embed a proposition, as one might think,

but rather a different kind of semantic object, aspeech act.155 Krifka 2001 and McCloskey

2006 argue for the possibility of embedding a speech act under various kinds of predicates.

Their main concern is embedding question speech acts156, but the general reasoning extends

to embedding assertions also.

Importantly for my purposes here, these authors argue that this corresponds to a syn-

tactic difference exactly equivalent to the one being assumed here. Verbs which embed

speech acts embed double-complementizer structures, and the higher complementizer has

the semantic role of encoding speech act force.157 This syntacticization of speech act force

finds support in the fact that frequently, in languages with logophoric pronouns, logophoric

155It perhaps isn’t intuitive to think of a verb likesuspector hopeembedding a speech act. Whether we
have to be insistent that we are really embedding a speech actas such (in e.g. the sense of Searle 1969 et seq.,
and in the sense which Krifka 2001, 2012 argues for) is, I think, orthogonal to my concern; for my purposes,
it is simply important that bridge verbs embed a different sort of semantic object from what non-bridge verbs
embed.

156There will be more discussion of embedded question acts in section 5.7.1.

157This idea is commonplace throughout the literature; this link is why Rizzi 1997 dubs the highest com-
plementizer position Force.
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contexts are embedded under a complementizer different from that which embeds non-

logophoric contexts. For example, Clements 1975 reports that in Ewe, logophoric contexts

are introduced with the complementizerbe, which does not appear in other contexts; see

also Koopman & Sportiche 1989 and Speas 2004.

We could suppose, for example, that C1 comes in (at least) two‘flavors’; one, AS-

SERT, creates the speech act of assertions, while another, QUEST, creates the speech act of

questions (see e.g. Krifka 2001, McCloskey 2006). These arepresent in matrix contexts,

and create the speech acts that matrix contexts denote. But they can also be present in

embedded clauses, just in case the embedded clause denotes aspeech act.

(502) a. John ate chips.

b. CP1

C1

ASSERT

CP2

C2 TP

John ate chips

(503) a. What did John eat?

b. CP1

C1

QUEST

CP2

DP

what

CP2

C2

did

TP

John eat t
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(504) a. I think that John ate chips.

b. VP

V

think

CP1

C1

ASSERT

CP2

C2

that

TP

John ate chips

(505) a. I wonder what John ate.

b. VP

V

wonder

CP1

C1

QUEST

CP2

DP

what

CP2

C2 TP

John ate t

If we accept that bridge verbs embed different semantic objects from non-bridge verbs, and

if we agree with McCloskey 2006, de Cuba &̈Urögdi 2010, Krifka 2012 and others that

the creation of this semantic object is the job of a higher complementizer position, then

we have another diagnostic for double-complementizer structures: clauses which plausibly

denote speech acts or thoughts are likely to have double-complementizer structures.

5.5.4 A remark on verbs of manner of speaking

Verbs of manner of speaking, such aswhisper, sigh, quip, laughand so on seem to fail

thesotest.

(506) *John whispered/sighed/quipped/laughed/chortledso.

They also do not embed fragments.
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(507) Who ate the cookies?

John whispered/sighed/quipped/laughed/chortled Mary.158

So we want these verbs to pattern with the non-bridge verbs ingeneral, and this has

been generally assumed in the literature. However, it certainly seems intuitively plausible

that verbs of this kind embed speech acts, especially as theyembed direct speech (John

whispered ‘Keep the noise down!’). If bridge verbs are those that embed speech acts, the

non-bridge-verb status of these verbs is puzzling.

One solution to this problem is to suppose that verbs of manner of speaking in fact

do not take complements at all, and that their apparent clausal ‘complements’ are actually

modifiers or appositives. Snyder 1992 makes this proposal, suggesting that these verbs are

underlyingly derived from nominals which combine with a type of relative clause. That is,

(508a) is derived from something like (508b), wheremakeis perhaps some form of ‘light

verb’.

(508) a. John whispered that Mary was lazy.

b. John [VP (made) [NP (a) [NP whisper] [CP that Mary was lazy]]]

Kratzer 2006, 2013 has recently also argued that in the semantics, verbs likesay, thinketc.

take a true semantic argument, while verbs likewhisper, sighetc. do not take any argument

in the semantics, rather combining with their complements via a process such as Predicate

Modification. This fits also with Snyder 1992’s observation that these verbs have the option

of being syntactically intransitive, in contrast with at least some bridge verbs.

158This is grammatical on a direct speech reading:John whispered ‘Mary’. To control for this, we can try
embedding an indexical:

(i) When will Mary leave?
John whispered tomorrow.

This is only grammatical on the direct speech reading, that is, a reading wheretomorrowmeans the day
after John whispered (i.e. John said the word ‘tomorrow’). It can’t have the paraphrase ‘John whispered that
Mary will leave tomorrow’, wheretomorrowrefers to the day after the matrix speech event.
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(509) a. John whispered/shouted/laughed/chortled/?quipped.

b. John *said/??believed/*told.

If this is true, then we can understand why the complements ofverbs of manner of speak-

ing seem to behave peculiarly: they do not in fact have complements, but rather a form of

appositive restrictor. This also explains why they cannot embed fragments. Their clausal

‘complements’ are in fact relative clauses, and relative clauses cannot undergo clausal el-

lipsis (a fact to be discussed in more detail in section 5.7.2). As such, we do not expect to

see cases such as (510).

(510) *John{whispered/shouted/laughed/chortled} the cookies.

I will from now on exclude this class of verb from consideration, and consider only verbs

which embed ‘true’ complements.

5.5.5 Summary

In summary, we have seen the following properties of the clausal complements of bridge

verbs likesayandthink:

• They allow embedded verb second in many Germanic varieties.

• They are pronominalized byso in English.

• They create logophoric contexts (as shown by the unavailability of epithets corefer-

ential with the matrix subject).

These properties taken together motivate a syntactic distinction between the clausal

complements of bridge verbs and clausal complements of other predicates. In particular,

embedded verb second has been taken to be diagnostic of a double-complementizer struc-

ture.

There is also a consistent way of characterizing bridge verbs semantically: they are

always predicates of speech or thought (which are classes ofpredicates which often create
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logophoric contexts cross-linguistically). As such, it isplausible that a semantic distinction

should be drawn between what the clausal complements of bridge verbs denote, and what

other clausal complements denote. One idea prevalent in theliterature is that the comple-

ment of bridge verbs denotespeech acts, while the clausal complements of other predicates

denote simplepropositions. McCloskey and Krifka argue that this distinction is syntacti-

cally reflected: the double complementizer structure of thecomplements of bridge verbs

reflects their semantic nature as speech acts. The higher complementizer position has the

semantic role of transforming a proposition into a speech act.

Given these properties, we can hypothesize the following diagnostics for double-com-

plementizer structures:

• They should allow verb-second in (some) Germanic varieties.

• They should create logophoric environments.

• They should plausibly denote ‘speech acts’ – that is, they should be analyzable as

denoting speech or thought which some agent stands in a relation to.159

With these diagnostics in mind, we can investigate what connection there might be

between double-complementizer structures and fragments.

5.6 Fragments and double complementizers

We have seen that there is a class of verb – bridge verbs – whichplausibly embeds a

double-complementizer structure. These verbs are also theverbs which embed fragments.

159This is a somewhat ‘woolly’ characterization. I think, however, that whenever I use this diagnostic to
argue against a double-complementizer structure for a particular clause, it will be clear that the clause in
question can not denote a ‘speech act’ in this sense.
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(511) (repeated from (484))

What did John eat?

a. Mary{thinks/believes/was told/suspects/said/hopes/supposed} the cookies.

b. ??Mary{found out/confirmed/remembered/realized} the cookies.

c. *Mary {is proud/is surprised} the cookies.

The hypothesis I will pursue is that the head C1 has the power to license the ellipsis of its

complement. That statement, coupled with the idea that onlybridge verbs embed clauses

with a double-complementizer structure, allows us to very simply derive the fact that only

bridge verbs allow for fragment embedding. We could say thatfragments move to the Spec

of C1 to escape ellipsis (in the way discussed in chapter 4), and C1 then licenses the ellipsis

of its complement, in the below manner.

(512) (What did John eat?)

I think [CP1 the cookies C1[CP2 C2 [TP Johnatet ]]]

If it is C1 which has the power to license ellipsis, then the fact that verbs which do not

embed C1 – i.e. non-bridge verbs – do not embed fragments simply follows from this.

(513) (What did John eat?)

a. I found out that John ate the cookies.

b. ??I found out the cookies.

c. I found out [CP2 [C2 that] [TP John ate the cookies]]

(No C1 in the structure, so ellipsis not possible)

Two questions arise here. The first is whether we can find evidence, separate from

fragments, that C1 licenses ellipsis. The second is whetherwe have discovered that C1 is

really thelicensing headfor ellipsis. It may, instead, be the case that C2 (or some other
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head) can license ellipsis160, but the landing site of fragments has to be [Spec, C1]. If

this latter hypothesis were correct, we would have a picturethat looked empirically very

similar: clauses which lack C1 would indeed be unable to support fragment ellipsis, but

this would be because a lack of C1 entailed a lack of ‘space’ tomove a fragment into. We

wouldn’t have evidence for C1 itself being the ellipsis-licensing head.

My hypothesis, then, is that C1 licenses ellipsis; if a structure lacks C1, it can’t undergo

ellipsis. An alternative hypothesis might be that C1 is not the ellipsis-licensing head, but

that the Spec of C1 needs to be available to move fragments into. This alternative hypoth-

esis is suggested by de Cuba & MacDonald 2013, for example. The strategy I intend to

pursue to tease these two hypotheses apart is to investigateenvironments in which move-

ment to the left-periphery bywh-elements is clearly independently possible, but in which

there is evidence that C1 is not present. If my hypothesis is correct, then this kind of clause

shouldnotshow ellipsis (because they lack C1). If the ‘lack of space’ hypothesis is correct,

then this kind of clause should (all else being equal) be ableto show ellipsis; space is not

an issue (as we would know that movement is independently possible, so there must be

space).

In what follows, I will argue that my hypothesis is indeed correct: structures which con-

tainwh-movement, but which plausibly lack C1, cannot undergo clausal ellipsis, providing

support for a view in which C1 licenses ellipsis.161

5.7 What forms of wh-movement license sluicing?

We start from the following well-known observation: not allforms of wh-movement

license sluicing. For example, thewh-movement which is implicated in questions (whether

160This proposal is made by van Craenenbroeck 2010b, whose analysis will be discussed in section 5.10.

161At least in English. Some other languages such as Spanish andHungarian will be considered in section
5.11.
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matrix or embedded) does license it, but thewh-movement implicated in relative formation

(whether ordinary relatives or free relatives) does not.

(514) a. What did John cook? [matrix question]

b. I wonder what John cooked. [embedded question]

c. I ate the curry which John cooked. [relative]

d. I ate what John cooked. [free relative]

(515) a. (John cooked something.) — Whatdid Johncook?

b. (John cooked something.) I wonder whatJohncooked.

c. *John cooked, and I ate the curry whichJohncooked.162

d. *John cooked, and I ate whatJohncooked.

This has generally been explained as a feature co-occurrence restriction. Merchant 2001 ar-

gues, for example, that the [E] feature which is responsiblefor licensing ellipsis in his anal-

ysis can only co-occur with a particular feature – Merchant labels it [+wh, +Q] – which the

wh-attracting head in questions possesses, but which is not possessed by thewh-attracting

head in relatives. van Craenenbroeck 2004, 2010b and van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006

make a similar proposal, in which the [E] feature co-occurs with an Op(erator) feature,

which requires to be checked by a moved operator such as awh-word, and a Q(uestion)

feature, which requires to be checked by a speech act head.163

The issue with these analyses is that there is noa priori reason why the [E] feature

should have to co-occur only with a [wh] or a [Q] feature. Thisencodes the patterns we see

directly, but we are left with the question of why it could notbe otherwise. And, in fact, it

162If we are worried about whether the use ofwhich here is a confounding factor, we can note also that
even in dialects of English which allow the use ofwhatas a relative pronoun (the curry what John cooked),
sluicing is still impossible: *John cooked, and I ate the curry whatJohncooked.

163We can see here that this analysis bears a similarity with thepresent analysis. The difference is that
these authors argue that the [E] feature is to be found on thelower complementizer, not the higher one. I will
discuss these proposals in more detail in sections 5.10 and 5.12.
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looks like it can be otherwise: if we are to explain fragmentsas clausal ellipsis, as we wish

to do here, and as Merchant 2004 does, we cannot maintain thatthe [E] feature has to co-

occur with a [wh] feature. What is attracted to the left periphery in fragment constructions

is not awh-word. To deal with this, Merchant 2004 proposes that the [E]feature need not

co-occur only with a [wh] feature, but can co-occur also witha Focus feature, which drives

the movement of a focused constituent to the left periphery.However, once this move is

made, it is not clear why the [E] feature cannot be found in relatives. That is, why can

relatives not sluice? Why does the [E] feature have to co-occur with either a [wh] or a

[Foc] feature, while being unable to co-occur with (for example) whatever feature drives

movement of thewh-word in relative clauses?

I will argue that an analysis which locates the property of ellipsis licensing only on

a high complementizer has a more explanatory answer for why questions can sluice but

relatives cannot. Questions contain the higher complementizer; relatives do not. I will

extend this reasoning to two other cases ofwh-movement: so-called ‘unconditionals’, such

aswhoever comes to the party, it will be fun, and exclamatives, such aswhat an idiot!. I

will show that the ability to sluice in these cases is linked to the presence or absence of the

high complementizer. We consider questions first.

5.7.1 Questions

Questions can clearly sluice.

(516) a. John cooked something. — Whatdid Johncook?

b. John cooked something. I wonder whatJohncooked.

On the hypothesis being pursued here, this would imply that double-complementizer struc-

ture is possible in questions; so we should look for evidencefor this.

One assumption that I make is that the double-complementizer structure is always

present in matrix clauses, whether assertions or questions(or indeed other clause types,

such as imperatives or exclamatives; the case of exclamatives in particular will be discussed
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in section 5.7.4). We always see verb-second in matrix clauses in German, for example,

and verb-second is one of the diagnostics we are using for a double-complementizer struc-

ture. Furthermore, if the property of being a ‘speech act’ islinked to the property of having

a double complementizer structure, then it is plausible that matrix clauses always have

double-complementizer structures; matrix clauses, by their nature, always denote speech

acts.

If we assume that matrix clauses always have double-complementizer structures, then

(516a) is consistent with the hypothesis that double-complementizer structures are neces-

sary for ellipsis. But what about embedded questions, such as (516b)? Is there evidence

for a double-complementizer structure in such structures?

Krifka 2002 points out that verb-second is possible in embedded questions in German,

especially if the question is preposed.

(517) (adapted from Krifka’s (51, 52))

a. Doris

Doris

fragt

asks

sich,

self

welches

which

Gericht

dish

Al

Al

gemacht

made

hat.

has
‘Doris wonders which dish Al made.’ (verb-final order in embedded ques-

tion)

b. Welches

which

Gericht

dish

hat

has

Al

Al

gemacht,

made

fragt

asks

Doris

Doris

sich.

self
‘Doris wonders which dish Al made.’ (V2 order in embedded (preposed)

question)

Krifka shows that cases like (517b) cannot be explained awayas a direct speech report

(which would be expected to show root-like behavior such as verb-second); in such con-

structions, indexical elements can show the ‘shift’ which is typical of embedding, but not

of direct speech reports. (Direct speech reports are also grammatical, as (518b) shows.)
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(518) a. Welches

which

Gericht

dish

soll

should

sie1

she

machen,

make

fragt

asks

sich

self

Doris1

Doris
‘Doris wonders which dish she should make.’

b. “Welches

which

Gericht

dish

soll

should

ich1

I

machen?”,

make

fragt

asks

sich

self

Doris1

Doris
‘Doris wonders “Which dish should I make?”’

As well as verb-second in German, McCloskey 2006 has also observed similar facts for

certain dialects of English. In these dialects, embedded questions allow T-to-C movement

(i.e. subject-auxiliary inversion).

(519) (from McCloskey’s (1, 2))

a. I wondered [would I be offered the same plate for the whole holiday].

b. I wondered [was he illiterate].

c. I asked him [from what source could the reprisals come].

d. The baritone was asked [what did he think of Mrs Kearney’s conduct].

If a predicate likewonderor askselects for a double-complementizer structure, subject-

auxiliary inversion is predicted to be possible.164

Furthermore, both Krifka 2001 and McCloskey 2006 argue thatembedded questions (at

least under predicates likeaskor wonder165) do denote speech acts. This also follows our

intuitive understanding that predicates which embed double-complementizer structures are

164Some parametric difference would have to be proposed for whyonly some Englishes allow this move-
ment. We would not want to say that standard English, which does not show T-to-C in embedded questions,
lacks a double complementizer structure in embedded questions, given the supposed semantic import of the
‘higher’ complementizer, and the argument that it is this higher complementizer which is involved in ellip-
sis licensing. This parametrization would, one hopes, follow from whatever parameters are involved in the
general variation between the Germanic languages in the presence or absence of (V-to-)T-to-C movement in
matrix and embedded environments. I will not try to give a theory of this here, however.

165Predicates likefound out who, discovered whoetc., which do not seem to embed ‘true’ questions (in-
tensional questions in the terms of Groenendijk & Stokhof 1984) in quite the same way, will be discussed in
section 5.8.
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predicates of speech or thought:askandwonderfall into this category. They also create

logophoric contexts which do not allow binding of epithets,as the below examples show.

(520) a. *John1 asked if the idiot1 was allowed to leave early.

b. ??John1 asked who the idiot1 was allowed to kiss.

c. *John1 wondered if the idiot1 was allowed to leave early.

d. ??John1 wondered who the idiot1 was allowed to kiss.

From all of these facts, we can suppose that questions contain the higher complementizer

C1. This predicts that they can show ellipsis, which of course they do. More interesting

predictions are made for clauses which containwh-movement but which plausibly do not

contain C1.

5.7.2 Relatives

Relative and free relative clauses cannot sluice.

(521) a. *John cooked, and I ate the curry whichJohncooked.

b. *John cooked, and I ate whatJohncooked.

Relative clauses name properties (which John cooked= λx. John cookedx); free relatives

name entities (what John cooked= ιx. John cookedx). It’s clear that such clauses can in

no sense be considered to denote speech acts or anything likethem. They also do not create

logophoric contexts, as shown by the ability of epithets within them to be c-commanded by

coreferring expressions:

(522) a. John1 ran over a man who was trying to give the idiot1 directions.

(Dubinsky & Hamilton 1998’s (12))

b. John1 only eats what the idiot1 cooks.
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Furthermore, even for speakers of English who allow T-to-C movement in embedded ques-

tions, T-to-C movement in relative clauses is impossible.166

(523) a. I ate the curry which John cooked/which John had cooked.

b. *I ate the curry which did John cook/which had John cooked.

(524) a. I ate what John cooked/what John had cooked.

b. *I ate what did John cook/what had John cooked.

These facts suggest that C1 is not present in relatives and free relatives. This may be the

reason why such structures cannot show ellipsis. ‘Lack of space’ for the ellipsis remnant to

move into clearly cannot be the reason for the inability of such clauses to sluice, as we can

see thatwh-movement is possible in principle; it is, however, impossible to elide a relative

or free relative.

Having said this, however, we do not have conclusive evidence to link the absence of

a higher complementizer and the failure to perform ellipsis. Another possible explanation

for the failure of ellipsis in relatives and free relatives is that the relevant semantic relation

does not hold. I have argued in chapter 3 that an elided clausemust stand in a particular

semantic relation to the Question under Discussion: it mustbe QUD-GIVEN.

(525)
⋃

QUD ⇔
⋃

JEKF

However, this is not a requirement that a relative will meet.Relatives, as mentioned above,

denote abstractions over entities (properties); free relatives denote entities. What they do

not denote is sets of propositions. As such, they will not be of the right type to participate

in the semantic relation given in (525). To make a convincingargument that the presence

of a higher complementizer is really what licenses ellipsis, we need to find cases in which

166Thanks to Hannah Greene for her judgments here. I think that even speakers who do not generally allow
T-to-C movement in embedded questions can perceive a distinction between the cases in (523), (524) and e.g.
I wonder what did John cook.
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there is no speech act, T-to-C movement, etc., but where the semantic object created by

wh-movement plausibly is a proposition or set of propositions.In these cases, QUD-

GIVENness should in principle be able to license ellipsis. If ellipsis is nevertheless not

licensed, we have evidence for the presence of some other factor which is inhibiting ellipsis,

or the absence of a factor which is necessary to license ellipsis. I will argue that that factor

is the presence of the higher complementizer. In what follows, I will consider two cases of

this sort: so-called ‘unconditionals’, and exclamatives.

5.7.3 Unconditionals

Unconditionalsis the name given (Zaefferer 1990, 1991, Rawlins 2013) to construc-

tions like the below (underlined).

(526) a. Whether Mary comes or not, the party will be fun.

b. Whoever comes to the party, it will be fun.

c. No matter who comes to the party, it will be fun.

These constructions have been very thoroughly analyzed in work by Kyle Rawlins (Rawlins

2008, 2013). Rawlins argues that these constituents have the syntax of questions, and

the semantics of a Hamblin denotation for questions (i.e., aset of propositions). Their

semantic function, Rawlins argues, is similar to that ofif-conditionals.If-conditionals serve

to restrict the domain of a modal in their scope (Lewis 1975, Kratzer 1979, 1981):

(527) a. John must pay a fine.

≈ In all worlds compatible with a deontic modal base,167 John pays a fine.

b. If John parked illegally, he must pay a fine.

≈ In all worlds compatible with a deontic modal baseand in which John

parked illegally, John pays a fine.

167I am neglecting the issue of the ordering source here (Kratzer 1977, 1981).
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Rawlins argues that an unconditional has the function of ensuring that a modal in their

scope is maximallyunrestricted. They denote maximal alternative sets, in the fashion

shown below.

(528) JWhoever comes to the partyK = {λw. John comes to the party inw, λw. Mary

comes to the party inw, λw. Sue comes to the party inw, . . .}

This set of propositions serves as the ‘restrictor’ – actually a widener – for the domain of

possible worlds considered by the modal in the unconditional’s scope.168

(529) a. The party will be fun.

≈ In all worlds compatible with a particular modal base (whichis perhaps

contextually restricted), the party is fun.

b. Whoever comes to the party, it will be fun.

≈ {If John comes to the party or if Mary comes to the party or if Suecomes

to the party or . . .}, it will be fun.

≈ In all worlds compatible with a particular modal base, whichis not re-

stricted with respect to which people come to the party, the party is fun.

Rawlins gives a number of arguments that these unconditional adjuncts should be syntacti-

cally understood as interrogatives. This is clearly the null hypothesis if we are interpreting

them as sets of propositions, i.e. Hamblin questions. However, Rawlins points out that

many authors (e.g. Dayal 1997, Izvorski 2000) have been inclined to analyze these clauses

as free relatives, given the apparent parallel in (530).

(530) a. John met [whoever came to the party].

b. [Whoever comes to the party], it will be fun.

168I am considerably abbreviating Rawlins’ analysis here, which relies on a generalized Hamblin seman-
tics in the vein of Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002, Kratzer 2005, Alonso-Ovalle 2006, and the use of Hamblin
(pointwise) function application to perform the restriction. For the details, the reader is referred to Rawlins
2013.
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Support for a free relative analysis comes from the fact thatin a number of languages,

these constructions are demonstrably free relative or correlative structures. For example,

in Hindi, the pronoun which is used in these constructions isthe relative pronoun, not the

interrogative pronoun (Bhatt & Dayal 2014). Note the contrast between (531a), where the

relative pronounjo is used, and the ungrammatical (531b), where the interrogative pronoun

kyaais used.

(531) (Bhatt and Dayal’s (51), slightly simplified)

a. caahe

CAAHE

jo

REL

ho,

be

swiss

swiss

bank

bank

ke

GEN

dhankuberõ

moneybags

ke

GEN

naam

name

chupaa-egaa

hide-FUT

kendra

center
‘No matter what happens, the center will hide the names of themoneybags

of the Swiss Bank.’

b. *caahe

CAAHE

kyaa

what

ho,

be

swiss

swiss

bank

bank

ke

GEN

dhankuberõ

moneybags

ke

GEN

naam

name

chupaa-egaa

hide-FUT

kendra

center

Rawlins argues, however, that at least for English, an interrogative analysis is appropriate.

The first argument he provides, originally from Huddleston &Pullum 2002, is based on

the idiomwhat is X doing Y-ing. This is an idiom which can only appear in an interrogative

clause, not in a free relative, as the below contrast shows.

(532) (Rawlins 2013’s (99) and adapted (100))

a. What were they doing reading her mail?

b. *He didn’t repeat/do what(ever) they were doing reading her mail.169

169repeat/docan embed the relevant type of free relative in general, cf.He didn’t repeat/do what they were
doing. However, the idiomatic constructionwhat is X doing Y-ingis not possible here.
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Now note that thewhat is X doing Y-ingconstruction is available in unconditionals, sug-

gesting that the syntax of an unconditional patterns with aninterrogative rather than a free

relative, at least in English.

(533) (Rawlins 2013’s (101))

Whatever they were doing reading her mail, it didn’t lead to any legal problems.

A second test Rawlins uses is based on the observation, attributed to Jespersen 1909–1949,

that if a question is referred to using awh-pro-form, this form is alwayswhat. However,

if a free relative is referred to using awh-pro-form, this form has to match the head of the

free relative, as shown below.

(534) (Rawlins 2013’s (102))

Alfonso knows who Joanna talked to.

a. What does Alfonso know? / Alfonso knowsWHAT?

b. #Who does Alfonso know? / Alfonso knowsWHO?

(535) (Rawlins 2013’s (103))

Alfonso talked to whoever Joanna did.

a. #What did Alfonso talk to? / Alfonso talked toWHAT?

b. Who did Alfonso talk to? / Alfonso talked toWHO?

Rawlins then offers the following observation.

(536) (Rawlins 2013’s (104))

Whoever Joanna talked to, Alfonso will be jealous.

a. Alfonso will be jealous regardless ofWHAT?

b. #Alfonso will be jealous regardless ofWHO?

That is, thewh-pronoun underregardless ofcan bewhat, despite the fact that the uncondi-

tional which it presumably resumes is headed bywhoever. This is not expected if uncon-
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ditionals are free relatives, which impose a matching requirement between their heads and

pronouns used to refer back to them. It is, however, expectedon an analysis which gives

unconditionals the syntax of questions.

The third argument offered by Rawlins in support of an interrogative syntax for uncon-

ditionals is the fact that multiplewh-items are possible within them. This is possible in

interrogatives in English, but not free relatives.

(537) (Rawlins 2013’s (105–108))

a. Alfonso knows who said what. [interrogative]

b. *Alfonso talked to who(ever) said what. [free relative]

c. Whoever buys whoever’s property, the town council will still grant a build-

ing permit. (Gawron 2001)

d. ?Whoever said what to whom, we’ve got to put this incident behind us and

work together as a team. (Huddleston & Pullum 2002)

This offers further support for a syntactic analysis of unconditionals as having interrogative

syntax.

Having established, following Rawlins 2013, that unconditionals have the syntax of

interrogatives and the semantics of Hamblin questions, we might imagineprima faciethat

they should be able to show clausal ellipsis. However, they cannot.170

170Having said that, there are interesting potential counterexamples involving both awh-element and what
looks like a fragment.

(i) a. We will hold the party whatever the weather.
b. He would vote for anyone who supported gun rights, whetherRepublican or Democrat.

I do not yet have an explanation for these cases, except to note that such cases seem always to involve
omission of a form ofbeand possibly a pronoun; it may be possible that these are cases of ‘pseudosluicing’
(Merchant 2001), that is,pro-drop of a pronoun and a null copula, rather than ellipsis sensu stricto. That
would, however, rely on a theory being provided of whypro-drop and copula drop should be available in
these environments while not being available elsewhere in English; I am not in a position to provide such a
theory here.
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(538) Who’s coming to the party?

a. The party will be fun whoever is coming (to it).

b. *The party will be fun whoever.

(539) What’s John cooking?

a. You should come to dinner no matter what he’s cooking.

b. #You should come to dinner no matter what.171

(540) Which dress did she wear?

a. I’m sure she looked lovely whichever dress she wore.

b. *I’m sure she looked lovely whichever (dress).

Why do the elliptical versions go wrong? In the full versions, the (a) sentences, the material

after the head of the unconditional (whoeveretc.) is de-accented. Thewh-word is also in

focus, as sluicing demands. And assuming Rawlins’ semanticaccount of unconditionals

as denoting Hamblin sets is correct, these clauses are also in the correct relation with the

Question under Discussion; the examples are constructed soas to make the QUD and the

unconditional identical, as shown below (and so taking the union of both sets of proposi-

tions will obviously also yield identity between them, as QUD-GIVENness requires).

(541) a. JWhich dress did she wear?K = {she wore the blue dress, she wore the polka-

dot dress, she wore the backless dress, . . .}

b. Jwhichever dress she woreK = {she wore the blue dress, she wore the polka-

dot dress, she wore the backless dress, . . .}

Even if I am not correct in believing that QUD-GIVENness is the correct way of formulating

the antecedence condition on clausal ellipsis, it is not obvious what formulation of the

171This is grammatical as such, but the phraseno matter whathere is a frozen expression meaning ‘in any
case’. This utterance cannot be understood as a sluiced version of (539a).
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antecedence condition would in fact rule out sluicing here (Merchant’s e-GIVENness also

holds, for example). So nothing obvious should rule out sluicing in unconditionals; yet it is

impossible. I propose that the culprit in these cases is the lack of a higher complementizer

position. If it is C1 which licenses ellipsis, and if unconditionals lack C1, we predict that

sluicing of unconditionals should not be possible.

If C1 is the head which is implicated in the creation of a speech act (or something like

a speech act), we understand why it should not be expected to be present in an uncondi-

tional. An unconditional is a restrictor of a modal, performing a similar semantic function

to an if-clause adjunct. It is not something like a speech act, or thought. Furthermore,

epithet coreference is possible in an unconditional, suggesting that it does not introduce a

logophoric context.

(542) John1 will be happy no matter what the idiot1 eats.

As such, an unconditional can be analyzed as containing C2 – the head which attracts a

wh-word – but lacking C1. On the hypothesis being defended here,the lack of C1 means

that an unconditional cannot undergo sluicing.

(543) CP2

DP

whichever dress

CP2

C2 TP

she wore t

Further support for the lack of C1 in unconditionals comes from the fact that T-to-C move-

ment is not licensed in them, even for speakers of the dialects of English which allows such

movement in, for example, embedded questions.172

172Again, I thank Hannah Greene for her judgments.
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(544) a. You should come to dinner no matter what John has cooked.

b. *You should come to dinner no matter what has John cooked.

(545) a. You should come to dinner whatever John has cooked.

b. *You should come to dinner whatever has John cooked.

From these data, I conclude that the inability to sluice unconditionals provide evidence

in support of the hypothesis that a higher complementizer isrequired to license clausal

ellipsis.

5.7.4 Exclamatives

Another corner of English in which we findwh-movement is in exclamative construc-

tions such as the below (Elliott 1971, Grimshaw 1979, Zanuttini & Portner 2003, Rett 2008,

2011 a.m.o.).

(546) a. What an idiot John is!

b. What wonderful curry John cooked!

c. What a lot of people there were there!

In matrix cases, suchwh-phrases can show up to the exclusion of other clausal material.

(547) a. What an idiot!

b. What wonderful curry!

c. What a lot of people!

Ono 2006 has argued that this is genuine ellipsis, to be takenon a par with sluicing. To his

arguments, I add that these cases show the form-matching effects which sluicing does. This

is difficult to see in English, but can be seen more clearly in languages such as German.173

For example, an exclamativewh- remnant in the German equivalents of (547) shows up in

173I am grateful to Stefan Keine for his judgments here.
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the case that would be governed by the relevant verb, suggesting that that verb is present

but elided.

(548) a. Hat

has

Maria

Maria

einen

a.ACC

Kuchen

cake

gebacken?

baked
‘Did Maria bake a cake?’

b. Ja

yes

– und

and

was

what

für

for

einen

a.ACC

Kuchen

cake

sie

she

gebacken

baked

hat!

has
‘Yes – and what a cake she baked!’

c. Ja

yes

– und

and

was

what

für

for

einen

a.ACC

(Kuchen)!

cake

‘Yes – and what a cake!’174

(549) a. Hat

has

Maria

Mary

einem

a.DAT

Studenten

student

geholfen?

helped?
‘Did Maria help a student?’

b. Ja

yes

– und

and

was

what

für

for

einem

a.DAT

Studenten

student

sie

she

geholfen

helped

hat!

has
‘Yes – and what a student she helped!’

c. Ja

yes

– und

and

was

what

für

for

einem

a.DAT

(Studenten)!

student
‘Yes – and what a student!’

The verbbacken‘bake’ governs accusative case in its object, as (548a, b) show. This case is

also present on awas f̈ur phrase functioning as an exclamative, whether the clausal material

in the exclamative is present or not, as shown in (548c). Similarly, the verbhilfen governs

dative case, as shown in (549a, b). Again, awas f̈ur phrase shows up in dative case in the

short exclamative (549c). This suggests that in the cases where there is no clausal material

174English syntax does not appear to allow the NP ellipsis orone-substitution which is permitted in the
German case here, as shown by the parentheses. Cp. ??yes – and what a one!. I assume this is just a variation
in the licensing of NP ellipsis/proforms, rather than telling us anything about the sluicing here.
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in the surface form, there is nevertheless a verb assigning case covertly in (548c), (549c),

i.e. these are cases of ellipsis.

We also observe Merchant’s P-stranding generalization in these cases. In a non-P-

stranding language such as German, a ‘short’ exclamative must show a preposition if there

is a correlate in the antecedent, as shown in (550). English,which is a P-stranding language,

can optionally express the preposition, as (551) shows.

(550) a. Hat

has

Maria

Mary

mit

with

einem

a.DAT

Studenten

student

gesprochen?

spoken
‘Did Mary speak to a student?’

b. Ja

yes

– und

and

[mit

with

was

what

für

for

einem

a.DAT

Studenten]

student

sie

she

t gesprochen

spoken

hat!

has
‘Yes – and what a student she spoke to!’

c. *Ja

yes

– und

and

[was

what

für

for

einem

a.DAT

Studenten]

student

sie

she

mit

with

t gesprochen

spoken

hat!

has
(i.e. P-stranding barred)

d. Ja

yes

– und

and

*(mit)

with

was

what

für

for

einem

a.DAT

(Studenten)!

student
‘Yes – and what a student!’

(551) Did Mary speak to a student?

a. Yes – and what a student she spoke to!

b. Yes – ?and to what a student she spoke!

c. Yes – and what a student!

d. Yes – ?and to what a student!

This implicates the same kind of movement in ‘short’ exclamatives as is present in the full

forms. We can take this, following Merchant 2001’s logic, asproviding evidence for elided

structure in the ‘short’ exclamatives.
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However, there is an interesting contrast between these matrix cases of exclamatives

and embedded cases. Embedded exclamatives do not undergo sluicing, as pointed out by

Kim 1997.175

(552) a. A: Is John a genius?

B: No; in fact, I’m amazed/surprised (by) what anIDIOT John is.

b. A: Did John cook curry?

B: Yes, and I’m amazed/surprised (by) whatWONDERFUL curry John cooked.

c. A: Were there a lot of people there?

B: Yes; in fact, I’m amazed/surprised (by)WHAT a lot of people there were

there.

(553) a. A: Is John an genius?

B: *No; in fact, I’m amazed/surprised (by) what anIDIOT.

b. A: Did John cook curry?

B: ??Yes, and I’m amazed/surprised (by) whatWONDERFUL curry.

c. A: Were there a lot of people there?

B: ??Yes; in fact, I’m amazed/surprised (by)WHAT a lot of people.

A minimal pair is shown in (554).176

(554) a. John lost his keys. What an idiot (he is)!

b. John lost his keys. I can’t believe what an idiot *(he is)!

175Kim attributes this observation to a 1997 University of Connecticut manuscript ‘A Look at Sluicing in
Exclamative Constructions’ by D. Chen. I have not been able to consult this work. From what I can gather, it
proposes that sluicing is ruled out in English embedded exclamatives because English lacks the right sort of
embedding complementizer. As will be seen, this is quite similar to my proposed analysis.

176Ono 2006 claims that examples like the below are grammatical(Ono’s (69), sec. 4).

(i) John wrote an extremely long paper, and it’s unbelievable what a long paper.

I do not agree with this judgment, and it also conflicts with Kim 1997’s reports. I think the contrast in (554)
is very sharp, for example.
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The key diagnostic here is the fact that thewhat a NPconstruction only appears in ex-

clamatives in English. It cannot be used as an interrogative, as many authors have noted

(Elliott 1971, Grimshaw 1979 a.o.).

(555) a. How many people were there?

b. #What a lot of people were there? (# as question)

Note the minimal pair in (556):

(556) Were there a lot of people there?

a. Yes; in fact, I’m amazed by how many people.

b. ??Yes; in fact, I’m amazed by what a lot of people.

The key observation here is that (556a) has an embedded question reading forhow many

people (there were there). This embedded question reading can be sluiced. Only when the

complement cannot be understood as a question is it impossible to sluice it, as in (556b).

Again, we are faced with the question of why thewh-movement which is implicated in

exclamative formation should fail to license sluicing in cases like (556b). We might ask

if we can use the same argument as we used for relative clauses: the semantic condition

might simply not be met, the exclamative clause perhaps not having the right semantic type

to enter into the QUD-GIVENness relation. However, the fact that matrix exclamatives

can elide suggests that there is nothing wrong with exclamativeclauses entering into the

QUD-GIVENness relationper se. So what goes wrong with clausal ellipsis in embedded

exclamatives?

On the current theory, we can understand restrictions of this sort by saying that em-

bedded exclamative clauses lack the higher complementizerwhich creates a speech act.177

177This would amount to saying that exclamative speech acts cannot be embedded. In a fuller theory, we
would want to know why this is the case. Rett 2011 argues that exclamatives cannot be embedded, but she
argues thatall speech acts cannot be embedded. I do not make this assumptionhere, continuing to hold that
assertions and questions can be embedded; but I do not attempt to address the issue here of why questions
and assertions should be embeddable speech acts, but exclamatives cannot be.
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We can note that embedded exclamatives do not seem to introduce logophoric contexts, as

shown by the possibility of epithet binding.

(557) John1 was surprised by what a lot of letters the idiot1 got.

Furthermore, if we equate the presence of C1 with ‘root’ behavior in the embedded clause,

then evidence for the unembedability of exclamative clauses comes from the German parti-

clenur. This particle can appear in matrix exclamatives (Grosz 2012), as shown in (558).178

(558) Was

what

bin

am

ich

I

nur

NUR

für

for

ein

an

Trottel!

idiot
‘What a fool I am!’

However, this particlenur cannot appear in embedded contexts, as in (559).

(559) Maria

Maria

sagte

said

mir,

to.me

was

what

ich

I

(*nur)

NUR

für

for

ein

an

Trottel

idiot

bin.

am
‘Maria told me what an idiot I am.’

This suggests that the matrix exclamative has different properties from the embedded ex-

clamative.

Further syntactic evidence that embedded exclamative clauses lack a C1 layer, while

matrix exclamatives possess it, comes from T-to-C movement. Generally,wh-exclamatives

in modern English do not show T-to-C movement even for speakers who allow T-to-C

movement in embedded questions.

(560) a. What amazing curry John has made!

b. ??What amazing curry has John made!

However, there is evidence that T-to-C movement in exclamatives has been possible in at

least some stages in the history of English: for example, thebelow line from Shakespeare:

178I am again thankful to Stefan Keine for his judgments.
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(561) What a piece of work is a man! (Hamlet, act II, scene ii)

Elliott 1971 notes examples like (562) (Elliott’s (39), from Psalm 84).

(562) How lovely is Thy dwelling place, O Lord of Hosts!

And at least my dialect allows (perhaps slightly marginallyor archaically) cases like (563)

below.179

(563) What a fool was I to think that he would fulfill his responsibilities!

But T-to-C movement is degraded in embedded contexts.

(564) a. I can’t believe what a fool I was to think that he wouldfulfill his responsi-

bilities.

b. ?*I can’t believe what a fool was I to think that he would fulfill his responsi-

bilities.

(565) a. We stand in awe of how lovely Thy dwelling place is, O Lord of Hosts!

b. ?*We stand in awe of how lovely is Thy dwelling place, O Lordof Hosts!

We have been seeing T-to-C movement as diagnostic of a double-complementizer structure.

The lack of T-to-C movement in the embedded contexts in (564), (565), contrasted with its

(marginal) availability in the matrix case in (563), suggests that the double complementizer

structure is not available in embedded ‘exclamatives’. On the current account, the higher

complementizer C1 is responsible for ellipsis; if it is not present, we do not expect to see

clausal ellipsis, as indeed we do not.

179Somehow the clause headed byto makes (563) more acceptable, i.e. ?What a fool was I!is less good.
I do not have a theory for why this should be. There may be a temptation to analyze (563) as a rhetorical
question, but note that thewhat a NPconstruction should be incompatible with this.
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(566) a. It surprises me what an idiot John is.

b. VP

V

surprises

DP

me

CP2

DP

what an idiot

CP2

C2 TP

John is

However, we run into a problem with the claim that embedded exclamatives lack C1.

If exclamatives denote sets of true propositions, which is the analysis put forward by

Zanuttini & Portner 2003, we might imagine that they look very much like cases of sluic-

ing involving embedded factive or ‘extensional’ questions(Groenendijk & Stokhof 1984),

such asSomeone left, and I found out wholeft. In section 5.8, I will argue that such cases do

contain material in C1, specifically, an Answer operator in the sense of Heim 1994, Dayal

1996. And in fact, Zanuttini & Portner 2003 explicitly arguefor the presence of a factive

operator in the left periphery of exclamatives. If that’s right, and if the factive operator is

to be identified with what I am calling C1, then the absence of C1 (and of sluicing) in these

cases of embedded exclamatives would be unexpected.

To understand this, I argue that the correct analysis of exclamatives is not the one put

forward by Zanuttini & Portner 2003, in which an exclamativedenotes a set of proposi-

tions. Rather, I adopt the theory put forward by Rett 2011. Inthis theory, an exclamative

like What an idiot he is!or What tasty curry he made!denotes a type of degree relative.

The what in the exclamatives ranges over degrees, and pied-pipes theDP it is in. The

individual-type variable left behind by the movement of theDP is existentially closed, and

the degree-type variable is abstracted over, giving the below (see Rett 2011:(27) for the full

derivation).
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(567) CP2

DPj

whatd-tasty curry

λd CP2

C2 TP

John made tj

(568) JWhat tasty curry John madeK = λd.∃x.John made curryx that wasd-tasty

Having created this degree property, Rett proposes that theabstracted variabled gets exis-

tentially closed (569a) or contextually valued (569b), resulting in a proposition.

(569) a. ∃d.∃x. John made curryx that wasd-tasty

b. ∃x. John made curryx that wasd-tasty (d given by context)

I will assume the contextual provision variant (569b) here.This proposition can then be

input to verbs which take propositions as argument.

(570) a. I found out what tasty curry John made.

≈ I found out that John made tasty curry.

b. I can’t believe what tasty curry John made.

≈ I can’t believe that John made tasty curry.

My understanding of Rett is that in these cases, the source ofthe ‘high degree’ interpreta-

tion should be the same in these pairs (whatever that source turns out to be in the evaluative

cases, i.e.John made tasty curry). But it should be noted that these sentences don’t seem

like paraphrases of each other. The version with the exclamative syntax seems to require

that the degree of tastiness be even higher than the paraphrase with the evaluative version

of the adjective. This is particularly clear in (570b). I don’t have a detailed solution to offer

to this here, except to note that there is a parallel with the degree pronounsuch, which has a

very similar exclamative use (Elliott 1971). If that is included, the paraphrases of (570a, b)

become much more apt.
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(571) a. I found out that John made such tasty curry.

b. I can’t believe that John made such tasty curry.

Note also that while (571b) and (570b) are good, both of (572a, b) are bad.

(572) a. *I believe what tasty curry John made.

b. *I believe that John made such tasty curry.

Possibly the presence of an overt degree pronoun – eithersuchor what, in the relative

case – is enough to create a ‘very high’ interpretation.180 I won’t try to flesh this out here,

however. The important point for our purposes is that there is a plausible semantics for

exclamatives in which they denote relatives. The syntax is also plausible. For example,

multiple wh-words are degraded in exclamatives, just as they are degraded in relatives (as

Rett 2008:167 points out).181

(573) I found out which people went to which party.

(multiplewh-words OK in questions)

(574) a. *I met a man who went to which party.

b. ??I met who went to which party.

(multiplewh-words degraded in relatives)

(575) a. I found out what amazing people went to that party.

b. I found out what a great party my friends went to.

180Kyle Johnson (p.c.) has pointed out to me that focus on the adjective can have a similar effect.

(i) a. John’s tall. (exceeds the contextual standard for height)
b. John’sTALL . (very much exceeds the contextual standard for height)

Johnson suggests that there might be an overarching generalization here: spelling out a degree pronoun
overtly usingsuchor whatmight have the effect of emphasizing a degree which has a similar effect to focus
in (i).

181However, Ono 2006:71ff. discusses the fact that multiplewh-words are licit in Japanese exclamatives. I
won’t attempt crosslinguistic comparison here.
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c. ??I found out what amazing people went to what a great party.

(575c) is not nearly as degraded as (574a), patterning more with the free relative in (574b).

I think the reason for this lies in the semantics: it’s not at all clear what (574a) could

possibly mean, and this is a problem for it above and beyond the syntactic problem of

having multiplewh-words. By contrast, in (575c), existential closure of the abstracted

degree arguments would at least give us a way of calculating what is meant (i.e. that I

found out that very amazing people went to an absolutely great party). There’s still, I feel,

a clear contrast between (575c) and (573); I think this contrast should be interpreted as a

failure to license multiplewh-words in (575c), and therefore as evidence for relative clause

syntax in this example.

The payoff of this excursus is that, if exclamatives are indeed degree relatives, we don’t

expect C1 to be involved in their syntax. As discussed in section 5.7.2, there is no evidence

that C1 is present in relative clauses. So the failure of the below case can be understood in

terms of the lack of C1 in the structure.

(576) a. John lost his keys. *I can’t believe what an idiotheis!

b. [VP believe [CP2 what an idiot [CP2 C2 [TP he is]]]]

(no C1, so no ellipsis possible)

But how are we then to understand matrix cases? In the matrix cases, I assume as before that

C1 is always available, and will serve to provide the speech act force of the entire utterance.

I presume that a head EXCL, which types the utterance as an exclamative speech act, is

available (although, for reasons which are as yet unclear, this value of C1 can only appear

in matrix contexts; that is, there are no embedded exclamative speechacts, as discussed

above). Rett 2011 and Grosz 2012 argue for the existence of a similar head. C1 being

present in the matrix clause allows for ellipsis, as shown below.
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(577) a. (John lost his keys.) What an idiot (he is)!

b. CP1

DP

what an idiot

CP1

C1

EXCL

CP2

DP

t

CP2

C2 TP

he is t

What we have, in effect, is a small corner of English in which arelative clause can show up

as a matrix clause. This is possible because the effect of existential closure of the degree

property which it denotes results in this clause, which has the syntax of a degree relative,

having the semantics of a proposition (here, that John is a big idiot). It is therefore of the

right semantic type to be a matrix clause. As a matrix clause,which must denote a speech

act, C1 is present. C1 can then license ellipsis, and attracta remnant to its Spec to escape

the ellipsis.

Because these exclamatives (after provision of a degree argument) denote propositions

– here, the proposition that John isd-much of an idiot, whered is very large – they can be

the input to QUD-GIVENness. The degree pronoun is focused in (577a), so we have the

below.

(578) a. JWhat an idiot he is!K = he isd-much of an idiot

b. JWhat an idiot he is!KF = {p|∃d′.p = he isd′-much of an idiot}

={he is a little bit of an idiot, he is somewhat of an idiot, he is an enormous

idiot,. . .}

c.
⋃

JWhat an idiot he is!KF = ∃d. he isd-much of an idiot182

182We might worry about whether this is trivially true, at leastassuming thathe does not fail to refer; a
person will always have some degree of idiocy, even if that degree is 0. This is the same problem as was
discussed for degree questions in section 3.4.2. I tentatively suggest that we again exclude 0 from the domain
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To license the sluicing, there should be a question under discussion about how much of

an idiot John is. I propose that this is easily accommodated along the lines suggested for

sluicing in section 3.8.

The hypothesis that C1, but not C2, licenses ellipsis in English, therefore correctly pre-

dicts that matrix exclamatives can undergo sluicing, but embedded exclamatives – despite

having an apparently parallel syntax and semantics – cannot; matrix exclamatives, but not

embedded exclamatives, possess C1.

5.7.5 Interim summary

I have argued that questions contain a high complementizer C1, supporting this by

showing that (at least in some Germanic varieties) they allow T-to-C movement. Questions

are also plausibly thought of as ‘speech acts’, and following the analysis of Krifka 2001,

2012, we can hypothesize that their speech act force is derived from the presence of a high

complementizer C1. Further evidence for questions’ speechact status is their ability to

create logophoric contexts. If we agree that questions contain C1, then their ability to show

sluicing is consistent with the hypothesis that C1 is responsible for clausal ellipsis.

I have also argued that relatives and unconditionals donotcontain C1; they do not allow

T-to-C movement, they are not plausibly analyzed as speech acts, and they do not create

logophoric contexts. The hypothesis that C1 is required forclausal ellipsis predicts that

relatives and unconditionals should not sluice, and indeedthey do not.

Matrix exclamatives can sluice, but embedded exclamativescannot. I attribute this

contrast to the presence of C1 in matrix exclamatives – as C1 is present in all matrix clauses

– and the absence of C1 in embedded exclamatives.

of relevant degrees, which makes (578c) non-tautologous. However, the statement is still very weak; saying
that John has a degreed > 0 of idiocy is not a very strong statement if the scale of idiocyis ‘dense’ (see e.g.
Fox & Hackl 2006). It would, for example, be compatible with John having a degree of idiocy0 + ǫ whereǫ
is infinitesimally small. Perhaps the degrees in the focus alternatives in (578b) are contextually restricted to
very high degrees. There may be a real stumbling block here; if there is, I am not in a position to solve it.
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We can combine these observations with a theory which analyzes the complements of

bridge verbs (such assay, think) as having a double-complementizer structure, while ana-

lyzing the complements of non-bridge verbs (such asfind out, confirm, remember) as only

having the single complementizer C2 (not C1). We then predict the distinction between

the fragment-embedding behaviors of these verbs: if C1 is responsible for ellipsis, then we

predict only the verbs which embed double-complementizer structures to allow fragments

(i.e. clausal ellipsis to the exclusion of a fragment remnant):

(579) (repeated from (512))

What did John eat?

I think [CP1 the cookies C1[CP2 C2 [TP Johnatet ]]]

(580) (repeated from (513))

What did John eat?

a. I found out that John ate the cookies.

b. ??I found out the cookies.

c. I found out [CP2 [C2 that] [TP John ate the cookies]]

(No C1 in the structure, so ellipsis not possible)

So far, so good. However, there is a problem: not all cases of sluicing are plausibly analyzed

as ellipsis of a clause which denotes a speech act, as we mighthave expected from the above

discussion. These are so-called ‘extensional questions’,which I will now discuss.

5.8 Extensional questions in sluicing

5.8.1 The problem: extensional questions allow sluicing

On the theory being proposed here, the contrast between (581a) and (581b) is explained

by reference to the presence or absence of C1. Verbs likethink embed C1, which licenses

ellipsis; verbs likefind outdo not embed C1, and do not license ellipsis.
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(581) (What did John eat?)

a. I think the cookies.

b. I {??found out/??confirmed/??remember/*know} the cookies.

(582) a. I think [CP1 the cookies C1[CP2 C2 [TP Johnatet ]]]

b. I found out [CP2 C2 [TP John ate the cookies]] (no ellipsis possible)

However, the verbs in (581b) do allowsluicingin their complements, casting doubt on this

hypothesis.

(583) John ate something, and I{found out/confirmed/remember/know} what.

The questions which are embedded in such cases are referred to by Groenendijk & Stokhof

1984 as ‘extensional questions’: what it means to find out, confirm, remember, or know

who ate the cookies is to find out (etc.) the true answer, in theworld of evaluation, to the

question of who ate the cookies.

These verbs do not seem to prompt T-to-C/V2 behavior when they embed questions (as

discussed by McCloskey 2006 and Krifka 2002), one diagnostic we have been using for a

double-complementizer structure.

(584) a. *I{found out/confirmed/remember/know} what did he eat.

b. I {found out/confirmed/remember/know} what he ate.

(585) (from Krifka 2002)

a. *Welches

which

Gericht

dish

hat

has

Al

Al

gemacht,

made

{weiß

knows

Doris

Doris

/ fand

found

Doris

Doris

heraus}.

out
intended: ‘Doris knows/found out which dish Al made’; V2 order in ques-

tion

b. Welches

which

Gericht

dish

Al

has

gemacht

Al

hat,

made

{weiß

knows

Doris

Doris

/ fand

found

Doris

Doris

heraus}.

out
‘Doris knows/found out which dish Al made’; verb-final orderin question
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Embedded extensional questions also do not appear to createlogophoric contexts, as the

epithet-binding test shows: epithet-binding is possible into them.

(586) a. John1 found out/knows/remembers if the idiot1 is allowed to leave early.

b. John1 found out/knows/remembers who the idiot1 is allowed to kiss.

So the tests we have been using for double-complementizer structures are failing in these

cases. This suggests that C1 is not present in embedded extensional questions, which would

be very problematic for the thesis adopted here that the double-complementizer structure

is required for ellipsis. If that structure is not embedded by verbs of thefind outclass – as

the failure to license fragments (??I found out John), and the failure of T-to-C movement,

seem to be telling us – then how is sluicing possible under such verbs?

My solution will be to argue that, in fact, verbs of thefind outclasscanembed double-

complementizer structures in the general case, and in fact always do so if they embed

interrogatives, the data above notwithstanding. I will argue that there is syntactic evidence

supporting this conclusion. This will require a revision tothe view of C1 suggested above.

By all available tests (e.g. logophoric context creation),the complements of verbs like

found outdo not denote speech acts. If I wish to continue to argue that C1 is projected

in these structures, then the creation of speech acts cannotbe C1’s only semantic role. I

will argue that this is the case; one possible role of C1 is to create speech acts (i.e. to host

operators like ASSERT or QUEST), but another role it has is totransform clauses which

denote questions into the true answer to that question; thatis, C1 can also host something

like Dayal 1996’s ANSWER operator.

However, in the case of embedded declaratives (likeI found out that John ate the cook-

ies), I will argue the C1 layer is not projected. I will argue thatthis is because it would be

syntactically and semantically vacuous to do so. I start by reviewing evidence that verbs

like find out, rememberetc. can in fact embed double-complementizer structures inprinci-

ple.
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5.8.2 C1 and embedded questions in non-veridical environments

Firstly, note that McCloskey 2006 reports that in non-veridical environments (i.e. em-

bedded under operators that are not truth-value-preserving: under negation, in questions, in

imperatives, under intensional predicates likewant to, etc.), T-to-C movement in embedded

interrogatives is in fact possible under verbs likefind outor remember.

(587) (McCloskey’s (85))

a. *I remember was Henry a communist.

b. ?I don’t remember was Henry a communist.

c. Do you remember was Henry a communist?

(588) (McCloskey’s (92, 93))

a. Everybody wants to know did I succeed in buying chocolate for Winifred.

b. Aunt Kate wants to know won’t you carve the goose as usual. (James Joyce,

Dubliners)

c. I was dying to find out was he circumcised. (James Joyce,Ulysses)

d. Find out does he take sugar in his tea.

This suggests that embedding a double-complementizer structure is at least one possible

option for verbs of this class, and that the failure of cases like *I remember/found out what

did he eatis not to be located in the syntax per se. That is, subject-auxiliary inversion is not

going wrong in such cases because no C1 position is being projected. That is reassuring for

our hypothesis that clausal ellipsis requires a double-complementizer structure; the ability

to perform T-to-C movement in interrogative complements ofverbs likefind out, in at least

some contexts, suggests that double-complementizer structures are indeed possible in the

complements of such verbs.

So what is going wrong with cases like (587a)? McCloskey locates the explanation

for this failure in the semantics, rather than the syntax. McCloskey notes Ginzburg & Sag

2000’s observation that verbs likefind out– which they term ‘resolutive predicates’ – bear
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a presupposition that the question they embed is resolved. On McCloskey’s analysis, T-

to-C movement indicates that the embedded clause is a speechact, the act of asking a

question. McCloskey suggests that the embedding of a question act in a case like *Mary

found out what did John eatis incompatible with the presupposition thatfound outbrings,

that the question is resolved. There is a contradiction between this presupposition that the

question is resolved, and the imputing of a relation betweenMary and a question speech

act.183 By contrast, embedding such a speech act under a predicate likewants to find out–

which does not have the presupposition that the question is resolved – does not lead to this

incompatibility.

McCloskey does not provide a detailed account of how to understand this semantic

contrast formally. Among other things, it is not immediately clear how to understand how

found outdoes, butwants to find outdoes not, impose a presupposition that the question is

resolved, in a way consistent with a compositional semantics. If the sense of ‘resolution’

is a presupposition offind out, it should project, and be unaffected by the intensional con-

text thatwant brings about. (Compare, for example,John wants to find out if Mary has

stopped smoking; the presupposition that Mary has at one point smoked is not voided by

the intensional context.)

183The intuition here, I think, is that the only relations one has to question ‘speech acts’ or ‘question
thoughts’ are things like pondering them, asking them, wanting to find out the answer to them. If Mary
has resolved the matter, she is no longer entertaining a ‘question thought’, so she does not stand in a relation
to that ‘question thought’. See below for a more technical exposition of this leading idea.
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I offer the below sketch of how we might make McCloskey’s analysis more precise.184

Understand, as McCloskey and Krifka do, the semantics of a question act as being a form of

context change potential, a function from contexts to contexts, something like the below.185

(589) JQUEST what did John eatK = λc.c′

wherec is the existing context, andc′ is a context exactly likec except that the

speaker has confessed to a lack of knowledge about what John ate, and indicates

that she wants to learn the answer, i.e. sets the Question under Discussion to

‘what did John eat?’

However, the null hypothesis forfind out– when it embeds a declarative – is that it selects

a proposition, not a speech act. Its non-bridge-verb statussuggests that this is the case, as

argued at length above. So we would want to givefind outsomething like the semantics in

(590).

(590) Jfind outK = λp.λx.x comes to believe thatp is true.

presupposition:p is true.

(591) Jfind outK(Jthat John ate the cookiesK) = λx.x comes to believe that John ate the

cookies.

presupposition: John ate the cookies.

184It is only a sketch. McCloskey makes a comment about his own analysis: ‘[McCloskey’s] discussion
skates blithely over some formidably difficult issues. Manyquestions remain open, and the proposals may
or may not survive incorporation into a serious formal framework. Nevertheless, the general approach holds
out enough preliminary promise, it seems to me, at the explanatory and descriptive levels [. . . ]’. I do not
claim that my discussion here is tackling most or even many ofthese difficult issues; I am also skating over a
number of them. I just aim to develop McCloskey’s leading idea a little further in an attempt to show that, I
think, the idea does indeed hold the ‘preliminary promise’ that he mentions.

185I purposely leave the precise details of the relevant discourse model quite vague here, as I believe it is
orthogonal to the issue. A truly complete implementation would include details pertaining to how the question
is integrated into the Common Ground (Stalnaker 1978) or Table (Farkas & Bruce 2010), and exactly how
the question has the effect of changing the QUD (Roberts 2012/1996).
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If find outsemantically combines with a proposition, then how canfind outcombine with

a question – whether we give a question the type of a set of propositions, or the type of

a speech act? The way Krifka 2001 analyzes this is to say that question acts can be type-

shifted (by a type-shifter ‘TA’) into the proposition whichdenotes the true complete answer

to the question.186

(592) a. JQUEST who ate the cookiesK = the speech act of asking who ate the cook-

ies (the context-change potential defined above)

b. JTA [QUEST who ate the cookies]K = ιp.p is a true and complete answer to

the question raised by the speech act in (a).187

Given this, the semantics of a structure likeJohn wants to find out what Mary ate(or

. . . what did Mary eat) cashes out as follows.

(593) a. Jwhat Mary ateK = {p|∃x.p = λw. Mary atex in w}

= {Mary ate the cheese, Mary ate the cake, Mary ate the cookies, .. .}

(i.e. the set of possible answers)

b. JQUEST what Mary ateK = the speech act of asking what Mary ate

c. JTA [QUEST what Mary ate]K = ιp.p is a true and complete answer to the

question raised by the speech act in (b)

d. Jfind out [TA [QUEST what Mary ate]]K = λx.x learns the true and com-

plete answer to the question raised by the speech act in (b)

186In later work, Krifka retracts this proposal, suggesting that interrogatives ‘primarily’ (in our terms, at the
C2 level) denote the set of true answers, and this is shifted (by C1, in our terms) into the speech act, rather
than shifting the speech act into the set of true answers. Krifka retracts the proposal because of facts like the
lack of root clausal behavior (like verb second) under verbslike find out, suggesting that – in our terms – C1
is not present in these structures, and that verbs likefind outnever embed speech acts. As I wish to show
here, I think that rejecting this proposal was premature. Myproject here is to argue for the presence of C1 in
such structures, at least as an option; I will argue that the lack of root clausal behavior can be understood in
other ways.

187This is a slight simplification of what Krifka says; Krifka talks about thesumof propositions which give
a complete answer to the question. This is to allow for apparent cases of quantification over the domain of
answers, in cases likeJohn found out, for the most part, what Mary ate. We will ignore this here.
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e. JJohn wants PRO to find out what Mary ateK = in all of John’s desire worlds,

John learns the true and complete answer to the question raised by the

speech act in (b).

The key observation now is what happens in a case likeJohn found out what Mary ate.

This does not allow for subject-auxiliary inversion, and assuch, QUEST does not seem to

be licensed in such cases. Why? Here is a suggestion, following the suggestions made by

McCloskey. The embedded speech act, asking what Mary ate, isa context change potential,

which has to be analyzed with respect to a particular agent (an asker or ‘ponderer’). It’s

reasonable to assume that that agent is the agent of the question-embedding predicate, in

this case John. So the context change potential that (593b) denotes is something like the

following.

(594) J(593b)K = λc.c′, wherec′ is exactly likec except that John has confessed igno-

rance about what Mary ate, and sets the QUD to ‘What did Mary eat?’

Here, we could imagine that the function in (594) is only evendefined if the agent of the

question is ignorant of the answer to the question. (This is away of encoding the intuition

that it is not a felicitous conversational move to askWhat did Mary eat?if you already

know.) But then – elaborating on the argument McCloskey makes about these cases –

a statement likeJohn found out [QUEST what Mary ate]would be contradictory. The

embedded speech act would presuppose that John did not know what Mary ate, but the

semantics of the whole utterance asserts that he does, leading to a contradiction.

To be sure, here I am leaving out a lot of steps. In particular,I cannot take up the issue

here of precisely how the question act is associated with theagent (that is, how and why

it is the case that in an utterance likeJohn wants to know what Mary ate, the embedded

question act is interpreted as a question being asked by John, rather than, say, a question

act that anyone could in principle perform or ponder.) Theredoes seem to be evidence,
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though, that this is sensitive to syntactic domains; McCloskey (fn. 27) points out that there

is a contrast between the below (I have altered the example slightly).

(595) a. Do you know what will Freddy do?

b. *Do you think Mary knows what will Freddy do?

In (595a), the embedding of a question act (as diagnosed by the presence of T-to-C move-

ment) is possible because the question is interpreted as oneasked by the matrix speaker, for

whom the issue of what Freddy will do is an open question.188 That is, the context change

potential represented by the [QUEST what will Freddy do] is defined. McCloskey sug-

gests that this evaluation of the question act with respect to the matrix speaker seems to be

possible becausewant is a Control predicate, or because it is a restructuring predicate. By

contrast, (595b) cannot be so interpreted (even if the question of what Freddy will do is an

open one for the speaker). The question act in this case can only be interpreted with respect

to Mary as the asker, and infelicity results in the semantic calculation ofMary knows what

will Freddy do; this asserts that Mary knows what Freddy will do, but presupposes that

Mary can felicitously ask the question ‘What will Freddy do?’, which is a contradiction.

Why the syntactic environment should make a difference is a key question, but unfortu-

nately I must put it aside here. However, despite the fact that many such questions remain,

I conclude from this that McCloskey’s analysis of the infelicity of cases like *Mary found

out what did John eatcan be given an appropriate formal treatment, and is more-or-less on

the right track.

188This predicts that if it isnot an open issue for the speaker – if, for example, it is a rhetorical ques-
tion/threat, likeDo you know what Freddy will do to you if he finds out?, where the speaker does in fact know
but wants to see if the addressee knows – the T-to-C movement should be infelicitous. This does appear to be
the case (thanks again to Hannah Greene for her judgments here).
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5.8.3 C1, embedded questions, and the Answer operator

We have shown, then, thatfind outand other verbs of its class can, in principle, embed

a double-complementizer structure and a question act. Thisis possible, however, only in

non-veridical environments. To that extent, we allow for cases of clausal ellipsis like the

below, as they contain C1.

(596) Someone left.

a. John wants to find out/discover/confirm/know who.

b. Find out/discover/confirm who!

c. John didn’t find out/discover/confirm/know who.

(597) [VP [V find out] [CP1 who [CP1 QUEST[CP2 t [TP t left]]]]]

However, by the above logic, a case in which the embedded question is within a veridical

environment, such asJohn found out what Mary ate(where the verbfind outis perfective,

and is not embedded underwants toor similar), does not contain an embedded question act

(this is why we do not see *John found out what did Mary eat, in any dialect of English; nor

verb-second behavior in the German equivalents of such sentences). That would suggest

that such cases do not embed C1. So we still haven’t solved theproblem that (598) shows;

these verbs can embed sluiced clauses, and so – on the hypothesis being advanced here –

they should contain C1, which is the head responsible for clausal ellipsis.

(598) John ate something, and I{found out/confirmed/remember/know} what.

And we need to explain the failure of these verbs to embed fragments, as (599) shows.

(599) What did John eat?

I {??found out/??confirmed/??remember/*know} the cookies.

On the thesis being presented here, this implies that C1 is present in (598), but not in (599).

I will attempt to defend this view by arguing that, in (598), C1 can host a head containing
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a semantically contentful element: an element which transforms an embedded ‘question

radical’ in Krifka 2001’s terms (that is, a set of propositions, not a speech act) into the

true answer to that question. This is an operator like Heim 1994’s or Dayal 1996’s Answer

operator. In cases like (599), by contrast, such a head is notrequired, and so C1 is not

projected for reasons of economy; it would be syntacticallyand semantically vacuous.

Consider first the semantics of a case like (600).

(600) I found out who ate the cookies.

Above, I assumed thatfind outsemantically selects for a proposition, and that a question

act had to be shifted into the proposition that was the true answer to that question (via

Krifka 2001’s ‘TA’ shifter). Something similar needs to be done in (600). The embedded

question, which I assume to have the Hamblin denotation (theset of all propositions which

constitute possible answers), is not of the right type to combine with a verb that selects for

a proposition.

I suggest that one role a head in the C1 position can have is to shift these sets of answers

into the proposition which is the true and complete answer. Here is the semantics of an

Answer operator, adapted from Dayal 1996, which will do this.189

(601) JANSWKw = λq〈st,t〉.
∧
{p|p ∈ q ∧ p(w)}

a function from a set of propositionsq, to the conjunction of all the propositions

in q which are true at the world of evaluationw.

189If I am locating this operator in the syntax (rather than purely in the semantics as a type-shifting oper-
ation) – which I am forced to do, in order to maintain the claimthat C1 has a role to play here – then one
might ask if the semantic effect of Krifka’s ‘TA’ type-shifter might also be located in the syntax, perhaps
in a complementizer position even higher than C1 (in a cartographic implementation of the left periphery,
perhaps). I don’t know what tests could be used to settle thisquestion, but there is no immediate reason I can
see why it should be ruled out.
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(602) (in a world where John ate the cookies and the cake)

a. Jwhat John ateKw0 = {p|∃x.p = λw. John atex}

= {λw. John ate the cookies inw, λw. John ate the pretzels inw, λw. John

ate the cake inw, . . .}

b. JANSW [what John ate]Kw0 =
∧
{p|p ∈ {λw. John ate the cookies inw,

λw. John ate the pretzels inw, λw. John ate the cake inw, . . .} ∧p(w0)}

=
∧
{λw. John ate the cookies inw, λw. John ate the cake inw}

= λw. John ate the cookies inw and John ate the cake inw

A question thus transformed into an answer by ANSW can then combine with a proposition-

taking predicate likefind out.

(603) a. VP

V

find out

CP1

C1

ANSW

CP2

what CP2

C2 TP

John ate t
b. Jfind outK(JANSW [what John ate]K) = [λp.λx.x comes to believe thatp is

true](λw. John ate the cookies inw and John ate the cake inw)

= λx.x comes to believe that John ate the cookies and John ate the cake.

presupposition: John ate the cookies and John ate the cake.

Giving C1 such a role means that C1 is not (just) a speech-act or force-indicating head.

I think this is not a problem, however; clearly, different lexical complementizers, even if

they occupy the same syntactic position, can have differentdenotations. I do not think

that it is a problem to say that the various lexical heads which can be inserted into the

C1 position can have different sorts of meanings, and need not be restricted only to heads
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which create speech acts. That is, just as the words which cango into the C2 position range

over those shown in (604a) (some of which have different meanings; comparethat with if,

for example), the words which can go into the C1 position range over (at least) those shown

in (604b).

(604) a. Words of category C2:{that, if, whether, for,∅, . . .}190

b. Words of category C1:{ASSERT, QUEST, EXCL, ANSW} (and perhaps

others)

I therefore suggest that C1 can indeed be present in extensional questions: the lexical item

inserted into this position is ANSW, which turns a question into the proposition which is the

true answer to that question. I argue that it is the presence of C1 which licenses sluicing in

embedded extensional questions. Awh-word can raise to the Spec of C1 to escape ellipsis:

(605) [VP find out [CP1 what [C1 ANSW ] [CP2 t C2 [TP Johnatet]]]]

5.8.4 When do we expect C1?

I have assumed above that the verbfind out and other verbs of its class (likeknow,

rememberetc.) can in principle embed double-complementizer structures when they embed

interrogative complements. This is how I account for sluicing in these structures; C1 is

present if these verbs embed interrogative complements, and C1 licenses ellipsis, allowing

for structures like (605).

Some questions, however, arise concerning the syntax in (605). The first is why, given

the projection of a double-complementizer structure such as the above under verbs like

find out in general, allowing for structures likeMary wants to find out what will John

eat, we nevertheless do not (in any dialect of English) see T-to-C movement in sentences

like *Mary found out what did John eat, wherefind out is in past tense and is not in an

190∅ is the empty complementizer in e.g.I think John left.
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intensional environment). Given that I have argued that verbs like found outdo embed

double-complementizer structures, we might expect this tolicense T-to-C movement in

such structures. The answer to this seems to be simply that T-to-C movement in (any

dialect of) English only takes place in speech acts, i.e. in the presence of QUEST and

(marginally/archaically) EXCL.191 The fact that (in any dialect of English) T-to-C is oblig-

atory in matrix questions, but barred in matrix declaratives, seems to bear this out.192

A second question is why C1 cannot be present in the complements of verbs likefind

out when these verbs embeddeclarativecomplements. That is, what rules out the below?

(606) a. (What did John eat?) — ??I found out the cookies.

b. [VP [V found out] [CP1 the cookies C1[CP2 [C2 that ] [TP Johnatet]]]]

The answer here lies in the semantics. I assume that verbs like find outsemantically com-

bine with propositions, and that the CP2that John ate the cookiesdenotes a proposition.

Semantic composition can therefore proceed unproblematically in cases like (607).

(607) a. [VP [V found out] [CP2 that John ate the cookies]]

b. Jfound outK = λp.λx.x came to believep (presupposition:p is true)

191Kyle Johnson (p.c.) reminds me that T-to-C movement also appears in negative preposing contexts:
Never have I seen such a thing. To the extent that negative preposing is a ‘main clause phenomenon’ and is
barred if embedded under a predicate likebe surprised(??I’m surprised that never has he seen such a thing;
see Hooper & Thompson 1973, Green 1976, and much subsequent work), we might also suggest that it is
dependent on the presence of a double complementizer structure/the presence of a speech act head. The data
are very complicated, however (see e.g. Haegeman 2012 for discussion and references); I won’t be able to
explore T-to-C movement in negative preposing here.

192It is less obvious why T-to-C movement should be barred in German under verbs likefind out.

(i) *Welches
which

Gericht
dish

hat
has

Al
Al

gemacht,
made

{weiß
knows

Doris
Doris

/ fand
found

Doris
Doris

heraus}.
out

intended: ‘Doris knows/found out which dish Al made’; V2 order in question; from Krifka 2002

If a double-complementizer structure is projected in the embedded question, the verb should be able to raise
into C2, but this does not seem to be possible. We can’t appealto the question/declarative distinction here,
as T-to-C movement takes place in both matrix declaratives and matrix questions in German. I don’t have an
answer to this problem. One avenue for investigation would be the hypothesis that it is only a C1 containing
a speech act operator (rather than another sort of operator such as ANSW) which drives T-to-C movement.
Why that should be the case, though, is not clear.
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c. Jthat John ate the cookiesK = λw. John ate the cookies inw

Given the inventory of C1 heads that I have proposed (repeated in (608)), no C1 head in

fact has an appropriate semantics to intervene between the verbfound outand the CP2that

John ate the cookies.

(608) Words of category C1:{ASSERT, QUEST, EXCL, ANSW}

The three speech act heads ASSERT, QUEST and EXCL will not do the job. EXCL does

not seem to appear in embedded contexts in general (as discussed in section 5.7.4); and

QUEST wants to combine with asetof propositions such as that which a constituent ques-

tion like what John atedenotes, not with a proposition such as whatthat John ate the

cookiesdenotes. The only plausible candidate would be ASSERT, which combines with

a proposition and returns an assertion speech act; but the verb found outdoes not seman-

tically want to combine with a speech act, but rather a proposition. ANSW will not work

either. ANSW does return a proposition, which would be of theright type to combine with

found out; however, ANSW’s semantics requires that it combine with the set of proposi-

tions that a constituent question denotes, rather than the proposition denoted by a phrase

like that John ate the cookies.

There is therefore no C1 head, in the inventory I have proposed, which could be inserted

in (607a) and which would allow the semantic types to work outcorrectly. I am assuming

that CP1 cannot be projected with a ‘radically empty’ head, that is, one that has neither any

semantic effect nor any phonological content. That is, we don’t expect a structure like the

below, where C1 is ‘radically empty’; the introduction of C1has to be motivated by some

independent requirement of the semantics.193

193This principle requires the assumption that in cases where the (low/C2) complementizer position in
English looks like it’s radically empty, as in (i), it actually is not; but rather the silent complementizer does
have semantic import.

(i) John said [CP1ASSERT [CP2 [C2 ∅] Mary left.]]
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(609) *[VP [V found out] [CP1 [C1 ∅] [ CP2 that John ate the cookies]]]

On the assumption that radically empty heads are not a feature of the grammar, structures

like (609) containing C1 will never be generated; and if, as this chapter argues, C1 is the

licensor of clausal ellipsis, we would not expect declarative complements of verbs likefind

out ever to embed elided clauses, that is, to embed fragments.

I have argued that no C1 head is generated in cases like (609) because there is noth-

ing in the inventory of C1 heads that I have provided which allows the semantic types to

work out correctly. Clearly this analysis depends on an understanding of what the inven-

tory of C1 heads is, and what their semantic types can be. On the view defended above,

the C1 heads do not form a natural semantic class, either withrespect to what they take

as argument (propositions in the case of ASSERT and EXCL, sets of propositions in the

case of QUEST and ANSW) or with respect to what they return (speech acts in the case of

ASSERT, QUEST and EXCL, propositions in the case of ANSW). Wewant eventually to

understand what semantically constrains the inventory of C1 heads in a principled way. I

am not in a position to provide that here. I think, however, that it is a reasonable working

hypothesis that no C1 head should be postulated in structures like (609). In all the cases we

have seen so far where C1 has been postulated, the ‘job’ of theC1 head has been to seman-

tically ‘mediate’ between a verb which wants a certain type of complement (for example, a

speech act in the case ofthink, or a proposition in the case offound out) and an embedded

clause which denotes something of the ‘wrong’ type to directly combine with that verb.

C1 acts as a shifter from propositions to speech acts, or fromsets of propositions to speech

acts, or from sets of propositions to propositions, and so on. In cases like (609), though, the

verb and the embedded complement clause are of the correct type to semantically combine.

I will not investigated the role of C2 in detail here, but it would not be unreasonable to consider that it has a
clause typing role (defining the clause as declarative, interrogative, etc.). For example, it would be the locus
of the [±Q] feature which would attract awh-word in constituent questions (and, potentially, have a role in
generating the propositional alternatives that constituent questions denote). Therefore, although C2 in (i) is
silent, it is not vacuous in the same way that projecting C1 incases like (609) would be.
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As such, it’s reasonable to assume that there will be nothingin the inventory of possible

C1 heads (whatever that inventory eventually turns out to be) which would be placed in

between the verb and the complement clause in (609); no ‘mediation’ is required.

In conclusion, this analysis explains the asymmetry between declarative complements

under verbs likefind outand interrogative complements. The former cannot show clausal

ellipsis (i.e. fragments cannot be embedded under verbs like find out), while the latter can

(i.e. sluicing is OK in cases likeI found out who). The reason is that non-bridge verbs like

find out, when they embed declarative complements, do not embed C1, as there is no C1

which could semantically ‘fit’ between a non-bridge verb (a predicate which takes a propo-

sition as argument) and a CP2 (a proposition). By contrast, when a verb likefind outtakes

an interrogativecomplement (I found out who left), there are C1 heads which semantically

‘fit’: either QUEST can be placed in C1, transforming the embedded interrogative into a

question act (which is then shifted into the true answer using Krifka 2001’s TA shifter),

or ANSW is placed in C1, transforming the embedded interrogative into the true answer

directly. As such, C1 is projected in such cases, and ellipsis (sluicing) can take place.

5.9 Interim summary

I have argued that clausal ellipsis is dependent on the presence of a higher comple-

mentizer C1. In this section, I summarize some of the major proposals of this chapter so

far.

Bridge verbs These verbs, such asthink, believe, say, tell, hope, suspect, suppose, guess,

can show fragment ellipsis, because they embed C1 which has the role of creating an as-

sertion speech act.

(610) a. Who ate the cookies? — I think John.

b. I think [CP1 John [C1 ASSERT][CP2 C2 [TP t atethecookies]]]
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To the extent that these verbs can embed interrogative complements, they can also show

sluicing: guess, tell, and marginallysaycan do this. This is because these cases embed a

C1 which takes the interrogative complement and translatesit into a proposition which is

the true answer to the question.

(611) a. Someone ate the cookies, and John guessed/told me/?said who.

b. John guessed/told me/said [CP1 who [C1 ANSW] [CP2 t C2 [TP t ate the

cookies]]]

Non-bridge verbs When verbs such asfind out, remember, recall, knowembed interrog-

ative complements, they show sluicing. This is because these cases embed the same answer

operator in C1; alternatively, in non-veridical environments such aswant to find out, they

can embed true question acts (as McCloskey 2006 argues), andso can embed the C1 which

types an embedded clause as a question act.

(612) a. Someone ate the cookies, and John found out who.

b. John found out [CP1 who [C1 ANSW] [CP2 t C2 [TP t atethecookies]]]

(613) a. Someone ate the cookies, and John wants to find out who.

b. John wants to find out [CP1who [C1 QUEST][CP2 t C2[TP t atethecookies]]]

However, when these verbs embed declarative complements, or in the case of some non-

bridge verbs which do not embed interrogative complements (such asdeny), they do not

show clausal ellipsis. This is because these structures lack C1; projecting it would be

semantically superfluous, as these predicates embed simplepropositions, neither speech

acts nor questions which have been transformed into the trueanswers to that question.

(614) a. Who ate the cookies? — *I found out/deny/remember John.

b. I found out [CP2 C2 [TP John ate the cookies]]

(no C1 to license ellipsis)
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Verbs embedding question speech actsThese verbs, such asask, wonder, inquire, show

sluicing, and do so because they embed a C1 head which types the clausal complement as

a question speech act.

(615) a. Someone ate the cookies, and John asked who.

b. John asked [CP1 John [C1 QUEST][CP2 C2 [TP t atethecookies]]]

Matrix versus embedded exclamatives Embedded exclamatives do not contain C1 (see

5.7.4 for evidence). As such, they do not elide. However, I assume that matrix clauses

always contain C1, and so matrix exclamatives can elide.

(616) a. What an idiot!

b. *I can’t believe what an idiot!

(617) a. [CP1 what an idiot [C1 EXCL] [CP2 t C2 [TP he is t]]]

b. I can’t believe [CP2 what an idiot [TP he is]]

(no C1 to license ellipsis)

In the remainder of this chapter, I address some remaining issues concerning the structure

of the left periphery in clausal ellipsis cross-linguistically.

5.10 Split CPs, ellipsis, swiping and spading

The interaction of the split-CP hypothesis and clausal ellipsis has already been inves-

tigated in some detail by Jeroen van Craenenbroeck (van Craenenbroeck 2004, 2010b). In

his work, van Craenenbroeck proposes that both CP2 (i.e. thecomplement of C1), and TP

(i.e. the complement of C2), can in principle elide.

Van Craenenbroeck’s implementation is as follows. Assuming, following Merchant

2001, that the licensing of ellipsis by a particular head is due to the presence of a feature

[E] on that head; and assume, again following Merchant, thatthis feature itself has features
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which need to be checked, specifically [+Q, +Op].194 Van Craenenbroeck assumes that the

[E]-feature is first merged on C2, and that C2 itself can bear a[+Op] feature which checks

the [+Op] feature on [E].

(618) (van Craenenbroeck 2010b chap. 5:(25), adapted)

CP2

C2
[+Op]

[E: +Q,+Op]

TP

A wh-word can then be moved to [Spec, C2], to check the [+Op] feature on [Spec, C2]. This

wh-word will contain a [+Q] feature, which checks the [+Q] feature on [E]. [E] is therefore

fully licensed on C2, and can elide TP. (Thewh-word then moves further, to [Spec, C1], to

check C1’s [+Q] feature.)

(619) (van Craenenbroeck 2010b chap. 5:(29), adapted)

CP1

C1
[+Q]

CP2

wh
[+Op, +Q]

CP2

C2
[+Op]

[E: +Q,+Op]

TP

Van Craenenbroeck makes these moves to provide an account ofswipingin English (sluic-

ing with a remnant preposition, exemplified in (620a)) andspadingin Dutch dialects (sluic-

ing with a remnant demonstrative pronoun, exemplified in (620b)).

194This feature constellation is intended to be a way of encoding the idea that only thewh-words in con-
stituent questions – i.e. only phrases which have a questionsemantics [+Q] and are operators [+Op] – prompt
clausal ellipsis. The details clearly need to be changed if we want to also account for fragment answers,
as Merchant 2004 and van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006 point out; exclamative sluicing is also perhaps not
predicted, depending on whether one assumes a relative analysis of exclamatives (Rett 2011) or a question
analysis (Zanuttini & Portner 2003). This will be discussedin more detail in section 5.12, where I will ulti-
mately reject the notion that the [E]-feature itself has featural requirements.
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(620) a. John danced, but I don’t know who with.

b. A: Jef

Jef

ei

has

gisteren

yesterday

iemand

someone

gezien.

seen

B: Wou

who

da?

that
‘A: Jeff saw someone yesterday. B: Who?’

(van Craenenbroeck 2010b chap. 1:(5), Wambeek Dutch)

In both these phenomena, only simplewh-words are allowed: complexwh-phrases are

forbidden.195

(621) a. *John danced, but I don’t know which student with.

b. (i) Wui

where

da?

that
‘Where?’

(ii) *Welken

which

boek

book

da?

that
(van Craenenbroeck 2010b chap. 3:(10), Wambeek Dutch)

Van Craenenbroeck’s analysis of the interaction of ellipsis and the split CP is intended to

capture this generalization. Van Craenenbroeck argues that, while simplewh-words are

moved through [Spec, C2] to [Spec, C1], complexwh-phrases are base-generated in [Spec,

C1], and only a null operator moves to [Spec, C2] in such cases.

195Although Hartman & Ai 2007 point out some counterexamples tothis generalization in swiping; see
below.
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(622) (van Craenenbroeck 2010b chap. 4:(2b), adapted)

CP1

which NPi CP1

C1 CP2

Opi CP2

C2 IP

. . . ti . . .

In cases with a complexwh-phrase, then, there is no [+Q]-marked phrase in [Spec, C2],

but rather only an operator. As such, the [E]-feature in C2 has to move to C1 to be in a

sufficiently local relationship with a [+Q]-marked phrase which can check the [E] feature’s

[+Q] feature.

(623) (van Craenenbroeck 2010b chap. 5:(28), adapted)

CP1

which NP
[+Q]

CP1

C
[+Q]

[E: [+Q,+Op]]

CP2

Op CP2

C2
[+Op]

[E: [+Q, +Op]]

IP

This predicts that simplewh-words prompt ellipsis of IP only: the [E]-feature can meet

all its featural requirements on C2, so the [E]-feature stays on C2 and elides IP. However,

in a case with a complexwh-phrase, CP2 is elided: the [E]-feature has to move to C1 to

check all of its features, forcing C1’s complement, CP2, to be elided. This accounts for

the asymmetry between simplewh-words being allowed in swiping and spading (620) and
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complexwh-phrases being barred in these constructions (621): the preposition (in swiping)

or the demonstrative (in spading) can move into [Spec, C2], and it will be pronounced if

only IP is elided (i.e. if a simplewh-word has moved). However, in the case where there

is a complexwh-phrase, CP2 is elided, and erases the preposition or demonstrative as

well, accounting for the ungrammaticality of cases like (621). I illustrate this for swiping

below, referring the reader to van Craenenbroeck 2010b for the full details, and discussion

of spading.

(624) a. He danced. – Who with?

[CP1 who C1 [CP2 with C2E [ IP hedancedt]]]

b. He danced. – *Which person with?

[CP1 which person C1E [CP2 with C2 [ IP hedancedt]]]

This proposal is of course at odds with my argument in this chapter, that only C1 licenses

ellipsis. Given the evidence presented in the preceding sections, I argue that we have seen

that C2 does not have the power to license ellipsis, even if itattracts awh-word to its Spec

which could (presumably) check the [+Q] feature.196 However, in these cases of sluicing

plus something (a preposition or demonstrative), we do wantto know which position the

‘something’ has moved into, and van Craenenbroeck’s proposal that it moves into an un-

elided [Spec, C2] tells us. We also want to understand whether there is an alternative way

of understanding the restriction to simplewh-phrases in these structures.

A full analysis of swiping and spading is beyond the scope of this dissertation. How-

ever, I would point out that Hartman & Ai 2007 propose an alternative explanation for the

degradation of complexwh-phrases in swiping constructions.197 A complexwh-phrase is

D[iscourse]-linked (Pesetsky 1987); a phrase likewhich NPpresupposes that some NP is

196One could perhaps argue that in the constructions I have looked at which do not sluice – unconditionals,
relatives, and embedded exclamatives – a [+Q] feature is notpresent. I will discuss some problems with
encoding this behavior in featural terms in section 5.12.

197But see also van Craenenbroeck 2010b:sec. 7.3.4 for a reaction to this proposal.
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in some sense given in the discourse. However, swiping is only licit if there is not an an-

tecedent in the discourse for thewh-word and preposition, that is, if it is new information

(see Hartman & Ai 2007 for an explanation of this fact in termsof the Focus requirement

on swiping).

(625) a. He danced, but I don’t know who with.

b. He danced with someone, ??but I don’t know who with.

These requirements conflict. Complexwhich NPphrases require a presupposed set NP, but

swiping requires that there not be such a presupposed set, accounting for the degradation

of (626).

(626) *He danced, but I don’t know which student with.

Hartman & Ai 2007 point out that there are a number of cases where, in fact, context al-

ready provides a given set NP, and in these cases, complexwh-phrases in swiping improve:

(627) (Hartman & Ai 2007’s (31))

a. He fought in the civil war, but I don’t know which side for.

b. Pierre is an illegal immigrant. He’s originally from France, but came here

from Canada. He’ll definitely be deported, but it’s not clearwhich country

to.

c. A: He plays shortstop.

B: Which team for?

d. It appears to have been translated, but I can’t tell what language from.

So I argue, following Hartman & Ai 2007, that the restrictionto simplewh-words in swip-

ing should not actually be given a syntactic source.

The remaining question is whether we need CP2 to go unelided in swiping/spading to

allow a position for the preposition/demonstrative to moveinto. I think the answer is no:

we can hold to a view in which it is always CP2 which is elided (i.e. C1 is always the
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ellipsis-licensing head). I will offer a sketch of an analysis here, although I will have to

leave elaboration to future work.

As van Craenenbroeck 2004, 2010b, Hartman & Ai 2007 point out, the preposition in

swiping and the demonstrative in spading must always be focused.

(628) a. He’s dancing, but I don’t know whoWITH/* WHO with.

b. Z’eid

she.has

iemand

someone

gezien,

seen

mo

but

kweet

I.know

nie

not

wou

who

DA

that

/ * WOU

who

da.

that
‘She saw someone, but I don’t know who.’ (van Craenenbroeck 2010b

chap. 3: (12b), Wambeek Dutch)

Hartman & Ai 2007 analyze cases of swiping as movement of a PP to a Focus position,

followed by subextraction of thewh-word to a higher position.

(629) [CP whoi [FocP [PP with ti]j [ IP hewasdancingtj]]]

This is another case of focus movement, which is disallowed in English outside of elliptical

constructions. Given this, I believe that this can be analyzed as the same sort of focus

movement which I have argued takes place in fragment answers. Thewh-word moves to

[Spec, C1] in narrow syntax, as it normally would. But then the focused PP also has to

move to escape ellipsis, and it moves via the exceptional PF movement discussed in 4.

This movement will only move a remnant to the very edge of the ellipsis site and no further

(Boone 2013), so we get a ‘tucking-in’ effect.
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(630) He was dancing – Who with?

(631) Narrow syntax:

CP1

who1 CP1

C1[E] CP2

C2

was

TP

he TP

T VP

V

dancing

PP[F]

P

with

t1

(632) After PF-movement of the focused PP:

CP1

who1 CP1

PP2[F]

P

with

t

CP1

C1[E] CP2

C2

was

TP

he TP

T VP

V

dancing

t2

This is only a sketch of how we might understand swiping in an analysis in which all of

the left periphery of the clause, except CP1, is elided. Elaboration of this proposal, and in
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particular extension to spading, must be left to future work. However, I hope to have shown

that such an approach at least seems possible in theory, and that the conclusion that C1 is

the head which licenses ellipsis is not endangered by van Craenenbroeck 2004, 2010b’s

analysis of swiping and spading.

Having said all this, there are some languages in which complementizers do co-occur

with fragment answers, which is perhaps unexpected if C1 is the licensing head for ellipsis.

In the next section, I investigate this cross-linguistic variation.

5.11 The presence or absence of a complementizer

In embedded fragments in English, German and Dutch, the presence of a complemen-

tizer is ungrammatical. The data in (633) are from Vicente 2013:sec. 5.3, slightly adapted.

(633) Who is going to receive a stipend?

a. I think (*that) Bob.

b. Ich glaube (*dass) Bob. [German]

c. Ik denk (*dat) Bob. [Dutch]

In terms of the analysis being developed here, we can understand this as telling us that C2 is

realized asthat/dass/datin these languages. This complementizer is elided when it occurs

under C1. This is shown below for English.

(634) [TP I [ VP think [CP1 Bob C1 [CP2 that[TP t is goingto receiveastipend]]]]]

However, the complementizer is allowed in languages such asSpanish, Polish and Hungar-

ian, as shown by the below data (again from Vicente 2013).

(635) Who is going to receive a stipend?

a. Creo

I.think

que

that

Bob.

Bob

[Spanish]

b. Miślę że Bob. [Polish]
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c. Gondolom hogy Bob. [Hungarian]

This is not immediately expected on the current analysis; some principled way is required

to distinguish English, German and Dutch on the one hand fromSpanish, Polish and Hun-

garian on the other.

Two theories present themselves to explain this data. One isthat C1 is the ellipsis-

licensing head everywhere, and what the data in (635) show isthat there is an even higher

complementizer position in Spanish, Polish and Hungarian.This position selects CP1. It

is the material in this position, even higher than CP1, whichis realized in these languages

above the position to which the fragment moves. The second theory is that, in some lan-

guages, a head lower than either C1 or C2 licenses ellipsis, and it is C2 which is being

realized as a complementizer in (635).

In this section, I will argue that in fact, both of these theories are correct, but for dif-

ferent languages. I will present evidence that the first theory, in which an even higher

complementizer position selects CP1, is correct for languages like Spanish. However, in a

language like Hungarian, there is evidence that in fact a projection lower than C1 can li-

cense ellipsis, and so the second theory explains the complementizer facts in that language.

5.11.1 Spanish: a very high complementizer

Here is the proposed structure for Spanish embedded fragments. The existence of a

higher position Sub has already been proposed in the cartographic program by Haegeman

2006a, from whom I take the name.198

198I don’t commit myself to whether Sub is projected in English,Dutch and German, or not. If Sub is
projected, it would be required on my analysis that Sub not berealized overtly in these languages, as that
would predict the existence of elliptical fragments like *I think that Johnin English (and the equivalents,
with pronounced complementizers, in Dutch and German).
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(636) a. Creo

I.think

que

that

Bob.

Bob

b. VP

V

creo

SubP

Sub

que

CP1

DP

Bob

CP1

C1 CP2

C2 TP

Such a structure implies that C1 is the ellipsis-licensing head in Spanish. I believe that is

the correct result, on the basis of the below contrasts, repeated here from (481).

(637) a. ¿Quién

who

robó

stole

las

the

joyas?

jewels
‘Who stole the jewels?’

b. Creo

I.believe

/ supongo

I.suppose

/ me imagino

I.imagine

/ pienso

I.think

que

that

tu

your

hijo.

son
‘I believe/suppose/imagine/think your son.’

c. #Lamento

I.regret

/

/

sé

I.know

/

/

me

me

sorprende

it.surprises

/

/

me

me

desagrada

it.displeases

(que)

that

tu

your

hijo.

son

Here, we see that the verbs which embed fragments in Spanish are of a piece with those

which embed fragments in English. The more ‘transparent’ bridge verbs – verbs which

plausibly embed speech acts – can embed fragments; verbs which are rather relations be-

tween individuals and propositions (rather than speech acts) do not embed fragments. On

the current analysis, this implies that C1 is responsible for clausal ellipsis in Spanish; only

those predicates which embed speech acts – that is, which embed a subordinate clause

which contains C1 – can embed fragments.
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Further reason to believe that there is a higher complementizer position in Spanish

which can select for a clause containing C1 comes from the fact that the complementizer

que can introduce an embedded intensional question, but not an embedded extensional

question. That is, verbs likeask, wondercan select forque in a position above thewh-

word, but verbs likeknow, find outcannot (Suñer 1991, 1993).

(638) Sue

Sue

preguntó

asked

/ se preguntó

wondered

que

QUE

cuántas

how many

charlas

talks

planeaban

plan.IMPF

los

the

estudiantes.

students
‘Sue asked/wondered how many talks the students were planning.’

(639) Sue

Sue

sabı́a

knew

/ explicó

explained

(*que)

QUE

cuántas

how many

charlas

talks

planeaban

plan.IMPF

los

the

estudiantes.

students

We could interpret this asquebeing a realization of C1. However, if C1 has the job of

creating a speech act, we probably want to say that it is silent. Presumably C1 is present

in matrix utterances (turning them into speech acts); but this quedoes not appear in matrix

questions in Spanish.

(640) ¿(*Que)

QUE

cuántas

how many

charlas

talks

planeaban

plan.IMPF

los

the

estudiantes?

students
‘How many talks are the students planning?’

Rather, this data is consistent withquebeing in a position which is only present in subordi-

nate clauses, and which then selects C1. This is why Haegeman2006a gives this position

the name SubP; it is a position which is only present in subordinate clauses, never in matrix

ones. We could then analyze the data in (638), (639) as indicating that filled Sub can select

for a C1 which contains QUEST. If filled Sub in general selects, or can select, for a filled

C1, we understand why complementizers appear above embedded fragments in Spanish;

Sub (pronouncedque) selects for C1, C1 then elides the rest of the clause. Structures which

do not contain C1 (such as clauses embedded bylamentar‘regret’, etc.) cannot undergo

ellipsis, and so do not embed fragments.
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5.11.2 Hungarian: a low position for ellipsis remnants

We could take the solution proposed for languages like Spanish above over to cases

like Hungarian. However, there are reasons to believe that another solution might be more

fruitful, namely that in Hungarian, it is a lower projectionwhich is responsible for licensing

the ellipsis. One reason to believe this is that the contrastbetween verbs which embed

speech acts, and verbs which do not, which is present in English and Spanish, isnotpresent

in Hungarian. In Hungarian, verbs in the same class asknowandfind outcan in fact embed

fragments.

(641) Tudtam,

knew-1SG

hogy

that

János

János

meghı́vott

PV-invited

néhány

some

embert,

people-ACC

de

but

nem

not

tudtam,

knew-1SG

hogy

that

mindenkit

everyone-ACC

[e]

‘I knew that János invited some people, but I didn’t know that he invited every-

one.’

(literally: ‘I knew that János invited some people, but I didn’t know that every-

one’; van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006’s (33). (PV = preverb))

(642) (Anikó Lipták p.c.)

a. Ki

who

evett

ate

csokoládét?

chocolate
‘Who ate chocolate?’

b. {Kiderült

turned.out.3SG

/ sajnálom

regret.1SG

/ csodálkozom

am.surprised

/ tudom}

know.1SG

hogy

that

Béla.

Béla

An even more striking difference between languages like English and languages like

Hungarian is the ability to elide relative clauses as long asthere is a focused remnant, as

discussed by van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006.
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(643) Nem

not

ismerem

know-1SG

azt,

that-ACC

akit

whom-ACC

Zsuzsa

Zsuzsa

meghı́vott,

invited

de

but

ismerem

know-1SG

azt,

that-ACC

akit

REL-whom-ACC

MARI

Mari

[e].

‘I do not know the person who Zsuzsa invited, but I know the person who Mary

did.’

(more literally: ‘I do not know the person who Zsuzsa invited, but I know the

person who Mary’; van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006’s (10))

(644) Péternek

Péter-DAT

AZT

that-ACC

A

the

FOTÓT

photo-ACC

mutattam

showed

meg,

PV

amit

REL-ACC

ANNÁNAK

Anna-DAT

[e].

‘The photo I showed to Peter was the one that I showed to Anna.’

(more literally: ‘I showed Peter-DAT the photo that Anna-DAT ’; van Craenen-

broeck and Lipták’s (13))

This looks like clausal ellipsis (as opposed to, say, VP ellipsis) for a number of reasons.

van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006 elaborate on a number of arguments for this; one that

we can see from (644) is that any argument (not just the subject, as in VPE) can be the

focused remnant in this form of ellipsis.

We have assumed that C1 licenses ellipsis in English; relative clauses, and the comple-

ments of verbs likeknow, find out(when these embed declaratives), cannot undergo clausal

ellipsis. But in Hungarian, they can. This suggests that a projection lower than C1 is li-

censing ellipsis in Hungarian. This is what van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006 propose: the

remnant in such constructions is proposed to raise to a Focusprojection whose complement

is elided. The presence of this projection is independentlymotivated, as focused phrases

move to such a position in Hungarian even outside of elliptical constructions (Brody 1990).

So constructions like (645a) have the syntax in (645b).
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(645) a. Tudtam,

knew-1SG

hogy

that

János

János

meghı́vott

PV-invited

néhány

some

embert,

people-ACC

de

but

nem

not

tudtam,

knew-1SG

hogy

that

mindenkit

everyone-ACC

[e]

‘I knew that János invited some people, but I didn’t know that he invited

everyone.’

b. VP

V

tudtam

CP2

C2

hogy

FocP

DP

mindenkit

FocP

Foc TP
(after van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006’s (33a’))

Finding that a head lower than C1 can license ellipsis in Hungarian (but not in English

or Spanish, say) suggests that there is parametric variation between languages concerning

which heads license ellipsis in which languages. In the nextsection, I discuss how this

parametric variation should be analyzed.

5.12 The licensing of ellipsis and the [E]-feature

If it is correct that there is variation between languages inwhich heads license clausal

ellipsis, we want to have some understanding of why this is. van Craenenbroeck & Lipták

2006 put forward a generalization which is intended to capture the distinction between

clausal ellipsis in Hungarian (which allows for a very wide set of types of clausal ellipsis,

including fragment ellipsis in relative clauses and under non-bridge verbs, as discussed

above) on the one hand, and English (which, I have argued, only allows for clausal ellipsis

in cases where the higher complementizer C1 is in the structure) on the other.
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(646) The wh-sluicing correlation(van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006’s (29))

The syntactic features that the [E]-feature has to check in acertain language are

identical to the strong features awh-phrase has to check in a regular constituent

question in that language.

van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006’s argument goes like this.It is well known that in Hun-

garian,wh-phrases do not target [Spec, C] but rather the lower Focus position discussed

above (Brody 1990). This is the position which van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006 argue is

also the landing site for remnants in Hungarian clausal ellipsis; and this seems to be clearly

supported by the data discussed in 5.11.2. On this basis, vanCraenenbroeck & Lipták 2006

argue thatwh-phrases, and focus phrases, only have to check a feature [+Op(erator)] in

Hungarian. This is the feature which the [E]-feature has to check in Hungarian. This is

done by means of attracting a phrase endowed with [Op] to the Spec of the FocusP, the

[E]-feature being merged onto the Focus head. The syntax is illustrated below (repeated

and elaborated from (645b)).

(647) VP

V

tudtam
I.know

CP2

C2

hogy
that

FocP

DP[Op]

mindenkit
everybody

FocP

Foc[E,Op] TP

The operator feature of [E] is checked in a local relationship with the focused phrase

mindenkit, which is attracted out of the TP.

By contrast, in English, van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006, following van Craenenbroeck

2004, argue thatwh-phrases (in constituent questions) have to satisfy both an [Op] feature

and a [ClauseType] feature. The need to satisfy this latter feature is whywh-phrases ap-
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pear in the Spec of a complementizer phrase in English: it is one of the complementizer

phrases, in our terms (and van Craenenbroeck 2004’s) C1, which bears a [ClauseType] fea-

ture, and thewh-phrase has to raise to C1 to check its [ClauseType] feature inthe required

local relation. C2, van Craenenbroeck and Lipták argue, bears the [Op] feature, so thewh-

phrase moves to the Spec of C2 to check [Op] before moving on tothe Spec of C1 to check

[ClauseType].

(648) CP1

DP[ClauseType,Op]

which student

CP1

C1[ClauseType] CP2

t CP2

C2[Op]

did

TP

you see t

Following thewh-sluicing generalization, the [E] feature also has to check[ClauseType]

and [Op]. On van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006 and van Craenenbroeck 2004’s proposals,

the [E] feature starts on C2. If C2 has an [Op] feature (i.e. attracts an operator to its Spec),

then the [Op] feature on [E] can be checked here. The [E]-feature then moves to C1, where

there is a [ClauseType] feature. This feature checks the matching [ClauseType] feature

on E. The syntax of English sluicing, and of fragment answers, on this view is illustrated

below.
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(649) a. John kissed a student, and I know which studenthekissed.

b. VP

V

know

CP1

DP[ClauseType],[Op]

which student

CP1

C1
[ClauseType]

[E: ClauseType,Op]

CP2

t CP2

C2
[Op]

[E: ClauseType,Op]

TP

he kissed t

(650) a. A: Who did John kiss? B: I think Mary.

b. VP

V

think

CP1

DP[ClauseType],[Op]

Mary

CP1

C1
[ClauseType]

[E: ClauseType,Op]

CP2

t CP2

C2
[Op]

[E: ClauseType,Op]

TP

he kissed t

In this way, van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006 account for thedistinction between Hun-

garian and English. The Hungarian version of the [E]-feature is content to check only an

[Op] feature. As such, clausal ellipsis in Hungarian can appear anywhere that an operator-

binding relationship is set up. As focus movement is independently available in Hungar-

ian, including inside relative clauses and under non-bridge verbs, this focus movement is

enough to check the [E]-feature’s requirements, and ellipsis is possible in any sort of focus
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movement construction in Hungarian. By contrast, in English, the [E]-feature is required

to be in a local checking relationship with a [ClauseType] feature. This requires it to be on

C1, and any ellipsis remnant to have moved to [Spec, C1]. The set of cases in which clausal

ellipsis is licit in English is therefore a smaller set than in Hungarian; basically, only those

cases which involve C1.

That, of course, is the argument that has been being made throughout this chapter –

that clausal ellipsis (in English) requires C1. As such, there is prima facie reason to

believe that van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006’s proposal iscorrect. However, I believe

van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006’s implementation of the proposal is not quite right, and

I discuss here some problems with it.

The first is a simple one: it is not clear what it means to say that the [E]-feature itself

has features. van Craenenbroeck & Lipták 2006 inherit thisissue from Merchant 2001,

who uses the same technology. However, I am unaware of other cases in which we want to

say that a feature can itself have features which are in need of being checked.

The second problem is that the relevant feature in English cannot be [ClauseType], at

the risk of allowing cases like (651).

(651) Who ate the cookies?

a. *I found out Johnthatt atethecookies.

b. *I’m sad Johnthatt atethecookies.

c. *I didn’t know Johnthatt atethecookies.

The argument that has been made in this chapter is that the embedded clauses in (651) lack

C1, and cannot elide for this reason. But they plausibly haveclause types (i.e. are marked

as declarative); and this is presumably syntactically encoded somewhere, perhaps on C2.

But in that case, if the [E] feature wants to check [Op, ClauseType] features, then that

should be available to it in the cases in (651) (by checking [ClauseType] on C2), and these

clauses should be able to show ellipsis, contrary to fact.
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We could refine the feature requirements of the [E]-feature in English by saying that

[E] wants to check, not a [ClauseType] feature, but something like a [SpeechAct] feature.

However, if this were true, then the cases of sluicing below shouldnot be good.

(652) Someone ate the cookies. . .

a. and I found out who.

b. and I know who.

c. and I confirmed who. etc.

As argued in section 5.8, these cases contain C1 (which playsthe role of an Answer oper-

ator, creating a ‘true answer’ proposition for the verb to embed), but do not embed speech

acts. If the [E]-feature had to check a feature [SpeechAct],then cases like (652) should not

be possible.

We could alternatively suggest that in cases like (651), theembedded clauses are not in

fact marked for clause type (giving ‘clause type’ a more semantic construal). But in that

case, we would have to say that the elided clauses in (652) (I found out who ate the cookies,

etc.) are marked for (interrogative) clause type (and so have a [ClauseType] feature which

can check the [E]-feature’s feature), but that the embeddedclauses in (651) (I found out

that John ate the cookies, etc.) are not marked for (declarative) clause type, which seems

unlikely. There does not seem to be a principled way of cleaving a distinction between

these two cases just by making reference to clause typing.

From facts like these, I argue that the determinant for ellipsis is simply the presence

or absence of C1, whatever features it happens to have or whatever role it happens to be

playing (creating a speech act, or creating a ‘true answer’ as argued in section 5.8). The

determinant for ellipsis is not the presence or absence of a [ClauseType] or [SpeechAct]

feature which [E] has to check.

The third problem I wish to raise is that, as argued in chapter4, there is no clear evi-

dence that fragment movement in English is feature-driven,or a case of operator movement.
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It does not seem to be interpreted, and so does not seem like a clear case of operator-variable

binding. Rather, I have argued that fragment movement is a last-resort PF-only procedure.

Given this, it is not clear that the [E]-feature has to check an [Op] feature, or that operator

movement is a necessary component of clausal ellipsis.

For all these reasons, I do not think that encoding in featural terms the requirement that

ellipsis requires C1 in English but does not in Hungarian – that is, locating the parametric

difference between English and Hungarian in terms of what features the [E]-feature needs

to check – is the correct way of capturing the generalization. There is no way of consistently

defining the features which the [E] feature would need to check in English in order to rule

in sluicing under factive verbs, but rule out fragment movement in the same environment.

In addition, it is not clear that the exceptional focus movement which takes place in English

fragments is operator movement – that is, there is no clear evidence for the [E] feature in

English having the feature [Op].

I argue, rather, that the parametric difference between English and Hungarian is simply

one of which head licenses ellipsis. There is simply a lexical difference in which heads

bear the [E]-feature: in English, C1 does, while in Hungarian, Foc does. The differences

between English and Hungarian follow from this. Foc is assumed to always be present just

under a complementizer in Hungarian, and so a wide variety ofelliptical constructions are

licit in Hungarian (relative sluicing, fragments under verbs like know, etc.) By contrast,

C1 is not always present in English, and in the environments in which C1 is not present,

clausal ellipsis is also ruled out.

This may seem less satisfying than van Craenenbroeck & Lipt´ak 2006’swh-sluicing

correlation, and intuitively it is less satisfying. However it should be noted that van Crae-

nenbroeck and Lipták’s proposed generalization was an explanandum, not an explana-

tion. The generalization is essentially a stipulation which says that the [E]-feature and

wh-movement are driven by the same set of features, but there is no explanation for why

this correlation should hold. This is not a criticism of van Craenenbroeck and Lipták,
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who do not mean the generalization to be proposed as an explanation; rather, it is a cross-

linguistic generalization whose etiology should be sought. However, I have argued above

that the generalization does not actually hold: interrogativewh-movement is possible in the

complement offound outor know, but fragment ellipsis is not, suggesting that there cannot

be a perfect match between the featural requirements of interrogativewh-movement and

the featural requirements of clausal ellipsis.

I argue that removing the featural requirements of the [E]-feature is actually a positive

step in a number of ways. Firstly, as mentioned above, it is unclear what it means for a

feature to have features. But in addition, removing the featural specification of the [E]-

feature, and saying that there is simply cross-linguistic lexical variation in the heads on

which [E] can appear, has the benefit that the [E]-feature canbe used for the purpose it was

originally intended: being a feature that licensesall forms of ellipsis. That is, in English,

the inventory of heads which can bear the [E]-feature might be as below.

(653) a. C1: I think [John C1t atethecookies] [clausal ellipsis]

b. v: John has been promoted, but Mary hasn’t been [vP v promoted]

[VP ellipsis]199

c. Num: I ate two apples and you ate [NumP three Numapples] [NP ellipsis]200

Languages which lack VP ellipsis would not put [E] on v; languages like Hungarian which

have ‘focus sluicing’ would put [E] on Foc; and so on.

This would require a loosening of the semantics of the [E]-feature as it was proposed

in Merchant 2001, viz.:

(654) J[E]K = λp.p, iff p is e-GIVEN [or QUD-GIVEN, AW]; otherwise undefined.

199Aelbrecht 2009 argues that v is the relevant head for VP ellipsis. Other analyses exist, but there is general
agreement that some head in the verbal domain is required to license VP ellipsis.

200Again, whether Num is the correct head here is up for debate, but again, the point is just that some head
in the nominal domain licenses NP ellipsis.
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A first problem, as discussed in section 3.6.1, is that the denotation of the [E]-feature as

shown in (654) is actually not technically correct. It contains a presupposition that a par-

ticular propositionp is e- or QUD-GIVEN. However, propositions cannot be e- or QUD-

GIVEN – this is rather a property which holds of phrase markers. Given this, the result of

combining of [E] with a phrase in fact has to be given as a syncategorematic rule of the

form in (655).

(655) J[E]K(JXK) = JXK, iff X is e- or QUD-GIVEN; otherwise undefined.

Syncategorematic rules are to be dispreferred, as they represent a departure from strict

compositionality.

More crucially, however, if [E] could be present on a number of different heads, so

distinct from each other as (e.g.) C2, v, Num, and Focus, thenwe would certainly have to

abandon a unitary semantics. As argued extensively in chapter 4, the semantic condition

governing the availability of clausal ellipsis (here argued to be QUD-GIVENness) differs

from that which governs the availability of VP ellipsis (as noted by Jacobson 2013). It’s

also clear that NP ellipsis must be governed by a quite different antecedence condition from

clausal ellipsis.

In addition, the focus movement which Hungarian shows cannot be governed by QUD-

GIVENness, at least not when it appears in relative clauses like the below.

(656) Kornél

Kornél

AZT

that.ACC

A

the

LÁNYT

girl.ACC

hı́vta

invited

meg,

PV

akit

REL

ZOLTÁN

Zoltán

[e]

‘The girl who Kornél invited was the one who Zoltán did.’

(literally: Kornél invited the girl that Zoltán [e]; van Craenenbroeck & Lipták

2006’s (1))
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Consider the anatomy of the elided clause here:201

(657) [CP who1 [FocP Zoltán2 [TP t2 invited t1 ]]]

The clause which is elided here is the TP. However, this clause has two gaps in it. We have

been assuming here that the moved Focus fragment is interpreted in its base position. We

can assume also, following the copy theory of movement and Fox 1999’s Trace Conversion

algorithm, that the lower trace of movement is interpreted as a definite determiner combined

with a variable, so that the semantics of the TP, and its focus-semantic value, are as below:

(658) a. JTPK = Zoltán invited thex

b. JTPKF = {Zoltán invited thex, Mari invited thex, Béla invited thex, . . .}

The union of the focus-semantic value of TP is therefore the proposition shown in (659).

(659)
⋃

JTPKF = ∃y.y invited thex

But the above is not in a mutual entailment relationship withthe Question under Discussion

in a case like (656). In such a case, the QUD is presumably something like ‘Who did Kornel

invite?’, and the union of this question is∃x. Kornel invitedx. So it does not seem as if

QUD-GIVENness holds in these cases.202

I conclude from all of this that the semantics of ellipsis should be divorced from the

[E]-feature. This is also a conclusion which has been proposed for independent reasons

in recent work by Kyle Johnson (Johnson 2013a,b). Johnson argues that the [E]-feature

does not in fact place a particular semantic requirement on its complement. Rather, what

the [E]-feature does is license a relaxation of the usual linearization requirements which

are imposed on phrase markers. Specifically, if there existsmaterial which would normally

201The construction in (656) is an antecedent-contained deletion structure. I have assumed that the usual
technique (Sag 1976, Kennedy 1997, Fox 2002) of QR’ing the head the girl out of the antecedent and late-
mergingwho Zolt́an [e] with this head solves this problem. This is orthogonal to ourconcerns here.

202e-GIVENness does, however: it may be that e-GIVENness is the correct antecedence condition for Hun-
garian focus ellipsis.
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be linearized to the right of the head bearing the [E]-feature, then the [E]-feature relaxes

the requirement that the material be linearized in that position. One way in which that

requirement can be relaxed is via ellipsis. But Johnson argues that another way in which

it can be relaxed is via deletion of a moved copy. That is, Johnson is pursuing the goal set

forth in Lobeck 1995 of unifying the syntax of the [E]-feature, which licenses ellipsis, and

principles like the Empty Category Principle (Chomsky 1986, Rizzi 1990 a.m.o.), which

licenses ‘silent elements’ (e.g. traces,pro) in a broader sense. In this connection, it is

interesting to note that those predicates which allow the embedding of fragments and the

ellipsis of the rest of the clause are also those which most easily allow subject extraction.

(660) Who ate the cookies?

a. Mary{thinks/believes/was told/suspects/said} John.

b. *Mary {whispered/sighed/quipped} John.

c. ??Mary{found out/confirmed} John.

d. *Mary {is proud/is surprised} John.

(661) a. Who{do you think/believe/suspect/were you told/did you say} [t ate the

cookies]?

b. *Who did you{whisper/sigh/quip} [t ate the cookies]?

c. ??Who did you{find out/confirm} [t ate the cookies]?

d. ??Who are you{proud/surprised} [t ate the cookies]?

If Johnson (following Lobeck 1995) is right to unify the ECP and the ellipsis-licensing

[E]-feature, and furthermore is right to suggest that the common factor is licensing other-

wise forbidden linearizations (such as spelling out a DP in aposition higher than its Merge

position), then this would be expected. C1 is present in (660a) and (661a), and can bear

the [E]-feature, which licenses both clausal ellipsis and extraction of the subject. By con-

trast, the (b, c, d) cases above lack C1, lack the [E]-feature, and both ellipsis and subject

extraction are degraded, because the [E]-feature is responsible for licensing both.
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It is outside the scope of this dissertation to explain thesepatterns fully and attempt a

full unification of the [E]-feature and ECP effects along thelines proposed by Lobeck and

Johnson. However, the correlation in (660) and (661) is at least suggestive that an approach

in which there is just one [E]-feature, whose role is to license silence or an otherwise

altered linearization, is on the right track. However, oncethis move is made, it becomes

even clearer that the semantics of ellipsis should be divorced from the [E]-feature. If, for

example, the [E]-feature on C1 is licensing subject extraction in cases like (661a), we do

not want the [E]-feature to enforce QUD-GIVENness, or indeed any form of givenness at

all, on the clause it combines with.

Rather, I propose that we envision the semantic condition onclausal ellipsis as a general

condition on recoverability of deletion. Ellipsis, and perhaps silence in general (traces,pro,

etc.) is handled on the syntactic/linearization side by the[E]-feature, but, as is well known,

material which goes unspoken must also be recoverable by thehearer (a point made by

Fiengo & Lasnik 1972 among others). I propose that QUD-GIVENness is the condition

which makes a CP recoverable.

(662) A CP is Recoverable iff it is QUD-GIVEN, that is, iff there exists aQ on the QUD

stack such that
⋃
Q ⇔

⋃
JCPKF .

There will be other notions of recoverability for other unspoken constituents. A VP, for

example, may be recoverable if it meets the condition in Rooth 1992a. And in languages

which genuinely seem to allow TP ellipsis (that is, languages like Hungarian which al-

low relative clause ellipsis, as opposed to English, which only allows CP2 ellipsis on the

account proposed here), the condition may be something else: perhaps e-GIVENness.

This reasoning is extensible beyond cases of ellipsis, too.If movement is considered a

kind of silence – deletion of a lower copy – then the failure tospeak a copied DP in its base

position might be licensed by the [E] feature, and recoverable, not by any semantic consid-

eration as such, but just by the fact that a copy of that same DPis pronounced elsewhere
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in the sentence. And in languages which have agreement-licensedpro-drop, the notion of

recoverability might be given a more formal character: the interpretation of the unspoken

pronoun can be formally identified by the agreement morphology.

Filling out the details of this theory is beyond the scope of this dissertation. But it is a

theory that has precedent in the literature: the separationof the semantic ellipsis licensing

condition from ellipsis itself, and rather locating it in independently available mechanisms

of recoverability and accommodation, is the idea put forward in Tancredi 1992 and Fox

2000. I will end this chapter, however, with some potential problems for the idea that CP

deletion is generally recoverable by reference to QUD-GIVENness.

5.13 Some remaining problems

If it is true that deleted CPs are recoverable by dint of beingQUD-GIVEN, then we

might imagine that this should also be true also for cases of Null Complement Anaphora

(NCA; Hankamer & Sag 1976, Grimshaw 1979), such as those seenin (663).

(663) Who left?/Did John leave?

a. I don’t know.

b. Go and find out.

c. Guess.

d. John didn’t tell me.

(664) What John’s doing is appalling.

a. I agree.

b. I know.

c. I guessed.

d. Yes, Mary told me.
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These cases involve an embedding predicate with no overt complement (hence the name).

There are syntactic restrictions on this; for example, onlya subset of embedding predicates

allow it, as Grimshaw 1979 shows:

(665) (from Grimshaw’s (48))

Who left?

a. Guess./*Predict.

b. John didn’t tell me./*John didn’t divulge.

c. Go and find out./*Go and discover.

What John’s doing is appalling.

a. I guessed./*I predicted.

b. Yes, Mary told me./*Mary divulged.

c. Yes, Mary said./*Yes, Mary reported.

d. I agree./*I think (too).

It’s clear that null complement anaphora in this sense must not be quite the same as the

CP ellipsis that has been discussed for fragment answers. Different verbs license it:think

licenses fragment answers but not NCA;agree licenses NCA but not fragment answers

(Who left? — ??We agreed John); tell someone, sayandguesslicense both. So I do not

want to claim that NCA is derived through the process of clausal ellipsis, in the sense

discussed in this dissertation. Rather, we might assume that NCA involves the selection by

a predicate of a CP pro-form, as Depiante 2000 proposes.
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(666) a. Who left? – I don’t know.

b. TP

DP

I

TP

T

don’t

VP

V

know

CP

∆

Whether this is ‘ellipsis’ or not, it appears to be failure topronounce a CP. Unfortunately,

it is not clear that the recoverability here is subject to QUD-GIVENness. For example,

it was noted (following AnderBois 2010) that clausal ellipsis cannot pick up antecedents

which are located in parentheticals, or can do this only withsome difficulty, as shown by

the below examples.

(667) a. *John, who once killed someone in cold blood, can’t even remember who.

b. *John, who doesn’t know who wrote this nasty letter, thinks Bill.

However, this does not hold of NCA. It appears that NCA can indeed pick up antecedents

which are within parentheticals, at least with much greaterease than in the clausal ellipsis

cases in (667).

(668) a. John, who was once told that the earth is flat, doesn’tagree. (= doesn’t agree

that the earth is flat)

b. John, who doesn’t know who wrote this nasty letter, is going to ask. (= is

going to ask who wrote this nasty letter)

It’s not clear, then, that the recoverability condition forCP null complement anaphora is

QUD-GIVENness, which casts doubt on the hypothesis that the recoverability condition for

silent CPs generally is QUD-GIVENness.

One recourse here might be to say that there is no silent CP pro-form in these examples.

Grimshaw 1979 assumes a syntax in which NCA verbs literally have no complement at
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all. This would be of a piece with the usual treatment of object ‘deletion’ generally, e.g.

in examples likeJohn ate; most treatments of such cases of optional transitivity do not

assume that these verbs are syntactically combining with ‘empty’ arguments, but rather

that they are (optionally) syntactically intransitive (see e.g. Dowty 1978, Kratzer 2003).

Providing an argument foragree, ask, knowetc. in NCA cases would take place entirely

in the semantics; but there would be no issue about ‘recovering’ unspoken material in the

syntax, as there would literally be no material to recover.

This has the unfortunate consequence of making it difficult to test whether my proposal,

that QUD-GIVENness is the correct formulation of the recoverability condition for CPs, is

correct. There is an additional mystery: if a verb likebelievelicenses clausal ellipsis in the

fragment case, why is the below not possible?

(669) Did John leave? — *I believethatJohnleft.203

That is, why does clausal ellipsis seem torequire movement of a fragment orwh-phrase

to the left edge of the elided clause? Why can clausal ellipsis not genuinely target entire

clauses? Nothing in my system guarantees this. Putting a strong feature on the E-feature, as

Merchant 2001, 2004 does, would accomplish this (requiringmovement of an [F]-marked

phrase to check the E-feature’s feature), but this move in a sense restates the problem; we

want to knowwhy the E-feature should have such a strong feature. In any case Ido not

want to claim that fragment movement is driven by feature checking, as argued in section

5.12.

One possible answer to this conundrum is that QUD-GIVENness in (669) is not in fact

met. Imagine that a polar question?p denotes the set{p,¬p}, as in Hamblin 1973. Then

203But these data are complicated. Jeremy Hartman (p.c.), for example, reports that he finds the answerI
think grammatical here, and that does sound better to me than (669)does, especially if a strong contrastive
topic/rise-fall-rise contour is placed onthink. What seems strongly ungrammatical is varying the subject:Did
John leave? — *Mary thinks. That suggests that the grammatical reading ofI think is derived in whatever
way that the parenthetical cases described by Temmerman 2013b are (see also section 5.2.2). Note also that
Did John leave? — Mary thinks so, with an overt pro-form for the clause, is fine. I will have to leave full
investigation of these patterns to future work.
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the union of this question isp ∨ ¬p – a tautology. We might then predict problems with

QUD-GIVENness, and indeed these obtain, as we can see by looking at (670).

(670) a. QUD =JDid John leave?K = {John left, John didn’t leave}

b.
⋃

QUD = John left or John didn’t leave

c. JEK = Jthat John leftK = that John left

d. JEKF = {that John left}

(No focus alternatives here as nothing is in focus in the elided clause, so

JEKF is just{JEK})

e.
⋃

JEKF = that John left

Clearly, here, there is not mutual entailment between
⋃

JEKF and
⋃

QUD. ‘John left or John

didn’t leave’ is a tautology, and entails nothing. So we might think that the failure of cases

like (670) can be explained on these grounds. This explanation would, however, require us

to believe that the denotation of a polar question is the set of both possible answers to it

(i.e. ?p = {p,¬p}). However, Biezma & Rawlins 2012 argue that the denotation of a polar

question is the singleton set containing one proposition, i.e. ?p = {p}. If that is right, then

the problem in (670) would no longer be a problem: the QUD would be the set{John left},

the union of this would be the proposition ‘John left’, and mutual entailment would in fact

hold. We would then predict elliptical cases such as (669) tobe grammatical, contrary to

fact. I will not try to settle this question here, however, but leave it for further work.

5.14 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have argued that fragments in English can embed, as would be expected

from a clausal ellipsis analysis of fragments. However, theclass of verbs which can embed

fragments is a very restricted one: only bridge verbs can do this. I argue that this is due

to the presence of a higher complementizer, C1 (or c, in de Cuba 2007’s terms; or Force,

in cartographic terms (Rizzi 1997 and much subsequent work)). It is this head which,
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in English (and, I assume, in other languages which pattern with English, like German

and Dutch), licenses clausal ellipsis. I have supported this conclusion by arguing that

sluicing is also subject to the same restriction: only in constructions in which C1 appears

can sluicing occur. Cross-linguistically, some differentconstraints apply; and I have argued

that constructions such as Hungarian relative clause ellipsis, or embedded fragments even

under non-bridge verbs likeknow, find out, should be analyzed as being licensed by a

different head, such as Focus.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

6.1 Main results of the dissertation

In this dissertation, I have aimed to defend a view of fragments (such as (671)) in which

they are created via a process of clausal ellipsis, as illustrated in (672).

(671) (repeated from (1))

a. What did John eat? — Chips.

b. Which students were dancing in the quad? — The Germans.

c. A coffee, please.

d. [Gesturing to an empty chair.]

An editor of Natural Language Semantics.

e. [Remonstrating with a child unsteadily holding a bowl of soup.]

Both hands!

(672) a. What did John eat? — Chipsheate.

b. Which students were dancing in the quad? — The Germansweredancing

in thequad.

c. I would like a coffee, please.

d. Thatchair is for an editor of Natural Language Semantics.

e. You shoulduse both hands!

This is the view defended by Merchant 2004. Various challenges to this view have been

raised by, among others, Stainton (1998, 2005, 2006a, 2006b) and Jacobson 2013. I be-
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lieve there is good evidence, however, to support a clausal ellipsis view of fragments; this

evidence, mainly drawn from Merchant 2004, was reviewed in chapter 2.

I argue in chapter 3 that a revision of the semantic antecedence condition of clausal

ellipsis to make reference to the Question under Discussionof Roberts 2012/1996, as pro-

posed (in varying ways) by Ginzburg & Sag 2000, Reich 2007, AnderBois 2010, Collins et al.

2014, can however address these challenges, if augmented with a theory of domain restric-

tion (von Fintel 1994, Martı́ 2003 a.m.o.). For example, in the below cases of fragment

answers, the QUD-GIVENness condition requires that the union of the focus value of the

elided clause mutually entail the union of the QUD. This requires that the domain ofGer-

mansin (673) be restricted to students, as shown in (674).

(673) A: Which students left early?

B: The Germans. (=The German students.)

(674) [CP1 The Germans C1[TP [DP theGermansC] left early ]]

C = λx.x is a student

I have also argued that a QUD-based condition on clausal ellipsis can help us understand

cases of antecedentless fragments, as in (671c)–(671e). The fragment in these cases allows

a Question under Discussion to be accommodated. The apparent requirement for the syntax

of elided clauses to match the syntax of the antecedent – but only if an antecedent exists –

is understood as following from a conditionalized version of Chung 2006’s ‘no new words’

condition: an ellipsis site must only contain lexical itemswhich are contained within an

antecedent if including other lexical items in the ellipsissite would be ‘gratuitous’; that is,

if an ellipsis site communicating the correct meaning can bebuilt up only of words which

are contained within an antecedent, then the ellipsis sitemustbe made up only of those

words.

The kind of movement implied in (671), and defended by Merchant 2004, is not one

which is licit in non-elliptical environments in English. It also seems as if it is not in-
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terpreted, for example for the purposes of NPI licensing andeach. . . the otherbinding. I

argue in chapter 4 that this can be captured by analyzing thissort of movement as a PF-only

movement, driven by the need of PF to move a stressed constituent outside of the domain

of ellipsis.

Such a movement should in principle be able to take place in embedded environments

as well as matrix ones. I have argued in chapter 5 that this does indeed take place. However,

at least in English (and other languages such as Spanish and Dutch), this embedding is only

possible under a subset of verbs, the so-called bridge verbs. I have argued that this follows

from the proposal that bridge verbs embed double-complementizer structures, and that the

higher complementizer head C1 is the head which is responsible for licensing clausal ellip-

sis. Only structures which contain C1 license clausal ellipsis. I have defended this view by

investigating where sluicing is licensed, and concluding that indeed only structures which

can independently be argued to contain C1 are structures which undergo clausal ellipsis.

6.2 Directions for further work

One avenue for future work will be to extend QUD-GIVENness to other construc-

tions which look like they might contain clausal ellipsis. As noted by Reich 2007 and

Toosarvandani 2013, the phenomenon of gapping also looks like it makes reference to the

Question under Discussion. Consider an example like (675).

(675) John ate oysters and Mary swordfish.

Such an example is most felicitously pronounced with contrastive topic intonation onMary

and focus intonation onshellfish. Such intonation contours suggest that the Question under

Discussion in (675) isWho ate what?This raises the question of whether gapping is subject

to QUD-GIVENness. And indeed ‘gapped’ answers are possible answers to questions like

who ate what:
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(676) Who ate what?

John the oysters, Mary the swordfish, Bill the beans, . . .

Further evidence that gapping and fragments may be assimilated to each other, as suggested

by Reich 2007, is provided by similarities in the environments in which they are licensed.

As pointed out by Johnson 2009, gapping cannot find antecedents in embedded clauses, as

shown in (677). It also appears that gapping cannot itself appear in embedded clauses, as

(678) shows.

(677) a. *Bill thinks that John ate oysters, and Mary swordfish.

(* on reading whereMary swordfishis not embedded underthinks; that is

‘Bill thinks that John ate oysters, and (I am telling you for afact) Mary ate

swordfish’)

b. *Before/because John ate oysters, Mary swordfish.

(678) a. *John ate oysters and I think that Mary swordfish.

b. *John ate oysters before/because Mary swordfish.

However, note that if the complementizer is removed from (678a), it improves signifi-

cantly.204

(679) ?John ate oysters and I think Mary swordfish.

Moreover, the verbs which allow embedded gapping of the sortin (679) seem to pattern

with the verbs which allow embedded fragment answers. Not all of the bridge verbs in

204(679) is somewhat marked, but it represents a considerable improvement on (678a), I think. Johnson
to appear reports the below similar case as ungrammatical (his (27)):

(i) (*)Mary left early, and I think Sally too.

To my ear, (i) is well-formed. It is possible that I am givingI think a parse as a parenthetical, but even if the
subject is changed, I find the structure fairly acceptable:

(ii) ?Mary left early, and Bill thinks Sally too.
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(680a) are perfect by any means, but I believe there is a clearcontrast between these cases

and the cases in (680b, c).

(680) John ate oysters. . .

a. and I{?think/?believe/??hope/suspect/?was told/imagine} Mary swordfish.

b. and I{?*found out/*remember/*deny/?*know} Mary swordfish.

c. and I{*am proud/*am angry/*am surprised} Mary swordfish.

Moreover, I believe that a case of gapping cannot find its antecedent within a parenthetical.

The examples to show this clearly are rather difficult to construct, but consider the example

in (681).

(681) John, who has a seafood allergy, can’t eat this; ?*and Mary, a shellfish allergy, so

she can’t eat this either.

(intended:and Mary has a shellfish allergy)

This is reminiscent of AnderBois 2010’s observation that sluices cannot find their an-

tecedents in parentheticals, which was captured here by wayof the QUD-GIVENness con-

dition. It may therefore be fruitful to attempt to find a parallel, such as the one discussed

by Reich 2007, between the condition on gapping and that on clausal ellipsis in fragments.

Of course, this would have its own problems. Johnson 2009 points out a number of facts

which strongly suggest that whatever gapping is, it is not a conjunction of entire clauses

(suggesting that, if ellipsis is involved in gapping, it is not clausal ellipsis). For example,

as noted by Oehrle 1987 and McCawley 1993, the subject can take scope over the whole

gapped conjunction (binding something in the second conjunct, for example, as shown in

(682a)), suggesting that ‘small’ constituents are being conjoined in gapping, rather than

‘large’ constituents like clauses.
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(682) (Johnson 2009’s (14))

a. No womani can enter the army and heri girlfriend the navy.

b. *No womani can enter the army and/but heri girlfriend can enter the navy.

And Johnson’s own account of gapping (in which a verb undergoes across-the-board move-

ment to a position above two conjoined verb phrases) would already let us understand the

failure of the cases in (681) (although it’s less obvious that it captures the relative goodness

of cases like (679), or the contrasts shown in (680)). So an attempt to fully reconcile the

fact surrounding gapping with the facts surrounding fragment ellipsis would face a number

of challenges. That’s why I leave it to future work here.

Perhaps a less daunting task would be to attempt to unify fragments with cases of

non-constituent coordination, such as those in (683) (examples taken from Sailor & Thoms

2014).

(683) a. John spoke to Mary on Tuesdayand Bill on Wednesday.

b. I told stories about my family for a few minutesand my pets for a few hours.

c. He told them that he knew Spanish on Thursdayand Italian on Friday.

d. I claimed that I was a spy to impress Johnand an astronaut to impress Bill.

Sailor & Thoms 2014 have argued that these represent movement of two constituents to the

left periphery of the second conjunct, followed by clausal ellipsis.

(684) John spoke to Mary on Tuesday and [CP Bill 1 [CP [on Wednesday]2 [TP hespoke

to t1 t2]]]

Again, note that the first element in such cases has to bear contrastive topic accent, and the

second, focus accent.

(685) John spoke to Mary on Tuesday and [CT Bill] [ F on Wednesday].
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This is again suggestive that such cases are standing in a particular relation with a Question

under Discussion such asWho did John speak to when?In addition, we see a similar pattern

of embedding as we do in fragments: non-constituent coordinations can be embedded, but

only under bridge verbs.

(686) John spoke to Mary on Tuesday. . .

a. and I{think/believe/hope/suspect/?was told/imagine} Bill on Wednesday.

b. and I{??found out/*remember/*deny/?*know} Bill on Wednesday.

c. and I{*am proud/*am angry/*am surprised} Bill on Wednesday.

That’s a welcome result given the arguments in chapter 5 of this dissertation; it supports

Sailor & Thoms 2014’s proposal that these cases involve clausal ellipsis. Fully elaborating

these proposals would require further work, but we can see here at least preliminary support

for the idea.

A wider possible topic for future work may be to address whether the QUD-GIVENness

condition is proprietary to (clausal) ellipsis – and if it is, whether it should be encoded in

the lexical entry of the [E]-feature, as Merchant 2001, 2004argues – or whether it is part

of a larger ‘toolbox’ governing the recoverability of unspoken material, as discussed to-

wards the end of chapter 5. We also wish to understand where QUD-GIVENness is to be

situated in a general theory of grammar. I have developed QUD-GIVENness with reference

to semantic facts of English, and have not attempted semantic cross-linguistic comparison.

Is QUD-GIVENness a linguistic universal on fragments and fragment answers? Or is it

a language-specific property, such that (for example) English may use QUD-GIVENness

as its antecedence condition on clausal ellipsis, but otherlanguages may use other condi-

tions? If QUD-GIVENness is a universal, should this be formulated as a constraint which

is present in Universal Grammar, or does it follow from other, more general properties of

communication and social interaction, in the way that pragmatic principles (and indeed the

Question under Discussion itself) are generally thought todo?
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6.3 The end205

These are all questions which remain. However, hopefully this dissertation has suc-

ceeded in giving answers to at least a few questions. The answers have been rather long,

but I end the dissertation with their short variants.

(687) a. What creates fragment answers? — Ellipsis.

b. What’s the semantic condition on clausal ellipsis? — QUD-GIVENness.

c. When do fragments move? — At PF.

d. What licenses clausal ellipsis? — A high complementizer.

205Or ‘the end1 this is t1’?
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